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ABSTRACT
Constructing Saigyō: Poetry, Biography, and Medieval Reception
Jack Chris Stoneman
The late Heian-period poet/monk Saigyō (西行 1118-1190) has long been
considered one of the most talented of Japan’s waka poets. His poetry and his legend
have found their place in elite and popular culture, spanning social class as well as
multiple fields of cultural production, such as poetry, travel literature, painting,
woodblock prints, nō and kabuki, and Buddhist tales, to name a few. This study aims to
present the reader with a critical analysis of Saigyō, his poetry, and his legend by
answering several key questions. Who was the historical Saigyō that lived from 1118 to
1190? How did he become the famous monk and poet? What was it about his poetry that
made him famous? How did his life influence his poetry? How did his poetry influence
his life? Why did Saigyō become such a popular cultural figure after his death? What
were the mechanisms of this process of mythologizing? What role did both his life and
his poetry play in this process?
In part one of this dissertation, I provide a biographical sketch of Saigyō’s life.
Part two is an analysis of Saigyō’s poetics. Here I identify the major elements of Saigyō’s
style. I also illustrate the relationship between Saigyō’s life and his poetry. In part three, I
illustrate the relationship between Saigyō’s poetry and the development of his legend.
The weaving of poetry and life, poetic expression and spiritual journey, into a tapestry
was begun by Saigyō himself. Saigyō provided the overall pattern for the tapestry of his
life and his poetry. Japanese scholars have failed to recognize Saigyō’s hand in the
determination of what the tapestry of his life and poetry would eventually become. Later

generations of poets, monks, painters, and authors filled in the spaces, elaborated the
patterns, and wove new and more colorful threads into this tapestry. It was always the
intersections of the warp of the poet and his life, and the weft of the poems themselves,
upon which later weavers tied their colorful threads of story.
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INTRODUCTION
THE BIRTH OF A CULTURAL HERO
Saigyō (西行 1118-1190) looms large in Japan’s poetic pantheon and popular
imagination. Saigyō has long been considered one of the most talented of Japan’s waka
poets. His popular image has also been a major feature of the cultural landscape of Japan
from the time of his death to the present. His poetry and his legend have found their place
in the hearts of aristocrats and commoners alike, spanning social class as well as multiple
fields of cultural production, such as poetry, travel literature, court painting, woodblock
prints, nō theatre, kabuki, folk songs, poetic treatises, and Buddhist setsuwa literature, to
name a few. This study presents the reader with a full-color portrait of Saigyō, his poetry,
and his legend by answering several key questions. Who was Saigyō? This is a decidedly
loaded question, as there are many different Saigyōs that appear in later literature and art.
I will begin by asking: Who was the historical Saigyō that lived from 1118 to 1190? How
did he become the famous monk and poet? What was it about his poetry that made him
famous? How did his life (and lifestyle) influence his poetry? How did his poetry
influence his life (and lifestyle)? Why did Saigyō become such a popular cultural figure
after his death? What were the mechanisms of this process of mythologizing? What role
did both his life and his poetry play in this process? Before I explain my methodology for
answering these major questions, I will first give a brief overview of Saigyō, his poetry,
and the reception of his poetry and popular image.
Saigyō was born Satō Norikiyo (佐藤義清), the eldest son of a wealthy family of
samurai. His father was Satō Yasukiyo (康清) and his mother was the daughter of
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Minamoto Kiyotsune (源清経女). Nothing is known of his childhood. At age fifteen he
entered the service of the politically powerful Tokudaiji (徳大寺) family, and later he
served the retired emperor Toba (鳥羽院) as one of the northern guard (hokumen no
bushi 北面の武士), a select group of military bodyguards. Members of the northern
guard also served as cultural companions to the retired emperor, exhibiting skill in poetry,
music, kemari (蹴鞠), and other aristocratic pastimes. For reasons that are still debated,
in 1140 at the age of twenty-three, Saigyō suddenly abandoned his post and his family to
become a Buddhist monk. For the next fifty years, Saigyō alternately lived in seclusion,
traveled about the country, spent time in the capital, and carried out various Buddhist
activities. Throughout his tonsured life, Saigyō continued to compose poetry, gaining
increasing fame.
Though reliable historical documents concerning Saigyō’s life are scarce, the
autobiographical nature of many of his poems has fed the imagination of readers for
centuries, giving rise to a vast body of semi-legendary material. It is now nearly
impossible to separate the legend Saigyō from the actual poet and his poems. Saigyō
spent many years in and around the capital, and nearly thirty years in relative seclusion
near Mount Kōya, the headquarters of the Shingon Buddhist establishment. However,
Saigyō is known best as a travel poet. He made the long and arduous trip to Michinoku
twice—once shortly after becoming a monk, and once around sixty-nine years of age—
and traveled to Shikoku, Kumano, and Ise. Saigyō spent the duration of the Genpei Wars
(1180-86) in Ise. After the fighting ended, Saigyō returned to the capital, then to Kawachi
(near present-day Osaka), where he lived out his remaining years. He died at Hirokawa
Temple in Kawachi on the sixteenth day of the second month, 1190.
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Though Saigyō composed poetry covering the entire range of traditional waka
topics, his most famous poems are on travel, reclusion, cherry blossoms, and the moon.
Travel was an established category in waka composition and in the imperially sponsored
anthologies. It was often the aristocrat assigned to a provincial post, or, as in the case of
Ariwara no Narihira in Ise monogatari, the exiled poet that wrote waka along his way to
regions outside the capital. Saigyō, however, is a willing traveler, even an itinerant monk
possessed of wanderlust. He had explicit reasons for most of his travel, one reason being
to visit famous places in the poetic canon, or meisho. Later interpreters and scholars of
Saigyō’s poetry have perceived a special sense of immediateness in Saigyō’s travel
poetry, since it is assumed he actually visited the places he refers to. Many waka poets
never saw the poetic sites they described in their poems, relying upon established
associations of poetic place names to build the images and meanings in their poems.
Though Saigyō is known for his travels, he also composed many poems on famous places
without visiting the location, and it is difficult to actually determine whether a poem
composed en route is of better quality or effect than a poem composed via the
imagination.
Similarly, it is not entirely clear just how secluded from the world Saigyō ever
was. Though he likely lived alone whether in the capital or far away in Mt. Kōya or Ise,
he was probably never in total seclusion. Rather, he lived near and associated with other
tonseisha (遁世者), or persons who had left society to live a life of seclusion, usually in
the mountains either near the capital or near Buddist establishments such as Mt. Kōya.
Often, such persons were monks. Furthermore, Saigyō nourished ties with the poetic
establishment; he maintained relationships with high-ranking aristocrats and imperial
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personages from the time of his service as a samurai; he actively participated in poetic
and Buddhistic activities in and around the capital as well as at Kōya and Ise.
Saigyō is especially noted for his poetry on cherry blossoms. He was most fond of
the blossoms in the mountainous region of Yoshino, not far from Mount Kōya. Saigyō’s
cherry blossom poems often express a sense of attachment to the blossoms, and are
interpreted as self-remonstrative in the Buddhist sense. Saigyō’s moon poems also carry
Buddhist overtones. In both Buddhist sutras and waka, the moon is the symbol of
enlightenment. Many of Saigyō’s moon poems, however, also retain the traditional
association of love or longing. Some of his best moon poems combine both associations,
creating tension between the two, a technique learned from the mid-Heian period poet
Izumi Shikibu (和泉式部).
Saigyō’s poetry is marked by unadorned self-expression, seeming simplicity of
diction, self-reflection, and the interweaving of nature imagery with Buddhist motifs and
ideals. These traits have made his poems among the most popular and influential in the
poetic canon. An example of these traits is the following poem composed some months
before his tonsuring, as Saigyō was considering abandoning the world.

世にあらじと思ひたちけるころ東山にて人々寄霞述懐と云事をよめる

そらになる心は春の霞にて世にあらじとも思ひ立つかな
sora ni naru kokoro wa haru no kasumi nite / yo ni araji to mo omohi tatsu kana
At the time that I decided to abandon the world, some people at Higashiyama composed
on the topic “expressing one’s feelings on mist.”
The empty sky of my heart shrouded by spring mist
rises to thoughts of leaving the world behind
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 786) [723]1

Sora ni naru kokoro can mean “my heart which is the sky” or “my heart which is empty,”
or, as some commentators contend, “my heart which is unsettled.” Any or all of the
meanings may and probably do apply. Though “sora ni naru” implies emptiness, we can
also imagine a “spreading sky,” in the sense that the poet’s heart is becoming the sky (the
two are compared both as image and symbol), and thus spreading infinitely at the same
time it is becoming clear and empty. Omohi tatsu of the last line means to decide, and
hence “thoughts” is a somewhat weak translation. Tatsu also applies to the mist, or haze,
rising, which conceals the clear sky of the heart. The image created by the poem is that of
rising above the mist to see the clear sky. In other words, Saigyō wishes to rise above the
world, where he can freely gaze upon the clear and empty sky of his own heart
Though this poem may not be called “unadorned” self-expression, it is
nonetheless a fine example of the direct self-expression found in so many of Saigyō’s
poems. Saigyō’s poetry seems deeper and more personal than much previous waka poetry,
and, in many ways, his poems are existential expressions of the poet’s innermost spiritual
struggles, emotions, ideals, and personal history. Saigyō himself is the subject of all his
poems. Kubota Shōichirō characterized Saigyō’s poetics in the following manner.
All Saigyō poems are first referenced with a number in parentheses from Watabe
Tamotsu’s (渡部保) Sankashū zenchūkai (山家集全注解), (Kazama Shobō 風間書房,
1979). This annotated collection is the most comprehensive and inclusive one-volume
version of not only Sankashū, but Kikigakishū, Zanshū, as well as poems gleaned from
other sources. Numbers in brackets refer to the Nihon koten bungaku taikei (日本古典文
学大系), vol. 29, Sankashū (Iwanami Shoten 岩波書店, 1965). These numbers also
correspond to the Shinchō Nihon koten shūsei (新潮日本古典集成) version of Sankashū
(Shinchōsha 新潮社, 1982), as well as the most recently published annotated version of
Sankashū, edited by Nishizawa Yoshihito (西澤美仁), Utsuki Genkō (宇津木言行), and
Kubota Jun (久保田淳), (Meiji Shoin 明治書院, 2003).
1
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We must [understand that] at that time there were none who composed waka as a
specialized occupation, and even if we say there were, they were limited to the
lineages of distinguished families who were only concerned with the particulars
of poetics. Other than that, there were the high ranking aristocrats who passed the
time with poetry as a hobby, the servant of only flowers, birds, and natural
scenery, the inertia of this custom restricting the boundaries [of poetry to these
topics]. One who directly immersed oneself in the transformations of nature was
extremely rare. For Saigyō, waka was not a game of letters, nor could he bear to
be submissive to some poetic lineage. His desire was to confront nature and
express himself freely as he wished, and at the end of the Heian period, there were
still no poets such as this, and the state of society had not yet allowed the
existence of this type of literary man. (103)

The diction of this poem appears to be simple and straightforward. Sky, heart,
spring, mist, and leaving the world are all uncomplicated words and phrases strung
together in a seemingly effortless manner. Below the surface of the diction, however, lies
a syntax that belies the complexity of its parts—this is true of many of Saigyō’s best
poems. Sora ni naru kokoro is a practically unused phrase in waka, though “sky” and
“heart” are not uncommon words. A search of Kokka taikan reveals that the phrase sora
ni naru kokoro appears in only three poems. However, kokoro no sora, or “heart’s sky,” a
more common phrase using these two words, appears no less than 144 times in waka
poetry, and at least a dozen examples appear before Saigyō’s time. What is the difference
between sora ni naru kokoro and kokoro no sora?
“The heart’s sky” is a common Buddhist metaphor. The heart is meant to be a sky
in which the moon (symbol of enlightenment) can shine. Sora ni naru kokoro implies
much more. By not directly linking heart and sky, we are able to read sora more freely, as
the sky and as emptiness itself, as sora echoes the alternate reading of the character—kū,
meaning emptiness. Furthermore, while naru can be read as an existence verb not so far
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in meaning from the possessive no that connects kokoro no sora, it can also be read as
“become” or “becoming.” Thus we can translate the phrase “my heart which becomes the
sky,” yielding the image mentioned above of the poet’s heart spreading infinitely at the
same time that it is emptying. Thus sora ni naru kokoro offers more meaning and
imagery than the straightforward metaphorical kokoro no sora. This phrase, while
seeming simple enough to understand, is in fact a complex layering of meaning that lends
richness to the poem’s expression and infuses the poem from the start with Buddhist
meaning.
As for self-reflection, this poem is an example of how Saigyō captures the very
moment of self-reflection, indecision, and determination. The first half of the poem
expresses in metaphorical language the poet’s present state of mind. His heart is clouded
by spring mist. The next phrase, yo ni araji (leaving the world), expresses his hope that
he can leave the world—his desire to rise above the mist. The final phrase, omohi tatsu
(rising thoughts), expresses his decision to indeed leave the world behind. It is a
miniature psychological narrative. Such narrative drama is a hallmark of Saigyō’s style as
he constantly reflects upon his spirituality, his thoughts and desires, and his relationship
to the world and the people in it.
This poem is also an example of how Saigyō interweaves images of nature with
Buddhist motifs and ideals. I have already discussed the “sky/heart” motif. The other
nature image in the poem is the spring mist. What exactly does this mist represent? In
traditional waka, a spring mist often represents the murky situation of being in love and
yet apart from the one you love. The mist which represents the confused feelings of love
prevents the poet from seeing very far, and distorts images in the distance, such as trees
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or the moon. Thus, some interpreters find that Saigyō is using a failed love affair as an
excuse to leave the world behind. The diction allows this reading. However, since sora ni
naru kokoro introduced Buddhist themes at the beginning of the poem, we are free to
interpret the mist in a Buddhist sense, though traditional waka diction would discourage
such a reading. The mist may represent worldly desires and attachments which prevent
the practitioner from clearly observing his heart. Of course, these desires and attachments
may very well be romantic, but the vague nature of “mist” does not require such a
definitive interpretation. So what is the mist? And how is it related to the poet’s heart?
And how is it related to the decision the poet makes in the second half of the poem?
These questions bring us to a discussion of how this poem functions (or does not
function) as a waka. “Mist” is overtly linked to the second half of the poem by the
presence of the engo, or associated word, tatsu in the last line, meaning “to rise.” The link
nonetheless seems forced, and decidedly secondary to the primary meaning of omohi
tatsu—to decide. How exactly, then, are the two halves of the poem linked? Why does
the poet make the momentous and bold decision to leave the world, based upon the misty
imagery of the opening lines? The crux of the poem is ni te, an unabashedly vague
connector Saigyō was fond of employing, the exact meaning of which is difficult to
determine in this case. Ni te seems to modify “mist,” as indicated in the translation with
the phrase “shrouded by.” Logically, ni te should somehow connect the semantic
structure of the two halves of the poem, but it leaves the reader wondering why it is there.
The connector, and the poem, are simply too hazy (like spring mist) to pin down. Further,
the discrete parts of the poem, while on the surface seeming to make perfect sense, when
analyzed as elements of a traditional waka, sputter and break down. “My heart (which is
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really the sky) is covered in spring mist, and so I’ve decided to leave the world,” is what
the poet seems to say. But this is too simple, and not sufficient as an explanation of the
decision to become a monk. A close analysis of the elements of the poem and their
grammar leaves us still confused. The combination of Buddhist and nature imagery,
along with overtones of love poetry, makes the poem a delight to read and mull over, but
the byzantine obscurity of its parts leads us to determine that, as a waka, the poem is
flawed.
This is true of many of Saigyō’s most famous poems. While innovative, they are
nonetheless baffling and sometimes maddening in their stubborn refusal to be parsed as
waka. There is often a series of exclamations the reader utters in appreciating a Saigyō
poem. His poems are at first glance pleasant expressions full of images that leave the
reader saying, “ahh...” in enjoyment and satisfaction. But when parsed and pondered, the
poem leads the reader to say, “ah-hah,” at the discovery of a more complex and revealing
expression beneath the surface diction and imagery. Taken further, analysis of Saigyō’s
poems reveals that they often fail at what we expect of a shūka, or superior poem—they
do not really function in the way a waka should. They are full of stylistic contradictions,
transgressions of waka rubric, and often exasperating vagueness. “Uh-oh,” is what we say
when we see the poem fail as a waka. But, as unprecedented and highly nuanced
expressions of the self,2 Saigyō’s poems triumph. “Ohh…,” we say in awe at a deeper
understanding of Saigyō’s profound concerns and the masterful way in which he
“Expressions of the self” is a decidedly loaded term. I mean that Saigyō’s poems are
often expressions of the self in an existential context. Rather than simply commenting
upon natural phenomenon and expressing a sense of “awe,” such as mono no aware,
Saigyō’s poems delve deeper into the realm of what it means to be alive, how we are
related to natural phenomenon in a cosmological sense, or how nature is an expression of
the Buddha-mind.
2
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expresses them. Saigyō’s poems transcend the waka form and traditional modes of selfexpression in Japanese literature while seeming to be firmly rooted in those same
traditions. Though not all of Saigyō’s contemporaries fully appreciated or understood his
methods or accomplishments, the charisma of his personality both in life and in his
poems made him one of the most admired figures of his time and perhaps the most
popular waka poet of the medieval and Edo periods.
The process through which Saigyō’s poetry and image were transformed into
cultural icons consisted of several divergent and yet related processes of canonization and
popularization. Little over fifteen years after his death, ninety-four of Saigyō’s poems
were included in the imperially sponsored poetry anthology Shinkokin wakashū (新古今
和歌集, 1207; hereafter referred to as Shinkokinshū)—more than any other poet. Such
inclusion represented not only affirmation by his fellow poets, but canonization of the
highest level in Japanese letters. Saigyō was also included in Fujiwara Teika’s (藤原定家
1162-1241) compilation Ogura hyakunin isshu (小倉百人一首 c. 1235), which became
one of the most distributed, studied, and memorized poetic texts of the medieval, Edo,
and modern periods. Saigyō’s own compilation of his poetry, Sankashū (山家集 c. 1170),
also became widely popular during the medieval and Edo periods. The proliferation of
printing in the Edo period helped increase the popular readership of various versions of
Sankashū, and from the late Muromachi period (16th c.) forward, Sankashū was included
in what was called the Rokkashū (六家集), or Six Poetry Collections, a grouping of
collections representing six poets of the late Heian period (12th-13th c.) which became a
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standard printed poetic text in the Edo period.3 Saigyō has continued to maintain
popularity in the modern period. There were no less than six different Complete Works of
Saigyō published in the twentieth century and five special issues of Kokubungaku devoted
to Saigyō.4 Over 250 scholarly articles and monographs concerning Saigyō have been
published in Japan in the last five years alone.
At the same time that Saigyō’s colleagues were re-reading and appreciating his
poetry following his death, others were re-reading and appreciating, and re-telling his life.
Itinerant monks and recluses, perhaps those of the Higashiyama environs of Sōrinji and
the Kōya area, both molded Saigyō’s death into a typical ōjō5 scene (complete with
purple clouds and strange scents) and his life into a tale of Buddhist renunciation, poetic
triumph, adventurous travel, and utter devotion to individual freedom. The modern
scholar Mezaki Tokue (目崎徳衛), in the conclusion to his study of Saigyō, wrote: “As a
summary of the arguments of this book, I would like to most emphasize the fact that. . .
through his original and lengthy reclusive life, Saigyō established the first model of a
“free person” (自由人) in our country” (Shisōshi-teki kenkyū, 433). Perhaps it was the
image of Saigyō as a completely free-thinking and (more importantly) freely mobile
person that first struck a chord with the increasingly itinerant groups of Buddhist
practitioners and poets of the medieval period, prompting the mythologizing of his life.

The remaining five portions of Rokkashū are: Chōshū eisō, Shunzei; Akishino gesseishū,
Yoshitsune; Shūgyokushū, Jien; Shūi gusō, Teika; Minishū, Ietaka.
3

The zenshū (complete works) were edited by Oyama Tokujirō, 1924; Noguchi Yonejirō,
1930; Itō Yoshio, 1935; Sasaki Nobutsuna, et al, 1941; Kuwabara Hiroshi, 1982; Kubota
Jun, 1982. The Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kanshō special issues were: 1974.12; 1976.6;
1985.4; 1994.7; 2000.3.
4

5

往生 Rebirth into Amida’s Pure Land paradise.
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Within fifty years of his death, versions of Saigyō monogatari were circulating,
likely as oral narratives. At this time, the nun and poet Abutsu (阿佛尼 1222?-1283)
transcribed one of these narratives, though it is not likely that she was the author. Within
a century of his death, the first version of Saigyō monogatari emaki (西行物語絵巻), a
narrative handscroll with text and painted images, appeared. In all the versions of the
Tale of Saigyō, many illustrated, that proliferated throughout the medieval and Edo
periods,6 Saigyō is the poet-traveler, the religious devotee, and the gargantuan personality
that seemed to inspire generations of imitators, including the author of Towazugatari (と
はずがたり c. 1306-1313), Lady Nijō (後深草院二条 1258-?), who has come to be
known as “the female Saigyō.” Around the same time that the Tale of Saigyō was
forming, an anonymous author/compiler (pretending to be Saigyō) was producing a set of
entertaining and didactic tales (setsuwa 説話) about highly individualistic Buddhist
monks, including Saigyō, called Senjūshō (撰集抄), which became a major setsuwa text
in the centuries to come, influencing the formation of Saigyō’s legendary image in
Buddhist literature as well as the nō theater and popular folk genres. In this work, too,
Saigyō is both deeply religious and somewhat quirky—a traveling monk and poet who
both impresses and amuses. Saigyō’s individuality of lifestyle and uncanny ability to
poeticize made his life and opus fertile ground for later generations of admirers.
Mezaki finishes his book: “Certainly, the toughness of his spirit (精神), to so
thoroughly carry out his own way of living life in the middle of an historically
unprecedented and nearly unthinkable period of civil war, was of course unheard of

6

Some forty different variants survive of Saigyō monogatari. See Meredith McKinney, A
Study of Saigyō monogatari, PhD dissertation, The Australian National University, 2002.
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before Saigyō, and we can probably say there have been few similar examples of such
strength in all the periods of history since and to the present day. Furthermore, through
his charismatic poetry collections and legends, Saigyō has deeply influenced the thinking
and actual lives of many cultural allies since the medieval period, and this fact should
certainly be re-emphasized as Saigyō’s historical meaning and import” (433-34).
Saigyō’s poetry and life were read and imitated by countless other poets and enthusiasts
for generations after his death. Perhaps the most anthologized of Japanese poets, Saigyō
came to represent the “natural poet,” or “born poet.” Retired Emperor GoToba (後鳥羽院
1180-1239, r. 1183-98), who was the major sponsor of and a critical force in the
compilation of the Shinkokinshū, said the following of Saigyō in Go Toba-in gokuden (後
鳥羽院御口伝): “Saigyō is fascinating, and what is more, his heart is particularly
profound. I think he is a natural born poet. His are not poems the average person should
attempt to imitate. His skill is inexplicable.” This oft-repeated and justifiably famous
assessment of Saigyō’s inexplicable genius has now become anecdotal. Apart from
indicating the fervor with which GoToba must have read and recommended Saigyō’s
poems for the Shinkokinshū, it is a glimpse into how Saigyō’s audiences have for
centuries considered his talents beyond explanation. I will treat GoToba’s statements in
further detail later. Suffice it to say, Saigyō’s admirers have for many years enjoyed his
poems even if they feel it impossible to explain or imitate them.
And yet many later poets did imitate Saigyō. Kamo no Chōmei (鴨長明 1155?1216), Yoshida Kenkō (吉田兼好 1283?-1352?), Itao Sōgi (板尾宗祇 1431-1502),
Matsuo Bashō (松尾芭蕉 1644-1694), and Ryōkan (良寛 1757-1831) were all influenced
by Saigyō’s poetry. Furthermore, they were influenced by Saigyō’s life, or the story of
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his life as it was passed down to them. If Saigyō’s poetry was popular for the last eight
centuries, his life story has been a best-seller for more than seven centuries. Not only did
they imitate Saigyō, they created a new mode of poetic composition previously peripheral
in the waka tradition. Inspired by Saigyō and his life as they perceived it, and informed
by the supposed theories of Saigyō found in such works as Saigyō shōnin danshō (Master
Saigyō’s Collected Conversations), Shasekishū (Collection of Sand and Pebbles), and
Seiashō (Collection of the Well Frog),7 these later poets emulated the actions and lifestyle
of the monk recluse Saigyō as a means of superior poetic composition and Buddhistic
practice. Waka as dharani, or mantra, was supposedly advocated by Saigyō, and the
recluse lifestyle as a means to compose such waka became widely practiced, Kamo no
Chōmei (a young contemporary of Saigyō) being one of its earliest practitioners and
proponents. Chōmei’s own “ten-foot-square hut” described in his famous Hōjōki (方丈記
1212) was almost certainly inspired by the description of Saigyō’s Ise hut found in
Saigyō shōnin danshō and by Chōmei’s own visit to that hut in 1186. Essentially, after
Saigyō, we see the burgeoning of a new cultural space for the production of waka—a
shift from uta-kai, uta-awase and other such aristocratic or courtly gatherings to a more
religious lifestyle space marked by thatched huts, mountain retreats, and religious
landmarks as a means to more meaningful poeticizing.
This is only one example of how Saigyō, his poetry, and the expansion of his
semi-legendary image influenced later generations of cultural participants. In almost all

Saigyō shōnin danshō (西行上人談抄), sometimes called Saikō danshō (西公談抄), is
an early thirteenth century compilation of Saigyō’s conversations on poetry by one of
Saigyō’s Ise students, Ren’a (蓮阿). Shasekishū (沙石集 1283) is a collection of
Buddhist setsuwa compiled by Mujū (無住 1226-1312). Seiashō (井蛙抄)is a poetic
treatise and setsuwa collection written by Ton’a (頓阿 1289-1372).
7
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cases of Saigyō reception, it is the intersection of the life and poetry of Saigyō that has
provided the fertile soil from which so much legend, poetry, story, and adoration have
grown over the centuries. The same subtle intersections of life and poem that have made
Saigyō a fascinating figure in Japanese cultural and literary history make the study of
Saigyō and his poetry difficult and, to say the least, not very straightforward. This is
because it is nearly impossible at this late date to confirm whether the provokingly
nuanced intersections of Saigyō’s poems and his own life are indeed true in a historical
sense. Perhaps it does not matter whether any given poem reflects an actual experience or
lifestyle. However, the perceived unity of poetry and lifestyle in Saigyō’s oeuvre has
been the impetus for both centuries of biographical readings of his poems and the
extraordinary flowering of story, folklore, art, and legend surrounding Saigyō.
Studies of Saigyō legend, or folklore, usually begin with Senjūshō and Saigyō
monogatari, both thought to have originated in the century after Saigyō’s death. Both
works provide an already fully developed legendary Saigyō which may or may not have
been intimately connected to the actual Saigyō that lived from 1118 to 1190. Senjūshō
was even said to have been written by Saigyō, though that claim has largely been
discredited. However, until well into the Meiji period, everyone believed Senjūshō to be
the work of Saigyō, and thus an accurate representation of not only Saigyō’s life and
activities, but his religiosity, poetics, and cultural concerns. Pre-Meiji readers thought
they knew Saigyō quite thoroughly. Further, his biography, in the form of Saigyō
monogatari, was well-read, repeatedly illustrated, and doubtless known by heart among
his fans. These two works, combined with over two thousand poems available in a
number of sources, gave pre-modern readers what they must have considered a well-
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rounded and accurate portrait of this late Heian poet. There is no evidence that scholars
previous to the modern era ever tried to ferret out the discrepancies between Saigyō
legend and actual biography, nor try to disprove that a certain poem was composed at a
certain spot, or that Saigyō slept under any given tree in any given province. Rather,
scholars and admirers of Saigyō’s poetry and life made great efforts to visit the places
Saigyō was said to have visited, attempting to understand the landscape (physical and
cultural and religious) that gave rise to both the poet and the poem, then composed their
own poems inspired by the place and the spirit of the poet that made that place special.
This co-creative process led to the proliferation of Saigyō-related sites and Saigyōinspired literature. If anything, the tendency of modern scholarship to, beyond cataloging
the plethora of Saigyō phenomena, reductively pick apart legend and fact in an effort to
uncover what we consider to be the “truth” about Saigyō, his life, and his poetry is
instructive only in a strictly forensic sense.
The body of folk literature and art that has been built up around Saigyō’s semilegendary life is nearly endless, second only in volume to Kūkai. The above-mentioned
Senjūshō and Saigyō monogatari were joined by later versions of the same tales (many
times over), noh plays in the Nanbokuchō (1336-92) and Muromachi (1333-1573) eras,
children’s stories in the Muromachi and Edo periods, folk songs, full-scale illustrated
books of Saigyō’s life, and countless local legends from the Edo period, jōruri and kabuki
plays from the early and middle Edo period, woodblock prints (including a spate of
surimono) from the Edo and early Meiji periods, and more. Saigyō is present in nearly
every possible media of pre-modern Japan, from court poetry to tobacco advertisements.
Is it any wonder that scholars of Saigyō’s poetry are overwhelmed, sometimes without
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even realizing it, by the historically constructed and received image of the poet? It is
equally unsurprising that some scholars feel the poetry and its interpretation have
suffered under this seemingly gigantic popular image of Saigyō.
Mitsuda Kazunobu, in his short but penetrating essay “Mi no oto: Saigyō wa
yometeiru ka?”8 works violently against the long-standard interpretation of Saigyō’s
Suzuka-yama poem, bravely refuting the universally accepted reading of this very
popular poem. However, Mitsuda’s vigilance in attempting to “re-read” Saigyō propels
him into the unduly dangerous category of reactionary. When I began my study of Saigyō,
I was first affronted by the same monochromatic reading of Saigyō and his poems against
which I believe Mitsuda is reacting. I quickly determined that the focus of my Saigyō
project would be the careful dissection of fact and fiction in the life of Saigyō, which
would naturally lead to an enlightened and unencumbered new reading of Saigyō’s
poems. It took some time, but I came to realize that an autopsy of Saigyō’s biography
would tell me little about the living poet and the poems he composed. Nor would an
autopsy of Saigyō’s poems in the form of a rigidly historical reading lend any freshness
to poems that had already taken on lives of their own even before the death of their poet.
The greatest intellectual and artistic pleasure to be derived from Saigyō’s life
story and his poetry is to be found in the constantly shifting possibilities of his seemingly
simple but very complicated poems as they intersect with our perceptions of the poet.
Saigyō’s poems resist analysis because they are part of a centuries-old and ongoing
process of collaborative re-manufacture. Once this fact is established and accepted, then

Mitsuda Kazunobu, “Mi no oto: ‘Saigyō’ wa yometeiru ka,” Bungaku 3.2, 2002. I will
treat Mitsuda’s essay in greater detail in part two.
8
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it is possible for us to identify and analyze the various parts and mechanisms of the
manufacturing process.
In his book The Manufactured Myth of Katsura Villa,9 architectural historian and
cultural theorist Inoue Shōichi approaches the history of Katsura Rikyū, a seventeenth
century imperial villa, as a process of manufacture and re-manufacture of certain ideas
about and interpretation of an architectural icon. Inoue asserts that established cultural
interpretations of Katsura exert a type of authority over those within its realm of
influence—those in the fields of architecture, landscape architecture, tea, and cultural
landmark enthusiasts. The process by which Katsura became the example par excellence
of traditional Japanese architecture, gaining unassailable fame in Japan and abroad, had
little to do with the site itself, but rather a process of mythologizing by various
individuals and groups over the years. Inoue writes: “At present, Katsura Villa reigns as
the model of Japanese beauty in the history of Japanese culture. However, it was not in
that position from the time of its construction. . . . The aim of this book is to recount the
series of events [that brought it to this position]. Various events merged together, or
clashed, and in this process Katsura Villa’s position advanced. I aim to recreate
historically that logical process” (261). Looking at such diverse subjects as the writings
of Bruno Taut, the Shōwa period renovations of Katsura, the writings of Japanese culture
theorists, guidebooks, magazines, as well as architectural scholarship, Inoue presents a
portrait of how Katsura achieved the cultural status it maintains today.
In a similar fashion, we must look at the entire process of the manufacture and remanufacture of Saigyō’s opus, including the poet himself, his environment, the
Inoue Shōichi ( 井上章一 ). Tsukurareta Katsura rikyū shinwa, Kōdansha gakujutsu
bunko, 1997.
9
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composition of and contemporary reception of his poems, the later reception of his poems,
and the reception of the poet, or the mythologizing of the poet. This project must be
holistic, with each field of study informing the other, just as each process in the
development of Saigyō as we perceive him today was informed by other processes. In
other words, the legend did not develop only from the biography—it was also informed
by the poetry and the religiosity of Saigyō. Similarly, the poetry cannot be analyzed
independently of either the biography or the legend or the religious aspirations of Saigyō.
In order to facilitate a discussion of Saigyō that will accomplish these aims, I have
constructed my study in three parts: Biography, Poetics, and Legend. However, the foci
of this treatment of Saigyō, and the crux of my analysis is the illumination of the
interactions of these three areas of study.
The eminent historian Paul A. Cohen, in his study of the Boxer Rebellion, History
in Three Keys,10 theorizes three different ways of understanding an historical event. He
subtitles his monograph The Boxers as Event, Experience, and Myth. The first part of
Cohen’s book “tells the ‘story’ of the Boxer uprising, as later narrated by historians.” The
second part “probes the thought, feelings, and behavior of the immediate participants.”
The third part “explores the myths surrounding the Boxers and ‘Boxerism’ that were
fashioned in twentieth-century China” (xiii). Calling these three areas of focus “different
zones of consciousness,” Cohen goes on to say that his aim in juxtaposing these divergent
views of history is “to convey something of the elusiveness of the historical enterprise, to
illuminate the tension between the history that people make, which is in some sense fixed,
and the histories that people write and use, which seem to forever be changing” (xiii-xiv).

10

Columbia University Press, 1997.
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These are different “ways of knowing the past” that require different perspectives when
treated by the historian.
In a similar vein, biography may be treated as Event, poetry (and poetics) as
Experience, and legend as Myth. Each part of my study will have a dual focus. Part one
will be a biographical sketch of Saigyō’s life informed by two perspectives on the past:
a.) the past as reconstructed from documentary evidence, and b.) the past as the life
experience of Saigyō, reconstituted as best we can from limited use of his poetry and
responsible speculation informed by historical and literary contexts. Part two will: a.)
explain the poetics of Saigyō—how the poems work, where they came from, and how
they constitute a style, and b.) reconstruct the poetic world (or “life”) of Saigyō as he
created it himself—show how his life influenced his poetry and how his poetry
influenced his life. Part three will trace the development of the Saigyō legend, or myth,
as: a.) Saigyō himself influenced it through his actions and poems, hence learning how
Saigyō saw himself (or his legacy), and b.) as receivers influenced the myth, hence
learning how they saw Saigyō, and even how they saw themselves. In the most general
sense, I ask: Who was Saigyō? Who did Saigyō think he was? Who did later generations
think Saigyō was? Of course, a caveat must be provided: the question, Who was Saigyō?
might actually be framed, Who do I think Saigyō was? Cohen writes:
No matter how much of the original, experienced past historians choose or are
able to build into their narratives, what they end up with will, in specific and
identifiable ways, be different from that past. This is so, moreover, despite the
fact that the process of narrativization in which the historian engages is not, in my
view, intrinsically different from the process of narrativization in which the direct
experiencer of the past also engages. (3-4)
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Each part of this study represents a different area of focus employing different
genres of subject matter, such as documentary biography, poetry, art, anecdote, nō plays,
vernacular tales, and so forth. Though eclectic, this approach promises to provide the
most well-rounded view of Saigyō possible within the constraints of time and space
provided. This approach is not unlike Carl E. Schorske’s landmark study of fin-de-siècle
Vienna.11 In making a case for an inter-disciplinary approach to historical studies,
Schorske writes that post-Nietzschian post-Marxist “European high culture entered a
whirl of infinite innovation, with each field proclaiming independence of the whole, each
part in turn falling into parts. Into the ruthless centrifuge of change were drawn the very
concepts by which cultural phenomena might be fixed in thought. Not only the producers
of culture, but also its analysts and critics fell victim to the fragmentation” (xix).
Schorske goes on to explain the results of modernism’s tendency to divorce itself from
the past:
At the same time as they asserted their independence of the past, the academic
disciplines became increasingly independent of each other as well. Far from
providing any unifying premises or principles of coherence for comprehending
the multiplicity of contemporary culture, the autonomous disciplines reinforced
the culture’s pluralism with an academic specialization that was its analytical
parallel. Discussions with colleagues in other fields convinced me that the
historical consciousness could expect little sustenance from either the humanistic
or the social scientific disciplines in any direct or participatory way. (xx-xxi)
A cool indictment of the mutual exclusiveness of academic disciplines, Schorske’s
assertion that history must also be served by humanities and the social sciences remains
true today, and true of literary history too. Schorske’s approach grew out of a need to,
paradoxically, diversify the academic engine of inquiry in an effort to unify, or make
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Fin-de-siècle Vienna: Politics and Culture. New York: Vintage Books, 1981.
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more holistic, the results of that inquiry. After criticizing the Hegelian approach to
culture (citing a Zeitgeist as an “abstract categorical common denominator”), Schorske
writes:
Where such an intuitive discernment of unities once served, we must now be
willing to undertake the empirical pursuit of pluralities as a precondition to
finding unitary patterns of culture. Yet if we reconstruct the course of change in
the separate branches of cultural production according to their own modes, we can
acquire a firmer basis for determining the similarities and differences among them.
These in turn can bring us to the shared concerns, the shared ways of confronting
experience, that bind men together as culture-makers in a common social and
temporal space. (xxii)

Schorske employs seven fields of inquiry in his study of fin-de-siècle Vienna:
poetry and drama (Schnitzler and Hoffmansthal), architecture and city-planning (the
Ringstrasse), politics (Austro-liberalism), psychology (Freud), painting (Klimt), garden
design and notions of utopia, and, finally, expressionism in painting and music
(Kokoschka and Schoenberg). Arguing for a dual diachronic and synchronic approach,
Schorske writes: “But had I attended only to the autonomy of fields and their internal
changes, the synchronic relations among them might have been lost. The fertile ground of
the cultural elements, and the basis of their cohesion, was a shared social experience in
the broadest sense” (xxiii). The shared social experience of this study is the cultural
phenomenon of Saigyō, his poetry, and his legend. In order to most fully understand and
appreciate this experience, we must employ as many different fields of inquiry as
legitimately and sensibly possible. Thus, this study is structured in three parts—
biography, poetics, and legend—each part engaging a variety of sources and perspectives
to make our picture of Saigyō as clear and comprehensive as possible.
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In the past, studies of Saigyō, his poetry, and his legend have largely been
fragmentary in the sense that few scholars treat more than one of the above areas
(biography, poetics, or legend). And yet most treatments of Saigyō as biography, poetics,
or folklore have been remarkably uniform in their approach and results. For example, the
early studies of Saigyō in the twentieth century by Oyama Tokujirō, Kubota Utsuho,
Kawada Jun, Itō Yoshio, and Kazamaki Keijirō12 were all created by waka scholars
whose aim was to illuminate the poems themselves, and not the cultural phenomenon of
Saigyō of which the poems were one part. Nevertheless, these scholars perpetuated many
of the same apocryphal images of Saigyō that were handed down to them by the
mythologizing tradition. In many of their commentaries on Saigyō’s poems, rather than
explain the poetics, these writers explained Saigyō and his psyche, continuing the
dangerous line of biographical readings that have obscured Saigyō’s poetics. By the
1960s and 1970s, several scholars approached Saigyō anew, such as Ishida Yoshisada,
Kubota Jun, Gorai Shigeru, Yasuda Ayao, Itō Hiroyuki, and Mezaki Tokue,13 taking on
other aspects of Saigyō, such as his religiosity, his relationship to late-Heian historical
events and personages, and the body of folk literature and art surrounding Saigyō.
However, most Saigyō monographs remain only partial views of Saigyō. Even
though one may write a complete biography of Saigyō, and may even quote several

Oyama Tokujirō (尾山篤二郎) Saigyō hōshi hyōden, 1934; Kubota Utsuho (窪田空穂)
Saigyō hōshi, 1938; Kawada Jun (川田順) Saigyō, 1939; Itō Yoshio (伊藤嘉夫) Kajin
Saigyō, 1957; Kazamaki Keijirō (風巻景次郎) Saigyō, 1948.
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Ishida Yoshisada (石田吉貞) Inja no bungaku, 1969; Kubota Jun (久保田淳) Chūsei
bungaku no sekai, 1972, Shinkokin kajin no kenkyū, 1973, Saigyō no sekai, 1984; Gorai
Shigeru (五来重) Kōya hijiri, 1965; Yasuda Ayao (安田章生) Saigyō, 1973; Itō Hiroyuki
(伊藤博之) Inton no bungaku, 1975; Mezaki Tokue (目崎徳衛) Saigyō no shisōshiteki
kenkyū, 1978, Saigyō, 1980, Suki to mujō, 1988.
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dozen of his poems along the way, it is still largely a biography and leaves the reader
without a sense of the importance of the poems and their relationship to Saigyō’s life.
Similarly, folk studies of Saigyō legend material rarely refer to biographical issues, as
proving a certain legend to be “historical” or “fictional” is not the aim of folkloric studies.
Furthermore, scholars of folklore are rarely equipped to thoroughly treat the poems and
their relationship to the legends. Waka scholars, to be sure, rarely reach outside the poem
itself and seem generally uninterested in broader issues of cultural history.
The above is not true of all Saigyō scholars. Neither am I suggesting that it takes
an Überscholar to satisfactorily treat Saigyō. However, a new and more comprehensive
approach is necessary in order to give readers a clearer and fairer assessment of this very
important poet of the late Heian period for two major reasons. First, in modern Saigyō
studies, one field often relies upon another field to provide some sort of “given,” or a
priori as a starting point, or backdrop, for a treatment of some subset of Saigyō studies,
such as biography, poetics, or religion. For example, poetic studies often naïvely assume
the legendary images of Saigyō and his life and thus fall into interpretive traps when
assessing poems and their meanings or contexts. Similarly, folkloric studies often assume
the reader knows the poems and the poetics, and fail to connect the poetry directly to the
growth of the legends. Second, many studies of Saigyō, while necessarily narrow in their
scope as specialized research analyses, nevertheless become too narrow and one-sided
when too vigorously pursuing a certain agenda or theoretical goal. One such example is
the controversial Kōya hijiri, by Gorai Shigeru,14 in which the author uses very limited
biographical evidences to completely reshape the character of Saigyō’s religious life in a
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way that scholars since have shown to be far too aggressive and over-reaching. Similarly,
when looking at one aspect of Saigyō’s life or poetry, scholars who may not have an
ideological or overly theoretical program nevertheless often produce a fragmented or too
exclusive picture of Saigyō’s life and poetry. One such example is Yamada Shōzen’s
Saigyō no waka to bukkyō,15 which is a thorough study of the influences of esoteric
Shingon texts to be found in Saigyō’s poetry, but falls short of an inclusive and truly
representative treatment of Saigyō’s complex and syncretic religiosity.
It becomes obvious that a more comprehensive theoretical approach is needed to
give the reader perhaps not a complete or exhaustive view of Saigyō, but at the very least
an holistic and interconnected view of the figure, his poetry, and the reception of the
figure and his poetry. In part one of this dissertation, I provide a biographical sketch of
Saigyō’s life from the reliable historical sources that are available. At present, all possible
sources from which we might glean biographical information for Saigyō seem to have
been exhausted, and so my work will be organizing and analyzing the available
information. I also organize Saigyō’s life into several periods for ease of later reference.
These periods mark major turning points in lifestyle as well as poetic style. I present the
available biographical information and a brief analysis of the major issues to be
considered for each period of Saigyō’s life. These issues involve not only historical
events and cultural descriptions, but also poetics, religious activities and development,
family history, and relevant references to later legend and reception. My goal has been to
create a strictly historical biography free of the influence of the later development of the
Saigyō image that simultaneously serves as a springboard for discussions of larger issues
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of poetics and legend building. It is impossible to make any specialized study of Saigyō
exclusive of other generic concerns—my aim, rather, is to show the many connections
among these three areas of study that will draw a more accurate and vivid picture of the
figure of Saigyō.
Part two is an analysis of Saigyō’s poetics. Here I identify the major elements of
Saigyō’s style. I also illustrate the relationship between Saigyō’s life (as delineated in
part one) and his poetry. In part three, I illustrate the relationship between Saigyō’s
poetry and the development of his legend. Part three also includes the beginning of an
analysis of the development of Saigyō’s image and legend in the Kamakura and
Muromachi periods. Ideally, we should follow the development of Saigyō legend and
reception at least to Matsuo Bashō and from there to the present day, but a scope of that
size is far beyond the constraints of this project. I identify the major trends in Saigyō
folklore that develop early and set the tone for the later proliferation (explosion actually)
of Saigyō legendary material in the late Muromachi and Edo periods.
My theory is that in each process of cultural production, such as biography, poetic
composition, reception, and legend building, there are triggers, or mechanisms, that
instigate the crystallization of a cultural product or image that then gains staying power.
If we identify the triggers that set in motion the production process of certain cultural
phenomena, we will be able to understand what forces combined to create the phenomena
as well as the unique characteristics of the cultural product itself. These triggers, or
mechanisms, are dots that when connected form a picture of the subject of study. For
example, the poet and Buddhist cleric Jien (1155-1225) was a contemporary and great
admirer of Saigyō. Ninety-two of his poems were included in the Shinkokinshū, close on
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the heels of Saigyō’s ninety-four. Jien left more than ten thousand poems, and was
enormously influential in his day. There are very few of Jien’s poems, however, that
remain in the cultural consciousness of Japan today, and Jien did not become, as Saigyō
did, a popular cultural figure. Why? This study aims to answer, in the broadest sense and
with specific accuracy, this question by defining what triggered the popularity and
staying power of Saigyō’s poetry and image.
The question when searching for these triggers is always “why?” With Saigyō, we
already know the “what?” He is a cultural icon, a renowned poet, a famous Buddhist
monk, and many more things. I inquire into why Saigyō became so famous and why his
poems are still so popular. I also find out what triggered the propagation of his fame as a
folk hero. From each large dot (biography, poetics, legend) I follow varying vectors to
other smaller dots within the picture of Saigyō as I ask the more detailed “why?”
questions. For example, in order to answer the question “Why did Saigyō become such a
popular figure in Buddhist setsuwa?” I must answer a group of sub-questions, such as:
Why was Saigyō seen as a proponent of waka-dharani discourse? Why was Saigyō
thought to be a practitioner of syncretic Buddhism? When I have connected a sufficient
number of these dots by discovering the important mechanisms in the construction of
Saigyō and his cultural legacy, the reader will then be able to see the larger picture of
Saigyō.
These triggers/mechanisms not only allow us to analyze in a broad manner the
character of the Saigyō phenomenon—by illuminating these mechanisms we are also able
to better understand the larger cultural milieu of a given time and place. This method of
analysis works for Saigyō but can also work in a general analysis of the production of
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culture itself. By identifying the triggers and mechanisms of certain cultural phenomena
and how they work, we can gain a greater understanding of how culture is produced and
perpetuated. We can determine what it was about a certain figure, poem, or story that a
given cultural group liked or disliked, or was at least sufficiently intrigued by to make it a
lasting element of their culture. We will discover what it was about Saigyō that
Kamakura era aristocrats liked so much and what it was about Saigyō that Muromachi
period renga poets liked so much, and each of these endeavors will in turn tell us more
about both Saigyō and the cultural groups and eras analyzed.
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Chapter One
The Life of Saigyō
When Satō Norikiyo suddenly left his home and family behind to become a monk
at the age of twenty-three, he began a fifty-year long religious and poetic career
previously unmatched in Japan’s history. He became one of the most respected Buddhist
figures of his time as well as perhaps the most adored poet of the late Heian period. At
the same time, he lived a life that by his death had already become legendary; his legend
only grew in proportion and complexity in the centuries following.
When constructing a biography of Saigyō, one encounters numerous pitfalls.
First, reliable historical documentation of any phase of Saigyō’s life or activities is sparse.
Second, what documents do exist are often mutually contradictory, or raise more issues
than they resolve. Third, extant semi-legendary biographical information on Saigyō,
which is often impossible to deny or affirm, is vast and difficult to summarize in a pithy
fashion. Lastly, most biographies of Saigyō from the Kamakura period to the present day
rely upon his poems and their terse prefaces to reconstruct a historical picture of Saigyō
and his life. This is dangerous, as poems are moments, not lives. Furthermore, it is
impossible to prove whether the kotoba-gaki (prefaces), of many of Saigyō’s poems were
written by Saigyō or by later editors. It is also often impossible to prove when a certain
poem and its preface were written, making it difficult to assign certain sentiments and
activities to any given time frame. For example, it is risky to posit, as some scholars do,
that because Saigyō composed a poem at a certain temple, he must have studied at that
temple or espoused the religious tenets of a sect associated with that temple. Geography
often has more to do with scenery than religion in Saigyō’s compositions. This and many
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other considerations make reconstructing a portrait of Saigyō from scant historical matter
and abundant poetic material tricky and not without peril. Thus it is with great trepidation
that I proceed to build a brief biography of Saigyō. It is imperative, however, that we
understand exactly what is fact concerning the life of this poet before exploring the
fascinating world of fiction that has been built up around him and his poems.
A detailed biography of Saigyō’s life and activities is beyond the scope of this
project. A thorough treatment of Saigyō’s biography would overwhelm the other two
parts of this study and place undo emphasis on the chronological facts of his life, rather
than provide a biographical grounding for an understanding of the development of
Saigyō’s poetics and legendary image. I have schematized Saigyō’s life into ten spans.
Though somewhat arbitrary, these chronological dividing lines will help us in laying out
the timeline of Saigyō’s activities and will be useful when dealing with his poetry and
legend, as we will be able to refer to certain “periods” in his life with ease. The reader is
also referred to appendix one, a chronology of Saigyō’s life in table format.

1. Pre-shukke (1118 – 1140)16
Satō Norikiyo (佐藤義清)17 was born in 1118 (Gen’ei 元永 1). His father was
Satō Yasukiyo (康清) and his mother was the daughter of Minamoto Kiyotsune (源清経
女). Norikiyo’s ancestors were of the powerful northern branch of the Fujiwara clan,
established by Fujiwara Fusasaki (藤原房前 681-737) in the early eighth century.
Shukke (出家) refers to the event of Saigyō’s tonsuring, when he abandoned his family
and career to become a Buddhist monk. Shukke means literally “to leave one’s house,”
and is a general term for taking holy vows.
16

17

Sometimes written 憲清・則清・範清.
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Norikiyo’s forebears were military generals and imperial guards, and functioned
primarily in the provinces, where they became wealthy landholders and powerful warrior
officials. However, beginning with his great grandfather Kinkiyo (Kimikiyo 公清),
Norikiyo’s family began to function centrally in the capital, while retaining landholdings
in the provinces. This pattern was typical of aristocratic families of the time, and points to
the great wealth of the Satō clan. Their wealth outweighed their actual aristocratic rank,
however, as the hereditary rank bestowed upon Norikiyo and his forebears was not higher
than lower fifth, making it impossible for them to associate directly with the highest
echelons of court society except as bodyguards and attendants. It is thought that
Norikiyo’s great grandfather took the surname Satō, combining the “sa” (佐) of saemon
no jō, one of the hereditary positions of the family, with the “tō” (藤) reading of the
character “fuji,” from Fujiwara. Satō remains one of the most common surnames in Japan
today, and has its roots in Norikiyo’s family name.18
Though it is difficult to determine the extent to which heredity effected the
development of young Norikiyo, it is helpful nonetheless to examine the type of people
who bore influence on his upbringing. Norikiyo was doubtless trained by his relatives in
order to carry on the family occupation and fame. The Satō clan was first a warrior clan.
Thus Norikiyo would have been trained as a samurai, learning combat techniques as well
as more mundane ceremonial skills and bodyguard duties. The most likely trainer for
Norikiyo was his father. However, as some scholars have pointed out, he may have had
little direct influence on Norikiyo, possibly because of an early death.19 If Yasukiyo did
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See Takagi Kiyoko, Saigyō. Taimeidō, 2001, pp. 1-5.
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die, or somehow removed himself from his position in the Satō household and the
imperial guard, it is possible that Norikiyo’s grandfather took over his grandson’s
training.
Suekiyo is listed in Sonpi bunmyaku as a member of the imperial police force
belonging to the palace left guard, just as his son and grandson. He served Cloistered
Retired Emperor Shirakawa, and his activities are briefly recorded in a number of
sources.20 One source in particular makes mention of a record of military arts compiled
by Suekiyo for the benefit of his descendants, called Satō hangan Suekiyo-ki (左藤判官
季清記).21 It appears Suekiyo was a well-known and well-regarded samurai. He was
wealthy, too. Records show that he retired fairly early from imperial service, ceding his
position and duties to his son. Proceeds from the family estate, Tanaka no shō (田仲庄),
in present-day Wakayama prefecture, surely made this possible. Early retirement would
have also made it possible for Suekiyo to eventually take over the full-time training of his
grandson if indeed Yasukiyo died or left imperial service. Whoever took the lead in
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Yasukiyo is listed in the 14th century genealogical record Sonpi bunmyaku (尊卑分脈)
as a member of the imperial police force (kebiishi 検非違使) belonging to the left palace
guard (saemon no jō 左衛門尉). In 1112, however, Yasukiyo seems to have committed
some offense while accompanying Cloistered Retired Emperor Shirakawa (白河院 10531129; r. 1072-86) on an excursion, and was relieved of his position and duties.19
Yasukiyo was reinstated in 1118 (the year of Norikiyo’s birth).19 However, from 1120
forward, Yasukiyo fails to appear in any records. Yamaki Kōichi believes this may
indicate that Yasukiyo was again relieved of his position and duties, perhaps took the
tonsure, or died. See Mezaki’s Saigyō no shisōshiteki kenkyū (hereafter referred to as
Kenkyū) pp. 15-18.
Examples are Fujiwara Tametaka’s (為隆, dates unknown) diary Eishōki 永昌記,
Chūyūki, Denryaku. See Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp. 13-14.
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Seikaiganshō (清獬眼抄). See Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp. 14-15 for a discussion of this
source.
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training Norikiyo in the samurai arts is irrelevant, however. Suffice it to say Norikiyo
eventually made a name for himself as a skilled warrior before he gained any fame as a
poet.
Among the aristocratic class of Heian period Japan, matrilocal or semi-matrilocal
marriage practices were common. It is likely that Norikiyo’s maternal relatives had as
much influence on his upbringing as his paternal relatives.22 Norikiyo’s maternal
grandfather, Minamoto Kiyotsune, was a man of talents.23 He was best known as a master
of imayō (今様), traditional song. Record of Kiyotsune is found in Ryōjin hishō kudenshū
(梁塵秘抄口伝集 c. 1169), an account of imayō practices and practitioners dictated by
Cloistered Retired Emperor Go-Shirakawa (後白河法皇 1127-92).24
It is certainly possible that Kiyotsune trained his young grandson in imayō, or that
Kiyotsune’s adopted daughter Otomae trained Norikiyo. The modern scholar Yamaki
Kōichi (山木幸一) has put forth an argument for the influence of imayō in Saigyō’s
poetry, and I address this issue in chapter three.25 Another of Kiyotsune’s talents passed
on to his grandson was kemari (蹴鞠), the aristocratic game of hacky-sack, or sepia.
Little was known of Kiyotsune’s or Saigyō’s skills in kemari until the twentieth century,
when Horibe Seiji’s research into Yorisukekyō kudenshū (頼輔卿口伝集), or Kemari
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It is still unclear to what extent samurai families participated in the same sort of
marriage practices as the aristocratic elite. Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence that
Norikiyo’s maternal relatives had a significant influence on his development.
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See appendix two for a more detailed discussion of Kiyotsune’s interests and influence
on Norikiyo.
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For more information on Suekiyo and imayō, see appendix two.
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See chapter one of Yamaki Kōichi, Saigyō no sekai.
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kudenshū (蹴鞠口伝集), revealed that Saigyō was indeed well-known as a kemari player,
just as his grandfather.26 According to Horibe, Saigyō is mentioned five times in
Yorisukekyō kudenshū (447). In each of the five references, Saigyō is quoted as having
commented on some aspect of the sport, expressing his opinion on moves and techniques,
as well as referring to the technique of predecessors in the game. Each of these references
names Saigyō (not Norikiyo), and three of them use the religious title shōnin (master),
since Yorisukekyō kudenshū was written after Norikiyo’s shukke (around 1150, according
to Horibe). It is notable that Saigyō is quoted in this work even after having taken the
tonsure. As Horibe has suggested, he must have been a very skilled and well-respected
player to be remembered and quoted in what would have been the authoritative kemari
document of the day. Horibe writes: “Even though it may not be appropriate to argue on
the basis of numbers alone, in any case, the fact that, besides those people viewed as the
elders of the way of kemari, such as Narimichi, Narihira, and Genku, . . . Saigyō’s
opinions appear the most, tells us that Saigyō’s position as a kemari player was judged
quite seriously . . .” (449).27
Saigyō had a brother Nakakiyo (仲清). Judging from their listing in Sonpi
bunmyaku, it appears that Nakakiyo was the elder brother to Norikiyo. However, other
sources, such as Zoku Gunsho ruijū (続群書類従 Edo period), Honchō seiki (本朝世紀
late Heian period), and Kamo no Chōmei’s (鴨長明 1155?-1216) Hosshinshū (発心集 c.
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See “Saigyō to kemari.” Chūko Nihon bungaku no kenkyū. Kyoto: Kyōiku Tosho, 1943.

Evidence of Saigyō’s relationship to Fujiwara Narimichi (成道 Shigemichi 1096-1162),
the most accomplished kemari master of the day, appears in various sources. See
appendix two for further discussion of Saigyō, kemari, and Saigyō’s relationship to
Narimichi.
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1215), have led Mezaki to determine that Nakakiyo was indeed the younger brother
(Kenkyū, 26-27).
If Nakakiyo was the younger brother, then it is likely that he took over the family
estate, family position at court, and perhaps even the care of Norikiyo’s former wife and
children. Kamo no Chōmei indicates as much in his Hosshinshū when he writes: “When
Monk Saigyō took the tonsure, he left everything else to his younger brother.”28 Exactly
what Saigyō left to his brother is debatable. As Mezaki points out, though, Nakakiyo was
appointed to a similar position at court within two years following Norikiyo’s becoming a
monk, and records indicate that he was in charge of affairs for the family estate as well
(27, 42-43).29
The wealth provided by the Tanaka estate enabled the Satō family to train
Norikiyo, outfit him with the finest implements and horses, and advance his position in
the imperial guard corps. When Norikiyo was fifteen, the family first attempted to gain a
position for him in the imperial guard through the rinji naikyū (臨時内給) process, in
which an emperor, or more often retired emperor, would hold “tryouts” for positions in
the imperial guard in order to raise funds for a project such as temple or palace building.
In essence, coveted positions went on sale for those who could afford them. The Satō
family paid a total of 2000 rolls of silk (an enormous sum) in order for Norikiyo to
participate. Unfortunately, his competitor won and was appointed. Three years later, at

西行法師出家シケル時、跡ヲハ弟成ケル男ニ云付タリケル. Quoted in Mezaki,
Kenkyū, p. 27.
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Mezaki (Kenkyū, 39-60) and Horiuchi Hiroyasu (Saigyō no subete 27-42) have both
detailed the history of the Satō clan’s involvement with Tanaka no shō (田仲庄). See
appendix two for further discussion of the Tanaka estate and Nakakiyo.
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the age of eighteen, Norikiyo applied and was appointed a palace guard (兵衛尉) after
the Satō family paid the massive sum of 10000 rolls of silk.
In the meantime, Norikiyo was in the service of the Tokudaiji (徳大寺) family.
The Tokudaiji family was an offshoot of the northern branch of the Fujiwara clan. The
head of the family at Norikiyo’s time was Saneyoshi (実能), who eventually became
minister of the right. Norikiyo’s relationship to the Tokudaiji family proved important to
him in his advancement as a samurai as well as after his shukke, and friendships built
during his service to the Tokudaiji family lasted a lifetime.
It may have been the political backing of the Tokudaiji family along with the
financial support of the Satō family that clinched Norikiyo’s appointment to the imperial
guard and later the northern guard. Furthermore, as Takagi Kiyoko points out (Saigyō 6),
three of the most important figures in Saigyō’s life are intimately connected to the
Tokudaiji family: Retired Emperor Toba (鳥羽院),30 his empress Taikenmon-in (待賢門
院 Fujiwara Shōshi or Tamako 璋子, 1101-45), and Emperor Sutoku (崇徳 Akihito 顕仁

I have struggled to make references to emperors uniform in title and description. For a
reigning emperor, I have chosen the title Emperor. For a retired emperor, one who is the
center of an insei (院政) government (or bureau), I have chosen the title Retired Emperor.
Thus Toba-in becomes Retired Emperor Toba. For a retired emperor who has taken the
tonsure, and is thus referred to as jōkō (上皇) or hōō (法皇), I have chosen the title
Cloistered Retired Emperor in line with G. Cameron Hurst’s terminology. Though these
titles are lengthy and not perfectly suited to the exact meanings of tennō (天皇), in (院),
and hōō (法皇), they are a due compromise. For naishinnō (内親王), I have chosen
Prince or Princess. For chūgū (中宮), I have chosen Empress. However, retired
empresses, former empresses, and empresses who have taken the tonsure, will be referred
to by their name and title as it is in Japanese, as these women are best known simply by
their name/titles. Thus, Empress Shōshi (璋子中宮) will be referred to as Taikenmon-in
(待賢門院) once she is bestowed that name and title, and even after her tonsuring and
death. After an emperor’s death, he will be referred to as Former Emperor, and in the
case of Sutoku (崇徳) in exile, I will refer to him as Exiled Emperor Sutoku.
30
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1119-64, r. 1123-27). Taikenmon-in was the younger sister of Saneyoshi, and gave birth
to both Sutoku and later emperor Go-Shirakawa (後白河 Masahito 雅仁 1127-92, r.
1155-58).
Shortly after being appointed a member of the imperial guard of the left, Norikiyo
was elevated to the elite northern guard of then Retired Emperor Toba.31 The northern
guard, or hokumen no bushi, was an exclusive appointment of samurai, though not
necessarily high-ranking samurai. Rather, northern guard attendants were chosen much
on the basis of their skills and talents, and their compatibility with the retired emperor (i.e.
the emperor was free to choose those whom he liked). Northern guards were required to
be well-trained in genteel skills as well as military skills, as they also functioned as the
personal attendants and body guards to the retired emperor. In such a capacity, skill in
conversation was of course necessary, as was skill in poetry and other literary arts. The
ideal northern guard would also be a talented musician, singer, and dancer. Good looks
would have also been a prerequisite, perhaps even the most important criteria.32
Much legend surrounds Norikiyo’s wife and children. It is difficult to dismiss the
possibility of his having abandoned a family when he took the tonsure and became a
monk. A samurai of Norikiyo’s status and wealth would have taken a wife well before the
age of 23, and would surely have had children by then. The question is how many. Sonpi

Saigyō’s most famous compatriot in the northern guard was none other than Taira
Kiyomori.
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See appnedix two for further discussion of Norikiyo’s northern guard experience.
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bunmyaku lists one son for Satō Norikiyo.33 He is listed as Gonrisshi Ryūshō (権律師隆
聖), a Buddhist name and title indicating significant status. He also seems to have been a
successful poet, indicated by the inclusion of one of his poems in Shinkokinshū.34
Numerous sources mention Norikiyo’s daughter and, though nameless, she has
become an indispensable character in the Saigyō drama that developed in such works as
Saigyō monogatari, Saigyō monogatari emaki, and Chōmei’s Hosshinshū. Mezaki points
out that early twentieth-century Saigyō researchers such as Kawada Jun, Oyama Tokujirō
(尾山篤二郎), and Kazamaki Keijirō (風巻景次郎) denied that Norikiyo had a wife or
children. As I mentioned earlier, though, it would have been natural for a samurai of
Norikiyo’s standing to have a wife by at least 18 years of age, and children very soon
after. It would have been unthinkable that the Satō family heir did not marry early and
begin producing offspring. Furthermore, as Ishida and Mezaki posit, the lengthy and
detailed accounts of Norikiyo’s daughter in Hosshinshū lead us to believe that Chōmei
based his story upon facts, perhaps even direct knowledge, as Chōmei’s life (1153-1216)
overlaps that of Saigyō (Mezaki, Kenkyū 29-31). Chōmei’s account seems reliable, and
Mezaki, Kubota, and other scholars have accepted its authenticity.35 Mezaki points out
various historical facts concerning persons involved in the daughter’s story that seem to
33

Though not listed in Sonpi bunmyaku or other such genealogies, it appears Norikiyo
may have had at least one other son. See appendix two for futher discussion of this
possibility.
As Kubota Jun points out, in the Karasumaru version (烏丸本) of the Shinkokinshū, an
annotation indicates that this Ryūshō is Saigyō’s son (Saigyō 35). Mezaki details the
various other documents in which Ryūshō appears. Another modern scholar, Ishida
Yoshisada, does not accept Ryūshō as Saigyō’s son. See appendix two for further
discussion of the debate over Ryūshō.
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See appendix two for a full discussion of Chōmei’s account.
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bear out Chōmei’s version (Kenkyū 30-31). However, Norikiyo’s daughter is best known
for an episode not recounted by Chōmei, but included in Saigyō monogatari.
According to the tale, when Norikiyo had decided to take the tonsure, he came
home to tell his wife and was met by his young daughter, whom he kicked off the
verandah as a sign of his having broken all worldly ties.36 This rather unflattering portrait
has become one of the most popular images of Saigyō, repeated in stories and in visual
depictions of Saigyō’s life. Though probably a later fabrication (the episode is not
included in Chōmei’s otherwise detailed account of the daughter), this story nonetheless
indicates how important the image of Norikiyo’s young daughter is to reconstructing the
physical and emotional circumstances of Saigyō’s shukke. She and her mother are the
most important elements to consider in recreating the household atmosphere of Saigyō’s
shukke.37
Norikiyo’s wife, as most women of the time, was unnamed in records. Kamo no
Chōmei refers to her in Hosshinshū, observing that she had some connection to the
powerful Hamuro family and eventually became a nun, living at Amano near Mt. Kōya,
where her daughter eventually joined her after being urged by her father Saigyō to
become a nun herself. Other than what Chōmei tells us, we have little reliable
information upon which to base a portrait of Norikiyo’s wife. She appears in numerous
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See appendix two for a recounting of this episode.

As Kubota Jun shows (Saigyō 34-35), it is possible that Norikiyo in fact had at least
one other daughter. See appendix two.
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setsuwa sources, however, most notably Saigyō monogatari in its many versions. All of
these sources agree that she became a nun and lived at Amano.38
Though it is difficult to know for sure what Saigyō’s home and family life were
like, we nonetheless must attempt to gain a working knowledge of Norikiyo and his
immediate environment, including his family and friends, at the time of his shukke. The
above discussion of Norikiyo’s forebears, his immediate family, and his career as a
warrior in the service of the Tokudaiji family and Retired Emperor Toba was meant to
paint a picture of Norikiyo and his world preceding his shukke. I will now move on to a
discussion of the physical, emotional, and psychological events of Satō Norikiyo’s
transformation into Saigyō.

2. Post-shukke (1140 – c. 1144)
The periods of Saigyō’s life following his shukke generally alternated between
sedentary stages and phases of travel. While it is true that Saigyō sometimes traveled
during his sedentary periods, the travel periods are marked by distant and extended trips.
Nevertheless, during Saigyō’s travels to the island of Shikoku, he spent many months in
solitude living in a thatched hut. Thus, we must bear in mind that the demarcation of the
phases of Saigyō’s life is somewhat arbitrary, though helpful. It will be helpful as we
proceed with a narrative of Saigyō’s life to compare domiciliary and mobile periods in
order to highlight differences and similarities both between sedentary moments and
mobile moments as well as among similar periods of domesticity and travel.

See Senjūshō 9.10. Yasuda Takako et al, eds. Senjūshō. Gendai Shichōsha, 1987, pp.
272-74. This account became the basis for a later nō play entitled Hatsuse Saigyō (初瀬
西行).
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Saigyō seems to have been fairly sedentary from the time of his tonsuring to his
first trip to northern Japan. According to Fujiwara Yorinaga’s (藤原頼長 1120-56) diary
Taiki (台記 c. 1136-55), Norikiyo left his home and family and became a monk on the
fifteenth day of the Tenth Month in the year 1140. Saigyō’s reasons for becoming a monk
are still unclear, and this mysterious step led to much speculation and story building in
later periods, including our own. I will discuss in part three the various shukke theories
which have been put forth over the years.
What one did after shukke varied widely. Some took the tonsure at a major temple,
such as Enryakuji (延暦寺) on Mt. Hiei, whereupon they were accepted into the
organization of that temple. Such acolytes would study under masters, room and board
with other monks, and study the particular doctrines of the sect of that temple. Sometimes,
as with the founder of the Pure Land sect (浄土宗) of Buddhism in Japan, Hōnen (法然
1133 – 1212), such monks would leave the establishment to which they were previously
attached, either to pursue other goals or because of disputes or disillusionment. During
Saigyō’s time, and especially during the medieval period, monks would leave Buddhist
temple establishments that they found to be too worldly or even corrupt. This may be
called a second shukke, but may also be termed tonsei (遁世), or “fleeing the world.”
Some tonsured monks, however, never attached themselves to a temple. Rather,
they avoided established, authoritarian, Buddhism altogether and practiced outside the
confines of institutional Buddhism. This does not mean that they never went to a temple.
Often, such monks would be temporarily or permanently housed by certain temples, or at
least allowed to build a dwelling within or near temple precincts. Such monks, called
hijiri (聖 holy man), and sometimes shōnin (上人 master), or hōshi (法師 monk), often
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traveled from temple to temple (and sometimes Shintō shrine to shrine) or other places of
religious significance, sometimes carrying out austerities in the mountains. They also
often lived in reclusion, usually in or near the mountains, sometimes near large temple
establishments such as Mt. Kōya or Mt. Hiei.
The modern scholar Mezaki Tokue points out that shukke and tonsei were
interchangeable as terms for someone leaving their home and taking the Buddhist tonsure
until the end of the Heian period (Suki to mujō 93). He correctly observes that while
shiukke is a universal and timeless phenomenon within Buddhism, tonsei as a social
phenomenon is timely and a reflection of a given culture and society (Kenkyū 102-103).
While shukke is leaving one’s home and perhaps family, career, or social standing in
order to become a monk or nun, tonsei (though it most often has religious overtones) is
not only leaving one’s home, but fleeing the world, or society, in order to carry out a
highly individual lifestyle. This type of tonsei became popular at the end of the Heian
period, and Saigyō is one of its most famous practitioners. This particular type of tonsei
is what Mezaki calls suki no tonsei.
We must not forget, however, that Saigyō, though he lived the life of a suki no
tonseisha, or suki recluse, also lived the life of a fully devoted Buddhist monk at times
heavily involved in temple administration, as I will discuss in the Kōya II section below.
This accomplishment makes Saigyō unique in Mezaki’s lineage of suki recluses, which
includes Kisen (喜撰 9th c.), Sosei (素性 10th c.), Nōin (能因 988-c. 1050), Shun’e 俊恵
(1113-c. 1182), Kamo no Chōmei 鴨長明 (1153 – 1216), and Yoshida Kenkō (吉田兼好
1283? – after 1352).
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At some point, probably around 1143 or 1144, Saigyō decided that he wanted to
go further in his pursuit of Buddhist, and perhaps poetic, ideals. He left the capital
altogether, perhaps resided in Yoshino or Kōya for a time, then set off on his first journey
to Michinoku. This we can call his tonsei in order to make it distinct from his shukke.
Though, through his shukke, Saigyō abandoned his family and career, he nevertheless
stayed close to his home and associated with persons he knew from his secular life. His
move away from the capital and his journey to the far reaches of Japan represented a true
break from the society he knew before his shukke. What was Saigyō doing until this
point?39
It is likely that Saigyō lived in a number of areas surrounding the capital for the
three or four years following his shukke, participating in poetry gatherings and perhaps
carrying out Buddhist studies at a variety of temples.40 Kubota Jun succinctly describes
Saigyō’s activities immediately following his shukke, reconstructing the poet’s
wanderings and his visits to the homes of other poets through the prefaces of several
poems.41 It is clear that Saigyō resided in at least Kurama, north of the capital, the
Higashiyama area east of the capital, and perhaps in the Saga area west of the capital. It is
unclear exactly where or for how long Saigyō resided in any of these areas. It seems that
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he often stayed for periods at certain temples as well, such as Hōrinji in Saga.42 It is
possible that he studied various Buddhist doctrines and tenets while in seclusion at such
temples. It is just as likely that he chose to reside at certain temples for their scenic
qualities.
Though Kubota attempts to recreate a specific chronology, even a narrative, of
Saigyō’s early shukke years by extrapolating biographical details out of certain poems, I
find it unnecessary to paint such a precise picture of Saigyō’s activities during this
period.43 It is difficult to determine with accuracy the timetable of the poems Kubota
employs, and it would be too creative to attempt to fill in the blanks with my own version
of events. Suffice it to say that Saigyō spent three to four years near the capital following
his shukke living sometimes in seclusion, and sometimes associating freely with other
poets, monks, and persons from his secular past.
Perhaps the most important relations Saigyō maintained during this early period
were with his friends from the circle of Taikenmon-in, the sister of his former Tokudaiji
master, Toba’s empress, and the mother of Sutoku. Retired Emperor Toba took the
tonsure in 1141, and Taikenmon-in took the tonsure in 1142. Saigyō spearheaded a Lotus
Sutra copying project and composed a set poems on the fascicles of the Lotus Sutra to
commemorate the occasion of Taikenmon-in’s shukke.44 It was at this time that Saigyō

See Shiba Kayono, “Saigyō to Hōrinji: Dōmyō to no kanren ni oite,” for a discussion
of Saigyō’s relationship to Hōrinji (Ocha no mizu daigaku kokugo kokubungaku kai
Kokubun 82 (1995) 11-21).
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See Saigyō: sōan to tabiji ni utau, pp. 64-66.

44

See Kikigakishū 1-34 [1644-77].
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visited Fujiwara Yorinaga to solicit participation in the sutra copying, an episode
recounted in Yorinaga’s diary Taiki, mentioned above.

3. Michinoku I (c. 1144 – 45)
Saigyō’s first trip to Michinoku is thought to have taken place around 1143-44,
not long after his shukke. Saigyō is thought to have traveled to Ise first, then to the Kantō
region, from whence he entered northern Japan through the Shirakawa barrier. His route45
was similar to that of the poet/monk Nōin (能因 988 – 1052?) in his famous exploration
of Michinoku. He also seems to have mimicked Nōin’s purpose of seeking out and
experiencing utamakura (“poem pillows”), or places made famous in waka poetry.46
Though Saigyō left only a few poems from this trip, the image of Saigyō as a traveler,
seeking out scenic places and poeticizing “on-site” became a central feature of the Saigyō
legend and the reception of Saigyō’s travel poetry.
Following are two poems composed at the Shirakawa barrier, the traditional
entrance to Michinoku, in which Saigyō mentions his affinity with Nōin.47

Saigyō seems to have gone as far north as perhaps Hiraizumi, crossed over into Dewa,
then returned to the Kinai region along the Hokurikudō circuit.
45

See Takizawa Sadao, “Saigyō no utamakura,” for a discussion of Saigyō’s visits to
various utamakura. Takizawa posits that Saigyō visited Shinano province atleast once
during his post-shukke period and preceding his first trip to Michinoku.
46

Saigyō’s Michinoku I poems include Sankashū 1213-1221; 872 [1126-1134; 800]. See
Usuda Shōgo, “Saigyō no Michinoku,” for a thorough discussion of Saigyō’s poetry from
his first trip to Michinoku.
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みちのくにへ修行してまかりけるに、白川のせきにとまりて、所がらにや常よりも月おもし
ろくあはれにて、能因が秋風ぞ吹くと申しけむ折、いつなりけむと思ひいでられて名残り多
くおぼえければ、関屋の柱に書きつけける

白河の関屋を月のもるかげは人の心をとむるなりけり
Shirakawa no sekiya wo tsuki no moru kage ha / hito no kokoro wo tomuru nari keri
While traveling to Michinoku, I stopped at the Shirakawa barrier, where, perhaps
because of the surroundings,48 the moon was more lovely and moving than usual,
whereupon I recalled Nōin, wondering when it might have been that he composed
the poem, “the autumn wind blows,” which brought on much nostalgia,
prompting me to compose the following and write it on the pillar of the barrier
station.
The moon’s light winnowing through the old guard’s hut at Shirakawa
now stands sentinel, halting one’s heart here
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1213) [1126]
関に入りて、しのぶと申すわたり、あらぬ世のことにおぼえてあはれなり。都出でし日かず
思ひつづけられて、霞とともにと侍ることのあと辿り詣で来にける心ひとつに思ひしられて
よみける

都出でて逢坂越えしをりまでは心かすめし白川の関
miyako idete afusaka koeshi wori made ha / kokoro kasumeshi Shirakawa no seki
Once I passed the barrier, I came to a place called Shinobu, which was moving in
the way it seemed like another world. I continued to think of all the days since I
left the capital, and feeling that our hearts had become one as I followed in the
footsteps of the poet who said, “with the mists. . .,”49 I composed the following.
When I left the capital, and crossed Ōsaka mountain,
Shirakawa barrier was still mist enshrouded in my mind
By Saigyō’s time, the Shirakawa barrier has been long abandoned, its buildings left
dilapidated. This makes possible the puns in the poem. Moru (漏る) means that the
moonlight “filters through” the old roof of the guard’s hut. Moru (守る) also implies that
the moon itself is now the barrier guard. Tomuru (止むる; 留むる) means both to “halt”
the traveler, as at a checkpoint, and to cause the traveler’s heart to “dwell upon,” or “be
moved by” the scene of the abandoned station.
48

Saigyō refers to the following poem by Nōin: miyako wo ba / kasumi to tomo ni /
tachishikado / akikaze zo fuku / Shirakawa no seki. Though I left the capital with the
mists of spring / autumn winds now blow at Shirakawa barrier (Go Shūishū, Travel, 518).
49
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1214) [1127]

“Another world” Saigyō refers to in the headnote is the world of Nōin’s utamakura. In
other words, it is the world of poetic spaces previously only available to Saigyō through
the mediary of Nōin’s poetry. By traveling to Michinoku, Saigyō in effect united in his
own experience a world of poetic beauty created by Nōin and other poets of utamakura
and the very real physical beauty of the landscape. This is something few poets before
Saigyō were able to achieve, Nōin being the most notable exception.
Saigyō states that he felt as if his heart had “become one” with Nōin through the
process of following in his footsteps. Not only was Saigyō uniting the experience of
reading poetry and “reading” real landscape. He was also uniting his own experience with
that of a previous poet. This was not unusual, as waka poets were trained to draw upon
the language of precedential poets. What is unusual is that Saigyō’s uniting of his
experience with that of a previous poet is achieved through reliving, or re-performing, a
moment in the life of that poet. Saigyō was not just drawing upon the world of
imagination found in a poem—the honka-dori, or allusive variation, technique made
famous by Saigyō’s contemporary Fujiwara Teika. Saigyō was attempting to reenact the
lived experience of Nōin in order to unite his (poetic) heart, or mind, with Nōin. In this
way, Saigyō was not simply sightseeing—he was bonding with poets of the past, their
poetic expressions, and the landscape which inspired those poetic expressions.
This mode of travel and poeticizing had a great influence upon later poets, such as
Sōgi (1431-1502), Bashō (1644-1694), and Ryōkan (1757-1831). More importantly,
perhaps, this particular method for creating poetry, in which the real experience of the
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poet was crucial to the outcome of the poem, influenced the dominant mode of reception
of Saigyō’s poems. Some later admirers, such as Matsuo Bashō, attempted to relive parts
of Saigyō’s life just as Saigyō had recreated Nōin’s experiences in Michinoku, in order to
poeticize. Other readers of Saigyō’s poetry, while not attempting to actually retrace
Saigyō’s footsteps, have read his poetry as a travelogue, or biography, attempting to
understand the man and his experiences in order to understand the poems. Conversely,
attempting to understand the man and his experiences through a biographical reading of
the poems also became a dominant feature of Saigyō reception from the earliest periods
to the present. The juncture of poetry and experience in both Saigyō’s travels and his
periods of reclusion has been one source of later audiences’ interest in Saigyō’s
biography.

4. Kōya I (c. 1148 – 1168)
It is possible that Saigyō left the capital altogether and established residence in the
area of Mt. Kōya before his first trip to Michinoku, or northern Japan. This is difficult to
prove. It seems, however, that he returned to Kōya, rather than the capital, after his first
major journey to Michinoku. We may consider his move to Kōya a deepening of his
tonsei, as Kōya was truly removed from the capital, Saigyō’s family, and his associates.
There were many other recluses in the area of Kōya with which Saigyō may have
associated. However, his secular ties to old friends and those within the poetic
establishment would have been placed at a great distance, though travel to and from the
capital was possible.
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Though Saigyō lived many years near Mt. Kōya, he often traveled to the capital
and other destinations.50 By no means was he constantly in solitary retreat. Nor is it likely
he was in regular contact with his friends in the capital. Likewise, it does not seem that he
was a member of any temple community at this time. What was the nature of his lifestyle
for these twenty years? Unfortunately, little to none is known about Saigyō’s everyday
life during this period. We can assume that he lived as a tonseisha, carrying out a variety
of Buddhist activities, but it is unclear what the exact nature of his religious activities at
this time was. Precisely for this reason, Saigyō’s period at Mt. Kōya is surrounded by
conjecture.
Gorai Shigeru advanced his “Kōya hijiri” theory beginning in the mid 1960s.51
During Saigyō’s time, the area below Mt. Kōya52 was popular as a place of retreat for
many itinerant monks, often called nenbutsu hijiri (念仏聖), or holy men who promoted
the newly popular practice of reciting Amida’s name, a key element in Pure Land
Buddhism. This area attracted many itinerant monks and holy men, some of whom
practiced well outside the normal strictures of Buddhism, sometimes even taking wives.
Such men were often retained by temple establishments such as Mt. Kōya for fundraising
efforts, as they were used to travel and were skilled at interacting with persons outside the

Saigyō often retreated to Yoshino, which was not far from Kōya. It was Saigyō’s many
experiences in Yoshino that inspired many of his best cherry blossom poems. Yoshino
was also a place of religious retreat for Saigyō, and it is likely that he lived in utter
seclusion at times in Yoshino’s mountains.
50
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Gorai Shigeru, Kōya hijiri. Kadokawa Shoten, 1965, 1974.

The Higashiyama area of the capital, southwest of Mt. Hiei, was also a popular place of
retreat for nenbutsu hijiri.
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Buddhist priesthood. Gorai places Saigyō within this context, proposing that he was one
such renegade holy man at Mt. Kōya.53
Another modern scholar, Yamada Shōzen, in his Saigyō no waka to bukkyō,
paints a portrait of Saigyō becoming a diligent student of esoteric Shingon practices and
texts while in residence at Kōya. It is certainly possible that Saigyō gained access to
teachers and texts affiliated with the Shingon establishment at Kōya during this time.
Yamada points to many of Saigyō’s Buddhist poems and their relationship to secret
Shingon texts as evidence of Saigyō’s advanced study of Shingon.54
The American scholar William LaFleur has suggested that Saigyō spent some of
his Kōya I period in Yoshino becoming familiar with the “school of nature wisdom,”55 a
unique sect of Buddhism which existed in the Nara period. The Nature-wisdom school
was centered in Yoshino, where Saigyō is known to have spent time viewing cherry
blossoms. According to LaFleur, Saigyō studied the tenets and practices of the Naturewisdom school, which was defunct by the Heian period, “simultaneously and
harmoniously enter[ing] into a world full of natural beauty and one of intense
concentration and discipline” (Dissertation 179). LaFleur’s evidence consists of readings
of Saigyō’s poetry that, when juxtaposed with certain ideas of the Nature-wisdom school,
yield corresponding imagery and diction. Most important are Saigyō’s Yoshino poems

Gorai’s theory has been largely discredited. See Mezaki Tokue, Saigyō no shisōshiteki
kenkyū, pp. 261-92.
53

See Yamada Shōzen, Saigyō no waka to bukkyō, Meiji Shoin, 1987, especially chapters
1, 4, and the conclusion.
54

55

自然智宗.
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mentioning “memory” and contemplation on the moon, both key aspects of Naturewisdom school practice.56
While we lack sufficient documentation to understand the full scope of Saigyō’s
activities during this first phase of residence at Kōya, it seems clear that much of his time
was spent in Buddhist study and practice. Indication of his eventual attainment of respect
and status as a Buddhist monk is the entrusting of the bones of Empress Bifukumon-in to
Saigyō in 1160. Bifukumon-in was the mother of emperor Konoe and Saigyō oversaw the
interment of her remains at Mt. Kōya, a responsibility that must have brought great honor.
Saigyō continued to compose poetry as well. In 1151, one of Saigyō’s poems was
included in the imperially sponsored anthology Shikashū, an honor tempered only by the
poem’s “anonymous” attribution. Around 1155, one of Saigyō’s poems was included in
Jakuchō’s anthology Goyō wakashū, and in 1157 he sent poems to Tokudaiji Kimiyoshi
in memory of his father Saneyoshi, Saigyō’s former employer. In 1159, Saigyō
exchanged poems with Fujiwara Narimichi, the preeminent kemari player of the day,
urging him to take the tonsure. Only three years later, Saigyō composed a memorial poem
on the occasion of Narimichi’s death.
The most significant political development of this first Kōya period was the
Hōgen Disturbance (保元の乱). Saigyō was intimately connected to several people

LaFleur presents no concrete evidence that Saigyō had access to Nature-wisdom texts
or transmissions, beyond the mention of a “mountain temple” in one poem preface which
LaFleur assumes to refer to the center of Nature-wisdom practice, Hiso Temple.
Furthermore, the Nature-wisdom school was not active in the Heian period, making
access to texts and practices even less likely. While Saigyō’s poetry may seem to support
a Nature-wisdom school reading, this is not sufficient evidence to complete a portrait of
Saigyō’s activities during his first Kōya period. See LaFleur, Dissertation, Chapter V, pp.
168-211.
56
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involved in this brief but traumatic episode. Saigyō was in the capital for the funeral of
Emperor Toba (his former master) in the seventh month of 1156. Emperor Sutoku,
unhappy with the succession established by Toba and wishing to establish succession
through his own line, mounted an armed rebellion shortly following Toba’s funeral.
Sutoku and his forces were quickly defeated and Sutoku took refuge at Ninnaji temple.
Saigyō attempted to visit his friend there, but Sutoku had already left for exile on the
island of Shikoku. Saigyō had served Toba as a member of the northern guard, and his
friendship with Sutoku, the grandson of his former master Tokudaiji Saneyoshi made him
connected to both sides of the Hōgen conflict.

5. Shikoku/Saikoku (1168 – c. 1170)
Saigyō’s trip to Shikoku had a dual purpose. First, he wished to visit the grave of
Exiled Emperor Sutoku, at Shiromine57 in Sanuki Province (讃岐). Sutoku, the loser in
the Hōgen Disturbance, had died four years previous to Saigyō’s visit in 1168. Sutoku
died embittered and angry at his fate, and Saigyō visited Sutoku’s grave in an effort to
appease his angry spirit,58 composing the following poem.

白峯と申しける所に御はかの侍りけるにまゐりて

よしや君むかしの玉の床とてもかからむ後は何にかはせむ
yoshi ya kimi mukashi no tama no yuka to te mo / kakaramu nochi ha nani ni ka ha semu
Composed when I visited the grave at a place called Shiromine
My lord, long ago, you may have reposed on bejeweled thrones, but
57

Sometimes spelled Shiramine (白峰).

Rumors of Sutoku’s angry ghost were already circulating in the capital and disastrous
disturbances were being attributed to Sutoku’s vengeful spirit.
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now that you have come to this, what good could jeweled thrones do?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1446)

On the surface, this poem may seem cruel. However, it can be interpreted as a chinkon
(鎮魂) poem, or a poem recited for the repose of the soul of the departed. This is one of
Saigyō’s most well-known poems, and this episode must have had a powerful effect upon
later writers and readers. It appears in no less than eight different sources from the
medieval and early modern periods: Senjūshō, Shasekishū, Tōkan kikō, Hōgen
monogatari, Genpei jōsuiki, Saigyō monogatari, Kojidan, and Ugetsu monogatari.59
Saigyō’s other purpose for traveling to Shikoku was to visit important sites related
to the early Heian period founder of Shingon Buddhism (真言), Kōbō Daishi, or Kūkai
(空海 774-835). Several poems recount Saigyō’s visits to the birth site of Kūkai and sites
where Kūkai carried out austerities in the mountains.60 While traveling through this area,
Saigyō also observed the customs and language of common fisherfolk, composing a set
of poems with utterly unique and sometimes baffling diction. Poems such as these
contributed to both Saigyō’s reputation as an innovative poet and as someone who was
not afraid to mingle with the common folk.61

The nō play Matsuyama tengu, in which the spirit of Sutoku, now the king of demons,
appears to Saigyō following Saigyō’s recitation of the above poem, is based upon the
Senjūshō and Hōgen monogatari versions of this legend. See appendix eight for a
discussion of nō plays involving Saigyō and his poetry.
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See Sankashū 1444-62 for Saigyō’s poems concerning Sutoku and Kūkai.

61

See Sankashū 1463-72 for Saigyō’s fisherfolk poems. See also appendix four.
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6. Kōya II (c. 1170 – 1180)
As with Saigyō’s first Kōya phase, we have very little to tell us about his
activities at Kōya for his second ten years of residence there. During this time, Saigyō
was more involved in actual administrative activities at the Mt. Kōya establishment. In
1177, he oversaw the transfer of a temple building called Rengejō-in (蓮華乗院) to the
main precinct of Mt. Kōya to serve as a place of debate and reconciliation in ongoing
disputes among the establishment’s sub-temples.62 As with his responsibilities
surrounding the interment of Bifukumon-in’s remains at Kōya, this project indicates the
status he must have achieved by this time as a Buddhist prelate.
The Shingon establishment at Kōya, headquarted at Kongōbuji Temple, was
involved in a heated and sometimes bloody dispute with several of its subtemples. Saigyō
played a significant role in the resolution of these disputes by acting as a neutral but
necessarily respected mediator. Saigyō also functioned as a go-between for Kōya by
petitioning Taira no Kiyomori (his former colleague in the northern guard and by this
time effective leader of the government) for a tax break on lands owned by the temple
establishment. The so-called “En’i shojō” letter found in Hōkanshū, a collection of Kōyarelated documents, was sent by Saigyō to the capital for this purpose.63 Hōkanshū also
recounts that Saigyō was entrusted at this time with the administration of the Minabe
estate which was donated to Kōya by Kasuga no tsubone, a high ranking court lady. It
becomes obvious that Saigyō was a well-respected Buddhist priest, and not just a quirky
See Mezaki Tokue, Saigyō no shisōshiteki kenkyū, pp. 293-327 for a discussion of the
events surrounding the transferrance of Rengejō-in as recounted in the documents
collection Kōya shunjū.
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See Mezaki Tokue, Saigyō no shisōshiteki kenkyū, pp. 328-39 for a reproduction,
transcription, and discussion of this letter.
63
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recluse, during his many years at Mt. Kōya. It was perhaps his involvement in
administrative duties that led to his departure from Kōya.

7. Ise (1180 – 1186)
Much speculation surrounds Saigyō’s decision to leave Kōya for Ise. The only
evidence we have is the following poem and its preface, which also provides the location
for Saigyō’s residence near Futami Bay (二見浦). It also happens to be one of Saigyō’s
most famous poems and is included in the imperially sponsored anthology Senzaishū (c.
1188).

高野の山を住みうかれて、伊勢の国二見の山寺に侍りけるに大神宮の御山をば神路山と申す。
大日如来の御垂迹をおもひてよみ侍りける

深く入りて神路のおくをたづぬればまた上もなき峯の松風
fukaku irite kamiji no oku wo tazunureba / mata ue mo naki mine no matsukaze
After growing tired of living at Mt. Kōya, when I was living at a mountain temple in
Futami of Ise Province, it was said that the mountains of the Grand Shrines were called
Kamijiyama (“Mt. Path of the Gods”). Thinking of Dainichi Nyorai’s manifestation [as
Amaterasu Ōmikami], I composed the following:
Entering deeply, following the path of the gods to its source,
unsurpassed, the peak’s wind through the pines.
(Senzaishū, Shintō Poems, 1278)

Saigyō stayed in Ise through the Genpei Wars (源平合戦). While in Ise, Saigyō
lived in a thatched hut near Futami Bay. At present, three locations are cited for Saigyō’s
hut in the Ise area, and it is certainly possible that he lived in a number of locations
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during his years in Ise. However, it was his hut in Futami which Kamo no Chōmei visited
in 1186.
While in Ise, Saigyō visited the Shintō shrines of Naikū and Gekū, along with a
number of subsidiary shrines. He also traveled up and down the Ise coast.64 His most
notable activities while in Ise were the compilation of his two self-selected uta-awase
(poetry contests) Mimosusogawa uta-awase (御裳濯河歌合) and Miyagawa uta-awase
(宮河歌合), and his association with the Arakida clan (荒木田氏) of shrine priests.
Several members of the Arakida clan at the time were interested in both Buddhism and
waka poetry, some members of the clan even taking the Buddhist tonsure. Divisions
between Buddhism and Shintō65 at the time were far less stark than in later periods.
Saigyō apparently instructed members of the Arakida clan in waka composition, and
enjoyed a congenial relationship with the shrines. Evidence of Saigyō’s devotion to the
native kami (gods) of Japan and the Grand Shrines at Ise can be found in several poems
he composed on Shintō topics and in the fact that his two uta-awase mentioned above
were given as offerings to the Naikū and Gekū shrines respectively.66
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See Sankashū 1473-89 for poems on the scenery and fisherfolk of Ise Bay.

“Shintō” as a name for the native religious practices of Japan was not a term in use at
the time of Saigyō. I use it only as a convenience here in distinguishing between shrine
practices and Buddhist practices, which, though often integrated, were historically
opposed. For instance, though some of the Arakida clan of shrine priests dabbled in
Buddhism and even took the tonsure, Saigyō was still not allowed inside the shrine
precinct proper because of his status as a Buddhist monk. Nominal divisions such as this
were common at the time, though many practices were integrated, and shrine/temple
precincts were often combined.
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See Mezaki Tokue, Saigyō no shisōshiteki kenkyū, pp. 340-87 for a thorough
discussion of Saigyō’s activities while in Ise and his relationship to the Arakida clan. See
also Kubota Jun, Saigyō: sōan to tabiji ni utau, pp. 249-60 for a concise account of this
period.
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This brings us to the topic of Saigyō’s collecting of his own poems, which was a
major activity during his time as a recluse. Saigyō spent a great deal of time collecting,
revising, and distributing his own poems during his lifetime, more so than most other
poets. His first effort, Sankashū, was likely completed (at least the first stage) by 1170,
when Saigyō was in either Shikoku or Kōya. I will end this discussion of Saigyō’s Ise
period by outlining the general timeline for the compilation of Saigyō’s various personal
poetry collections and their respective content.
According to Nishizawa Yoshihito, Saigyō’s personal poetry collections can be
grouped into four categories, as follow:67

1. Sankashū (山家集), Kikigakishū (聞書集), Zanshū (残集, also called Kikgaki
zanshū)
2. Saigyō shōnin shū (西行上人集, also called Saigyō hōshi kashū 西行法師歌集
or Ihon Sankashū 異本山家集)
3. Sanka shinjū shū (山家心中集)
4. Mimosusogawa uta-awase (御裳濯川歌合) and Miyagawa uta-awase
(宮川歌合)

Sankashū, in which the majority of Saigyō’s poems appear (roughly 1550), appeared in a
number of textual variants over the centuries, of which there are three basic lineages:

A. Yōmei Bunko version (陽明文庫本, Yōmei Library)
67

See Sankashū, Kikigakishū, Zanshū, pp. 463-74.
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B. Hanpon version (版本, printed version, sometimes also called the “circulated”
version 流布本)
C. Matsuya version (松屋本)

There are differences among these three lineages, some poems appearing in some
versions and not others. However, a detailed description of these lineages is beyond the
scope of this brief overview.68 While the hanpon version was likely the most widely
distributed version of Sankashū during the Edo period,69 the Yōmei Library version has
become the most favored text among modern scholars.
Sankashū was likely compiled by about 1170, when Saigyō was in his early fifties.
It appears that there were at least three stages to the development of Sankashū. The first
stage, in which approximately 1300 poems were organized into Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter, Love, and Miscellaneous, seems to have definitely been by Saigyō’s hand. This
portion of Sankashū ends with poem 1329 [1240]. Following this are 110 poems on Love,
the addition of which represents a second stage in the compilation of Sankashū.
Following the love poems are a group of poems mostly dealing with Saigyō’s travels,
followed by a 100 poem sequence to end Sankashū. The travel poems and 100 poem
For an exhaustive study of Sankashū and all its variants, see Terasawa Yukitada,
Sankashū no kōhon to kenkyū, Kasama Shoin, 1993. For a concise discussion of Saigyō’s
collections, their origins, and their development, see Kubota Jun, Saigyō: sōan to tabiji ni
utau, pp. 223-48.
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From the late Muromachi period (16th c.) forward, Sankashū was included in what was
called the Rokkashū (六家集), or Six Poetry Collections, a grouping of collections
representing six poets of the late Heian period (12th-13th c.) which became a standard
printed poetic text in the Edo period. The remaining five portions of Rokkashū are:
Chōshū eisō, Shunzei; Akishino gesseishū, Yoshitsune; Shūgyokushū, Jien; Shūi gusō,
Teika; Minishū, Ietaka.
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sequence would have been a third stage in the compilation of Sankashū. However, it is
not clear whether Saigyō was involved in the second and third stages of compilation.
Kikigakishū (263 poems) and Zanshū (32 poems) appear to be extensions of
Sankashū and to have been intended as a set,70 perhaps compiled after Sankashū had
already been circulated among Saigyō’s associates,71 as it appears Saigyō sent at least the
first portion of Sankashū to Shunzei for his consideration.72 Kikigaki, meaning “to hear
and write down,” indicates that the actual recording of the poems was performed by
someone other than Saigyō, though it is unclear at what point this occurred or whether
Saigyō exercised personal supervision of this project.
Saigyō shōnin shū, or Saigyō hōshi kashū, consisting of around 600 poems is
found in versions extant from the Kamakura period, and thus pre-dates any extant
Sankashū texts. While it is believed this collection was personally compiled by Saigyō
late in life, it appears to have been expanded and altered by another hand at some point.
One characteristic of Saigyō shōnin shū is its inclusion of several poems from Saigyō’s
latest period which do not appear in Sankashū. Kubota Jun posits that Saigyō shōnin shū
was condensed from Sankashū at perhaps the same time that Saigyō selected Sanka
shinjū shū, then expanded by Saigyō or another compiler.73
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life, or perhaps even after his death.
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Sanka shinjū shū is a highly condensed collection of 36074 poems—36 cherry
blossom poems, 36 moon poems, 36 love poems, and 252 miscellaneous poems. The
number 36 was considered holy, or magical, and the so-called “36 Immortal Poets” were
already established by Saigyō’s time. According to a postscript in one version of Sanka
shinjū shū, Saigyō selected the 360 poems himself from a copy of Sankashū that he
viewed at the home of an acquaintance. Whether Saigyō was involved in the subsequent
compilation of these 360 poems is unclear.75
It is clear that Saigyō was the compiler of Mimosusogawa uta-awase and
Miyagawa uta-awase, both thought to have been completed during Saigyō’s years in Ise
(1180-86). Though poetry contests judged by leading poets of the day were common in
the Heian period, Saigyō is the first poet to have staged a “mock” poetry contest using his
own poems, fabricating the names of two competing poets. Saigyō sent Mimosusogawa
uta-awase to his friend Shunzei for judgment, and Miyagawa uta-awase to Shunzei’s son
Teika for judgment. While Shunzei completed his judgment quickly, Teika dawdled and
did not return the manuscript to Saigyō until just before Saigyō’s death. Both uta-awase
were given as offerings to the Grand Shrines in Ise and thus symbolize Saigyō’s devotion
to these important Shintō shrines. They also represent perhaps the most condensed
collection of Saigyō’s best poems—less than half the number included in Sanka shinjū
shū. Some of the poems are revised from earlier collections, and some were newly
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composed for the uta-awase. Shunzei’s and Teika’s judgments of the poems are
invaluable resources for discovering the contemporary reception of Saigyō’s poems.
Though Saigyō spent the majority of his life in reclusion as a Buddhist hermit, it
nevertheless becomes clear that Saigyō’s activities as a recluse were highly varied and
complex in nature. He was not the sort of recluse who spent each and every day in utter
solitude reading and chanting sutras, or wandering about soliciting donations. On the
contrary, as I have described, Saigyō continued to compose poetry, anthologize his own
poetry, carry on communication with friends from his secular and tonsured periods,
associate with a wide variety of people (Buddhist and non-Buddhist alike), and even tutor
in waka composition. His tonsei was indeed multifarious and productive. It was Saigyō’s
seemingly seamless weaving of what was considered secular pursuits (waka)76 with
religious pursuits that contributed to his stature during his lifetime and in following
centuries. Saigyō, to his audience, became a paragon of literary and religious syncretism.

8. Michinoku II (1186 – 1187)
At the behest of the monk Chōgen (重源 1131 – 1206), who directed the
rebuilding efforts for the Tōdaiji temple (東大寺) in Nara (destroyed during the Genpei
War), Saigyō left Ise in 1186 to travel to Michinoku once again for fundraising. His
specific destination was Hiraizumi, the seat of the Ōshū Fujiwara clan, distant relatives of
Saigyō. Saigyō is thought to have secured donations of gold dust from Fujiwara Hidehira
(藤原秀衡 1122-87).
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The early fourteenth-century military record Azuma kagami (吾妻鏡) records
Saigyō’s encounter with the victor of the Genpei War, Minamoto Yoritomo (源頼朝
1147-99), while enroute to Michinoku. Azuma kagami records that Yoritomo met with
Saigyō for an entire evening, urging Saigyō to impart his wisdom as a famous old warrior,
which Saigyō refused to do. However, Saigyō and Yoritomo ended up speaking of
military tactics the entire night, and when Yoritomo saw Saigyō off the next day, he gave
him a silver figurine of a mouse. Saigyō is said to have promptly tossed the mouse aside,
giving it to a young child just outside the gate. There is no reason to not believe the
Azuma kagami account, though the details may have been fabricated. Mezaki Tokue
treats Saigyō’s second trip to Michinoku as a very serious endeavor with political
overtones, masked by fundraising purposes.77 Whatever Saigyō’s purposes and activities
while on this second journey north, this period produced some of Saigyō’s best and most
well-known poems, such as the famous Saya no nakayama and Mt. Fuji poems, both of
which will be discussed in part two.
The fact that Saigyō made the arduous trip to Michinoku twice, once at the
advanced age of sixty nine, guaranteed Saigyō’s status as an accomplished traveler at a
time when travel around the country was not common among the elite in the capital.
Itinerant priests, however, were becoming more common, and Saigyō was one of the
earliest examples of a monk or a poet traveling extensively in the medieval period.
Saigyō had to have been a physically and mentally tough individual to walk the entire
distance to and from Hiraizumi at a time in his life when every day was considered a
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bonus.78 While the image of Saigyō as a highly sensitive, easily distraught poet persists in
legend, the image of a wisened, hearty traveler represents the other end of the spectrum in
the complex and multi-faceted personality that we find in Saigyō legend. This complex
legendary personality is likely similar to the actual Saigyō, though it is now impossible to
know for sure what sort of person Saigyō was, beyond what we can glean from
biographical information and the poems he left.

9. Saga (1187 – 1189)
Following his second trip to Michinoku, it is thought that Saigyō returned to the
environs of the capital to live, rather than Mt. Kōya. According to Kikigakishū (聞書集),
he lived in Saga (嵯峨), west of the capital. During this time, Shunzei (俊成 1114 –
1204) completed the imperial anthology Senzaishū (千載集 1188), which included
eighteen of Saigyō’s poems. Saigyō also sent his two uta-awase, compiled while in
residence at Ise, to Fujiwara Shunzei and his son Teika for judgment at this time. Shunzei
quickly attached his judgments and returned the collection to Saigyō. Teika did not return
Miyagawa uta-awase until the eighth month of 1189, by which time Saigyō had moved to
Kawachi province, near present-day Osaka.

10. Mudōji and Hirokawadera (1189 – 1190)
In 1189, Saigyō established residence at a small temple named Hirokawadera in
Kawachi (河内) but continued to visit the capital and its environs, including Jingoji (神護
寺) in Takao (高尾) and Mudōji (無動寺) atop Mt. Hiei (比叡山). It seems that Saigyō
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continued to compose poetry and be involved in the collecting of his poetry. And yet,
there is evidence that Saigyō, in his last years, swore off waka poetry altogether. Jien (慈
円 1155-1225) mentions Saigyō’s waka kishō (和歌起請), or vow of abstinence from
waka, twice in his Shūgyokushū (拾玉集). Sometime in the fall of 1189, only months
before his own death, Saigyō traveled from Hirokawadera and climbed Mt. Hiei to visit
his friend Jien, who was in seclusion at Mudōji (無動寺), a temple not far from the
Tendai establishment at Enryakuji (延暦寺). Mudōji is blessed with a stunning view of
Lake Biwa, and Jien records that while gazing at Lake Biwa from the porch of one of
Mudōji’s buildings, Saigyō composed the following poem.

にほてるやなぎたるあさに見わたせばこぎ行跡の浪だにもなし
nihoteru ya nagitaru asa ni miwataseba / kogi yuku ato no nami da ni mo nashi
In the shimmering still morn I gaze out,
but no traces of waves from the boatmen’s oars remain

Saigyō is recalling a very famous poem by the Manyōshū poet Mansei (満誓 8th c.).

世の中を何にたとへむ朝ぼらけこぎ行くふねの跡のしら波
yo no naka wo nani ni tatohemu / asaborake kogi yuku fune no ato no shiranami
To what shall I compare this world?
white waves trail after a boat rowing out at daybreak
(Shūishū, Sorrow,1327)
Saigyō goes on to say that, though he has vowed to abstain from poetic composition, this
poem is appropriate as his “farewell verse” (結句).
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The exact nature and purpose of this vow of abstinence is unclear, though Mezaki,
Yamada, and Matsuno Yōichi all have theories.79 Saigyō’s foreswearing of waka
composition seems in direct contradiction of his supposed views on waka as shugyō.
However, it is not unlikely that at such a late period in his life, Saigyō felt as if he had
expressed all he wished to express through waka. Vows of abstinence were not
uncommon, and were usually carried out on a temporary basis in order to effect some
spiritual goal. Vows of silence were perhaps the most common.80 Yamada treats Jien’s
account as authentic, and goes to great lengths to explicate Saigyō’s poem, arguing that
Saigyō arrived at the idea of emptiness (空 kū) as the most appropriate expression of his
achievement of enlightenment. After such enlightenment, Yamada argues, the
composition of waka became for Saigyō irrelavent, though poetry was always a means
through which Saigyō sought after enlightenment.81
After a bout of illness, Saigyō died at Hirokawadera on the sixteenth day of the
Second Month of 1190 at the age of seventy-three.82 Some twenty years previous, Saigyō
had composed the following poem, proclaiming when and where he would like to die.
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Yamada cites evidence of Saigyō’s having carried out a vow of silence. See Saigyō no
waka to bukkyō, pp. 154-68.
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願はくは花のしたにて春死なむそのきさらぎの望月のころ
negawaku wa hana no shita nite haru shinamu / sono kisaragi no mochizuki no koro
My wish is to die in spring under the cherry blossoms
on that day in the Second Month when the moon is full
(Sankashū, Spring, 88) [77]

“That day” refers to the fifteenth day of the second month, the traditional date of the
historical Buddha Shakyamuni’s death. Saigyō missed by only one day. Every other
condition—the blossoms, the moon, the Second Month—was met. This caused much
admiration among Saigyō’s friends, who commented upon both the miraculous timing of
Saigyō’s death and the fact that he had “predicted” or at least anticipated the setting in his
poem. Shunzei, Jien, and Teika all commented upon Saigyō’s miraculous death and his
famous poem in letters shortly after his death.83
Saigyō’s accomplishment of ōjō, or rebirth into Amida’s paradise, became a key
element of the Saigyō legend. His “prediction,” as it was interpreted, of his death in the
above poem spurred such legend. As is the case with nearly every aspect of the Saigyō
legend as it developed following his death, it was the perceived parallel nature of
Saigyō’s poetry and his life (in this example, his death) that triggered the growth of
legend. In every phase of Saigyō’s life he composed poetry that reflected his chief
concerns and activities—shukke, tonsei, tabi, shugyō, and a number of other topics that
will be discussed in greater detail in part two. While his poems were not always accurate
reflections of his life as he lived it from day to day (which is impossible to determine
with accuracy anyway), they came to be viewed as mirror reflections of the unique and
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eclectic life Saigyō lived as a monk and a poet. The critical bonding of poetic and
Buddhistic practice came to be the central feature of this image of Saigyō. The parallel
nature of Saigyō’s activities as a tonsured monk and as a poet, at least as comprehended
by later audiences, became the most admired feature of the Saigyō personality.

Saigyō’s Religiosity
If it is the parallel nature of Saigyō’s religious beliefs and his poetic practice that
became the central feature of his legendary image, then I must discuss his religiosity
before moving to part two, which will discuss Saigyō’s poetry in detail. Saigyō’s
religious practices, beliefs, and expressions are perhaps the most common feature of both
his legend and the scholarship of his poetry. Nevertheless, there is little agreement among
scholars as to the exact nature of Saigyō’s belief. Saigyō was ecumenical in his practice
of Buddhism, and the broad range of religious expression found in his poetry attests to
this fact. I will briefly describe some of the major aspects of Saigyō’s religiosity as a
conclusion to his biography.
Shugyō is a broad term for any sort of religious practice, but particularly
Buddhistic practice. Shugyō can take the form of sutra copying, temple building,
pilgrimage to sacred sites, and a host of other activities aimed at furthering the spiritual
progress of the individual or deceased persons. Nearly anything carried out with a
religious, or spiritual, purpose in mind could be termed shugyō. Thus, we may consider a
number of Saigyō’s endeavors to have been shugyō.
I have already mentioned Saigyō’s Lotus Sutra copying project and composition
of Lotus Sutra poems to commemorate the shukke of Empress Taikenmon-in. Such
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endeavors were typical shugyō for monks, and composing poems based upon the titles of
the fascicles of the Lotus Sutra was common practice among poets and monks of the
time.84 Saigyō continued his devotion to Taikenmon-in upon her death, sending poems to
several of her ladies-in-waiting and likely carrying out other ceremonious activities to
assist Taikenmon-in in her post-mortem spiritual progress. Several poems and poem
prefaces indicate that Saigyō traveled to the capital on a number of occasions to attend
funerals, visit graves, and otherwise memorialize his departed friends. We also have
evidence of Saigyō’s urging his friends to take the tonsure, especially following the death
of loved ones. In an even more official fashion, Saigyō was in charge of interring the
bones of Empress Bifukumon-in at Mt. Kōya in 1160. These and similar activities Saigyō
undertook throughout his tonsured life can be gleaned in part from poems and their
prefaces.85
As discussed, Saigyō traveled often and embarked on at least three separate
extended trips to distant locales. All of these trips Saigyō called “shugyō” in the prefaces
to poems composed enroute. Saigyō in fact did carry out a number of Buddhist activities
during his travels. He also visited locations famous in poetry and known for their scenic
beauty. One locale that did not, however, fit this description was Ōmine.
The mountainous region of Ōmine was used by the shugendō (修験道) sect of
Buddhist ascetics as a place for severe mountain austerities. Saigyō traversed the Ōmine
See Yamada Shōzen, Saigyō no waka to bukkyō, Meiji Shoin, 1987, pp. 57-123 for a
thorough discussion of Saigyō’s Lotus Sutra poems.
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route at least once, and is said to have suffered much. A tale in Kokon chomonjū (古今著
聞集 1254)86 recounts Saigyō being guided by a yamabushi (山伏), or shugendō
practitioner, named Sōnanbō sōzu Gyōsō (宗南坊僧都行宗).87 At some point, Saigyō
suffers a breakdown and is reduced to tears. This somewhat humorous view of Saigyō
was the basis for the nō play Saigyō monogurui (西行物狂, sometimes called Ōmine
Saigyō 大峰西行) in which Saigyō goes mad.88 Saigyō does not indicate in any of his
poems or prefaces that he suffered a breakdown while in Ōmine. Rather, his poems are
filled with awe and wonder at the religious significance and spiritual aura of the sites he
visits.89
The region of Kōya, Ōmine, Kumano, and Yoshino, all connected by a series of
roads and trails, offered a variety of opportunities for Saigyō to carry out a number of
religious activities, from pilgrimage to asceticism and reclusion. The area (the interior of
the Kii pensinsual) is to this day a largely uninhabited mountainous region dotted by
temples and shrines. The mountains are steep and unforgiving, providing a suitable
atmosphere for both Buddhist austerities and the type of solitude favored by tonseisha
such as Saigyō. Yamazato, or mountain village, became a term used in poetry during the
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Heian period to describe such remote mountainous locales where one might retreat for
religious or other reasons.90
However, the large temple complex of Mt. Kōya, headquarters of the vast
Shingon sect of Buddhism which became pervasive in the Heian period, was practically a
small city within the remote mountains of Kii. This temple complex and its
administration required an institutional infrastructure very different from the highly
individual and relatively “freestyle” practice of ascetics and recluses, such as Saigyō.
However, Saigyō became involved in the institutional structure of Kōya. His supervision
of the transfer of the Rengejōin (蓮華乗院) temple building from a sub-temple to the
main compound of Kōya to function as a venue for negotiations and reconciliation
between Kōya and its sub-temples was an indication of his ability to associate with all
types of Buddhist clergy and his skill as an administrator in temple matters. It is apparent
that Saigyō, while he has come to be regarded as something of a beatnik Buddhist poet
who lived according to his own convictions, eschewing any restrictions on his freedom
and artistic pursuits, was actually deeply involved in a number of conventional Buddhist
practices and even institutional responsibilities.
It is assumed that Saigyō was tonsured as a Shingon priest, and his involvement
with the Shingon establishment at Mt. Kōya confirms that he was indeed closely tied to
this sect. Nevertheless, Shingon practice at the time of Saigyō was highly syncretic, and
Saigyō is typical of individual practitioners of the time in his expressions of a variety of
sectarian ideas. The modern scholar Yamada Shōzen, in his excellent study Saigyō no
waka to bukkyō, delves into the various textual sources for many of Saigyō’s poems on
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Buddhist topics (especially textual topics, such as sutras and sutra commentaries).
However, Yamada focuses exclusively on Shingon texts and practices to the exclusion of
many other possibilities in Saigyō’s very ecumenical poetry. Yamada does prove that
Saigyō was a serious and very accomplished student of the Buddhist textual tradition.
Such study would have required that Saigyō be somehow affiliated with a master, or
someone in a position to share or transmit textual and oral knowledge of Shingon
doctrine. Saigyō’s association with Mt. Kōya would have provided the setting and
perhaps the personal relationships necessary to grant access to what at the time were
secret teachings and closely-guarded texts.91
Many of Saigyō’s poems express sentiments tied to Pure Land faith, in which the
practitioner chants the name of Amida Buddha in hopes of being greeted by Amida at
death and taken to his pure land paradise in the west. Images of western hills, setting
moons, and purple clouds appear in Saigyō’s poetry, indicating that he was indeed an
adherent of Amidism. Saigyō’s death was fashioned into an ōjō-den, or story of rebirth
into Amida’s paradise, in subsequent legend, and it is Saigyō’s status as a Pure Land
believer that becomes most prevalent in Saigyō legend. Nevertheless, many poems
indicate that Saigyō was involved in gachirinkan (月輪観), or meditation on the moon, a
Shingon practice. He also composed many poems on the Lotus Sutra, the central text of
Tendai practice. Saigyō also composed a series of poems on paintings of hell which are
very unique in the tradition of Buddhist poetry and highlight his truly ecumenical
expression.92

See Yamada Shōzen, Saigyō no waka to bukkyō, Meiji Shoin, 1987, especially chapters
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Saigyō’s religiosity became a major component in the legendary images of Saigyō
that developed throughout the medieval period. Saigyō was often co-opted into religious
discourses after the fact as a means for certain individuals or groups to legitimize their
doctrinal arguments. Saigyō’s status as a hero of both poetry and Buddhism following his
death made him a convenient figure from which to extract authority in arguments of
literary and religious matters. Perhaps the most famous example is the so-called “Takao
karon,” or “Takao Poetic Treatise,” recorded by the Kegon priest Myōe (明恵 11731232).93
In this account from Myōe’s autobiography, Saigyō is said to have visited Takao,
northwest of the capital, in his final years. At the time, Saigyō was living in the Saga area
west of the capital following his second trip to Michinoku. Myōe records that Saigyō
spoke of composing waka as dharani (陀羅尼), or mantra—groupings of words or
sounds that exert power or magical effect by their being chanted.94 From this and other
sources grew the idea of waka = dharani (和歌即陀羅尼), in which waka was
appropriated into Buddhist practice, making the composition of waka itself a form of
shugyō. Though it is still debated whether Saigyō actually espoused the views expressed
in Myōe’s account (he supposedly equates the recitation of one waka to the construction
See Yamada Shōzen, Saigyō no waka to bukkyō, pp. 124-53 for a discussion of
Saigyō’s hell poems. See also Ishiba Hiroshi, Jigoku-e to bungaku, Kyōiku Shuppan
Sentaa, 1992, especially pp. 3-30.
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of one Buddhist statue), Saigyō was nevertheless considered by Myōe and many others of
the medieval period to be an early proponent of this practice.
Both Yamada and Mezaki attempt to authenticate Myōe’s account by parsing
Saigyō’s words and attributing them to Shingon doctrines and texts. However, the
contemporary scholar Hirano Tae has proven that several portions of the Myōe text,
particularly the portions that overtly state that waka = dharani, are absent from the
earliest versions of Myōe’s text, and are probably later additions. Furthermore, Hirano
has found textual sources for some of the account’s most important wording not in
Shingon commentaries, but in Kegon commentaries. This would also indicate later
addition by Myōe or perhaps one of his disciples, as Kegon textual scholarship was
practically non-existent during Saigyō’s time, but was the result of Myōe’s efforts a
generation later.95
Nevertheless, Mezaki calls the “Takao karon” the “epitome of where Saigyō had
at last arrived in his philosophy of poetics” (Kenkyū 398). Admirers of Saigyō have for
centuries attempted to make him a proponent in the waka = dharani discourse, as Saigyō
is perceived to have blended poetic composition with Buddhist practice so seamlessly
throughout his life. While Saigyō did compose poems that seem to support honji-suijaku

See Hirano Tae, “Myōe no Saigyō-ka juyō,” Waka bungaku kenkyū, No. 823 (2000),
pp. 35-45; “Kusunoo Myōe Shōnin denki ni okeru Saigyō utabanashi no saikentō,” Waka
bungaku kenkyū, No. 824 (2001), pp. 17-31.
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theory (本地垂迹),96 in which native Shintō kami (deities) are considered to be lesser
manifestations of buddhas and bodhisattvas, Saigyō was probably only a transitional
figure in the development of waka = dharani theory and practice.
The final aspect of Saigyō’s shugyō I wish to discuss is his collecting and
compiling of his own poems. While this may seem a mundane undertaking, Saigyō’s
constant compiling and revising and arranging of his own poetry was analogous to his
other shugyō efforts. Furthermore, if Saigyō did consider the composition of waka to be a
spiritual undertaking, it goes without saying that the collecting of poems into anthologies
was a task not unlike the copying and offering of sutra texts. Indeed, Saigyō offered two
self-selected poetry contests consisting of all his own poems to the Grand Shrines of Ise,
as mentioned above.
Nishizawa points out that Saigyō compiled his poems at least four times during
his life—far more than any other poet of his day. Nishizawa writes: “This was surely due
in part to Saigyō’s own persistent nature—constantly examining the self.”97 Indeed, as I
will show in my analysis of Saigyō’s poetics, the essential element of Saigyō’s life as a
shukke shugyōsha, or tonsured Buddhist practitioner, was repeated self-examination. This
most basic religious endeavor—scrutiny of the spiritual self in an effort to improve the
welfare of the soul—Saigyō accomplished through the composition of poetry. By
extension, Saigyō’s inspection and compilation of his poetry was another means by
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See Mimosusogawa uta-awase Nos. 2, 5, and 36; Miyagawa uta-awase No. 1;
Sankashū 1633. See also Saigyō shōnin danshō (西行上人談抄), an account of Saigyō’s
supposed views on waka composition recorded by his student Ren’a (蓮阿 ? - ?)
sometime after Saigyō’s death. Kubota Jun, Ed. Saigyō zenshū, pp. 613-47. See
especially pp. 633-35, 641-46.
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See Sankashū, Kikigakishū, Zanshū, pp. 471-72.
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which he assessed his spiritual (as well as poetic) progress and aimed to further that
progression. Thus, as waka composition was a form of shugyō for Saigyō, the collecting
and offering of his poems both to like-minded friends and to shrines was a means by
which Saigyō could express his religiosity in an effort to enrich the spiritual life of
himself and others. This endeavor was not unlike that of the Tang-period Chinese poet
Bo Juyi (白居易 772-846), who compiled his poems and presented them to a temple, in
hopes that his “crazed words and specious phrases” might be the means by which some
would be brought to Buddhism.98
It is difficult to state with surety whether Saigyō was a Shingon priest or a Tendai
priest, or a Pure Land believer. The picture we get of Saigyō’s shugyō, through his poems
and their prefaces as well as a few documentary sources, is that Saigyō’s particular brand
of shugyō was just that—his own brand. Saigyō was syncretic and eclectic in his beliefs
and practices, and this is amply verified by the wide variety of religious expression found
in his poetry. Such diverse religious practice was becoming more common in Saigyō’s
time, and Saigyō is an excellent example of the complex religious milieu of late Heianperiod Japan.

Kyōgen kigyo (狂言綺語) became a key word in Buddhist discourse of the medieval
period. Some condemned waka composition as kyōgen kigyo, but others looked to Bo
Juyi’s example as justification for their own composition of waka poetry. Saigyō was
viewed as a proponent of waka as a means to enlightenment, as discussed earlier.
98
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Chapter Two
The Saigyō Merry-go-round
In 1964 the modern Saigyō scholar Ishida Yoshisada (石田吉貞) wrote an essay
entitled “Saigyō no uta no fukakaisei,” or “The incomprehensible nature of Saigyō’s
poems.”99 He starts his essay by positing: “Are not Saigyō’s poems like an ancient
instrument that we no longer know how to play—the real sound of which we can no
longer know for sure?” (19). Nearly forty years later, the contemporary scholar Mitsuda
Kazunobu (光田和伸) wrote an essay entitled “Mi no oto: ‘Saigyō’ wa yometeiru ka,” or
“The sound of oneself: Are we able to read ‘Saigyō’?”100 While they differ in their
approaches, Ishida and Mitsuda grapple with the same basic problem—the difficulty of
reading and understanding Saigyō’s poems. The vast majority of modern Saigyō research
having been conducted in the thirty odd years between these two essays notwithstanding,
the fact that Mitsuda only recently could ask “are we really able to read Saigyō?” proves
that we have yet to fully ferret out the “incomprehensible nature” of Saigyō’s poems that
Ishida called attention to so many years ago. Though I do not pretend to have the magic
key to open all the doors of understanding to Saigyō’s poems, I wish to compare these
two essays in an effort to bring to the fore the crucial issues to be considered in
understanding, interpreting, and enjoying Saigyō’s poetry. The following discussion of
Ishida’s and Mitsuda’s compelling essays will form an introduction to my own
explanation of Saigyō’s poetics.
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Ishida Yoshisada. Shinkokin sekai to chūsei bungaku. Kitazawa Tosho, 1972.
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Mitsuda Kazunobu, “Mi no oto: ‘Saigyō’ wa yometeiru ka.” Bungaku, 3.2, 2002.
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While pointing out that we have lost the ability to understand the true “sound”(音)
of Saigyō’s poems, Ishida maintains that Saigyō’s poems are not necessarily difficult to
understand. He writes: “Said from the usual meaning of the term, Saigyō’s poems are not
difficult to understand at all.” Ishida means that it is not the verbal expression, or diction,
of Saigyō’s poems that is difficult to decipher. Rather, it is the “true meaning” (真の意
味) with which we have lost touch. In other words, we no longer understand what Saigyō
meant to express through his poems.
Indeed, as Ishida and many other scholars have shown, Saigyō’s poems often
consist of utterly artless diction. As contemporary scholars Matsumura Yūji (松村雄二)
and Okazaki Makiko (岡崎真紀子) have both suggested, many of Saigyō’s poems, were
they not identified as Saigyō poems, would be overlooked or even dismissed as too
“ordinary” (平凡).101 For example, we have the following poems:

世の中を思へばなべて散る花のわが身をさてもいづちかもせむ
yo no naka wo omoheba nabete chiru hana no / waga mi wo sate mo izuchi ka mo semu
When I think of this world all is scattering blossoms,
so where else might I choose to be?
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Spring, 1976) [31]102

Matsumura Yūji, “Saigyō to Teika: jidaiteki kyōdōsei no mondai.” Ronshū Saigyō.
Kasama Shoin, 1990, pp. 31-55. Okazaki Makiko, “Momiji no sanka: waka, kashū ni
mieru Saigyō.” Saigyō no subete, Ed. Satō Kazuhiko & Higuchi Kunio. Tokyo:
Shinjinbutsu Ōraisha, 1999, pp. 136-39.
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I have chosen to Romanize the original Japanese using a mixture of kyū-kanazukai and
modern phonetic renderings. Particularly, I have chosen to retain the “h,” as in he (へ) or
hi (ひ), even when the modern pronunciation is e (え). Another common rendering will
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年たけてまた越ゆべしと思ひきや命なりけり小夜の中山
toshi takete mata koyu beshi to omohiki ya / inochi nari keri saya no nakayama

Did I ever imagine I would make this pass again in my old age?
Such is life! Sayanonaka mountain
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2130) [113]

さびしさにたへたる人のまたもあれな庵ならべむ冬の山里
sabishisa ni tahe taru hito no mata mo are na / ihori narabemu fuyu no yamazato

I wish there were another here who could bear this loneliness;
we’d build our huts side by side in this wintry mountain village
(Sankashū, Winter, 560) [513]

None of these poems exhibit a stunning turn of phrase or display of refined diction. All
three poems, however, are among Saigyō’s most well-known. All three are also included
in Shinkokinshū, proof enough of their merits. The first is included in Saigyō’s own
Miyagawa uta-awase, indicating the poet himself felt it was a successful poem.
Simplicity of diction and phrasing is a hallmark of Saigyō’s poetry, and a major
reason for his popularity. However, it is often very difficult to state with surety what
Saigyō means to say in a given poem. For example, the last poem listed above seems to
be a call for companionship. The phrase hito no mata mo are na, “I wish there were

be fu (ふ) where modern pronunciation would be u (う), as in ifu (言ふ). However, in the
case of ahare (あはれ), I have chosen to use aware throughout, as this spelling is more
familiar.
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another here,” is an overt expression of the poet’s wish to at least have another person
nearby. The image of Saigyō as an all-too-human ascetic often unable to bear the
loneliness of Buddhistic practice in the mountains is popular among many readers and in
the visual and literary arts of the medieval and Edo periods. Saigyō’s emotional
breakdown while attempting the Ōmine ascetic pilgrimage is found in various setsuwa
sources, such as the second fascicle of Kokon chomonjū and a partially extant nō play
entitled Ōmine Saigyō. The fifth fascicle of Senjūshō includes a tale of Saigyō, while in
reclusion near Mt. Kōya, gathering human bones in order to construct the skeleton of a
person with which to cuddle and keep company. Saigyō is also well known for referring
to inanimate objects, such as the moon or a pine tree, as friends. Such images of a lonely,
weak Saigyō are pervasive in the semi-legendary material that developed in the medieval
period and found widespread readership in the Edo period. However, is this poem simply
an expression of loneliness?
The poet requires of his companion a stout constitution—he demands someone
who can bear the loneliness of a wintry mountain village. Why someone who can bear the
loneliness? Would it not make more sense to wish for someone who could end the
loneliness? It seems the poet wishes to end the loneliness, as he makes it clear he would
have his companion build a hut next door. But why not have the companion join the poet
in his hut? If the poet truly wishes to break the loneliness, this would seem sensible.
So, though the words of the poem seem simple enough, the true emotional content
is still elusive, unless we put aside images of Saigyō as the determined though frail
ascetic monk who sometimes cannot stand the solitude of the mountains. If we consider
that perhaps the poet is not so lonely that he is crying out in desperation for a companion,
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an interpretation borne out by the diction of the poem, the tone of the poem shifts
dramatically.
It is obvious that living alone in a wintry mountain village is a lonely and at times
a difficult enterprise. The companion must be someone who can bear the loneliness. But
Saigyō is not advertising for a conversation partner to break the monotony. He is
advertising for someone who can both bear and understand the loneliness. If there were
not some inherent value in the solitude, then Saigyō would simply wish to be back in the
capital among friends. Instead, he is calling for someone to join him in his solitary though
rewarding enterprise of mountain reclusion. He wants his new friend to build a hut just as
he has and experience the same life- and consciousness-altering practice of religious
reclusion. Saigyō spent many years of his life in reclusion in the mountains of Japan, and
the “mountain village” is one of his favorite poetic tropes. His own poetry collection, of
course, is titled Poems of a Mountain Home. He is at once expressing the negative and
positive aspects of the lifestyle of a Buddhist recluse—something he knows firsthand. We
can see how a seemingly simple poem can in fact express complicated emotive concepts
and contain multiple levels of possible meaning or intent. This is common among
Saigyō’s poems.
The above explication, however, participates in the Saigyō merry-go-round of
interpretive practice. The poem seems simple enough, but the astute reader will realize
there is more going on beneath the surface of the diction. In order to uncover those other
levels of meaning, however, we are forced to consider the poet, his life, and his poetic
concerns. There is nothing wrong with this method. In fact, it is the only method left to us
by Saigyō. He wrote poems that only he could have written, and was himself the subject
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of all his poems. This means that we must appeal to Saigyō as both the author and the
forever subject of his poetry. This method is circular, our understanding of Saigyō,
consisting of our reception of his poems and the semi-legendary images fed by his poems,
becoming a significant tool in our interpreting of his poems. That interpretation then
becomes the basis for our understanding of Saigyō’s life, religiosity, and poetic concerns,
which understanding then becomes the basis for our logical consumption of his poems.
This merry-go-round can lull us into a false sense of satisfaction in our understanding
both of Saigyō’s life and his poetry. The reason is this—Saigyō’s poems are not always
accurate representations of his actual life, nor are the semi-legendary images of Saigyō
that also, inevitably, become part of the scenery as we go in circles interpreting Saigyō’s
oeuvre.
For example, my explication of the “wintry mountain village” poem, though I
may wish it to be an objective and clear assessment of a poem, can also be understood as
part of a larger debate over the exact nature of Saigyō’s personality, a circular debate in
which Mitsuda is a participant. In his essay, Mitsuda works to topple a long-stable
interpretation of Saigyō’s Suzuka Mountain poem.

世をのがれて伊勢のかたへ罷りけるに鈴鹿山にて

鈴鹿山うき世をよそにふりすてていかになりゆく我が身なるらむ
Suzuka yama ukiyo wo yoso ni furi sutete / ika ni nari yuku waga mi naru ramu
When I abandoned the world and went to Ise, I composed this at Suzuka Mountain
Suzuka mountain, I’ve tossed aside the world of sorrows as a stranger to myself,
so what note will I now sound, what will become of me?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 796) [728]
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Mitsuda criticizes readers for “sometimes hymning [Saigyō’s] ‘strength,’ and sometimes
praising his ‘weakness.’” This Mitsuda calls the “fickle and ever-changing manner” of
the reader (3). The “unease” or “apprehension” (不安) that most readers and critics over
the centuries have sensed in this poem, composed some years after Saigyō’s shukke, is
unacceptable to Mitsuda, who states unequivocally: “There is absolutely no sort of
unease or fear in Saigyō’s poetry whatsoever.” Mitsuda goes on to say, “That is why
Saigyō is Saigyō” (8).103
Mitsuda has recognized a duality in the reception of Saigyō’s Suzuka poem. He
sees an unbridgeable gap between the recognition of unease or apprehension and his own
assertion of optimism. It is not the duality of interpretation here that is important. We
must re-define this duality as tension—tension between conflicting emotions. This
tension is in the poem itself, and not a product of our reading of Saigyō himself, nor a
product of the accumulated critical readings of the poem. There is tension between the
two halves of the poem. The poet states that he has tossed aside the world, a show of
strength and resolve, but asks in the second half, “what will become of me?” As much as
Mitsuda would argue otherwise, the most obvious reading of ika ni nariyuku waga mi is
“what will become of me?” However, the use of engo here suggests a possible additional
layer of meaning. And as Mitsuda points out, the ringing of bells as a token of one’s wish
Kawada Jun cites “unease” and “apprehension” in the Suzuka Mountain poem.
Kubota Shōichirō describes “the nervousness of youth.” See Watabe Tamotsu, Sankashū
zenchūkai, pp. 414-15. The contemporary scholar Watanabe Yasuaki recognizes a
“feeling of nervousness,” (Chūsei waka no seisei, p. 9). Nishizawa Yoshihito, however,
in his recent annotation of Sankashū, correctly points out that this poem represents the
“starting point” of Saigyō’s constant examining of himself, or his questioning his
standing vis-à-vis his status as a tonsured monk and a poet (Sankashū, Kikigakishū,
Zanshū, p. 133).
103
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to have a prayer fulfilled certainly points to a more positive, optimistic reading of the
second half of the poem. Mitsuda ignores the tension in Saigyō’s verse by focusing on a
fixed idea of who Saigyō was.
By denying the possibility of a dual reading, or understanding, of this poem,
making the case that the interpretive stance of scholars must be dual and irreconcilable,
Mitsuda ignores the larger issue—an issue key to our understanding of Saigyō’s poetics.
The tension between opposing emotional impulses, higher aspirations and human needs,
as well as the tension between the sacred and the profane, exalted and low, worldly and
other-worldly, humanity and nature, form and formlessness, the religious and the secular,
heaven and hell, human and divine, and a host of other dualities—such tension is the
over-arching theme of Saigyō’s poetry. The recognition and expression of such tension in
his own life, or the particular poetic world Saigyō built for himself, naturally led to a
richness and complexity of expression that Saigyō carefully cloaked in simplicity of
diction and phrasing. It appears that the tensions inherent in a life of religious reclusion
coupled with poetic endeavor gave rise to a complexity that was at once a product of
Saigyō’s dual role as a monk/poet and the central feature of Saigyō’s poems. That is
where Saigyō is most Saigyō.
It now seems as if I wish to “own” Saigyō much as Mitsuda wishes to establish
once and for all the definitive interpretation of the Suzuka poem as a way of “owning”
Saigyō, or at least creating an authoritative version of Saigyō against which to read his
poems. I may be riding the merry-go-round. What I must do now is step off the merry-goround and analyze its parts and movements. To this end, I outline in chapter two Saigyō’s
technique, or the specific tools he used to construct his poems. By understanding the
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nature of his expressive language and the methods by which Saigyō utilized the poetic
tools of the waka canon, we will better be able to grasp the reasons for the lasting
popularity of Saigyō’s poetry as well as the poetry’s susceptibility to transformation into
story and legend. I then spend several chapters outlining Saigyō’s poetic concerns, or the
themes that are germane to much of his poetry. This explication will give us a wide view
of the poetic life that Saigyō created for himself. This is not biography, but the life as
lived and expressed through poetry. This is Saigyō’s artistic life and may or may not
reflect the life he lived from day to day, though the concerns and themes I address
necessarily sprung from the emotional and spiritual life of the poet. I conclude part two
by returning to a discussion of Ishida’s and Mitsuda’s essays and the larger issue of how
to interpret and enjoy Saigyō’s poetry.
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Chapter Three
Saigyō’s Technique
The first section of this chapter discusses Saigyō’s methods, or overall technique.
I explore in a general sense the way that Saigyō composed poetry, paying attention to
what made Saigyō’s poetry unique and how he achieved his results. The second section
of this chapter scrutinizes the specific tools which Saigyō utilized to create his poems.
Again, I emphasize the tools that are unique to Saigyō, or were particularly wellemployed and employed often by Saigyō. Without an awareness of Saigyō’s technique, it
is easy to judge Saigyō’s poetry simply on the basis of how well it reflects “Saigyō,” or
the image of Saigyō we have inherited. By such standards, nearly all of Saigyō’s poems
can be considered successful. By closely examining the poet at work, we can begin to
comprehend the particular genius of Saigyō, or, in other words, what made Saigyō
successful as a poet, and what made certain of his poems more successful than others in
both a literary sense and in the larger cultural arena in which some poems eventually
emerged as prominent story-makers.

Methods
While Saigyō used a number of methods in constructing his poems, I discuss here
three methods that are at the core of Saigyō’s technique and behind both the success of
his best poems and the subsequent growth of story and legend. I first discuss Saigyō’s
foregrounding of the subject, then move to a discussion of the concept of zō, or
miscellany, as a mode for composing waka, and finish with a discussion of lifestyle as
honka.
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Foregrounding the subject
In his insightful reading of the famous “three dusks” poems of the Shinkokinshū
(三夕の歌), Kawamoto Kōji points out the “strongly subjective tone” of the poems that
is new to the Shinkokinshū era.104 He writes: “Each of these poems relates its author’s
personal ideal of beauty through an image drawn from their imagination or uniquely
individual sensibility. It is fair to say that nowhere in the lengthy history of waka poetry
prior to this point was such forceful self-assertion so openly expressed. Each poet pushes
themselves to the forefront, laying bare his innermost self with the proclamation of a new
form of beauty” (31). Kawamoto correctly asserts that the Shinkokinshū compilers and
poets were searching for a new mode of expression, since the limited nature of waka
language had made the composition of poetry with new images or a freshness of
expression very difficult. Kawamoto goes on to write: “Given that the range of poetic
diction and themes allowable in waka poetry was severely limited, and that even the
connotative values of these words were predetermined, it was clearly no easy task to
create something new. The chief achievement of the Shinkokinshū poets lay in their
success at introducing a fresh individual perspective while employing imagery that had
become run-of-the-mill” (31). I would assert that Saigyō was one of the first waka poets
to achieve this “fresh individual perspective” and that his foregrounding of the subject in

Kawamoto Kōji. The Poetics of Japanese Verse. Trans. Stephen Collington, Kevin
Collins, and Gustav Heldt. U of Tokyo P, 2000.
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his poetry was the primary reason for Saigyō’s popularity with the Shinkokinshū poets of
the next generation.105
Following are the “three dusks” poems as they appear in the Autumn section of
Shinkokinshū:106

寂しさはその色としもなかりけり槙立つ山の秋の夕暮
sabishisa ha sono iro to shi mo nakare keri / maki tatsu yama no aki no yūgure

Loneliness has no particular color—
stands of evergreens on the mountain this autumn evening
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn, 361, Jakuren)

心なき身にもあはれは知られけり鴫立つ沢の秋の夕暮
kokoro naki mi ni mo aware ha shirarekeri / shigi tatsu sawa no aki no yūgure

Even one with no heart could not help but know pathos—
a snipe takes flight in a marsh this autumn evening
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn, 362, Saigyō)
Itō Hiroyuki calls this new sense of subjectivity kokoro no jikaku, or the seflconsciousness of the heart. His approach to Saigyō’s poetics differs from Kawamoto, in
that he approaches Saigyō’s “self-consciousness” through Saigyō’s poetry, rather than
assessing the poem independently. Nevertheless, their conclusions are similar as to the
effect of the poetry and its influence on medieval poetics. See Saigyō, Bashō no shigaku.
Taishūkan Shoten, 2000, pp. 97-111. See also Watanabe Yasuaki, Chūsei waka no seisei.
Wakakusa Shobō, 1999, pp. 8-9. Watanabe calls Saigyō’s concern with the self and
foregrounding of the subject “self-awareness,” (自己意識), pointing out that the major
step of tossing the self away through shukke and discovering a new self (as a shukke
shugyōsha) led to this heightened awareness.
105

Though they have been translated as the “three dusks” poems, I have translated aki no
yūgure as “autumn evening.” Either translation is appropriate. “Dusk” is perhaps more
precise a translation of yūgure, but “evening” simply sounds better in my estimation.
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西行法師、すすめて、百首歌よませ侍りけるに

見わたせば花も紅葉もなかれけり浦の苫屋の秋の夕暮
miwataseba hana mo momiji mo nakari keri / ura no tomaya no aki no yūgure
Composed when Saigyō urged me to participate in a hundred poem sequence
Gazing out I see no blossoms or any autumn leaves—
a hut by the bay this autumn evening
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn, 363, Teika)

Autumn evenings are always associated with loneliness. This loneliness is highlighted in
Saigyō’s poem by the sudden flight of a snipe. Since there is no indication of singular or
plural, we may also imagine several snipes. I have translated shigi as singular in order to
emphasize the loneliness of the scene, especially a scene in which the viewer is startled
by the sudden beating of the snipe’s wings. The phrase kokoro naki mi (body/self without
heart/spirit) has long troubled scholars. There are basically two interpretations. It can
mean one who has taken Buddhist vows and has presumably transcended joy and sadness.
It can also mean one who has no artistic sensibility (especially the aristocratic
sensibilities of a waka poet), and does not understand the pathos of things. Either way,
Saigyō is saying that this scene would move even such a person (implying that he is that
person). More specifically, he is saying that he was caused to know (shirarekeri) the
pathos of things through the scene he describes. Saigyō is averring that he does in fact
understand aware. Kawamoto writes: “[T]he scenes depicted in these poems, whether of
deer crying in mountains or snipe rising from marshes, are not in themselves all that
unfamiliar. At the risk of exaggeration, they appear to be little more than casual
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arrangements of commonplace images. However, these poems represent an attempt to
create a novel realm of expression, once clearly distinct from that of previous poetry,
through the forceful self-assertion apparent in their “subjective” portions” (31).
Indeed, the impact felt by Saigyō’s poem is not only a product of the startling aural
imagery. It is also the forceful nature of the poet’s subjective assertion that impacts the
reader. In the first half of the poem, Saigyō mentions no scenery, no image. He simply
makes a strong statement that even he, the poet, has been caused to understand the pathos
of things. The second half of the poem paints for the reader the scene which moved the
poet to proclaim his discernment of aware.
Saigyō brings himself to the foreground in this poem. The poet and his expression
are as important here as the imagery and its connotations, perhaps even more important.
While “autumn evening” still connotes loneliness, according to the dictates of waka
diction and its connotations, the subject of the poem is not the loneliness of an autumn
evening. The subject of the poem is the emotive response of the poet to the loneliness of
an autumn evening. Saigyō has foregrounded his subjective response to the diction of his
own poem, thereby making himself the subject while still retaining the traditional
connotations of waka diction.
As Kawamoto indicates, this foregrounding of the subject may explain the history
of the poem’s reception. Teika’s father Shunzei, who was a contemporary and friend of
Saigyō, seemed to have disliked this poem. Shunzei declared this poem the loser when
judging Saigyō’s Mimosusogawa uta-awase. Kawamoto writes: “Shunzei’s surprisingly
cool response to such a renowned poem caught the imagination of later people, giving
rise to a famous anecdote in the poetic treatise Seiashō (Well-Frog Notes, ca. 1364).” As
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the story goes, Saigyō, while traveling in northern Japan, hears that Shunzei is compiling
the imperially-sponsored anthology Senzaishū. Saigyō hurriedly returns to the capital,
meeting a friend along the way. He asks his friend if the “snipe in the marsh” poem was
included in the anthology, only to find out it was excluded. Upon hearing that the poem
has been excluded, Saigyō snaps that “such an anthology isn’t worth my time” and
promptly returns to the north (36-37). Though likely apocryphal, this anecdote
nevertheless highlights what a later generation of poets and critics saw as a gap between
the poetry of Shunzei and the poetic mode of Saigyō. Saigyō’s foregrounding of the
subject—his insistence on composing poems that are really about himself—was too
overbearing in Shunzei’s assessment. However, Shunzei’s son Teika, and many of the
Shinkokinshū establishment, saw in Saigyō’s method an innovative way of composing
poetry that, while retaining the traditional diction and imagery of the waka canon,
nevertheless brought a freshness of subjective perspective that allowed Shinkokinshū
poets to create a “new” way of composing waka.
Another Saigyō poem from the Summer section of Shinkokinshū will serve to
further illustrate Saigyō’s method.

聞かずともここをせにせんほととぎす山田の原の杉の群立ち
kikazu to mo koko wo se ni sen hototogisu / Yamada no hara no sugi no muradachi

Though I may hear nothing, this is where I will wait, cuckoo—
in this stand of cedars in the fields of Yamada
(Shinkokinshū, Summer, 217; Zanshū 1912) [6]
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In this poem, there are no unorthodox images, no dramatic diction. The image of the poet
waiting for the call of the cuckoo is common. What is uncommon is Saigyō’s radical
assertion of the subjective self as the adjudicator of image and connotation in this poem.
He states koko wo se ni sen, “this is where I will wait,” a bold volitional statement.
Saigyō is declaring that this particular stand of cedar trees, located in Yamada (presentday Ise, near the Gekū Shrine), is the most appropriate place for a poet to hear the voice
of a cuckoo. However, while cedar is a traditional engo, or word associated with Yamada,
cuckoo is not. Saigyō was the first (and one of only a few) poets to ever mention
hototogisu in conjunction with Yamada. Furthermore, it does not matter if he never
actually hears the cuckoo’s voice (kikazu to mo). Saigyō is asserting that, according to
the waka tradition and its imagery surrounding the cuckoo, this particular stand of trees
fits the description, or in other words, is congruent with the canonical associations of the
cuckoo’s cry. What gives Saigyō the authority to make such an assertion? It is not a
matter of authority. Rather, it is the poet’s privileging of the subjective self as the
arbitrator of beauty and expressive content. Once again, the image of the poet himself is
at least as important as the conventional imagery in the composition of this poem.
This poem is also included in Saigyō’s Mimosusogawa uta-awase, where it was
judged by Shunzei. Unlike the “snipe in a marsh” poem, Shunzei judged this poem to be
the winner. His comments reveal, however, that Shunzei did not read, or refused to
acknowledge, the strong subjective tone of the poem, what Yamaki Kōichi called “the
voice of subjective decisiveness” (Saigyō waka no keisei to juyō 74). Following is the left
poem of the set and Shunzei’s judgment.
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うぐひすの古巣よりたつ時鳥あゐよりもこきこゑの色かな
uguhisu no furusu yori tatsu hototogisu / ai yori mo koki koe no iro kana
A cuckoo takes flight from the warbler’s old nest,
the hue of its voice deeper even than indigo!
(Mimosusogawa uta-awase No. 15:29)

ふるき歌合の例は、花をたづぬるにも見たるをまさるとし、郭公をまつにも聞くを
猶勝とする事なれど、これはただ歌の勝劣を申すべきなり。藍よりもこき心、をか
しくはきこえながら、又をりをり人よめる事なるべし、山田のはらのといへる、凡
俗及びがたきに似たり。勝と申すべし。

In examples from old poetry contests, seeing blossoms is considered superior to
seeking out blossoms, and though I would consider hearing the voice of the
cuckoo superior to waiting for the voice of the cuckoo, I should here only judge
the superior and inferior qualities of these poems. While I find the expression
“deeper even than indigo” to be very charming, people have composed such a
phrase over and over again; but, “the fields of Yamada” seems to be a phrase the
average poet is not likely to attain to. I must say this is the winner.
Shunzei’s caveat at the beginning of his judgment draws our attention. Why state that
according to previous examples, the poem on the left should be the winner? Perhaps
Shunzei has reservations about judging the right poem (the Yamada poem) to be the
winner. Nevertheless, he judges it the winner, his reasoning being that “deeper even than
indigo” is overused, and “Yamada’s fields” is a phrase average poets would not likely use.
It seems that Shunzei is recognizing that Saigyō’s choice of an actual location at which to
hear the cuckoo’s cry is unique. The mention of a meisho not traditionally associated
with the cuckoo is indeed a daring move. However, Shunzei does not comment upon the
most obviously nonconformist element of the poem—the opening statement of subjective
volition. To declare that the poet will wait for the cuckoo in a certain spot, whether the
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cuckoo chooses to cry or not, is a bold conceit, and not the type of capricious statement
Shunzei would expect to find in a cuckoo poem, which is perhaps why he ignores it. He
may have had no way to deal with the innovation other than to snub it by overlooking the
first stanza.
The compilers of Shinkokinshū, of course, did not overlook this poem or its strong
subjective tone. The hon’i, or connotative emotive content, of the cuckoo in the waka
tradition is its voice, which is often associated with summer, sorrow, longing, rain, and
evening. Saigyō turns the normative connotations on their head, however, disregarding
the usual emotive overtones of the cuckoo’s call, even negating the auditory quality of
the cuckoo’s image by beginning his poem with the bold stroke kikazu to mo, “even if I
don’t hear it.” While the imagery, as Kawamoto suggested, may be “run-of-the-mill,” the
way in which the poet’s subjective subterfuge infuses the poem with an utterly new and
fresh perspective on the poetic possibilities of the cuckoo is entirely unique. This sort of
innovative use of highly individual perspective through the foregrounding of the
subjective personality of the poet is what Shinkokinshū poets liked about Saigyō and what
many tried to achieve in their own poems, such as the other two “autumn dusks” poems
by Jakuren and Teika.
Though I could discuss literally hundreds of poems that exhibit Saigyō’s
foregrounding of the subjective self, I will end with one more poem. This poem happens
to have been judged by Shunzei’s son Teika as part of Saigyō’s self-selected Miyagawa
uta-awase. It was also included in Saigyō hōshi kashū and Shinkokinshū.

世の中を思へばなべて散る花のわが身をさてもいづちかもせむ
yo no naka wo omoheba nabete chiru hana no / waga mi wo sate mo izuchi ka mo semu
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When I think of this world, all is scattering blossoms,
so where else might I choose to be?
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1470; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Spring, 1976) [31]

Saigyō connects chiru hana (blossoms scattering) directly to waga mi of the next line,
transcending the natural break between the first three lines and the last two lines. By so
doing, he draws a direct parallel between the scattering blossoms and himself (waga mi),
or his body. If we take waga mi to mean the poet’s body specifically, the poem can be
read as foreseeing death. Most commentators see a more general expression of
uncertainty in the last two lines. The poet is asking if the whole world is as impermanent
as scattering blossoms, then where else should I be? Thus we can read this poem as both
affirming the poet’s position and simultaneously expressing disdain at the uncertain
nature of life.
Though this poem is included in the Spring section of Saigyō hōshi kashū, we
must ask ourselves: Is this poem about cherry blossoms, or spring? It is not. Accordingly,
the poem is included in the Miscellany section of Shinkokinshū, flanked by two other
cherry blossom poems that are more about the poet than the blossoms.

柴の戸ににほはん花はさもあらばあれながめてけりな恨めしの身や
shiba no to ni nihohan hana ha sa mo araba are / nagamete keri na urameshi no mi ya
I don’t care if there are blossoms blooming near my hut’s door—
yet I gaze at them! how pathetic I am!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1469, Jien)
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身はとめつ心は送る山桜風のたよりに思ひおこせよ
mi ha tome tsu kokoro ha okuru yamazakura / kaze no tayori ni omohi okose yo
I remain here, but my heart I send to you, mountain cherry—
send your thoughts to me on the wind!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1471, Monk Anpō)

Like Jien’s poem, Saigyō’s is an intense expression of the poet’s own confused feelings.
Teika understood this and judged the poem accordingly. Following is his judgment:

右歌、心詞にあらはれて、すがたもいとをかしうみえ侍れば、山水の花の色、心も
さそはれ侍れど、左歌、世の中を思へばなべてといへるより、をはりの句の末まで、
句ごとにおもひ入れて、作者の心ふかくなやませる所侍れば、いかにも勝ち侍らん

In the right poem, the poet’s feelings are shown in the words of the poem, and the
form of the poem too is very pleasing, and so my heart too is enticed by the color
of the mountain stream’s flowers. However, in the left poem, from “When I think
of this world. . .” all the way to the very end of the last line, with each line the
poet broods, and because of the poet’s deeply troubling his heart, this surely must
be the winner.
Teika’s assessment of this poem is insightful in that it recognizes the most important
feature of the poem—the poet’s concentration on the subjective self. Teika’s word for
this subjective self is kokoro, meaning one’s heart. In modern terminology we might
render kokoro as the emotional self, or the psychological subject. Either way, Teika is
recognizing Saigyō’s method of bringing his own emotional, psychological, or spiritual
concerns to the fore in his poetic expression, subordinating traditional diction and
imagery to the service of soul-searching. Saigyō was pleased with Teika’s understanding
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of this method, as we can ascertain from the following portion of a letter Saigyō sent to
Teika (Teika-kyō ni okuru fumi 贈定家卿文).
Among these judgments, the judgment of the left poem of number nine, “where
else might I choose to be?” in which you wrote “because of the poet’s deeply
troubling his heart,” I find to be absolutely fascinating. Absolutely everything is
contained in the words “deeply troubling,” so I find this very delightful. Is this not
a new term for the judgment of poetry you have brought forth? I cannot recall it
being used before, and so I think, just like the form of the poem, this judgment
seems to have simply flowed [alt. trans. this judgment seems to have been made
in accordance with the form of the poem]. I would love to discuss these matters
one by one and receive your views when I see you next.107
Saigyō’s joy seems unrestrained. It must have been pleasing to have someone understand
his poetry so clearly. Teika says nothing of the diction of this poem. Indeed, there is
nothing striking about the words and images themselves. Yo no naka wo omoheba is an
oft-repeated and pedantic phrase found again and again in Buddhist poetry, especially
that expressing mujō. Scattering blossoms are nothing new in waka poetry, either.
Furthermore, comparing the world or even oneself to scattering blossoms was not
Saigyō’s innovation. However, directly calling oneself “scattering blossoms” was
unusual. Saigyō here is not saying “I am like scattering blossoms.” He is saying “I am
scattering blossoms.” There seems to be no simile involved. Saigyō often breaks down
the barrier between the self and nature in his poetry in an effort to express the unity of all
things, including the unity of self and nature, self and Dharma, self and Buddha.
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The Japanese is as follows: この御判の中にとりて、九番の左の、わが身をさてもとい
ふ歌の判の御詞、作者のこころふかくなやませる所侍ればとかかれ候、かへすがへすおもし
ろく候物かな。なやませると申御こと葉に、万みなこもりて、めでたくおぼえそうろう。こ
れあたらしくいでき候ぬる判の御こと葉にてこそさふらふらめ。古はいと覚候はねば、歌の
すがたに似て、いひくだされたるように覚候。一々に申上げて見参にうけたまはらもほしく
候物かな。
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This emphasis on the fate of the self, the physical and spiritual place of the self in
the world, is what makes this poem unique. Teika recognized this by using the term
fukaku nayamaseru, which I have translated “deeply troubling.” Nayamaseru is a
causative verb, meaning that the poet is causing his own heart to be troubled, or causing
his heart to worry, or contemplate seriously. Thus, as Teika implies, Saigyō is not simply
comparing himself to scattering blossoms, nor making a general statement on the nature
of things in this impermanent existence. He is questioning the very nature of human
existence. He recognizes that all is fleeting in this world, just as cherry blossoms always
scatter. Many poets stopped here, having created a fitting natural image to express the
emotive connotations of mujō. Mansei’s famous poem, found in Shūishū as well as
Wakan rōeishū, is one example.

世の中をなににたとへむあさぼらけこぎゆく舟のあとのしら浪
yo no naka wo nani ni tatohemu asaborake / kogi yuku fune no ato no shiranami
To what shall I compare this world?
At dawn, the white waves in the wake of a departing boat
(Shūishū, Sorrow, 1327; Wakan rōeishū, Impermanence, 796)

Saigyō goes beyond simple metaphor, however, to question the nature of his own
existence in such a world, asking: If the world and my self are so impermanent, then
where (else) might I put myself? He is asking more, however, than where, location wise,
he might put his physical body. Saigyō is making an existential query on a grand scale.
What are we to do with ourselves in this world, if the world and our very existence are so
fleeting? Is there any meaning to be found in existing in this world? How am I (or we) to
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conduct myself (or ourselves) in such a world as this? These are all questions we might
extrapolate from Saigyō’s poetic conundrum. Hence, Teika observed that in each line of
this poem the poet seems to brood, to wonder, deeply. “[W]ith each line the poet broods,
and because of the poet’s deeply troubling his heart, this surely must be the winner.”
Poems such as this, in which the emotions and personality of the poet are so
strongly foregrounded, propelled Saigyō to the pinnacle of the poetic establishment
during the Shinkokinshū era.108 As Kawamoto points out, Teika and many other poets of
his time were attempting to do with their poetry what Saigyō, roughly a generation earlier,
had already accomplished. Saigyō’s accomplishment was recognized by the inclusion of
ninety-four of his poems in Shinkokinshū. The expert weaving of traditional diction,
which by the end of the Heian period had become utterly clichéd, into a new fabric was
the central project of the Shinkokinshū poets. Saigyō provided the pattern with his method
of foregrounding the subjective self, maintaining the traditional elements of waka diction
while re-arranging them to fit the warp and weft of the poet’s own emotional,
psychological, and spiritual concerns.

Zō 雑
What is a miscellaneous poem, or zō no uta? This is difficult to answer, as poems
placed in the miscellaneous section of anthologies are often poems that simply do not
seem to fit other categories. Thus, they are frequently a hodge-podge of subject matter.
All poems not considered love poems (相聞 sōmon) or elegies (挽歌 banka) were
classified as zō in the earliest poetry anthology Manyōshū (8th c.). Kokinshū (905),
See Inada Toshinori, “Saigyō to Shinkokin kajin.” Ronshū: Saigyō. Kasama Shoin,
1990, pp. 1-30.
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however, created a more narrow definition. In the kana preface to Kokinshū, Ki no
Tsurayuki (? – 945?) writes that miscellaneous poems are “those various poems that do
not fit into spring, summer, autumn, or winter.”109 Brower and Miner state that the
miscellaneous category “normally comprises poems that either are ‘mixed’ as to category
(e.g., a poem containing elements of ‘love’ and ‘spring’ but a preponderance of neither),
or are on subjects not classifiable among the other headings in these collections (e.g., a
poem on the mountain wind, which, in the absence of qualifying imagery or implications,
is neutral as to season).”110 By the beginning of the medieval period, beginning with
Shinkokinshū (1207), miscellaneous came to imply more than simply “misfit” poems. In
Shinkokinshū and anthologies following it, poems which qualify as seasonal are
nevertheless placed in the miscellaneous category because the are deemed something
other than descriptive, what Brower and Miner describe as “seasonal poems which are
regular as to category but are in modes other than the descriptive.”111 I would assert that a
common thread to be found in the miscellaneous poems of Shinkokinshū, and especially
Saigyō’s own Sankashū, is that of jukkai (述懐), or “expressing one’s feelings.”112 While
this dai, or topic, was common in poetry of the Heian period, it was not considered a
category when it came to the anthologizing of poems. The personally expressive nature of
many zō poems in Shinkokinshū and Sankashū is a uniting element that helps the
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春夏秋冬にも入らぬくさぐさの歌をなむ.
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Robert H. Brower and Earl Miner, Japanese Court Poetry. Stanford: Stanford UP,
1975, p. 514.
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Ibid.

See Itoga Kimie, “Shinkokinshū zō no bu ni okeru Saigyō uta no isō.” Ronshū: Saigyō.
Kasama Shoin, 1990, pp. 215-42.
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Miscellany sections of these collections cohere. Not all miscellaneous poems are jukkai.
However, a majority are highly personal expressions that, in Saigyō’s case, are driven by
his tendency to foreground the subjective concerns of the poet.113
Saigyō composed more miscellaneous poems than average. If we compare the
number of poems he included in the Miscellany section of Sankashū to the Miscellany
sections of imperial anthologies, this becomes clear.

Kokinshū (905)

138 poems

12.4% of total

Shinkokinshū (1207) 416 poems

21% of total

Sankashū (c. 1170)

52.8% of total

868 poems

We must consider, however, that many poems Saigyō included in other sections of
Sankashū should rightly be considered miscellaneous poems. I will demonstrate that
Saigyō’s method of foregrounding the subject often produced poems that, while
employing imagery that might be categorized as seasonal, or romantic, are quite often
actually complex personal statements more fitting of the Miscellany category.
I must also point out here that many (if not most) of Saigyō’s most well-known
and successful poems are zō poems, whether they appear in Miscellany sections or not.
The majority of poems I quote in this study can be considered zō poems, and many are
indeed from the Miscellany sections of Sankashū and Shinkokinshū. In order to more
dramatically emboss this trend, I will discuss several poems not found in the Miscellany
See Naka Hiroshi, “Shinpa kajin to Saigyō.” Ronshū: Saigyō. Kasama Shoin, 1990, pp.
357-83. In this insightful essay, Naka addresses both Saigyō’s relationship to the new
Shinkokinshū mode of expression, as described in the previous section, and Saigyō’s zō
poems as representative of his poetic style.
113
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section of Sankashū, demonstrating their zō characteristics in order to highlight Saigyō’s
method of veiling complex personal statements with very mundane seasonal diction.
In the following three poems from the Spring section of Sankashū, Saigyō
explains to us the effect cherry blossoms have upon his heart.

吉野山こずゑの花を見し日より心は身にもそはずなりにき
Yoshinoyama kozue no hana wo mishi hi yori / kokoro ha mi ni mo sohazu nari ni ki
Since the day I saw the treetop blossoms of Mt. Yoshino
my heart has not stayed with my body at all
(Sankashū, Spring, 77) [66]

あくがるる心はさても山ざくら散りなむ後や身にかへるべき
akugaruru kokoro ha sate mo yamazakura / chiri namu nochi ya mi ni kaheru beki
Though I can’t help that my heart wanders,
surely it will return to me once the mountain cherry blossoms have scattered
(Sankashū, Spring, 78) [67]

花見ればそのいはれとはなけれども心のうちぞくるしかりける
hana mireba sono ihare to ha nakere domo / kokoro no uchi zo kurushi kari keru
When I see the blossoms, for no reason it seems,
in my heart I feel pain
(Sankashū, Spring, 79) [68]

Though these poems are included among other cherry blossom poems in the Spring
section, the real subject here is the poet’s heart. Kokoro, as we have seen, can have broad
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implications, and is the best word in waka diction for the soul, or the psyche. Its
connotations can range from the romantic to the spiritual, from the aesthetic to the
allegorical. The real subject of these poems, then, is the poet’s heart, which seems to be
difficult to control.
Kawada Jun point out that “this is not a simple admiration for blossoms. Whether
he is pained by the fact that though he is a religious recluse he still finds himself attached
[to the beauty of cherry blossoms], or whether the cherry blossoms remind him of some
memory from the past, . . . it is probably useless for someone else to inquire into the real
reason.”114 Kawada hits upon one of the salient features of much of Saigyō’s poetry, and
especially his poems that fit into the zō rubric—they are often impossible to interpret in a
definitive sense without an appeal to the inner life of the poet himself. Even then, though
we may speculate as to what Saigyō may have been thinking or feeling, a definitive
answer remains elusive. The emotional, or psychological, complexity borne of this
interpretive unfeasibility is what makes many Saigyō poems suitable as true miscellany—
if we are not sure exactly what they mean, then we must put them in a category that
refuses to categorize.
As for the diction of these three poems, nothing stands out as unique or innovative,
except for perhaps ihare (reason), which is a word not used in waka previous to Saigyō,
but found in prose of the Heian period. Kubota Utsuho correctly observes of poem 77 “. . .
the expression is the utter extreme of simplicity, and therein is displayed [the poem’s]
unique characteristic.”115 Like many of Saigyō’s most successful and popular poems,
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these three employ artless diction and imagery, easily accessible to even the most
unskilled reader of waka. The complexity of expression, the difficulty of interpretation,
and the reader’s enjoyment of these poems are products of the poems’ zō qualities and the
emphasis on the emotional and spiritual life of the poet, rather than the connotative
meanings of any given part of the poem, such as Yoshino or cherry blossoms.
For example, though these poems are categorized in the Spring section, they may
also be read as love poems. Watabe Tamotsu, in his annotation of poem 78, points out
that “this poem, too, and the one before it can be transferred part and parcel to be thought
of as human relationships, or relationships with the opposite sex. In Saigyō’s “love of
nature” poems there is always the shadow of a human being, and this is one of the unique
characteristics and charming elements of Saigyō’s poems” (44). Indeed, if we substitute
in our minds a woman for the cherry blossoms, the meaning of these poems changes little.
Whatever the objective image of these and many other poems like them, the subjective
emotional content remains the core of the poetic expression. Thus, it does not matter as
much what the superficial images might be—the emotive content, the personal feelings of
the poet himself, are the true subject of the poem. This is why so many of Saigyō’s
poems can be considered zō poems. The foregrounding of the subject naturally leads to
what we might call a zō style in which miscellaneous and complex become synonyms.
For further evidence of this method, we have the following two poems from the
Spring section of Sankashū, not far from the previous three poems.

花散らで月はくもらぬよなりせばものを思はぬわが身ならまし
hana chirade tsuki ha kumoranu yo nari seba / mono wo omohanu waga mi nara mashi
If in this world blossoms did not scatter, and the moon never clouded over,
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I would never have cause to ruminate
(Sankashū, Spring, 83) [72]

花にそむ心のいかで残りけむ捨てはててきと思ふわが身に
hana ni somu kokoro no ika de nokori kemu / sute hatete ki to omofu waga mi ni
Why should my heart remain stained by blossoms?
when I thought I had tossed all that away
(Sankashū, Spring, 87) [76]

In these and the previous three poems, Saigyō repeatedly uses kokoro, heart, and mi, self,
or body. In fact, in all but 79 and 83, kokoro and mi are both used in a fashion that creates
a duality—the physical self and the emotional, psychological, or spiritual self. Saigyō
seems to be asking himself (something he does quite often in his poetry, even addressing
his “heart” as if it were another entity altogether) why the physical and spiritual elements
of his being cannot be reconciled. This quandary must be understood against the
backdrop of Saigyō’s status as a tonsured monk, for it is through tonsuring and
Buddhistic practice that one reconciles (or subordinates) the physical aspects of one’s
existence to the spiritual aspects of one’s existence and potential. Saigyō is expressing his
difficulty in achieving this goal. Whether Saigyō actually felt such a deep attachment to
cherry blossoms is irrelavent, though the common assumption is that poems such as these
are accurate reflections of Saigyō’s deep-seeded attachment to the worldly beauty of
cherry blossoms. However, on the surface of the poem, the blossoms can be considered
simply and image which is a springboard for a deeper and more complex personal
statement. Thus, the blossoms could have been the moon, or clouds, or a pine tree, or any
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number of natural phenomena. As is the case in these and many other poems, the
foregrounding of the subject to create a poem that can only be categorized as
miscellaneous in its content leads to an expression that is deeply personal. The highly
individual and complex nature of such introversive expression leads to both a difficulty in
interpreting such poems and a tendency for such poems to be received as direct
reflections of the poet’s psyche. This adamant linking of the poem to the life of the poet
(emotional and physical) led to centuries of biographical readings of Saigyō’s poems and
the proliferous development of Saigyō’s legendary image. However, as I have
demonstrated, the real heart of the matter in these poems is not necessarily Saigyō’s
attachment to cherry blossoms, but his efforts (and perhaps failure?) at reconciling the
dualities of body and soul, physical and spiritual, mundane and sacred. I have stated
before that Saigyō is the forever subject of his poetry, and this is true in the sense that
many of his poems are existential musings on the nature of the human condition and the
process of overcoming the world to become, in the end, a buddha.

Lifestyle as honka
This leads us to the third major method Saigyō employs, which is connected to
the previous two methods. Saigyō’s life, both physical and spiritual, is the most common
subject of his poetry. The lifestyle he chose, as a tonsured monk and recluse, became the
wellspring from which he drew the imagistic and expressive content of his poems.
However, it is my goal to show that Saigyō’s poetry is not simply a direct reflection of
either his lived life or his inner, spiritual life. Much like Teika, Saigyō had a body of texts
from which to draw images and emotive content to construct his poems. The honka-dori
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(allusive variation) technique made famous by Teika, in which a previous poem or prose
passage is recalled by the poet and the connotative associations often transformed to yield
a fresh expression, differs little from Saigyō’s own method of using the sōan and tabiji
lifestyle and their respective connotative associations as his text when composing poems
that reflect his own experience. What we must remember is that Saigyō’s own experience
of these lifestyles is always informed by the experience of previous poets and religious
recluses. Thus, as Teika constructs a dialogue between himself and the literary past, so
Saigyō creates a dialogue between himself and the literary/religious past. While Teika’s
highly imaginative, literary style is often considered to be the major current in
Shinkokinshū poetics, and something that distinguishes him from what is considered
Saigyō’s highly experiential, personal style, I will show that on the level of method (i.e.
the way in which a poet constructs a poem), the two are not that far apart.116
In the following poem, already cited above, Teika recalls the Akashi chapter of
the Tale of Genji.

西行法師、すすめて、百首歌よませ侍りけるに

見わたせば花も紅葉もなかれけり浦の苫屋の秋の夕暮
miwataseba hana mo momiji mo nakari keri / ura no tomaya no aki no yūgure
Composed when Saigyō urged me to participate in a hundred poem sequence
Gazing out I see no blossoms or any autumn leaves—
a hut by the bay this autumn evening
Saigyō and Teika are compared time and again by waka scholars as representatives of
the two ends of the poetic style spectrum during the Shinkokinshū era. Yasuda Ayao’s
essay “Saigyō to Teika” is representative (Saigyō, Teika, pp. 1-7). See also Inada
Toshinori, “Saigyō to Teika” (Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kanshō 65.3 (2000): 36-44), for
a discussion of the history of this dialectic and Inada’s thesis that the reception of
Saigyō’s and Teika’s poems represents a true dialectic—not the poetic style itself.
116
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(Shinkokinshū, Autumn, 363)

In this poem, which Kawamoto Kōji points out “has often been read as a sort of
manifesto rather than as a literary piece in its own right” (39), Teika, at the same time
that he pays homage to the Tale of Genji boldly asserts a new poetic sensibility. This is
essentially what the so-called honka-dori technique accomplishes. The poet establishes a
context for the understanding of the poem by referring to a passage from Genji: “On the
wide seacoast stretching into infinite distances, the thickly-shaded growth somehow
seemed more vibrant than spring blossoms or autumn foliage at their height” (Kawamoto
40). The story of the Akashi chapter, in which Genji, while in exile, meets and courts the
Akashi Lady, is also implied as background for the poem. However, rather than
continuing the image of vibrant color, more vibrant than spring blossoms or autumn
leaves, Teika counteracts with a stark, colorless image typical of Shinkokinshū poetic
ideals, described by Kawamoto as “involving a highly individualized sense of beauty and
the creation of original poetic sentiments intimately connected to each poet’s own
sensibilities . . .” (34). Kawamoto writes of Teika’s imagery: “If anything, the image
seems to magnify the poem’s sentimental evocation of classical elegance. Teika does not
appear to be aiming here for the sort of literally negative sensibility declared in the prior
two poems [by Jakuren and Saigyō]. Compared with Jakuren’s, for example, this one is
clearly inferior where novelty of imagery is concerned. It is primarily in his
compositional technique that Teika excelled and anticipated later trends” (40).
Kawamoto’s assessment is absolutely accurate, and may be applied with equal critical
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force to many of Saigyō’s poems. The imagery is not unique,117 but the method is
innovative.
The reason Teika’s poem can be called a manifesto is that, aside from its boring
imagery, the poem makes a bold personal statement of a highly individual poetic
sensibility. The stark, monochromatic landscape Teika creates by negating the colorful
imagery of the past is unique to Teika and the Shinkokinshū era. Teika is paying respect
to the literary tradition of the Heian period at the same time he is subverting it. In a sense,
he is saying: This is how it was in the Tale of Genji. This is how it is now. The artistic
sensibilities of the present have changed. The past, while still relavent, is no longer
simply the dictator of taste. A new poetic standard has emerged, and I am an arbiter
thereof. Genji saw trees so vibrant they exceeded spring blossoms and autumn leaves, but
all I see is an abandoned hut on a desolate beach.
In the following poem, Saigyō approaches his subject in a very similar manner.

山里は秋の末にぞ思ひ知るかなしかりけりこがらしの風
yamazato ha aki no sue ni zo omohi shiru / kanashikari keri kogarashi no kaze
I’ve truly come to know the mountain village—
how depressing! the blustery cold wind
(Sankashū, Autumn, 532) [487]

I am not implying that Saigyō never used unique imagery. In fact, he used more
unique diction in his poetry than any other poet of his time, as I will demonstrate in the
“tools” section of this chapter. However, for the present discussion, I am attempting to
show that Saigyō’s poetic methods often made poems with otherwise mundane diction
actually very successful and meaningful poetic expressions.
117
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In Zōho Sankashū shō, annotated by the monk Kojō (固浄), we find the following
assessment of this poem: “Though this poem may appear to have nothing special about it,
it flows with the most facile ease and is deeply moving. Though on the surface of the
poem there are no autumn leaves, the poem seems to be naturally infused with the
sentiment of regretting the scattering of the autumn leaves. The image of the mountain
village, though always lonesome, being particularly depressing at the end of autumn,
when you really feel the sadness, and the cold wind blows—you can feel it in your
bones!”118 This poem in fact exhibits no special imagery. Like Teika, Saigyō is using runof-the-mill imagery in order to make a more complex statement. The effect of this
poem—you can feel it in your bones!—is a product of Saigyō’s dialogue with the
yamazato trope, similar to Teika’s dialogue with the Tale of Genji.
Kojō correctly points out that the mountain village is always lonely. Perhaps he is
speaking from experience. More likely, he is speaking on the level of poetics, as he is
assessing this poem on a literary level. The poetics of yamazato, as discussed in chapter
five, can be summed up in one word: sabishi. This is the word Kojō uses to describe the
mountain village as lonely any time of the year. This received emotive connotation of
yamazato informed Saigyō as well when he composed this poem. He knew that his
audience, once they saw the first line of his poem—yamazato ha, or “as for the mountain
village”—would anticipate that he would make a statement on the essence of a mountain
village. And, according to the waka tradition, that statement would surely have something
to do with loneliness. However, Saigyō betrays the reader’s expecations, much as Teika
does with his desolate beach hut, by using kanashi, meaning very sad or depressing, a
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more intense emotional term than sabishi and one not normally associated with yamazato.
Furthermore, Saigyō asserts that this essence of the mountain village that he is describing,
can be known at a certain time and through a certain natural phenomenon. Saigyō thus
implies that one must experience the yamazato at the end of autumn when cold blustery
winds blow in order to “realize” (omohi shiru) the true nature of the mountain village. As
I discussed earlier, this becomes a meta-commentary on the yamazato trope itself, much
as Teika’s poem is a commentary (or manifesto) on Heian sensibilities.
The modern scholar Kubota Utsuho writes the following about this poem: “Such
phrases as late autumn cold winds blowing and scattering tree leaves are the extreme of
ordinary diction repeated over and over again year after year; and yet, he says “I’ve truly
come to know” upon seeing such things, as if seeing them for the first time, to which he
adds the exclamation “how depressing!”119 Kubota rightly points out that it is Saigyō’s
subjective assessment of the mountain village scene that makes this poem out of the
ordinary. Judged simply by its diction, the poem would be dismissed as utterly ordinary.
It is the poet’s declaration of a poetic judgment that makes this poem unique. Teika’s
poem accomplishes the same thing.
In Saigyō’s case, the honka is the accumulated associations of yamazato within
the waka tradition. The lifestyle represented by reclusion in mountain villages is the
cantus firmus to Saigyō’s contrapuntal assertion of kanashi kari keri. Sabishi is the
melody of cantus firmus. Saigyō’s melody echoes this emotive connotation, and adds
kanashi to it, making his rendering of yamazato of a denser texture by his use of
counterpoint. He is telling us that his preconceptions of yamazato were fed by the Heian
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period rendering of this topos, from Kokinshū forward. However, Saigyō really came to
know what a mountain village is all about by being there at the end of autumn when a
cold wind scattered every last leaf, leaving the trees bare, which is an analogy for the
yamazato itself. Hence, loneliness is implied, but the crucial emotional element is far
more intense and personally devastating than sabishi. Like Teika’s poem, there are no
blossoms, no autumn leaves—just the yamazato and its emotional essence, which Saigyō
says is kanashi. There are no new images introduced. The perspective, however, is fresh
and new. The poet’s subjective and highly individual perspective is forced upon the
reader as a means for both interpreting and enjoying this poem. If not for this new
vantage point, the images would be commonplace and dull.
As Usuda Shōgo and many other scholars have contended, Saigyō’s poems often
employ a perspective that seems to reflect actual experience, such as the above yamazato
poem. It is very difficult, however, to make the claim that all such poems are actually
informed by Saigyō’s own personal experience. It is as likely that the experiential tone of
the poems is the result of the highly subjective vantage point of the poet. I cannot deny
that Saigyō actually experienced a cold wintry wind at the end of some autumn while
living in a mountain village and came to a realization of the true nature of yamazato. I
cannot, however, confirm such. The poem is not evidence of the poet’s actual experience.
What we can confirm from this and other such poems is one of Saigyō’s favorite
methods—forcing the reader, through the poet’s use of subjective perspective, to see the
imagery of the poem in a new light and through the eyes of the poet. Such a method
yields a reading that is both more experiential for the reader and seemingly borne of the
actual experience of the poet. The duality of the poetics of reclusion and travel vs. the
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experience of the poet is certainly a major trend in Saigyō’s own poetry, just as the
poetics of classical poetry and prose vs. the poet’s own sensibilities is a major element of
Teika’s poetics. The difference with Saigyō is that it seems that Saigyō is commenting
upon tradition from the vantage point of someone who has actually experienced the
mountain village, or a thatched hut, or sleeping on a “pillow of grass.”
However, we must remember that Saigyō’s very lifestyle was consistently
informed by the poetics of reclusion and travel found in the waka tradition. Thus,
Saigyō’s life can be considered a text from which he drew poetic imagery and expression.
Saigyō’s life as he lived it was an intertextual exercise with poets and recluses of the past,
the honka being not only old poems, but the codified lifestyle and poetic connotations of
thatched huts, mountain villages, and solitary travel. Teika’s intertextual exercise was
carried out between the classics of Japanese literature and Teika’s own poetic sensibilities
and ideals.120 Saigyō simply happened to actually live in a thatched hut, whereas Teika
may have never seen Akashi Bay. Nevertheless, the lived life does not determine the
quality of the resultant poetry, though many readers and scholars argue that poems
reflective of what they assume to have been an actual experience in Saigyō’s life are
somehow more immediate and moving. Such a reader response is more the result,
however, of Saigyō’s poetic technique than of an (imagined) equivalence between the
poem and the life of the poet. Saigyō manipulates the reader into thinking that such
insights as kanashi kari keri in the above poem are only possible through the poet’s own

For further discussion of this important issue of comparing Saigyō’s and Teika’s
poetic methods, see Matsumura Yūji, “Saigyō to Teika: jidaiteki kyōdōsei no mondai.”
Ronshū: Saigyō. Kasama Shoin, 1990, pp. 31-56. See also Fujihira Haruo, “Futatsu no
taido: Shunzei, Teika to Saigyō.” Saigyō, Teika. Yūseidō, 1984, pp. 8-18; Shinkokin to
sono zengō. Kasama Shoin, 1983.
120
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experience of the cold blustery wind at autumn’s end. These very individual insights are
often more immediate and moving—because the poet’s foregrounding of the subjective
self compels the reader to consider the poet himself, his motives, feelings, and concerns
in reading and interpreting the poem.
As a final note, and I discuss this issue at greater length in part three, I contend
that Saigyō’s poetic methods contributed directly to the development and growth of his
legend. When poems are so strongly linked to the personality, lifestyle, and activities of a
poet, it is only natural that they come to be seen as straightforward reflections of the poet
himself. Thus they are susceptible to story-making. A poem that seems to be a miniature
narrative of the life (actual or spiritual/emotional) of the poet is very vulnerable to
continued narrativization. Hence, poems become stories, and poets become legends. In
Saigyō’s case, this process was spurred by the poet’s own poetic methods, and sustained
by his audiences’ assumption that the poetry perfectly matched the life of the poet.
Though their methods are similar, the fact that Teika’s highly subjective statement of a
poetic ideal, though it can easily be interpreted as informed by actual experience, was not
considered more immediate or moving because it was borne of the poet’s experience,
says more about later generations’ assumption that Teika did not actually spend much
time gazing out over Akashi Bay than about Teika’s poetic technique.

Tools
Once we understand Saigyō’s general methods for composing poetry, we can
narrow our focus to specific tools that Saigyō tended to use in the construction of his
poems. An understanding of the unique poetic devices Saigyō used will help us to
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recognize, as we read his poems, the poet at work. In order to organize this discussion, I
have chosen three topics under which I introduce a number of poetic devices. The first is
word choice, the words a poet chooses being the most fundamental building blocks of
poetry. The diction a poet chooses determines the outcome of the poetic expression. I
discuss several aspects of Saigyō’s word choice, including: innovative or unusual diction;
borrowing diction from other genres of waka; the combination, or juxtaposition, of
certain words to yield fresh and even startling images; and, simplicity of diction masking
complexity of expression. Next I discuss the aural qualities of Saigyō’s poetry, followed
by a discussion of the visual qualities of his poetry. These two aspects may also be called
the oral and conceptual, as I discuss the qualities of Saigyō’s word choice that make the
recitation and hearing of his poetry pleasing and the qualities of his word choice that
make the conceptualizing or visualization of his images unique and enjoyable.

Word Choice
Saigyō is known both for his use of original diction and for his use of utterly
commonplace diction. In the composition of waka poetry, far more than lyric poetry in
the West, word choice is of paramount concern. The range of acceptable words from
which a poet may choose is strictly prescribed, limited to words already in usage within
the waka establishment. The early Heian period imperial anthology Kokinshū was the
main liturgical source in matters of word choice. It was left to poets to somehow arrange
established vocabulary in a new way, or use old words to express new ideas. By the end
of the Heian period, poets had nearly exhausted the possibilities. Hence, poets such as
Teika and his contemporaries sought out new modes of expression using commonplace
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diction. Saigyō did the same. He also simply used new words. Saigyō’s reputation as a
maverick poet seems deserved when we consider the number of poems he composed
using words not previously found in waka poetry, or rarely used in waka.
Where did Saigyō find these unorthodox words? He had a number of sources.
First, he sometimes used words that, while not in common use in waka poetry, were
commonly found in prose of the time. The following poem, cited in the previous section,
uses the word ihare, meaning “reason,” a word commonly found in prose but never
before in waka.

花見ればそのいはれとはなけれども心のうちぞくるしかりける
hana mireba sono ihare to ha nakere domo / kokoro no uchi zo kurushi kari keru
When I see the blossoms, for no reason it seems,
in my heart I feel pain
(Sankashū, Spring, 79) [68]

In the following poem, Saigyō uses the word sugoki, meaning “eery.” This word, too,
was found in prose of the Heian period but not in waka previous to Saigyō.

古畑のそばのたつ木にゐる鳩の友よぶ声のすごく夕暮
furuhata no soba no tatsu ki ni iru hato no / tomo yobu koe no sugoki yūgure
From a tree standing on a cliff by an old field
the voice of a dove calling a friend in the eery twilight
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1674; Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1080) [997]
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Though Saigyō used a word considered unorthodox by the standards of the waka canon,
this poem was nevertheless included in Shinkokinshū, which represented the highest form
of approval within the poetic establishment. Why? Saigyō’s use of unconventional
diction often represented only a slight shift in poetic expression. In the case of the above
poem, the practical shift was from prose to poetry—the expressive shift was from a
lonely but elegant twilight to an eery twilight. Saigyō’s use of the term sugoki fit into the
Shinkokinshū mode of expression, or poetic ideals, and was thus viewed as a favorable
development in the expansion of waka diction. Similarly, Saigyō often used words
already present in the waka canon but in combinations without precedent. The use of
aware with yamazato is one example.
The following poem exhibits another usage of diction from prose, but was a bit
too unorthodox for Saigyō’s friend Shunzei.

願はくは花のしたにて春死なむそのきさらぎの望月のころ
negahaku ha hana no shita nite haru shinamu / sono kisaragi no mochizuki no koro
My wish is to die in spring under the cherry blossoms
on that day in the Second Month when the moon is full
(Sankashū, Spring, 88) [77]

Negawaku is indeed a strange phrase to use in waka poetry, as it comes from Japanese
transliterations of Chinese found in Buddhist texts. Shunzei, in his judgment of this poem
in Mimosusogawa uta-awase, says that the use of negawaku is “not an attractive form.”
This poem was not chosen by Shunzei for inclusion in Senzaishū nor by Teika for
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inclusion in Shinkokinshū, though it became one of Saigyō’s most famous poems for
reasons I will discuss in part three.121
Saigyō often chose diction generic to certain types of waka poetry for use in
poems outside that genre. For example, his famous Mt. Fuji poem partakes of imagery
and words from love poetry, though it is not really a love poem.122

東の方へ修行し侍りけるに、富士の山をよめる

風になびく富士の煙の空にきえてゆくへも知らぬわが思ひかな
kaze ni nabiku Fuji no keburi no sora ni kiete / yukuhe mo shiranu waga omohi kana
On Mt. Fuji, composed when carrying out religious practices in the Eastern Provinces
Trailing in the wind, Fuji’s smoke fades into the sky,
destination unknown, as my own thoughts!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1613; Saigyō hōshi kashū 2138) [85]

Mt. Fuji itself often appears in love poetry, largely because of its smoldering and
smoking. Thus, smoke and fire are both related images in love poetry mentioning Mt.
Fuji. Saigyō mentions both in this poem, the hi of omohi implying fire. And yet this is not
really a love poem. If anything, it is a miscellaneous poem. Saigyō often borrows
imagery from love poetry for other purposes, as in the following cherry blossom poem.

There is one poem in Shinkokinshū that begins with negawaku, by Jien (1932). It is
found in the Shakkyō, or “Buddhist teachings” section, in which unusual diction
borrowed from Buddhist texts was often excused.
121

Saigyō seemed to have learned this tool from Izumi Shikibu (late 10th – 11th c.). See
Shiba Kayono, “Saigyō to Izumi Shikibu: ‘yukuhe mo shiranu’ o megutte.” Ocha no mizu
joshi daigaku jinbun kagaku kiyō 45 (1998), pp. 21-42.
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しづかならむと思ひける頃、花見に人人まうできたりければ

花見にと群れつつ人のくるのみぞあたら桜のとがにはありける
hanami ni to mure tsutsu hito no kuru nomi zo / atara sakura no toga ni ha ari keru
When I thought I’d like some peace and quiet, people came to see the cherry blossoms
Wanting to see the blossoms, people come in droves—
this alone, regrettably, is the cherry tree’s fault!
(Sankashū, Spring, 98) [87]

Toga, meaning fault, and the verb form, togamu are found almost exclusively in love
poetry. This poem, however, is not a love poem. Nor is the following poem, which
exhibits Saigyō’s penchant for borrowing imagery and diction from love poetry to use in
poetry expressing Buddhist sentiments.

捨つとならばうき世をいとふしるしあらむ我にはくもれ秋の夜の月
sutsu to naraba ukiyo wo itofu shirushi aramu / ware ni ha kumore aki no yo no tsuki
If I’ve forsaken the world of sorrows there must be proof I despise it—
shroud yourself for me, autumn night moon
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1533; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2024) [59]

Though Saigyō is speaking of Buddhist practices and ideals here, the imagery of the
moon, and the poet’s wish for the moon to be clouded over, is more akin to love poetry.
Similarly, the following poem, which is part of the same set of five moon poems in
Shinkokinshū as the previous poem, seems on the surface to be a love poem.

夜もすがら月こそ袖に宿りけれむかしの秋を思ひ出づれば
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yo mo sugara tsuki koso sode ni yadori kere / mukashi no aki wo omohi izureba
All night long the moon has dwelt on my sleeve,
for I’ve been remembering the autumns of long ago
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1531; Sankashū, Autumn 391) [351]

Nearly all of the diction in this poem is typical of love poetry, including yo mo sugara,
sode, omohi izureba, and of course, the moon. However, this and the previous poem are
placed in the miscellaneous section of Shinkokinshū. Though it is possible that the
memories implied in the above poem may be those of romantic love, the reader is not
limited to this possibility. This poem can be a more general statement of any sort of
memory that might cause tears after one has taken the tonsure. It is as a tonsured monk
that Saigyō has composed this poem, referring to his secular past as mukashi. Saigyō’s
“memories” of the past are often vague, leaving open romantic interpretations. However,
his penchant for using love poetry diction to express larger sentiments prohibits a strictly
romantic reading of this and other similar poems.
Another source for Saigyō’s innovative word choice was the direct observation of
nature. In his famous exchange of poems with Jakuzen, Saigyō sends ten poems from his
hut in Mt. Kōya, each starting with the phrase yama fukami, “deep in the mountains,” to
Jakuzen, who was residing in Ōhara, north of the capital. Jakuzen replied with ten poem
of his own, each ending with Ōhara no sato, “Ōhara Village.” Here I wish to highlight
Saigyō’s innovative word choice. Saigyō employed in these ten poems no less than
eleven words or phrases that appear in no other waka poetry whatsoever. The following
poem will illustrate.
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山深み岩にしたたる水とめむかつかつ落つる橡ひろふほど
yama fukami iwa ni shitataru mizu tomemu / katsu-katsu otsuru tochi hirofu hodo
So deep in the mountains, I’ll store up the water that drip-drops from the rock,
around the time I’m gathering chestnuts that fall plop-plop
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1290) [1202]

“Store up water” (mizu tomemu), “plop-plop” (katsu katsu), and “gathering chestnuts”
(tochi hirofu) are all phrases found in no other waka poetry. “Drip-drop from the rock”
(iwa ni shitataru) is found in only one other poem. Such unique diction is typical of the
yama fukami set, and illustrates Saigyō’s penchant for the unusual and visual. The reader
is encouraged to view the entire yama fukami set and a listing of all the unusual diction
found therein by referring to appendix three.
Such unconventional poems would have been considered radical, even heretical.
Nevertheless, Saigyō includes the yama fukami poems in Sankashū. Furthermore, several
of the poems are included in later anthologies, such as Fuboku wakashō (夫木和歌抄 c.
1310) and Gyokuyōshū (玉葉集 1312), and some diction from the poems, while unique to
Saigyō, was employed by later poet/admirers. Saigyō’s ground-breaking depiction of life
deep in the mountains conveyed both a naturalistic, reality-based, portrait of mountain
life while at the same time offering an alternative to the staid imagery of elegant retreat
articulated in the sōan and yamazato topoi. Saigyō aimed to roughen the trope of
suburban reclusion, making it something deeper and more profound and more closely tied
to nature. His yama fukami poems are not elegant, nor do they present highly refined
imagery. Where traditional diction is employed, Saigyō counteracts the more refined or
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elegant associations of certain words by adding new and often startling diction. It is
unclear whether the poetic establishment accepted such radical word choice. It seems that
Saigyō was forgiven of many heretical poems. Nevertheless, none of the yama fukami
poems made their way into imperial anthologies.
Another set of poems exhibits Saigyō’s use of diction gleaned from actual
observation. Composed while traveling to Shikoku, these poems use many local terms
unknown to courtiers in the capital—words actually spoken by the fisherfolk of the area.
Following is an example.123

日比、渋川と申す方へまかりて、四国のかたへわたらむとしけるに、風あしくて程経にけり。
渋川の浦と申す所に、をさなき者どもの数多物を拾ひけるを問ひければ、つみと申す物拾ふ
なりと申しけるを聞きて

おり立ちて浦田に拾ふあまの子はつみよりつみをならふなりけり
ori tachite urata ni hirofu ama no ko ha / tsumi yori tsumi wo narafu nari keri
I went to a place called Hibi and Shibukawa, hoping to cross over to Shikoku, but the
wind was bad and I waited for a while. At a place called Shibukawa bay, there were
many small children gathering something, so I asked what they were gathering,
whereupon they answered that they were gathering “tsumi.” Upon hearing this, I
composed the following:
Coming down to gather in the shore flats, the fisherfolk’s children
are learning from the peccadillo shells how to sin124
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1464) [1373]
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The reader is referred to appendix four for the entire set of poems.

“Peccadillo,” meaning sin or transgression, is not really the name of a shellfish.
Unfortunately, it is unclear exactly what the children were gathering on the beach, though
scholars speculate that it was some sort of spiral shellfish. The name the children gave
Saigyō for the shellfish, tsumi, is homophonous with the word for “sin.” Hence, the pun.
It is considered a sin to kill any living thing according to Buddhist doctrine.
124
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It was unheard of in the Heian period for a poet to use words gleaned from the
conversations of commoners to compose waka poetry. Though these poems were
certainly not accepted as mainstream by the poetic establishment of Saigyō’s time, they
certainly anticipate the fascination with dialect and common language found in haikai
poetry and literature of the Edo period. Though the above poems are extreme examples,
Saigyō was adept at adopting diction from atypical sources for his poetry, often creating
new images that later became part of the waka canon.
Another aspect of Saigyō’s word choice is the juxtaposition of words not
normally associated. Such innovative combinations of imagery often produce fresh new
images without precedent in the waka canon. I have already mentioned the use of aware
with yamazato, which represented and intensification of the traditional association of
loneliness with mountain villages. Another example is the dove poem cited above. Hato
(dove) appears rarely in waka poetry anyway, and sugoki, as discussed, was a term not
found in waka poetry previous to Saigyō. The combination of the two must have been
startling to Saigyō’s earliest audiences. However, the dove was normally associated with
autumn, and the lonely, eery imagery of Saigyō’s poem is simply an intensification of
typical autumnal associations. Thus Saigyō creates a completely new image—that of a
dove calling for a friend one eery evening—that becomes well known and accepted
through the inclusion of the poem in Shinkokinshū.
Often Saigyō juxtaposes images not unusual at all if considered independent of
one another but groundbreaking when placed side by side. The following poem is an
example.
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木のもとに旅ねをすれば吉野やま花のふすまをきする春風
ko no moto ni tabine wo sureba Yoshinoyama / hana no fusuma wo kisuru harukaze
When I rest from my travels under a tree in Yoshino’s mountains,
the spring breeze lays a blanket of blossoms on me
(Sankashū, Spring, 136) [125]

Saigyō has strung together images not previously associated with travel in this poem.
Blossoms appear infrequently in travel poems, and a “blanket of blossoms” does not
appear in any poem previous to Saigyō. Futhermore, attributing the “laying down” of a
blanket of blossoms to the spring breeze is an image found nowhere else in waka poetry.
However, Saigyō’s skillful construction of new images using common diction allowed
his poetry to become popular and highly-regarded, rather than shunned or soon-forgotten.
In the above poem, the use of fusuma, meaning “bedding,” is unusual, but a completely
logical extension of the tabine (sleep while traveling) image. The word fusuma was
certainly common at the time, but would have appeared in spoken language and in prose
rather than poetry. “Yoshino,” “spring breeze,” and “blossoms” are all utterly hackneyed
expressions in waka poetry. However, Saigyō has combined these images in a completely
new expression of an image previously not found in waka, let alone in travel poetry.
Another example of Saigyō’s creative juxtaposition of words not unusual
independent of each other is the following very famous cherry blossom poem mentioned
above in connection with word choice.

しづかならむと思ひける頃、花見に人人まうできたりければ
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花見にと群れつつ人のくるのみぞあたら桜のとがにはありける
hanami ni to mure tsutsu hito no kuru nomi zo / atara sakura no toga ni ha ari keru
When I thought I’d like some peace and quiet, people came to see the cherry blossoms
Wanting to see the blossoms, people come in droves—
this alone, regrettably, is the cherry tree’s fault!
(Sankashū 98) [87]

There are no original words in this poem. “Blossom viewing,” “gathering in droves,”
“cherry tree,” and “fault” are all common phrases. However, the way Saigyō uses these
words is utterly unique in waka poetry.
The use of sakura and toga was unprecedented in waka poetry before Saigyō, and
this poem became so famous that few other examples exist after it. Toga, meaning “fault”
or flaw, more often appeared in waka poetry in its verbal form, togamu.125 Togamu has a
slightly different nuance, meaning “to blame,” “condemn,” or “think suspicious.” This
word is found almost exclusively in love poetry, the poet often conjecturing that people
will “condemn” the poet or “be suspicious of” the poet for her or his love. Never, as far
as I can gather from imperial anthologies and personal collections of the Heian period,
was toga or togamu ever used with a cherry tree as its object.126 So Saigyō has used two
words normally not associated to create an unprecedented image here—the poet blaming
the cherry tree for the onslaught of visitors, and calling this the only fault of the cherry
tree. Saigyō is really paying the tree a compliment, saying that the only fault of the cherry
125

Again, toga would have been more likely to appear in prose than in poetry, and so this
poem is another example of Saigyō’s use of prosaic vocabulary in his poetry.
126

I cannot find evidence of toga or togamu with any inanimate entity as its object.
Occasionally, an inanimate object, such as the moon or a bird, is the subject of togamu.
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tree is that it draws crowds of visitors, thereby destroying the serenity of a monk in
reclusion. This poem forms the basis of Saigyō zakura (Saigyō’s Cherry Tree), one of the
most well-known and oft-performed plays of the Noh repertory, in which the spirit of the
cherry tree appears to Saigyō and rebukes him for his rebuke.
This poem can also be used as an example of the next aspect of Saigyō’s word
choice. In many of Saigyō’s best poems, there is nothing remarkable about the individual
words themselves. As evidenced in the two poems discussed above, however, it is
Saigyō’s skillful arrangement of often common and overused diction that makes many of
his poems successful. The following poem from Shinkokinshū, which will be discussed at
greater length in the introduction to part three, is a fine example of Saigyō’s skillful
arrangement of artless diction.

道のべに清水流るる柳かげしばしとてこそ立ちどまりつれ
michinobe ni shimizu nagaruru yanagi kage / shibashi tote koso tachi domari tsure
In the shade of a roadside willow near a clear flowing stream
I stopped, for just a while I thought
(Shinkokinshū, Summer, 262)

No single image or phrase in this poem is unusual or original. However, it is one of
Saigyō’s most well-wrought and well-known poems, partly due to its role in later legendbuilding. The poem itself, however, stands up to any critical assessment. It is simply
perfectly arranged. Morishige Satoshi writes: “As for the first half of the poem, “well,
how utterly ordinary!” we must say in praise. The scene is depicted so to the point in just
5, 7, 5 syllables, so neatly concentrated. This is something not easily achieved. Even if
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this were a hokku, it is dense. We couldn’t really consider this a hokku, but it is very close
to one in the sense that it has the hokku’s utterly simple and concise form which
nevertheless constitutes a full statement. It is that well done” (31). Saigyō’s use of such
simple and common diction often leads to a sense of yojō, in which the reader is left with
a sense of lingering elegance, which is incited by the reader’s need to find the elegance
beyond the surface of the poem. In the case of this poem, it is the question of why Saigyō
was detained at this particular willow tree, and perhaps what he did while there. The
query can extend to broader discussions of what Saigyō may have wished to symbolize
by the willow tree, or the water, or his pausing there. Thus, though the diction of the
poem may seem commonplace, the way Saigyō has arranged the words can lead the
reader to ponder the poem in an effort to discover deeper meaning than simply a visually
effective image. I will discuss more qualities of this poem later when discussing aurality
in Saigyō’s poetry.
Another example of Saigyō’s use of commonplace but effective diction is the
following poem, also found in Shinkokinshū.

吉野山こぞのしをりの道かへてまだ見ぬかたの花をたづねむ
Yoshinoyama kozo no shiori no michi kahete / mada minu kata no hana wo tazunemu
Mt. Yoshino, I’ll take another path from that I marked last year,

and visit some blossoms yet unseen!
(Shinkokinshū 86; Kikigakishū 1883) [240]
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It is difficult to explain why this poem is so outstanding. Again, it is one of Saigyō’s most
famous, a status assured by its inclusion in Shinkokinshū. It was also included by Saigyō
in his Mimosusogawa uta-awase. Shunzei judged the poem and its competitor in the
following manner: “‘Last year’s mark’ and ‘the clouds of the peak’—both are very
elegant in both form and expressive content. This must be called a tie.” It seems Shunzei,
too, was at a loss to explain why this poem was effective. He simply states that the form
and heart (kokoro) of the poem are both elegant. In other instances, Shunzei used the
phrase koto naku yoroshi, meaning “there’s nothing to it, but it’s just right,” to describe
Saigyō’s poems in Mimosusogawa uta-awase.
Indeed, the individual words of this poem are commonplace. Saigyō has not
chosen unusual diction here. Nor is the cumulative image unusual. A poet changing his
path in order to find some yet unseen cherry blossoms is not unusual or startling, though
it is an image previously not found in waka poetry. The reader, after the initial enjoyment
of the poem’s pleasantries, is left to wonder about the deeper meaning. This, again, can
be considered yojō. First, we have the image of the poet leaving a marked path, an
indication of the poet’s intense love of Yoshino and its cherry blossoms. We could
extrapolate this from the poem even if we did not know that Saigyō was extremely fond
of Yoshino and composed at least 60 poems on Yoshino. The poem implies that the poet
visits Yoshino yearly. This year, however, he wants to go even deeper into Yoshino to
find some cherry blossoms he has never seen. This image is made even more significant
and affecting since we know from the first half of the poem that the poet likely knows
Yoshino very well, having visited there every year. Thus, the poet’s wish to find yet
unseen cherry blossoms takes on a very serious tone. This leads the reader to wonder if
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there is more to the poet’s searching than simply cherry blossoms. Yoshino was known as
a place of religious retreat as well as cherry blossom viewing, and perhaps Saigyō is
hinting at something more serious in a religious sense. It is not uncommon for Saigyō to
layer his poems with both secular and religious meanings, leading to a variety of possible
readings. The surface of the poem, however, usually takes on what appears to be an
uncontrived, simple sheen. It is remarkable that Saigyō can achieve so much with a poem
that uses such hackneyed expressions as “Yoshino,” “last year,” “path,” and “cherry
blossom.”

Aural Tools
Scholars such as Yamaki Kōichi and Kojima Yasuko have described the
relationship of Saigyō’s poetry to kayō (歌謡) or imayō (今様).127 Kayō is a general term
for any sort of lyric set to a tune and sung, or chanted. Imayō was a form of popular song
that developed in the middle Heian period. It later came to take on aspects of Buddhist
hymnody and chant as well as courtly music to become a truly eclectic song form, usually
consisting of lines of 7 and 5 syllables.128 As discussed in part one, Saigyō’s maternal
grandfather was considered an imayō master, and it was his adopted granddaughter who
become the teacher of Retired Emperor Go-Shirakawa, the most famous of all imayō

See Yamaki Kōichi, Saigyō no sekai. Hanawa Shinsho, 1994, ch. 1; Kojima Yasuko,
“Saigyō no waka ni miru kayōteki sekai: Sankashū ‘asahi matsu hodo ha yami ni ya
mayohamashi’ no uta kara.” Waka bungaku kenkyū 67 (1994), pp. 43-55. Kojima
describes not only the influence of imayō and Ryōjin hishō, but also Buddhist chant and
song. Her argument is compelling, and shows the wide variety of influences Saigyō
accepted into his poems.
127

See Yung-hee Kim, Songs to Make the Dust Dance: The Ryōjin hishō of TwelfthCentury Japan. Berkeley: U California P, 1994.
128
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practitioners and compiler of Ryōjin hishō, one of the few sources of imayō texts. Yamaki
and others have conjectured that Saigyō was schooled in imayō by his grandfather, and it
is impossible to deny such a delicious possibility. A knowledge of kayō, including the
rhythmic, melodic, and visceral aurality of song lyric in imayō, would explain Saigyō’s
emphasis on the oral qualities of his poetry—qualities that make Saigyō’s poetry, more
than that of his contemporaries, singable.
It is believed that waka poetry was chanted or sung from its inception, and there is
much evidence of waka used in ceremony and ritual connected with the court from
earliest times. The strict syllabic structure of waka is thought to have stemmed from its
oral purposes. By the Heian period, the composition of waka poetry was most often
carried out in public settings, such as uta-kai (poetry gatherings) and uta-awase (poetry
contests). In such social settings, the recitation, or in some cases singing, of poems was
standard practice. However, waka poetry never developed any sort of established meter,
nor is rhyme present. Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve a variety of songlike qualities
in waka poetry, and Saigyō was adept at such poetic musicality.
I discuss several of Saigyō’s devices for enhancing the aural quality of his poems,
including rhythm, repetition, alliteration, and assonance. Though such qualities are not
completely absent from other poetry of the time, Saigyō’s poetry stands out as more
committed to the achievement of singability. For example, the following poem just
discussed above is an excellent model of Saigyō’s skilled use of rhythm.
吉野山こぞのしをりの道かへてまだ見ぬかたの花をたづねむ
Yoshinoyama kozo no shiori no michi kahete / mada minu kata no hana wo tazunemu
Mt. Yoshino, I’ll take another path from that I marked last year,
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and visit some blossoms yet unseen!
(Shinkokinshū, Spring I, 86; Kikigakishū 1883) [240]

This poem is divided into the upper half and bottom half, which is typical. Conceptually,
we see the poet change his mind, deciding on a different path, then are given the reason
in the second half of the poem. We are then left to imagine the poet heading off to find
some unseen cherry blossoms. However, the rhythmic structure of the poem is somewhat
more complex.
The poem is made up of essentially three rhythmic sections, illustrated below.

よ し の や ま こ ぞ
Yo shi no ya ma / ko zo
み ち か へ
mi chi ka he

の し を り
no shi wo ri

の
no

て
te

ま だ み ぬ か た の は な を た づ ね む
ma da mi nu ka ta no / ha na wo ta zu ne mu

The first rhythmic section is unified by the repeated use of the vowel sound “o” and the
consonant sound “n.” Michi kahete represents a departure by its use of “t” sounds in chi
and te, as well as the use of the “high” vowel sounds i, a, and e. Tonally, o and u are
produced in a lower vocal register than a or i, and produce a rounder, more resonant
sound. All of this was understood by vocal performers of the time, and especially
exploited in the later development of the Noh theater in the fourteenth century. It is my
assertion that Saigyō well understood the effects of certain consonant and vowel sounds
and composed poems that exploited such aural effects.
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The third rhythmic section of this poem employs more a vowel sounds than o
vowel sounds. In fact, there are exactly seven o sounds in the first section and seven a
sounds in the third section. These top and bottom rhythmic sections are joined by the very
short michi kahete, which is the crux of the meaning of the poem as well as its structural
hinge. Hence, the form of the poem reflects the expressive content. Perhaps this is what
Shunzei meant when he judged the poem to be “very elegant in both form and expressive
content.”
The repetition of o vowel sounds, creating a pleasing assonance in the first section
of the poem, is paralleled by a repetigion of n consonant sounds, creating alliteration as
well. No is repeated as the third syllable of each line, then as the last syllable of the
second line, as illustrated below.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Yo shi no ya ma / ko zo no shi wo ri no

The repeated use of no in the third syllable position helps create a rhythm, while no in the
seventh syllable position of the second line helps to stop the rhythm, preparing the reader
for the important middle link of the poem. From this link proceeds another two line
sequence unified by the repetition of vowel and consonant sounds, in this case a and n.
In the third section, or final two seven syllable lines, a rhythm is created by the
alternate placement of a sounds and u or o sounds, yielding a lilting pace that makes
these last two lines trickle along as a cheerful expression of anticipation. The lilting
quality of these lines can be expressed by the following illustration.
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 →      →
ma da mi nu ka ta no / ha na wo ta zu ne mu

While this by no means approaches a regular meter, such as pentameter, there is
nevertheless, when recited, a rhythm that makes the syllables seem to roll off the tongue.
Furthermore, Saigyō has broken the poem into three rhythmic sections that seem to create
natural pauses just before and after michi kahete, placing emphasis on this important
juncture in the meaning of the poem.
Saigyō sometimes used the unorthodox practice of ji-amari, or having one too
many syllables in a line, in order to create rhythm. Ji-amari was unforgivable in waka
poetry if it reflected the poet’s need to stuff a certain word or phrase into a space where it
did not really fit. Ji-amari was forgivable when two vowels placed together could be read
as one, most commonly e and i or i and i, thus eliminating the unseemly six-count line.
However, in the following poem, Saigyō uses six syllables in the first and third lines,
creating two new phrases unprecedented in waka poetry which also create an obvious
rhythmic structure.

東の方へ修行し侍りけるに、富士の山をよめる

風になびく富士の煙の空にきえてゆくへも知らぬわが思ひかな
kaze ni nabiku Fuji no keburi no sora ni kiete / yukuhe mo shiranu waga omohi kana
On Mt. Fuji, composed when carrying out religious practices in the Eastern Provinces
Trailing in the wind, Fuji’s smoke fades into the sky,
destination unknown, as my own thoughts!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous, 1613; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2138) [85]
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Perhaps Saigyō’s most famous poem, and certainly rivaling Akahito’s Fuji poem as the
most famous Mt. Fuji poem ever composed, this poem is nevertheless extremely
unorthodox in its structure.
While kaze and nabiku are common words, kaze ni nabiku, a six-syllable phrase,
was not used in waka poetry previous to Saigyō.129 This poem became so popular,
however, that kaze ni nabiku is found in several poems from the medieval period.
Similarly, sora and kiete are common words, but sora ni kiete was not used as a single
line before Saigyō. Nevertheless, these two six-syllable lines help to create a kami no ku,
or top half, with rhythm and parallelism not commonly found in waka poetry. In fact,
such structure is more commonly found in Chinese lyric poetry. For example, the first
and third lines are exactly parallel in syllabic structure, with a two-syllable noun
connected to a three-syllable verb by the particle ni.

1

か
ka

ぜ に な び く
ze ni na bi ku

Kaze ni nabiku did appear as part of the first line of an imayō found in Ryōjin hishō.
風になびくもの
Things that sway in the breeze:
松のこずゑのたかきえだ high pine branches,
竹のこずゑとか
and topmost bamboo leaves;
海にほかけてはしる舟
ships running on the seas with sails raised high;
空にはうきぐも
in the sky, the drifting clouds;
野べには花すすき
in the fields, spiked pampas grass.
(Translation by Yung-hee Kim, Songs to Make the Dust Dance, p. 141)
Though Ryōjin hishō was compiled by 1179, leaving ample time for Saigyō to be
influenced by this song in his composition of the Fuji poem, which occurred around 1187,
we cannot say for sure whether Saigyō had access to the Ryōjin hishō text or was
previously aware of this particular imayō through the influence of his grandfather. The
possibility is nevertheless enticing, especially considering that “sky” is mentioned in this
song as well. This very well may be evidence of Saigyō’s direct borrowing from imayō.
129
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2

ふ
fu

じ
ji

の け ぶ り
no ke bu ri

3

そ
so

ら に き え
ra ni ki e

の
no

て
te

This rhythmic structure is echoed in the second line, which starts with a two-syllable
proper noun, Fuji, connected by the particle no to a three-syllable word, keburi. Such
tight rhythmic structure is rarely found in waka poetry, but was something to which
Saigyō paid special attention in his composition.
In another poem, Saigyō again composes the first and third lines with six syllables
each.

あはれあはれこの世はよしやさもあらばあれ来む世もかくや苦しかるべき
aware aware kono yo ha yoshi ya sa mo araba are / komu yo mo kaku ya kurushi karu
beki
Oh, oh, I’ve had enough of this world—whatever will be let it be!
but am I to suffer like this in the next world too?
(Sankashū, Love, 773) [710]

Though aware aware is not an unprecedented phrase, it is used as the first line of a poem
only three times before Saigyō. In each case, the six syllable structure of the first line is
not paralleled by a six-syllable third line, as it is in this poem.130 The quick-paced
rhythmic flow of the first three lines is dramatic, as is the rhyme of aware of the first line
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The third line appears to have seven syllables. However, the a of the last syllable of
araba and the a of are are counted as one syllable.
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and are of the third line. The repetition of k consonant sounds in the fourth and fifth lines,
as well, creates a rhythm that simply crackles.
Finally, some poetic devices Saigyō seems to have borrowed from kayō include
repetition and listing. For example, it is thought that the following two poems imitate
actual folk songs.131 Many songs from Ryōjin hishō exhibit this listing device, called
mono-zukushi.132

海人の磯して帰る引敷物は小螺蛤寄居虫細螺
amabito no iso shite kaheru hishiki mono ha / konishi hamaguri gōna shitadami
The fisherfolk bring back from the shore their catch of
tiny conch shells and clams and hermit crabs and periwinkle shells
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1471) [1380]

磯菜摘まむ今生ひ初る若布海苔海松布神馬草鹿尾菜心太
iso na tsumamu ima ohi somuru wakafu nori / mirume gibasa hijiki kokorobuto
Let’s gather seaweed on the shore, just now beginning to grow:
green weed and codium and gulf weed and brow weed and agar-agar!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1472) [1381]

While not terribly profound as poetic expressions, these poems nevertheless highlight
Saigyō’s freehanded use of kayō devices in his poetry. Another example is the following
poem which uses the verb sutsu, “throw away,” no less than four times in five lines.
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See Kubota et all, Eds. Sankashū Kikigakishū Zanshū, p. 265.

132

See Yung-hee Kim, Songs to Make the Dust Dance, pp. 50-53.
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身を捨つる人はまことに捨つるかは捨てぬ人こそ捨つるなりけれ
mi wo sutsuru hito ha makoto ni sutsuru ka ha / sutenu hito koso sutsuru nari kere
Do those who toss themselves aside really dispose of themselves?
No, those who do not abandon themselves throw themselves away
(Shikashū, Miscellaneous II, 371; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 137)

This poem is a semantic exercise that quells any lyric quality. Essentially, Saigyō is
saying that those who do not abandon themselves, or in other words, take the tonsure and
devote themselves to the Dharma, are the ones who really throw themselves, or their
chance for salvation, away. The repeated use of a word is rare and not often acceptable in
waka poetry. Nevertheless, this poem made its way into the imperial anthology Shikashū
when Saigyō was in his early thirties. The following poem, also tied to Saigyō’s
sentiments at the time of his shukke, uses repetition to great effect, creating a parallel
structure by repeating twice each the verb oshimu and the noun mi.

鳥羽院に出家のいとま申し侍るとて詠める

惜しむとて惜しまれぬべきこの世かは身を捨ててこそ身をも助けめ
oshimu to te oshimarenu beki kono yo ka ha / mi wo sutete koso mi wo tasukeme
Composed to beg leave of Retired Emperor Toba in order to take the tonsure
Though we say we hold it dear, can it really be held so dear, this world?
I’ll save myself by tossing myself aside133

Some scholars feel this poem is not by Saigyō, as it does not appear in any of his
collections. Rather, it appears in the early fourteenth century collection Gyokuyō wakashū
(玉葉和歌集). This is a very difficult poem to parse. Most commentators take
oshimarenu to mean “capable of being held dear.” Kubota Jun and Mezaki Tokue,
133
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(2083)

Repetitive phrasing was common in imayō of the Heian period. The following
songs from Ryōjin hishō are excellent examples.

聖をたてじはやけさをかけじはやずずをもたじはや年のわかきおりたはれせん
hijiri tateji ha ya kesa wo kakeji ha ya zuzu wo motaji ha ya / toshi no wakaki ori tahare
sen
Why bother to be holy men? Why wear the stole, Why carry the beads?
The years of youth are the time to play!
(Ryōjin hishō 426)

ふゆ来ともははそのもみぢなちりそよちりそよなちりそ色かえでみむ
fuyu ku to mo hahaso no momiji na chiri so yo chiri so yo na chiri so / iro kaede mimu
Winter may be coming, but red oak leaves, don’t you fall! Don’t ever fall! Never fall!
I’d gaze at your colors unchanging.
(Ryōjin hishō 454)

こひしとよ君こひしとよゆかしとよあはばやみばやみばやみえばや
kohishi to yo kimi kohishi to yo yukashi to yo ahaba ya miba ya miba ya mieba ya
I love you, you know, you know I love you, I long for you, you know.
I long to meet you, yes, see you, yes, let you see me, watch you seeing me.

however, take oshimarenu to be in the passive case, meaning that the poet sees himself as
incapable of being held dear in this world. See Mezaki Tokue, Suki to mujō. Yoshikawa
Kōbunkan, 1988, pp. 6-8.
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(Ryōjin hishō 485)134

Saigyō’s repetition of both nouns and verbal phrasing may have also been influenced by
Manyōshū poetry. Previous to Kokinshū (905), repetitive phrases were not shunned in
waka, and Saigyō certainly may have been influenced by his reading of Manyōshū, which
was the recipient of a resurgence of interest in the late Heian period.
Finally, Saigyō often favored imagery that implied sound and relied upon aural
associations for effect. For example, the “eery twilight” poem discussed above relies
upon the lonely call of a dove to lead up to the “eeriness” of the evening described.

古畑のそばのたつ木にゐる鳩の友よぶ声のすごく夕暮
furuhata no soba no tatsu ki ni iru hato no / tomo yobu koe no sugoki yūgure
From a tree standing on a cliff by an old field
the voice of a dove calling a friend in the eery twilight
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1674; Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1080) [997]

Words such as koe (voice), naku (cry), oto/ne (sound) appear frequently in waka poetry,
and Saigyō’s use of such terms is by no means unusual, though Saigyō at times describes
unusual sounds, as in his yama fukami poems. Saigyō does seem to place more emphasis
on certain sounds as key images in his poems, however, giving sounds a more weighty
role not only in the imagistic content of a poem, but also in the expressive content of a
poem. For example, in the famous “snipe” poem, the implied sound of the birds wings is

All Ryōjin hishō translations are by Yung-hee Kim. Songs to Make the Dust Dance, pp.
56, 127, 134, 152.
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not only a powerful image that becomes the central feature of the scene described—it is
also the key element in the expression of aware and the poet’s realization of “the pathos
of things.”

心なき身にもあはれは知られけり鴫立つ沢の秋の夕暮
kokoro naki mi ni mo aware ha shirarekeri / shigi tatsu sawa no aki no yūgure
Even one with no heart could not help but know pathos—
a snipe takes flight in a marsh this autumn evening
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn I, 362)

The sound of a snipe (or snipes) suddenly taking flight is unusual and very effective.
However, it the sound of the birds wings that also spurs the poet’s realization of aware.
Thus, sound plays a larger part than simply description and mood-setting. Furthermore,
the sudden flapping of the bird’s wings can also function as a symbol of the sudden
nature of the poet’s epiphany. It is significant to note that of the three “autumn dusk”
poems, only Saigyō’s uses sound images. Jakuren and Teika both rely on strictly visual
imagery to convey the essence of aki no yūgure. The key element in Saigyō’s description
of autumn dusk and the realization of aware is the beating of snipe’s wings. Similarly, it
is the call of the dove that is the most important element in Saigyō’s description of an
“eery” evening.

Visual Tools
As with the aural tools Saigyō employed, his visual tools exhibit a certain level of
innovation. Many of the images I have already discussed in this chapter can be
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considered original and very effective in conveying a visual image of a certain scene.
Examples include: cutting firewood, monkeys on mats of moss, gathering chestnuts,
blankets of cherry blossoms, dark stands of trees, doves calling, and a host of seaweeds.
Many other Saigyō poems exhibit highly original imagery, such as the following poem
composed while in Shikoku.

同じ国に、大師のおはしましける御あたりの山に、庵結びてすみけるに、月いと明か く て 、
海のかた曇りなく見えければ

曇りなき山にて海の月見れば島ぞ氷の絶え間なりける
kumori naki yama ni te umi no tsuki mireba / shima zo kōri no taema nari keru
In the same province, when I had built a thatched hut and was living on the mountain
near where Kōbō Daishi was, the moon was very bright, and I could see the unclouded
ocean
Seeing the moon over the sea from this cloudless clear mountain—
the islands appear like cracks in ice
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1447) [1356]

It is difficult to imagine Saigyō composed such a scene from imagination. He certainly
did not rely upon established waka diction to create such a striking image. Though actual
ice on the sea or other waterways, such as rivers and lakes, appears as an image in waka
poetry, nowhere previous to Saigyō can I find the unfrozen ocean compared to ice, or
islands compared to cracks in the ice. This is an original and stunning visual image. It is
not difficult to picture the moon’s light making the surface of a perfectly still ocean
appear to be ice and intermittent islands as cracks in that ice. However, no poet previous
to Saigyō described such a scene in a waka poem.
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In a set of poems composed in Ise, the first and last of which are below, Saigyō
plays with black and white imagery in describing two islands—Takeshi and Suga—the
first of which has only white stones on its beaches, and the second of which has only
black stones. The images Saigyō creates, of a go chess board with implied imagery of
white herons and black crows, are unique and striking.

伊勢の答志と申す島には、小石の白のかぎり侍る浜にて、黒は一つもまじらず。むかひて菅
島と申すは黒のかぎり侍るなり

菅島や答志の小石わけかへて黒白まぜよ浦の浜風
Sugashima ya Takeshi no koishi wake kahete / kuro shiro mazeyo ura no hamakaze
On an island called Takeshi in Ise, there are nothing but white little stones on the beach,
with not even one black mixed in. Opposite this island is Suga island, which has nothing
but black stones.
The little stones of Suga and Takeshi Islands—
mix them black and white, ocean breeze!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1474) [1382]

合はせばや鷺と烏と碁をうたば答志菅島黒白の浜
ahasebaya sagi to karasu to go wo utaba / Takeshi Sugashima shiro kuro no hama
I’d like to make a heron and a crow play the game of go—
they could use the white and black stones on the beaches of Takeshi and Suga Islands!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1476) [1385]

In the three poems above, it was Saigyō’s direct observation of natural scenery that
enabled him to create original visual imagery. The same is true of his yama fukami poems,
and many others, such as the following poem.
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よられつる野もせの草のかげろひてすずしく曇るゆふだちの空
yorare tsuru nomose no kusa no kagerohite / suzushiku kumoru yufudachi no sora
All the fields’ grasses curled by the heat, now overshadowed—
coolly clouds gather, the evening sky about to burst
(Shinkokinshū, Summer, 263)

This poem follows Saigyō’s famous willow poem in Shinkokinshū and became equally
famous. Though there seems to be nothing shocking about this poem’s imagery, there are
in fact four innovative word choices in this one poem, each of which point to Saigyō’s
effort to accurately reproduce imagery from his own experience of nature. First, yorare
tsuru comes from the verb yoru, which means to “twist” or “curl.” Yoru was employed in
waka poetry previous to Saigyō, but almost always as an engo, or related word, of ito
(string). It was never used to describe grasses curling due to extreme heat. However, the
use of yorare tsuru to modify grasses is perfectly natural, as anyone who has seen grass
curled by intense summer heat can attest. Thus, though the exact diction of this image
was without precedent in the waka canon, the image itself seems genuine and unaffected.
Furthermore, by avoiding common phrasing, Saigyō lends a sense of actual observation
to this poem, as if he were a hobby botanist observing flora and its reactions to the
elements.
Second, though nomose existed as a poetic word in the waka canon, nomose no
kusa, meaning “all the grasses of the field,” was a phrase coined by Saigyō. Again, this is
a very visual phrase, describing fields completely covered in grasses, all of which are
curled by the heat. Third, kagerohite was a phrase first used in waka poetry by Saigyō.
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Though kagerofu, meaning “heat haze” or “mayfly,” was used often in waka poetry, it
rarely appeared as a verb. When it did, kagerofu most often meant “to be hazy.” Saigyō,
however, means “to be overshadowed,” using the verbal form of kage (shadow).
Kagerofu was sometimes used in waka to indicate shimmering light of the sun or the
moon, but was not used to mean “shadowing” before Saigyō. However, “becoming
overshadowed” as a meaning for kagerofu came into common usage in waka poetry after
Saigyō, largely due to the widespread popularity of this poem, a fame assured by its
inclusion in Shinkokinshū.
Finally, suzushiku kumoru was a phrase without precedent in waka poetry.
Though suzushi (cool) and kumoru (to cloud over) were extremely common words,
kumoru was never modified by suzushiku to yield “coolly clouds gather.” Nevertheless,
the phrase became very popular after Saigyō’s time. This poem appears in a number of
collections during the medieval period, and many other poets borrowed the suzushiku
kumoru phrase for their own poems, such as the following poem from Hyakushu utaawase Kenchō hachinen (百首歌合建長八年, 1252).

山のはも涼しくくもる秋の日のかげろふ野べにのころ朝霧
yama no ha mo suzushiku kumoru aki no hi no / kagerofu nobe ni nokoru asagiri
This autumn day, the mountain ridge coolly clouded over—
in the fields overshadowed morning mists remain

Though a busy and overwrought poem inferior to Saigyō’s original, this poem
nevertheless exhibits the strong influence of the original, “coolly clouding,”
“overshadowed,” and “fields” all being images borrowed from Saigyō’s poem. In the
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judgment of this poem, we find the following statement, confirming Saigyō’s innovative
use of suzushiku kumoru.

すずしくくもるといへる詞は、西行法師はじめて詠出家歟
suzushiku kumoru to iheru kotoba ha, Saigyō hōshi hajimete yomi izuru ya
The phrase “coolly clouds gather” was perhaps first used by Monk Saigyō

In the end, the only phrase in this poem not originated by Saigyō is yufudachi no sora,
the “sky about to burst” with evening rain. Though this is the main image of the poem, it
is the striking description leading up to yufudachi no sora that garners our interest. With
each line and each phrase, Saigyō builds images that are entirely suitable to the scene of
“evening rain.” Though the words themselves are ground-breaking, in that they are
unprecedented in waka poetry, the images Saigyō creates seem utterly cogent, convincing
even the strictest critics (such as the Shinkokinshū compilers) and warranting their place
in this poem. Indeed, it is easy to imagine grasses curled by intense summer heat then
overshadowed by clouds gathering, which clouds induce a sudden drop in temperature,
signaling to the poet (and his readers) that an evening thunderstorm is about to pass.
There is nothing unusual about this imagery, except that it is flawlessly seamed together
by Saigyō using phrases that, while unique within the waka canon, are entirely suited to
the imagery the poet wishes to convey.
Such imagery, whether imagined by Saigyō or actually observed by Saigyō,
implies direct observation of nature. The absence of such phrases as yorare tsuru, nomose
no kusa, kagerohite, and suzushiku kumoru in established waka diction automatically
lends them the status of unusual diction. Unusual diction may be deemed unorthodox and
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weird, or it may be deemed innovative and fresh. When unusual or rare diction is
considered fresh and innovative, its acceptance is usually based upon the diction’s
naturalness, or rational use within a poem. All of the four original phrases in this poem
are logical extensions of the main image of yufudachi no sora, and were thus deemed
acceptable. Saigyō’s use of unprecedented language that nevertheless “fits the
description” leads the reader to assume that Saigyō must have seen and felt the images
and sensations he describes, which experience lead to a naturalness of expression that
would be difficult to reproduce if the poet had not actually experienced what he described.
While this may be the case, we may nevertheless just as easily ascribe the unusually
immediate effect of this poem to Saigyō’s skill as a wordsmith. Either way, it is clear that
Saigyō was adept at creating visual images that seem immediate and vivid, and perhaps
even informed by the poet’s own experience.
This poem also exhibits another of Saigyō’s visual tools—that of minute
observation. While this poem paints a vivid natural scene on a broad scale, including both
fields of grass, the sky, and the particularly effective sensory image of coolly gathering
clouds, it begins with a very minute, even microscopic, observation of the way in which
the individual blades of grass curl in the heat. From such a narrowly focused eye, Saigyō
expands his view to the entire field of grasses, then to the sky. In the following poem,
already mentioned for its use of innovative diction, Saigyō moves in the opposite
direction, from broad views to a very focused view.

旅行草深と云事を

旅人の分くる夏野の草しげみは末に菅のおがさはづれて
tabibito no wakuru natsuno no kusa no shigemi / hazue ni suge no ogasa hazurete
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On the topic of travel and deep grasses
A traveler makes his way through the summer fields, the grasses so high
that only his sedge hat appears above the leaf tips
(Sankashū, Summer, 268) [237]

Saigyō moves from a general view of summer fields thick with grass to the tips of the
grasses, and finally to the hat of a solitary traveler bobbing up and down just above the
view of the grasses’ tips. Such an image could only be borne of minute observation. It
seems in this poem, and in the previous poem, that Saigyō first observes an image (or
creates that image in his mind), then searches for just the right word to describe the image.
It does not seem to matter to Saigyō whether the right word to describe an image is
already in regular usage within the waka canon.
This poem and the others discussed in connection with Saigyō’s visual tools all
present images that are easily grasped by the reader because of Saigyō’s skillful and clear
descriptions of the elements of nature. In addition, many of the images I have discussed
are described in terms often unique to Saigyō. Saigyō’s descriptions of scenery and the
processes of nature often defy the conventions of natural scenery in the waka tradition
while nevertheless managing to seem logical and unaffected.
Conclusion
Saigyō’s technique yielded many poems that, as I have shown, were unique to
Saigyō and his chosen mode of expression. These poems, since they were unique to
Saigyō, came to be regarded as accurate reflections of the poet himself. Their uniqueness,
however, as I have shown, is a product of Saigyō’s employment of a variety of methods
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and tools to make his poems distinctive. The uniqueness is not simply because the poems
were composed by Saigyō, or were mirror reflections of the poet’s personality or psyche.
Nevertheless, Saigyō’s style as I have outlined it in this chapter contributed to many of
his poems being perceived by later generations as “uniquely Saigyō” poems and uncanny
likenesses of the poet’s life. In part three I further address this issue, tying Saigyō’s
poetic style to the birth and growth of his legend. Now that we have a firm grasp of the
“nuts and bolts” of Saigyō’s poetic style, we can broaden our view to include the broad
categories of expression, imagery, and ideals that concerned Saigyō. The following
chapters will provide a panorama of the major poetic concerns Saigyō addressed.
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Chapter Four
Saigyō’s Poetic World: Shukke & Shugyō
Introduction
The modern waka scholar Kubota Jun subtitled his biography of Saigyō “sōan to
tabiji ni utau,” or “poeticizing in thatched huts and on the road of travel.” Kubota’s
demarcation of these two main themes in Saigyō’s poetry is largely accurate. I build upon
his analysis in this chapter to give the reader a broad and yet thorough thematic
framework within which we can understand and interpret most of Saigyō’s poetry. This
framework is the poetic world which Saigyō himself constructed through the repeated use
of certain images and expression of certain sentiments in his poetry.
Kubota’s sōan (thatched hut) and tabiji (travel) are two very important terms that
not only describe major poetic themes but are in fact images used repeatedly by Saigyō in
his poems. For this discussion, however, we will consider these terms not as diction but
as poetic concerns, or themes. I must add some vocabulary to these two major themes—
when considering sōan, we must also consider yamazato (mountain village); when
considering tabiji, we must also consider utamakura (poetic place names). All of these
terms are expressive of solitary residence in mountains and the life of a practicing ascetic
monk. These concepts are important to assessing Saigyō’s poetry as well as
understanding the environment in which Saigyō often placed himself and the lifestyle he
chose for much of his life. Utamakura, or poetic place names—places made famous in the
poetic canon and identified in poetry by certain images or diction—are key to not only
the literal route of Saigyō’s travels, but the expressive content of much of his travel
poetry.
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Before moving on to a description of these themes in Saigyō’s poetry, I add to
Kubota’s twofold thematic framework a third major component. This is the combined
theme of shukke, or leaving one’s home, family, and career in order to be a tonsured
monk, and shugyō, or the Buddhistic practices one performs as a tonsured monk. This
combined theme of shukke/shugyō is the overarching theme of Saigyō’s poetry and
contains the two main themes of sōan and tabiji, for it is always as a Buddhist practitioner
that Saigyō undertakes to live in seclusion or travel about the country, or, for that matter,
compose poetry.

Shukke & Shugyō 出家・修行
In chapter eleven I describe several different theories that may explain Saigyō’s
reasons and motivations for leaving his family and career to become a monk. I avoid
relying upon poems for evidence of specific motives or incentives.135 When
reconstructing Saigyō’s poetic world, however, I appeal to his poems in order to
understand how Saigyō, as a poet, thought and felt and wrote about such topics as shukke
and shugyō. A set of poems from the Zanshū136 may in fact enlighten us on both issues—

135

When I did cite poems in chapter one, biography, it was to illustrate how certain
theories came about, and to which poems scholars and others appealed over the centuries
to support various shukke theories. In this chapter, I am using the poems to re-construct
Saigyō’s poetics, not Saigyō’s history.
136

Also called Kikigaki zanshū, this small collection of thirty-odd poems was discovered
and introduced in 1935 by Itō Yoshio. Further research found other versions of the
Zanshū from the early Edo period. In 1980, an early Kamakura period version of the
collection in Teika’s hand was discovered in the collection of the Shigure-tei in Kyoto. It
is thought to have been compiled late in Saigyō’s life or shortly after his death, but
includes many poems from very early in his career, even prior to his shukke.
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Saigyō’s actual state of mind at the time of his shukke and the way in which he fashioned
his religious expression through poetry.
In this set of renga, or linked verses, Saigyō recounts in unusual detail and in a
story-like manner his encounter with a poet/monk named Kūnin who was in reclusion at
Hōrinji, a temple of the Shingon sect in the Arashiyama area of western Kyoto. The
preface and Kūnin’s first verse are as follows:

はやく筏ここに来にけり137
hayaku ikada koko ni ki ni keri
Before I had escaped the world, Saijū and I went to Hōrin temple, where, intending to
learn sutras, Kūnin was in reclusion in a thatched hut. There we spoke [with Kūnin], and,
upon our departure, Kūnin even accompanied us to the boat dock, and, with much regret
at parting, when he saw a raft coming down the river, he composed the following:138

How quickly the raft has come to this spot!

As one of the few examples of Saigyō’s writing that we know to have been before
his shukke, this passage is very important. Of note is the fact that Saijū accompanied
Saigyō on this excursion. Saijū is known to have taken the tonsure at the same time as
Saigyō and to have traveled often with Saigyō. They seem to have fed each other’s
interest in Buddhism. Kūnin as well seems to have encouraged Saigyō’s interest in the
For text from the Zanshū, I have chosen to use the most recent version edited by
Kubota Jun and based upon the oldest extant Shigure-tei copy. Kubota Jun, et al. Eds.,
Sankashū, Kikigakishū, Zanshū. Meiji Shoin, 2003. Numbers with the poems refer first to
the Kubota version and second to the poems as found in Watabe Tamotsu’s Sankashū
zenchūkai.
137

138

The Japanese preface is as follows: いまだ世のがれざりけるそのかみ、西住具して法輪

にまゐりたりけるに、空仁法師、経覚ゆとて、庵室に籠りたりけるに、物語り申て帰りける
に、船の渡りの所へ空仁まで来てなごり惜しみけるに、筏の下りけるを見て
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life of a Buddhist monk, and Saigyō certainly admired Kūnin, as we can gather from
Saigyō’s comment after Kūnin’s verse:

薄らかなる柿の衣着て、かく申て立ちたりける、優に覚えけり

He wore a light persimmon-dyed robe, and as he stood and spoke, I found him to be very
elegant.
More than an analysis of Kūnin’s fashion, this statement reveals what it was about Kūnin
that appealed to Saigyō. First, Saigyō comments on Kūnin’s persimmon-dyed robe, a
reference to Kūnin’s status as a religious prelate and the subdued elegance of his attire,
appropriate to one who would take a vow of poverty.139 In the second phrase, Saigyō
describes Kūnin “speaking” as he stood at the dock, a reference to Kūnin’s poeticizing. It
is the image of Kūnin reciting a simple yet entirely appropriate poem while attired as a
monk that Saigyō finds “elegant,” a word usually reserved for descriptions of courtly
elegance rather than descriptions of Buddhist monks. Such a state of elegance in attire,
demeanor, poetic expression, and religiosity is what Saigyō strove to achieve in his
poetry.
Saigyō replies with the following 5-7-5 verse to cap Kūnin’s 7-7:

大井川上に井堰やなかりつる
Ōigawa kami ni iseki ya nakari tsuru
Perhaps there was no dam at the head of the Oi River (Zanshū 22) [1929]

It is unclear whether Kūnin had actually taken the tonsure (which includes a vow of
poverty) at the time Saigyō visited him. It is likely he was preparing to do so. He was
living as a monk, however, and likely studying with and receiving guidance from monks
at the Hōrin temple.
139
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There is a subtext to these poems that reveals their Buddhist meaning. In Buddhist
parlance, the Law, or Dharma, is often referred to as a boat. Amida’s vow to save all
sentient beings who recite his name is also referred to as a boat. This boat carries the
practitioner across the turbulent waters of this world to the higan (彼岸), literally “other
shore,” a term for paradise. To ride a boat, or raft, noru (乗る), is a pun on the word for
the Dharma, nori (法). Kūnin, Saigyō, and Saijū all apply these double meanings. When
Kūnin comments upon how quickly the raft has arrived from upstream, he is perhaps
commenting upon how quickly he has accepted the Buddhist Way and decided to become
a monk. Saigyō is perhaps wryly commenting upon how there were no obstacles to
Kūnin’s acceptance of the Buddhist Way. This is perhaps a veiled commentary on
Saigyō’s own reticence in leaving the world behind to become a monk.
After reciting this verse, Saigyō and Saijū depart on their raft, as described by
Saigyō:

かくて、さし離れて渡りけるに、ゆゑある声の嗄れたるやうなるにて、大智徳勇健、化度無
量衆と読み出したりける、いと尊くあはれなり

Thus as we parted and began to cross, in an elegant and raspy voice, [Kūnin] intoned
“The Great One of Wisdom and Virtue is strong and robust, and will save the
numberless multitudes,”140 which was noble and moving.
Saigyō then recites a verse which seems a simple statement but is in fact an overt
expression of Saigyō’s intention to follow the Buddhist path:

140

A passage from the Devadatta fascicle of the Lotus Sutra. The Great One of Wisdom
and Virtue refers to Manjusri.
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大井川船に乗り得て渡るかな
Ōigawa fune ni nori ete wataru kana
Having gained passage on this boat I will cross the Ōi River! (Zanshū 23)

“Nori ete,” meaning to be able to ride, or “gain passage,” as I have translated it,
can also mean “to obtain the Dharma.” By obtaining the Dharma, Saigyō is able to cross
the river, which is a symbol of the turbulent and corrupt world. Saijū adds a very nuanced
verse to this:

流れに棹をさす心地して
nagare ni sao wo sasu kokochi shite
I feel as if I have thrust an oar into this flow

Saijū is making a bolder statement than perhaps Saigyō is willing to venture, indicating
that he is not only riding the boat, but paddling along with the current. This has been read
as an indication of the poet’s decision to renounce the world. Saigyō himself commented
on this verse:

心に思ふことありて、かく付けけるなるべし

[Saijū] had something he was pondering in his heart, and so, I suppose, he added this
verse in this manner.
To end the episode, Saigyō composes two poems with narrative commentary:

大井川君がなごりの慕はれて井堰の波の袖に懸れる
Ōigawa kimi ga nagori no shitaharete / iseki no nami no sode ni kakareru
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Ōi River—longing for you and loathe to leave you,
the waves of the dam lap at my sleeves (Zanshū 24) [1930]
As I recited this, and as we rowed away, I asked “How long do you intend to be in
seclusion?” To which he answered, “I have not decided—I may move on to some other
[temple].” I found this very moving [and composed the following:]
いつかまた巡りあふべき法の輪のあらしの山をきみ出でなば
itsu ka mata meguri afu beki nori no wa no / arashi no yama wo kimi idenaba
When shall we meet again the Wheel of the Law,
if you leave this Stormy Mountain?
He appeared to intend to reply, but we were caught in the current of the dam, and I
thought this very unfortunate.
In the first poem, Saigyō expresses his regret at parting with Kūnin, comparing the waves
of the river to his own tears soaking his sleeve, a common conceit. The repetitive use of
the dam motif suggests that Saigyō feels prevented from pursuing his true desires. The
second poem, full of plays on words and references to both the location (Hōrinji 法輪寺)
and the Wheel of the Dharma (nori no wa 法の輪), expresses Saigyō’s apprehension at
ever seeing Kūnin again as well as his worry that perhaps he will not get another chance
to accept the Dharma. Meguri afu nori no wa refers specifically to the rare opportunity to
meet and accept the Buddhist Law, or become a monk. It is possible that Saigyō wished
to join Kūnin in taking the tonsure and becoming an “elegant” monk/poet, but was unable
to commit at this time, for a number of reasons that “dammed” his progress toward the
“other shore.” Such is obliquely indicated by the prose ending of this episode, in which
Saigyō and Saijū are regretfully swept by the current downriver before they can hear
Kūnin’s reply to Saigyō’s final poem.
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This group of poems spells out what it was about the life of a tonsured monk/poet
that drew Saigyō to his own shukke. While Kūnin’s religiosity is a given, it is his
elegance of manner that strikes Saigyō. It is also the solitary life of seclusion, in a
thatched hut, where one is free to study scripture as well as poeticize, that appealed to
Saigyō. We find further evidence of Saigyō’s poetic ideals being found in and expressed
by images of reclusion, mountains, and thatched huts in a set of poems that begin the
miscellaneous section of Sankashū. I trace the development of themes and variations on
themes that are found in the miscellaneous section as a means to understanding Saigyō’s
varied expressions of shukke and shugyō in his poetry.
The miscellaneous section begins with about twenty poems on the subject of
Saigyō’s shukke. Why would the five post-shukke poems be included nearly two hundred
poems later? To answer this question, we must look at the overall structure of the
miscellaneous section, pointing out the narrative threads to be found in the poems
selected therein. This is more a narrative of expression and emotional growth than plot, as
we will see. Saigyō is not giving us a play by play account of his life as a monk. Rather,
he is narrating for us through the expressive content of his poems his belief, his lifestyle,
and his own emotional reactions to nature, mujō (impermanence), and other topics of
concern. The poems that begin this section act as an exposition, an introduction of a
theme, which is shukke, or renunciation spurred by serious emotional calamity and an
intense need to escape the unhappy world. I will quote a few of these poems here, and
refer the reader to chapter eleven for a translation of the entire shukke set.

なさけありし昔のみなほしのばれてながらへまうき世にもあるかな
nasake arishi mukashi nomi naho shinobarete / nagarahema ukiyo ni mo aru kana
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Pondering only the past when feeling was foremost,
what a wretched world in which to linger
(Sankashū 776, Miscellaneous, Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous III, 1842) [713]
世に仕うべかりける人の、籠りゐたりける許へ、遣はしける

世の中にすまぬもよしや秋の月にごれる水の湛ふさかりに
yo no naka ni sumanu mo yoshi ya / aki no tsuki nigoreru mizu no tatafu sakari ni
Sent to the dwelling of one who was meant to serve at court, but instead is in seclusion
Perhaps it is good not to live in the world,
just as the autumn moon does not reflect in brimming filthy water
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 783) [720]

いざ心花をたづぬと言ひなして吉野のおくへ深く入りなむ
iza kokoro hana wo tazunu to ihi nashite / Yoshino no oku he fukaku irinamu
Come, my heart, let’s say we’ve gone to see the blossoms,
but go deep into Yoshino’s climes
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 791)

深く入りて住むかひあれと山道を心やすくも埋む苔かな
fukaku irite sumu kahi are to / yamamichi wo kokoroyasuku mo umu koke kana
Going deep into the mountains to live is indeed worthwhile,
the moss so gladly buries the mountain path!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 794)

The shukke set of poems represent a truly miscellaneous grouping of seasonal images and
must be understood as an emotional exposition of the poet’s desire to renounce the world
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and live in seclusion. This group also introduces several themes that will be further
developed in the miscellaneous section: death, mujō, mountain reclusion, thatched huts,
travel, the moon, cherry blossoms, attachment, and Yoshino.
As we proceed from this expositional set of poems through the remainder of the
miscellaneous section of the second book, it becomes apparent that there are three major
themes that are expanded through a number of discreet topics such as those mentioned
above. These three themes are mujō (especially death), tonsei, and tabi. These themes
may be understood as reflections of the three main themes of Saigyō’s oeuvre:
shukke/shugyō, sōan/yamazato, and tabiji/utamakura. However, we are discussing
shukke and shugyō in this section, and these three themes may also be understood as
expressions of shukke and shugyō—mujō, or a sense of the impermanence of all things, is
developed as the most salient aspect of Saigyō’s Buddhist belief and perhaps the common
denominator of all his possible motivations for taking the tonsure; reclusion (tonsei),
especially in the mountains, and travel (tabi) become the two ways in which Saigyō
carries out shugyō, or Buddhistic practices. Nearly all the poems in this portion of
Saigyō’s miscellaneous poetry can be understood within this thematic framework.

Mujō and Death 無常・死
Following the opening set of shukke-related poems, there are twenty-five poems
and poetic exchanges (poems 798 – 823) that recount Saigyō’s interaction with other
religiously-inclined people and recluses, such as Fujiwara Narimichi, Jakuzen,
Taikenmon-in’s ladies-in-waiting, and the Eguchi yūjo. The expressive content of these
poems is closely tied to that of the opening shukke set—the sorrow and impermanence of
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the world, death, the need to renounce the world, and reclusion. It is as if the poet is
strengthening his resolve through interaction with like-minded friends. Though the topic
is often the wretched state of the world, these poems on the whole are positive, as the
participants reassure and encourage each other in their choice to renounce the world and
live as monks or nuns. The tone shifts, however, in the next sequence of poems.

さらぬだに世のはかなさを思ふ身にぬえなきわたるあけぼのの空
saranu da ni yo no hakanasa wo omofu mi ni / nue naki wataru akebono no sora
Even when it doesn’t cry I think of this hopelessly fleeting world,
and now the night bird cries as it crosses the dawn sky!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 824) [756]

Poem 824 begins a sequence of mujō poems. The transitory nature of life,
(funereal) smoke, fleeting dreams (a symbol of life’s impermanence), dew, scattering
blossoms, and mentions of cemeteries such as Toribeno all indicate a preoccupation with
death and its status as the symbol of the impermanence of this existence. Death poems
continue through number 849.
Poem 850 introduces a sequence of poems that are not only about death, but
linked to the death of Saigyō’s friends and associates, such as Taikenmon-in, Retired
Emperor Toba, as well as the relatives of his friends. These poems are followed by more
general death/mujō poems until number 924, nearly one hundred death/mujō poems in all.
This is perhaps the darkest and most serious sequence of poems in Sankashū, and belies
Saigyō’s reputation in popular culture as a happy-go-lucky itinerant monk who always
wrote about cherry blossoms. A few examples from these poems will suffice to give the
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reader an idea of the depth of sorrow and religious understanding that this sequence
represents.141

いつのよに長きねぶりの夢さめておどろくことのあらむとすらむ
itsu no yo ni nagaki neburi no yume samete / odoroku koto no aramu to suramu
When shall I awake from this long sleep’s dream
and perhaps gain enlightenment?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 826) [758]

年月をいかでかわが身におくりけむ昨日の人も今日はなき世に
toshi tsuki wo ika de waga mi ni okuri kemu / kinō no hito mo kyō ha naki yo ni
How have I lasted all these years and months
in a world where one who was here yesterday is gone today?
(Sankashū 836, Miscellaneous, Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous III, 1748) [768]

同行に侍りける上人、例ならぬ事大事に侍りけるに月のあかくてあはれなりければよみける

もろともに眺め眺めて秋の月ひとりにならむことぞかなしき
morotomo ni nagame nagamete aki no tsuki / hitori ni naramu koto zo kanashiki
When my traveling companion was very ill and near death, the moon shone brightly and
was very moving, whereupon I composed the following
When ever we gazed at the autumn moon we gazed together,
and now how miserable I will be to gaze alone!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 849) [778]

141

See also apppendix seven for some more translations of this sequence of poems.
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As previously discussed in chapter two, some sources assert that Norikiyo’s motivation
for taking the tonsure stemmed from the death of a close friend and relative, and/or the
death of his daughter. It is clear from this sequence that death and impermanence were
certainly poetic concerns for Saigyō. Furthermore, the number of poems that were written
upon the actual death of real persons surrounding Saigyō (many from his days as
Norikiyo) indicate his close experience with the transience of life.
By Buddhist reckoning, the final stage of the Dharma (mappō 末法) had begun
around 1051 or 1052. The late Heian period was by any account a dark time socially, as
social institutions, such as the court, that had been the center of culture and government
for centuries, began to wane. The Hōgen and Heiji Rebellions of Saigyō’s day attested to
the dire situation of the court and the crumbling mores of court society. Emperors were
mistreated and exiled, great ministers were killed in battle, and warriors from the
provinces became an integral part of capital society—all of this was disturbing to the
inhabitants of the capital, and confirmed for many that the “degenerate age” of mappō
had indeed begun.
Furthermore, famines and natural disasters were not uncommon, as we can gather
from records of the time, and from Kamo no Chōmei’s (1155? – 1216) account in Hōjōki
(方丈記 1212). Death was never far from life in pre-modern societies, and this was
certainly the case in late-Heian Japan. It is no coincidence that much of the Buddhist
poetry of the day was pessimistic in its outlook, employing images of death and
hopelessness—spiritual and cultural drift. Saigyō certainly partook of this gloomy
rhetoric in his poetry, and the doctrine of mappō, with its emphasis on the dire need for
individuals to devote themselves wholly to the Dharma in order to perhaps have a
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tenuous chance at salvation, surely informed Norikiyo’s decision to become a monk.142 It
is this current of mujōkan, or a sense of impermanence and futility, that runs through
much of Saigyō’s poetry as a post-shukke individual. Through shukke, one cuts all ties to
the world, career, and family. Saigyō sets himself adrift, both figuratively (detaching
from the world and family) and literally (wandering about the country and living in
seclusion), becoming a spiritual sojourner in his poems.

大波に引かれ出でたる心地してたすけ舟なき沖にゆらるる
ōnami ni hikare idetaru kokochi shite / tasukebune naki oki ni yuraruru
I feel as if pulled by a great wave into the sea,
tossed about in the offing with no lifeboat to save me
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 919) [847]

Tonsei and Tabi 遁世・旅
Following the above sequence of poems on death and mujō, poem 924 suddenly
shifts tone, topic, and location.

木の下にすみけるあとを見つるかな那智の高嶺の花を尋ねて
ko no moto ni sumikeru ato wo mitsuru kana / Nachi no takane no hana wo tazunete
When I was in seclusion at Nachi, having entered a monastery at the waterfall, a resident
priest told me he was going to the First and Second Waterfalls, and so I joined him. It
was just at the time when I was wondering if perhaps the cherry blossoms were in bloom
and I wished to go anyway, so I had a feeling I could rely on the blossoms, and so I made
142

According to Buddhist scripture, in the Latter Days of the Law (mappō), lay
individuals are no longer able to achieve salvation. Even tonsured individuals are on
shaky ground. Hence the emphasis on utter devotion to the Dharma through shukke.
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my way. We arrived at the Second Waterfall. When I heard that it was also called Nyoirin
Waterfall and as I worshipped there, it did indeed flow downward at a slight angle, and I
found this very awe-inspiring.143 When I saw that there was an ancient cherry tree in
front of the remains of Retired Emperor Kazan’s thatched hut, I remembered his poem
“having made this my dwelling”144
I’ve seen where he lived under the cherry tree!
having come to Nachi Peak seeking its blossoms
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 924) [852]

This begins a sequence of poems in which Saigyō recognizes and internalizes the patterns
of reclusion (924-937), then further internalizes the doctrinal basis for his chosen
reclusion by composing a string of poems that represent his study and digestion of
Buddhist sutras (938-984).
The Nachi waterfall poem (924) is very important as an introduction to this
section of poems. It is unusual that this poem is not grouped with other poems composed
when Saigyō visited Kumano, Nachi, and Ōmine. Like many zō poems, it is not the
seasonal connotations or location that matter—it is the emotional and expressive content
as related to the poems that follow that dictates its juxtaposition here. Saigyō has
suddenly switched from a long string of gloomy, death-obsessed mujō poems to a poem
(and preface) that detail his encounter with a recluse of the past: Retired Emperor Kazan
143

Nyoirin refers to the Nyoirin Kannon, a standard manifestation of Kannon in which
the usual stance is a seated posture, the figure leaning gently to the right, a hand
supporting the slightly leaning head of Kannon.
144

The Japanese preface is as follows: 那智に籠もりて、滝に入堂し侍りけるに、このうへ
に一二の滝おはします、それへまゐるなりと申す常住の僧の侍りけるに具してまゐりけり。
花や咲きぬらむとたづねまほしかりけるをりふしにて、たよりある心地して、わけまゐりた
り。二の滝のもとへまゐりつきたり。如意輪の滝となむ申すとききて拝みければ、まことに
少し打傾きたる様に流れ下りて尊くおぼえけり。花山院の御庵室の跡の侍りける前に、年旧
りたりける桜の木の侍りけるを見て、すみかとすればと詠ませ給ひけむこと思ひ出でられて
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(花山院 964-1008; r. 984-86). This is no random reference. Saigyō’s visit to Kazan-in’s
former thatched hut is nothing less than an effort to fashion Saigyō’s own poetic version
of tonsei on the model of Kazan-in.
Kazan reigned for less than two years at a time when the Fujiwara Regency was
becoming more and more powerful, wresting real ruling power from the imperial
personage. Kazan enacted sweeping reforms of the shōen estate system, but was thwarted
in his efforts by Fujiwara Michikane. Furthermore, his favorite consort suddenly died.
Left in despair, Kazan took the tonsure at the young age of nineteen, even younger than
Norikiyo.
Kazan is famous for his travels to religious sites such as Kumano, Nachi, and the
so-called “Thirty Three Holy Sites,” or “Thirty Three Kannon Sites” in the Kinai area. In
fact, Kazan is said to have begun the Thirty Three Kannon Sites pilgrimage that became
extremely popular in the Medieval period and continues to this day in the Kinai region as
well as in other regions of Japan. The Nyoirin Waterfall referred to by Saigyō, and where
Kazan lived for a time in a thatched hut, is the first of the thirty three pilgrimage sites.
Kazan is known to have visited pilgrimage sites as well as mountain sites famous for
their scenery (especially cherry blossoms) with greater frequency than any other emperor
of his time. It is no wonder that Saigyō chose to include this poem recalling Kazan’s
devotion to Buddhism, pilgrimage, reclusion, and cherry blossoms at the beginning of a
section of poems that tell of seclusion at multiple holy sites and various other Buddhist
activities. In all of the following poems (up to 938), the recipient of the poem (and the
author of the poem in some exchanges) is in reclusion in the mountains, or secluded for
religious practices in some temple. In each poem or exchange, Saigyō and/or his friends
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are involved in expressions of their Buddhist faith, such as sutra copying and lectures on
doctrine. Far from the bleak tone of the preceding mujō poems, these poems are in
general very cheerful expressions of the Buddhist lifestyle. It is as if Saigyō has now
recognized the value of the life of a religious recluse as he interacts with other
poet/monks such as Jakuchō and the former ladies-in-waiting of Taikenmon-in, now in
reclusion as nuns. The world of the thatched hut and mountain reclusion becomes a world
of religious and artistic fulfillment for Saigyō. The thatched hut is not only a poetic image
of rustic elegance. For Saigyō, it is also a powerful symbol of shūgyō, for it is the locale
of religious reclusion.
Following a series of doctrinally-based poems on sutra passages, poem 985,
prefaced “pondering a certain thing in my heart,” meaning “thinking of taking the
tonsure,” introduces once again the theme of shukke. This time, the poet is questioning
his ability to really achieve enlightenment, symbolized by the moon.

心に思ひけることを

濁りたる心の水のすくなきになにかは月の影やどるべき
nigori taru kokoro no mizu no sukunaki ni / nani ka ha tsuki no kage yadoru beki
Pondering a certain thing in my heart
My heart’s water is both murky and shallow,
so how will I ever see the moon’s image there?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 985) [903]
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Saigyō continues this self-deprecating stance in the following four poems. The following
is typical.145

いかで我清く曇らぬ身となりて心の月の影を磨かん
ika de ware kiyoku kumoranu mi to narite / kokoro no tsuki no kage wo migakan
How I wish to become pure and unclouded,
so that I might make clear the moon’s reflection in my heart!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 986) [904]

While cynical in tone, these poems nevertheless set the stage for a positive realization of
the nature of life. In the five poems that follow, Saigyō expresses a sense of relief that he
is able, through shukke, to realize his miserable state then do something about it by
retreating to the mountains. The preceding poems were a progression toward this
realization. Once the poet has understood his corrupt and deluded state, he is able to
renounce the environment that produced that state of being—in other words, the world.

145

The other three poems are as follows:
逃れなくつひに行くべき道をさは知らではいかが過ぐべかりける
nogare naku tsuhi ni yuku beki michi wo sa ha / shirade ha ikaga sugu bekari keru
How can one live day to day without knowing
the inescapable path we all follow to its end
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 987) [905]
おろかなる心にのみや任すべき師となることもあるなるものを
orokanaru kokoro ni nomi ya makasu beki / shi to naru koto mo aru naru mono wo
Shall I leave everything to my foolish heart alone?
though I’ve heard it said I may be its master
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 988) [906]
野に立てる枝なき木にも劣りけり後の世しらぬ人の心は
no ni tateru eda naki ki ni mo otori keri / nochi no yo shiranu hito no kokoro ha
The heart of one who knows nothing of the world to come
is worse off than a branchless tree in a field
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 989) [907]
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The venue Saigyō chooses for this renunciation is a thatched hut in a mountain village,
or yamazato (山里).146

身のうさの隠れがにせむ山里は心ありてぞ住むべかりける
mi no usa no kakurega ni semu / yamazato ha kokoro arite zo sumu bekari keru
I shall make this a hiding place for my wretched self—
one with deep feeling should live in such a mountain village
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 992) [910]

あはれ知る涙の露ぞこぼれける草の庵をむすぶちぎりは
aware shiru namida no tsuyu zo kobore keru / kusa no ihori wo musubu chigiri ha
Tears like dewdrops spill as I learn the pathos of life
in this grass hut to which I am tied by fate
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 993) [911]

146

The other three poems in this set are:
身のうさを思ひ知らでややみなまし背くならひのなき世なりせば
mi no usa wo omohi shirade ya yaminamashi / somuku narahi no naki yo nari seba
Perhaps I would have died never knowing my truly wretched state
if in this world there were not the custom of renunciation
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 990) [908]
いづくにか身を隠さまし厭ひてもうき世に深き山なかりせば
izuku ni ka mi wo kakusamashi itohite mo / ukiyo ni fukaki yama nakari seba
Where should I have hid myself, if in this miserable world,
even a world I hate, there were not deep mountains?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 991) [909]
うかれいづる心は身にもかなはねばいかなりとてもいかにかはせむ
ukare izuru kokoro ha mi ni mo kanahaneba / ika nari to te mo ika ni ka ha semu
My heart wanders aimlessly, but my body cannot follow—
so what will happen? for there’s nothing I can do about it!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 994) [912]
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Saigyō follows this short description of shukke ideals with a further development
of the tonsei theme. However, in nearly all the poems that follow, up to the beginning of
the “unknown topic” set of one hundred poems that end book two, Saigyō is now actually
in reclusion, not just talking about it as an ideal or something other people have done. He
is sending poems to the capital from Mt. Kōya commenting on its appropriateness as a
site of religious reclusion (995), commenting on his own experiences in seclusion at
Ōmine (999), and commiserating on the rigors of ascetic practice with friends (10021007).
Saigyō ends book two of Sankashū with a hundred-poem sequence. This sequence
is not labeled a hyakushu, and depending on the version of Sankashū, may contain more
than one hundred poems. However, the group of poems seems to cohere as a set. Unlike
the more conventional hyakushu sequence that ends book three and is comprised of sets
of poems on set topics, this grouping of poems acts more like a sequence of renku, or
linked verse. The linkages among proximities of poems and the thematic ebb and flow
created by those linkages are more overt than those found in other anthologies, such as
Shinkokinshū, or even Kokinshū. Furthermore, by placing these poems in the
miscellaneous section, the editor is freed from the necessity of linking images and topoi
based upon the dictates of each book’s subject (e.g. spring, love, travel, etc.). Thus,
poems indicating a variety of seasons are juxtaposed based upon their emotive content
and the foremost subject of the poem (the poet in reclusion in a mountain village, for
example) rather than their seasonal diction, or their flora and fauna. I reserve an analysis
of Saigyō’s exploration of the tonsured life in this fascinating set of poems for the
following sections on sōan and yamazato, and tabiji and utamakura. I add here simply
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that this renga-like sequence of poems represents a digest of the tonsured life and is a
crystallization of Saigyō’s poetic ideals, expressed in terms of thatched huts, mountain
retreat, travel and pilgrimage, and intimacy with nature.

Conclusion
Perhaps the most salient aspect of Saigyō’s poems, when considered as products
of a tonsured monk, or shukke shugyōsha, is the recurring tone of self-examination.
Watanabe Yasuaki and Nishizawa Yoshihito both point to the fact that Saigyō’s shukke
constituted a radical reformulation of the self. Shukke, by definition, is a “tossing aside”
of the secular self in order to find a new, religious, self.147 Nishizawa characterizes
Saigyō’s poetry as “self-questioning,” and often “self-answering.”148 Saigyō is constantly
examining his status as a tonsured monk, employing his poetry as a means of selfexploration and a means of expressing, or describing, this process of self-investigation. In
this way, even poems that, on the surface, do not seem to be about shukke, or shugyō, or
religious matters, often veil an expression of self-doubt, or self-examination. The
following is one example.

花にそむ心のいかで残りけむ捨てはててきと思ふわが身に
hana ni somu kokoro no ika de nokori kemu / sute hateteki to omofu waga mi ni
Why should my heart remain stained by blossoms?
when I thought I had tossed all that away
See Watanabe, Chūsei waka no seisei, pp. 8-9; Nishizawa, Sankashū, Kikigakishū,
Zanshū, p. 133.
147

See “Saigyō no jimon jitō uta: Gyōson kara Saigyō e, josetsu.” Waka bungaku kenkyū
39 (1978): 1-8.
148
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(Senzaishū, Miscellaneous II, 1066; Sankashū 87) [76]

Saigyō’s concern with his own heart (kokoro), which is sometimes stained by blossoms
and sometimes wandering from his body, is representative of his lifelong examination of
his own position in the world as a Buddhist monk and a poet. Concern with the heart, as
well as the self, is part of Saigyō’s foregrounding of the subjective self. He foregrounds
his “heart,” or his various concerns about his emotional and spiritual state, involving the
reader not only in a poetic expression, but in the inner spiritual and emotional life of the
poet.
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Chapter Five
Saigyō’s Poetic World: Sōan & Yamazato
Introduction
We have already seen in the five post-shukke poems (990-94) how, in Saigyō’s
poetic world, shukke and the religious life were intimately tied to the wabi ideals of rustic
thatched huts, mountain retreat, and loneliness. These are all key elements of the
sōan/yamazato topos. According to the modern scholar Ienaga Saburō, mountain villages
and thatched huts formed a critical religious space where pre-modern Japanese found
salvation and escape from the corrupt and sorrowful world.149 According to Ienaga, one
important element of the mountain village and thatched hut poetic trope that turned out to
be crucial in the development of this space as one conducive to religious practice and the
realization of salvation was its isolation and loneliness (18-19). Thus, the poetic ideal
informed actual practice and in fact ideally suited the Buddhistic practices carried out in
mountains and thatched huts, making the poetic expressions of the poet/practitioners of
the Heian and medieval periods seem to mirror their daily lives. This parallelism of
poetic expression and practical religious pursuit is nowhere more snug than in the image
of Saigyō we have received since the Kamakura period. In order to understand how later
generations perceived in Saigyō’s poetry a direct reflection of his religiosity and
everyday life, we must first grasp the world of thatched huts and mountain villages that
Saigyō created through his poetry. I now briefly trace the development of sōan and

149

See Nihon shisōshi ni okeru shūkyōteki shizenkan no tenkai. Sōgensha, 1944, pp. 1-90.
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yamazato as topoi in the waka tradition150 in order to understand the images and
meanings which Saigyō was drawing upon in creating his own poetics of mountain
reclusion.

Thatched Huts 草庵
Sōan (草庵) as a compound does not appear in waka poetry, but rather, in Chinese
poetry, where it would have been read in Japanese as kusa no iho, or kusa no ihori,
meaning a “grass hut” or “thatched hut.” The on reading of the character for hut is an; the
kun readings, used in waka diction, are iho and ihori. A search of Kokka Taikan reveals
roughly 4000 uses of “hut” in waka poetry, employing the Chinese character 庵 as well
as the common readings iho and ihori (庵・いほ・いほり). “Hut” is often modified,
most often yielding the following combinations:
∙ shiba no iho/ihori (柴の庵・柴のいほ・柴のいほり・しばの庵・しばのい
ほ・しばのいほり “brushwood hut”),151 used 261 times;
∙ kusa no iho/ihori (草の庵・草のいほ・草のいほり・くさの庵・くさのい
ほ・くさのいほり “grass hut”), used 434 times;
∙ kari iho/ihori, or kari no iho/ihori (仮庵・かり庵・かりいほ・かりいほり・
かりの庵・かりのいほ・かりのいほり “temporary hut”), used 302 times;
150

I am limiting this brief analysis to poems in major anthologies simply for logistical
reasons. I could discuss hut imagery in prose literature as well, such as Ise monogatari
and Genji monogatari, or in hyakushu and uta-awase; however, constraints of time and
space prevent a thorough analysis.
Shiba no iho/ihori was Saigyō’s favorite way to express “hut.” He often employed this
phrase in order to echo shibashi, meaning “for a short time,” placing emphasis on the
transitory nature of the hut and the thatched hut lifestyle.
151
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∙ waga iho/ihori (わが庵・わがいほ・わがいほり・我が庵・我がいほ・我が
いほり “my hut”), used 148 times.
I will briefly overview the usage and logical development of the “thatched hut” in
Japanese poetry. A thorough study of this important topos would occupy a volume in
itself, and my synopsis will only provide an outline of the expansion of this concept in
waka poetry up to Saigyō’s time.
Thatched huts appeared often enough in Chinese poetry, and were usually
associated with solitude and mountains. They rarely held any religious connotations.
Perhaps the most famous appearance of the compound 草庵 (J. sōan) in Chinese poetry
that was widely read in Japan is the following poem by Bo Juyi (白居易 772 – 846),152
which appears in a number of souces, such as Kōdanshō (江談抄 c. 1111), Gukenshō (愚
見抄 14th c.), and most importantly Wakan rōeishū (和漢朗詠集 11th c.) :

蘭省花時錦帳下 廬山雨夜草庵中
ransei no hana no toki no kinchō no moto / Rosan no ame no yo no sōan no uchi
You in the “Orchid Bureau” at this time of flowers
beneath the embroidered curtains;
me, here in Mount Lu on a rainy night,
inside my thatched hut. . .

Ienaga cites Bo Juyi and the sōan ideals he articulated in his poetry as the source of
much development of the thatched hut topos in Japanese poetry. See Nihon shisōshi ni
okeru shūkyōteki shizenkan no tenkai, pp. 31-37.
152
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(Wakan rōeishū, Mountain Homes, 555)153

This poem refers to a night in a grass hut on Mt. Lu, implying solitude and a sense of
mystery, as Mt. Lu is known for mist and the appearance of spirits. Rain is also
mentioned, and moisture in the form of rain or dew is an image commonly associate with
huts. Interestingly, the Chinese character for Lu 廬 is also used in Manyōshū for “hut”
and read ihori. However, there does not seem to be a direct transmission of poetic
meaning and association from Chinese poetry to that of Manyōshū.
“Hut,” which appears in the reading ihori, and quite often in verbal form, ihorisu
(“to dwell in a hut”) in Manyōshū seems to have developed conceptually separate from
the Chinese poetic tradition. The earliests examples in Manyōshū imply ritual seclusion—
a temporary hut would be built in which a person would enter seclusion in order to be
cleansed of some impurity, often impurity associated with death. Thus the hut became
associated from the beginning of its usage in Japanese poetry with mourning, sadness,
and solitude. The most basic meaning of ihori, or, as it is often modified in Manyōshū,
kari-ihori (仮廬 “temporary hut”), is a place apart from ordinary living—some shelter
where one dwells only temporarily. The first example of its usage in Manyōshū is as
follows:154

153

Translation from J. Thomas Rimer & Jonathan Chaves, Translators. Japanese and
Chinese Poems to Sing. New York: Columbia UP, 1997, pp. 167-68.
154

See also:
かや

かや

我が背子は仮廬作らす草なくは小松が下の草を刈らさね
waga seko ha kari iho tsukurasu kaya naku ha / komatsu ga shita no kaya wo karasane
My love makes a temporary hut—
if you have no thatch, gather thatch from beneath the young pine!
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額田王が歌

秋の野のみ草刈り葺き宿れりし宇治の宮処の仮廬し思ほゆ
aki no no no mikusa kari fuki yadoreri shi / Uji no miyako no kari ihori shi obohoyu
Princess Nukata’s poem
I ponder the temporary hut of the Uji Palace in which I once dwelt,
thatched with grasses cut from the autumn fields
(Manyōshū, Fascicle One, Miscellaneous, 7)155

In this example from the early peiod of Manyōshū (fascicle one) huts are associated with
ritual seclusion, or somewhere other than the mundane where someone (who is not
mundane either) dwells for a time. Huts reappear as a common trope in fascicles six,
seven, and eight, where they have essentially two meanings. The first is a temporary
dwelling associated with travel, as in the following poem.

河口の野辺に廬りて夜の経れば妹が手本し思ほゆるかも
kawaguchi no nohe ni ihorite yo no fureba / imo ga tamoto shi obohoyuru ka mo
So many nights have passed as we dwell in a hut in the fields of Kawaguchi—
I long for my love’s hand to be my pillow!
(Manyōshū, Fascicle Six, Miscellaneous, 1029)

(Manyōshū, Fascicle One, Miscellaneous, 11)
Numbers are according to Aoki Takako, et al., Eds. Manyōshū. Shincho Nihon koten
shūsei. 1976.
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In this poem and many like it, the temporary hut constructed for shelter while traveling is
associated with longing for a loved one, loneliness, and exposure to the elements. The
other most common setting for huts in Manyōshū is bucolic and romantic. The following
poem from fascicle ten is representative.

秋田刈る仮廬を作り廬りしてあるらむ君を見むよしもがも
akita karu kari iho wo tsukuri ihori shite aru ramu / kimi wo mimu yoshi mo ga mo
He dwells in a temporary hut for the harvest of the fall fields—
how I wish there were some way to see my love!
(Manyōshū, Fascicle Ten, Autumn Love Poems, 2248)

This poems plays upon the resonance of karu (“cut,” or “reap”) and kari (“temporary”),
which modifies iho (“hut”). This refers to the practice of building a temporary hut near
fields in the fall while harvesting, presumably to guard the fields from foraging animals.
This poem also exhibits the common association of longing for a loved one, or missing
one’s husband who is away for the harvest. Whether for travel or fieldwork, the
temporary hut in Manyōshū was always associated with loneliness and longing. However,
in one of the final appearances of iho in Manyōshū, a distinctly Buddhist meaning comes
to the fore for the first time. Coupled with another poem and prefaced “despising the
impermanence of things in this world,” this poem compares the world to a temporary hut.

世間の繁き仮廬に住み住みて至らむ国のたづき知らずも
yo no naka no shigeki kari iho ni sumi sumite / itaramu kuni no tazuki shirazu mo
Living in the wild and unkempt temporary hut of this world,
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I know not even how to reach that Kingdom
(Manyōshū, Fascicle Sixteen, Miscellaneous, 3850)

This poem foreshadows the eventual absorption of the thatched hut topos into Buddhist
rhetoric, a process to which Saigyō was a major contributor.
We can now trace the development of hut imagery through the imperial poetry
anthologies, from Kokinshū (905) through Shinkokinshū (1207). The first adjustment of
note in hut imagery was the loss of ritual connotations. It seems that huts as places of
ritual seclusion and purification are limited to the first fascicle of Manyōshū.
Associations that continue from Manyōshū, appearing in Kokinshū (905), Gosenshū (951),
Shūishū (1007), Go-Shūishū (1086), Kinyōshū (1125), Shikashū (1151), Senzaishū (1187),
and Shinkokinshū (1207) are travel and the fall harvest. The following poem is from the
Autumn section of Kokinshū:

山田もる秋のかりいほにをく露はいなおほせどりの涙なりけり
yamada moru aki no kari iho ni oku tsuyu ha / inaohosedori no namida nari keri
The dewdrops that fall on the fleeting hut watching the harvest fields
are the tears of of the autumn birds156
(Kokinshū, Autumn II, 306, Tadamine)

In this poem, the setting of an autumn field with a watchman’s hut acts almost like a jokotoba, or preface phrase for the dew that is compared to the bird’s tears. Unlike the
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Inaohosedori are birds unidentified in the waka tradition, unless one is privy to the
Kokin denju, or “secret transmission of the Kokinshū.”
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Manyōshū poems, it seems as if the poet is only using the autumn field and its hut as
associated imagery to flesh out the image of autumn dew, rather than as an actual locale
where the poet may be in temporary residence. In the following poem from Shūishū,
composed by the Kokinshū-era poet Ōshikōchi Mitsune (凡河内躬恒 10th c.), the poet is
describing a scene from a painted screen, or byōbu (屏風).

かりてほす山田の稲をほしわびてまもるかりいほにいくよへぬらん
karite hosu yamada no ine wo hoshi wabite / mamoru kari iho ni iku yo henu ran
How many years have come and gone in the temporary hut
where rice sheaths reaped from the mountain field are dried?
(Shūishū, Miscellaneous, Autumn 1125)

The association with harvest and fields is maintained, though, as with the previous poem,
the association of longing for one’s spouse is absent. As with many Kokinshū-era poems,
the emphasis is on the imagery itself and the poet’s manipulation of those images.
Following are some more examples of autumn harvest hut imagery from later imperial
anthologies.157

山田もるしづのいほりのあたりにはしかより外にくるひともなし
yamada moru shizu no ihori no atari ni ha / shika yori hoka ni kuru hito mo nashi
The peasant watchman’s hut in the mountain field—
157

See also:
秋の夜は山田のいほにいなづまの光のみこそもりあかしけれ
aki no yo ha yamada no iho ni inazuma no hikari nomi koso / mori akashikere
Only lightning’s bright flash watches through the night
in the thatched hut by the mountain field in autumn
(Go-Shūishū, Autumn II, 368, Ise no Taifu)
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no one but the deer come near it
(Kinyōshū, Autumn, 325, Munekuni)

稲葉吹く風にまかせて住む庵は月ぞまことにもり明しける
inaba fuku kaze ni makasete sumu iho ha / tsuki zo makoto ni mori akashi keru
The hut in which I live, blown about by the wind that gusts through the rice plants—
the moon indeed is the only watchman through the night
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn I, 428, Shunzei no musume)

In these two poems, again, longing for one’s spouse is not implied. The lonely and
desolate atmosphere of a watchman’s hut is brought to the fore. As with many of the hut
poems discussed so far, the hut is located near or in the mountains, as indicated by the
use of yamada (山田), or “mountain field.” Proximity to mountains heightens the solitary
mood of the hut. The emphasis by this time had become evocation, rather than emotion.
The poets above painted scenes in order to evoke a certain aesthetic response, rather than
straightforwardly expressing a sentiment through the use of hut imagery, as was the case
in Manyōshū.
The second two poems (325, 428) also emphasize the solitude and sadness of the
hut, but imply that the poet inhabits the hut as well. In these cases, the hut is not simply
used as imagery to elicit certain associations. It is both the symbol of the poet’s solitary
state and the locale for the poet’s expression.
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Huts hastily constructed for shelter while traveling continued to appear in
imperial anthologies. Following is an example.158

旅寝するいほりを過ぐるむらしぐれなごりまでこそ袖はぬれけれ
tabine suru ihori wo suguru mura-shigure / nagori made koso sode ha nure kere
Sheets of wintry rain pass by this hut where I rest from my travels—
my sleeves are soaked by a flood of remembrances
(Senzaishū, Travel, 539, Mototada)

In each of these examples, the tradition of associating a travel hut with shigure, “cold
rain,” tsuyu, “dew,” and implied tears, continues. Whether the scene is pastoral or distant,
huts were places of loneliness. Furthermore, as we have seen, huts could be associated
with a number of seasons. The most important association was not seasonal, but that of
loneliness.
Another association appears as early as Kokinshū: reclusion, especially retreat
from the world and specifically religious retreat carried out by monks and nuns who had
renounced the world and its delusions. Following is one of the most famous hut poems of
the waka tradition, by the monk Kisen (喜撰法師 9th c.). Its fame also stems from the
poem’s inclusion in Teika’s Hyakunin isshu (1235).
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See also:

旅宿時雨といふことをよめる

庵さす楢の木陰に漏る月の曇ると見れば時雨降るなり
ihori sasu nara no kokage ni moru tsuki no / kumoru to mireba shigure furu nari
On the topic of cold rain in a dwelling while traveling
The light of the moon winnowing through the shadows of the oak and into my hut—
no sooner does the moon cloud over than cold winter rains begin to fall
(Shikashū, Winter, 150, Sensai)
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我いほは宮このたつみしかぞすむ世をうぢ山と人はいふなり
waga iho ha miyako no tatsumi shika zo sumu / yo wo uji yama to hito ha ifu nari
My hut is southeast of the capital, where I live [in solitude],
but people say I have left the wretched world for Mt. Uji
(Kokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 983)

In this poem Kisen expresses his reason for living in a thatched hut in Uji, playing upon
the traditional resonance of Uji with ushi, “miserable” or “gloomy,” implying that the
world is a miserable place. So the poet retreats from the world to live in a thatched hut.
Since the poet is a monk, the reader is aware that the retreat he refers to is tonsei, or a
renunciation of the world for religious reasons.
This association is further solidified by two poems in Senzaishū. The prefaces to
these poems are very telling, as they give actual details of real mountain hut retreats and
the monks who inhabit them.

高野にまゐりて侍りけるに、奥院に静蓮法師が庵室にまかりたりけるにあはれに見えければ、
帰りてつかはしける

たれもみな露の身ぞかしと思ふにも心とまりし草のいほかな
tare mo mina tsuyu no mi zo kashi to omofu ni mo / kokoro tomari shi kusa no iho kana
When I went to Kōya, I went to where the monk Seiren has a thatched hut near the
Oku no in, and found it very moving; upon returning, I sent this poem
Everyone might think your life to be so ephemeral,
but in your grass hut resides such elegance!
(Senzaishū, Miscellaneous II, 1135, Sanekuni)
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山寺に籠りゐ侍りけるに、房にとどまりたる人の、いつか出でんずると問ひて侍りければつ
かはしける

世を背き草の庵にすみぞめの衣の色はかへるものかは
yo wo somuki kusa no ihori ni sumizome no / koromo no iro ha kaheru mono ka ha
When I was in seclusion at a mountain temple, a person who was staying in the
main building asked me when I might leave, to which I replied:
Having renounced the world and begun life in this grass hut,
how then could I change the color of my ink-died robes?
(Senzaishū, Miscellaneous II, 1147, Master Kakushun)

In both poems, the hut has become an explicitly religious space and a symbol of the
monks’ retreat from the world. While traditional associations of loneliness and
ephemerality were maintained by virtue of the hut’s place in the waka canon of diction
and associations, the hut was not necessarily the subject of these poems, nor simply
imagery. The hut became a necessary by-product of the religious lifestyle and a fitting
symbol of the tenuous existence of mountain recluses. Furthermore, this status as the
locale and the icon of the lifestyle of a Buddhist recluse took on a certain sense of
elegance in the poetry of the Senzaishū and Shinkokinshū eras.
In Shinkokinshū, the hut was further developed as an actual place of residence,
with poets commenting upon the rustic lifestyle of a religious recluse, as exemplified by
the following poem from the Miscellaneous section of Shinkokinshū.

ひとすぢになれなばさてもすぎの庵に夜な夜な変る風の音かな
hitosuji ni nare naba sate mo sugi no iho ni / yo na yo na kaharu kaze no oto kana
If I could but grow accustomed to this cedar hut it might be livable,
but night after night the clamor of the wind changes
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(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1619, Michitomo)

In this poem, as with many hut poems of Saigyō’s time, the experience of the poet is
brought to the fore—images, rather than indicators of seasons or simply associated words
used to bring out certain emotive connotations, are important parts of the poet’s painting
of a scene through which the poet expresses a concern, or reveals a personal sentiment. In
this poem, only the wind can be said to be diction traditionally associated with huts, and
it is certainly a second-tier association when compared with yamada (mountain field),
shigure (cold winter rain), and tsuyu (dew). Wind in this poem is not included as a
traditional associated word in order to display the poet’s cognizance of tradition. Rather,
it is a key element in the story the poet wishes to tell—he is painting a picture for the
reader of the life of a lonely recluse in a rickety hut to which he has yet to grow
accustomed. The aural quality of the wind imagery, in which the direction of the wind
brings different creaks and squeaks to the hut each night, is typical of Shinkokinshū-era
poetry. Michitomo’s poem gives us a sense of the difficulty of the solitary and fragile life
of a recluse.
In the following poem by Jien, the poet develops the thatched hut as a symbol of
life itself and its impermanence.

草の庵をいとひてもまたいかがせん露の命のかかる限りは
kusa no iho wo itohite mo mata ikaga sen / tsuyu no inochi no kakaru kagiri ha
Though I may despise this grass hut, what can be done,
so long as my life, fleeting as a dewdrop, goes on?
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1659)
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Jien is implying that though he may despise living in a thatched hut, the hut itself is
analogous to his own impermanent life, and so he must live out that life in the place most
appropriate to such a circumstance: a hut. Again, the hut remained a place of religious
practice and reclusion from the world, but also a lonely and difficult place in which to
live.
In the following poem by the monk Sainichi (西日法師 early 13th century), the
poet denotes a brushwood hut as the appropriate place to await death and salvation.

老いて後、津の国なる山寺にまかり籠れりけるに、寂蓮、尋ねまかりて侍りけるに、庵の様、
住み荒してあはれに見え侍りけるを、帰りて後に、とぶらひて侍りければ

八十余り西に迎へを待ちかねて住み荒したる柴の庵ぞ
yasoji amari nishi ni mukahe wo machi kanete / sumi arashi taru shiba no ihori zo
When I had grown old, I moved to a mountain temple in the province of Tsu and
was in seclusion when Jakuren came to visit. He was moved by the appearance of
my hut, all in shambles, and after he had returned, he sent me a care package, so
I composed the following
Now more than eighty, I cannot wait for the welcoming descent from the west—
my brushwood hut is all tattered and worn!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1668)

Sainichi indicates that he left the capital for a mountain dwelling further west, perhaps
intending to be closer to Amida’s Western Paradise in order to facilitate his welcoming
into that paradise. He is so obsessed with waiting for Amida’s welcoming descent that his
hut is in shambles (arashi taru). Jakuren, upon visiting Sainichi’s hut, found it to be
aware. Again, aware indicates that Jakuren was “moved” emotionally. It was perhaps pity
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that Jakuren felt, and perhaps admiration. Either way, it was the appearance of the
dilapidated hut that stirred Jakuren’s emotions. There is a tacit approval of such a setting
in both the preface and the poem.
By this point in the development of the hut topos in waka poetry, the hut had been
transformed from a place of solitude implying separation from loved ones and dangerous
exposure to the elements to a place of religious practice which, though lonesome, was
certainly desirable to a Buddhist recluse. The hut itself was transformed from simply an
image tied to certain emotive connotations in Manyōshū to a topic in its own right in
Shinkokinshū. The hut progressed from one of a number of words used to construct a
poem on loneliness or separation to the central feature of a religious lifestyle articulated
by poets who actually participated in that lifestyle as Buddhist recluses, and found in the
thatched hut both a locale for the living expression of their belief and a topos appropriate
to the poetic expression of their belief. In both cases, in actual life and in poetry, the hut
was the poetic counterpart to the doctrinal underpinning of Buddhist reclusion. It was the
means by which recluses expressed their renunciation of the world and devotion to the
Dharma in life and in poetry. Nowhere is this more true than in the life and poetry of
Saigyō.
Three poems by Saigyō in Shinkokinshū mention a hut directly. The first poem,
from the Autumn section, partakes of the traditional fall harvest association, depicting a
hut near a mountain field.

小山田の庵近く鳴く鹿の音におどろかされておどろかすかな
oyamada no iho chikaku naku shika no ne ni / odorokasarete odorokasu kana
Awakened by the sound of the deer’s cry near my mountain field hut,
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I am startled, and so startle the deer!
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn II, 448)

Though this poem partakes of diction and imagery from Manyōshū, such as yamada
(“mountain field”), there is no indication of longing or even loneliness. The poem is
placed in this area of Shinkokinshū for its mention of deer and awaking from a sleep.159
The setting of Saigyō’s poem is certainly bucolic, but has none of the overtones of
longing for one’s spouse that were part of the tradition. This and the surrounding poems
are, rather, arrangements of autumn imagery meant to evoke a sense of loneliness, of
which the hut is one part.
In the following poem from the Miscellaneous section, Saigyō used the image of
the hut to construct a Buddhist expression of impermanence not unlike the mujō poem
from Manyōshū cited above (3850).

いづくにも住まれずただ住まであらん柴の庵のしばしなる世に
izuku ni mo sumarezu tada sumade aran / shiba no ihori no shibashi naru yo ni
There is nowhere where I can live, and so I won’t live anywhere
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The poems preceding and following are:
寝覚めして久しくなりぬ秋の夜は明けやしぬらん鹿ぞ鳴くなる
nezame shite hisashiku nari nu aki no yo ha ake ya shinu ran / shika zo naku naru
Suddenly I awake, and time has flown by—
is the autumn night about to break into dawn? I hear a deer cry
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn II, 447, Minamoto no Michinari)
山里の稲葉の風に寝覚めして夜深く鹿の声を聞くかな
yamazato no inaba no kaze ni nezame shite / yobukaku shika no koe wo kiku kana
Awakened by the wind that rushes over the rice plants in this mountain village,
deep in the night I hear the voice of the deer
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn II, 449, Morotada)
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in this world so fleeting as a brushwood hut!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous III, 1778)

This poem explicitly compares the impermanent world to an impermanent hut in much
the same way the earlier Manyōshū poem did. The hut as a symbol of the Buddhist notion
of mujō (impermanence) became a common trope in the Heian period and afterward.
Saigyō and the Eguchi yūjo (courtesan) both play upon this symbol in their famous
exchange, also included in Shinkokinshū.

天王寺へまゐりけるに、雨の降りければ、江口と申す所に宿を借りけるに、かさざりければ

世の中を厭ふまでこそかたからめ仮のやどりを惜しむ君かな
yo no naka wo itofu made koso katakarame / kari no yadori wo oshimu kimi kana
On my way to Tennōji temple it rained, so I asked for lodging at a place called
Eguchi; on being refused, I composed:
It may be difficult for you to despise this fleeting world,
but you begrudge me even momentary lodging!
Reply
世をいとふ人とし聞けば仮の宿に心とむなと思ふばかりぞ
yo wo itofu hito to shi kikeba kari no yado ni / kokoro tomu na to omofu bakari zo
Because I heard that you despised the world my only thought was:
do not set your heart on this momentary lodging!
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 978, 979)

In this exchange, the hut is again simply a symbol of impermanence in the Buddhist sense.
Like the above poem in which Saigyō is awakened by the cry of a deer, these poems
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partake of the already established associations of the thatched hut. In the deer poem, the
hut is really just a part of the scenery. In the above three poems, the hut is a symbol used
to express the Buddhist doctrine of impermanence.
In the following Saigyō poem from the Winter section, however, the hut is more a
crucial element of a complex statement of both loneliness and determination.

さびしさにたへたる人のまたもあれな庵ならべん冬の山里
sabishisa ni tahe taru hito no mata mo are na / ihori naraben fuyu no yamazato
I wish there were another here who could bear this loneliness;
we’d build our huts side by side in this wintry mountain village
(Shinkokinshū, Winter, 627; Sankashū, Winter, 560) [513]

This poem seems to be a call for companionship. The phrase hito no mata mo are na, “I
wish there were another here,” is an overt expression of the poet’s wish to at least have
another person nearby. The image of Saigyō as an all-too-human ascetic often unable to
bear the loneliness of Buddhistic practice in the mountains was popular among many
readers and in the visual and literary arts of the medieval and Edo periods. However, is
this poem simply an expression of loneliness of the type we have already seen in the
development of the “hut” topos?
The poet requires of his companion a stout constitution—he demands someone
who can bear the loneliness of a wintry mountain village. Why someone who can bear the
loneliness? Would it not make more sense to wish for someone who could end the
loneliness? It seems the poet wishes to end the loneliness, as he makes it clear he would
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have his companion build a hut next door. But why not have the companion join the poet
in his hut? If the poet truly wishes to break the loneliness, this would seem sensible.
It is obvious that living alone in a wintry mountain village was a lonely and at
times difficult enterprise. The companion must be someone who can bear the loneliness.
But Saigyō is not advertising for a conversational partner to break the monotony. He is
advertising for someone who can both bear and understand the loneliness. If there were
not some inherent value in the solitude, then Saigyō would simply wish to be back in the
capital among friends. Instead, he is calling for someone to join him in his solitary though
rewarding enterprise of mountain reclusion. He wants his new friend to build a hut just as
he has and experience the same life- and consciousness-altering practice of religious
reclusion. He is at once expressing the negative and positive aspects of the lifestyle of a
Buddhist recluse. This is a more complex expression of the “thatched hut” than we have
seen in previous poetry.
This poem is innovative in both its imagery and its expressive content. Firstly,
Saigyō has ignored the diction traditionally associated with huts. There is no mention of
dew, rain, mountain fields, wind, or even deer. The imagery is stark. The only indication
of a setting is fuyu no yamazato, or “mountain village in winter,” an image not
traditionally associated with huts. The phrase fuyu no yamazato, moreover, was rarely
used in waka previous to Saigyō’s time.160 Mountain villages, however, became common

Saigyō likely based his poem on the following by Izumi Shikibu.
さびしさに烟をだにもたたじとや柴をりくぶる冬の山ざと
sabishisa ni keburi wo da ni mo tataji to ya / shiba ori kuburu fuyu no yamazato
So lonely that they must be determined atleast to keep the smoke rising—
breaking twigs to burn in this wintry mountain village
(Go-Shūishū, Winter, 390)
See also:
160
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locations for actual huts and the recluses who inhabited them in Saigyō’s time. The
association of ihori and yamazato in waka poetry, which Saigyō introduces, was a natural
development. Saigyō’s second innovation is the bold and abrupt use of the word
sabishisa, “loneliness.” While huts were traditionally employed in poems to connotate
solitude and loneliness, the loneliness itself was not explicitly named. Saigyō, however,
simply declares the presence of loneliness in unequivocal language, freeing the image of
the hut from the burden of communicating that concept to the reader. Thus, in this poem,
the hut is a hut—it is an element all its own, and not used simply to imply loneliness.
Furthermore, Saigyō imbues the hut with a positive sense, in that he wishes to continue to
live in his hut and wants someone to join him in that pursuit and build a hut of their own
so that they might experience what he has experienced. Such a positive assessment of a
thatched hut was indeed an innovation within the waka canon of diction and imagery, but
also part of a larger trend in Saigyō’s time toward a positive assessment of the thatched
hut lifestyle both in actual practice and poetry.161

ふる雪にのきばの竹もうづもれて友こそなけれ冬の山ざと
furu yuki ni nokiba no take mo uzumorete / tomo koso nakere fuyu no yamazato
Even the bamboo under the eaves is buried by the falling snow—
I have no friends in this wintry mountain village
(Senzaishū, Winter, 462, Anonymous)
Kubota Utsuho, in his assessment of this poem, describes Saigyō as “just about to give
in,” and yet cites a general sense of “cheerfulness” in the poem. See Watabe, Sankashū
zenchūkai, pp. 298-99. Nishizawa Yoshihito observes that this is a “typical Saigyō poem”
in that it calls for “someone of the same mind” (Sankashū, Kikigakishū, Zanshū, pp. 9394). This poem and others like it exhibit the foregrounding of the subjective self
discussed in chapter two. The reader must consider what sort of person “someone of the
same mind” would be, and thus must decide what sort of “mind” Saigyō is expressing
through this poem. Thus the poem becomes much more than a description of yamazato
life, or the life of a tonseisha—it becomes a complex statement of the poet’s own
experience of that reclusive life.
161
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Saigyō used the word “hut” at least thirty times in his poetry, a small number
considering the importance of this theme. However, many more poems are related to this
topos, using words such as yado, “dwelling.” Many poems are implied to have been
composed while Saigyō was in reclusion in a hut, and can be considered to be part of his
development of the thatched hut ideal within his poetic world. For the following analysis,
however, I will limit my scope to the poems from Sankashū which actually used the
words iho and ihori.
A couple of other poems exhibit the same imagery and sentiments as the above
“wintry mountain village” poem.

もろともにかげを並ぶる人もあれや月のもり来る笹の庵に
morotomo ni kage wo naraburu hito mo are ya / tsuki no mori kuru sasa no ihori ni
How I wish there were another here to cast a shadow side by side
where the moonlight winnows through this grass hut
(Sankashū, Autumn, 409) [369]
山家枯草と云事を覚雅僧都の房にて人々よみけるに

かきこめし裾野のすすき霜枯れて淋しさまさる柴の庵かな
kaki kome shi susono no susuki shimogarete / samishisa masaru shiba no iho kana
When we were composing poems at the temple of Priest Kakuga on the topic of
mountain home and withering grass
The silver grass I had gathered about my fence at the foot of the mountain has been
withered by the frost—
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my brushwood hut is now all the more lonesome!162
(Sankashū, Winter, 552) [505]

The first poem again expresses the poet’s wish to share the beauty of his hut with a friend.
Saigyō employs traditional imagery with this hut—the moon that “leaks” into the hut
(moru 漏る) but also “guards” the hut (moru 守る) is a play on words found many times
before in thatched hut poems. However, Saigyō’s expression of the desire to share the hut
with somebody is, again, a new concept. The overt use of the word “loneliness”
(samishisa) in the second poem is also like the “wintry mountain village” poem in its
bold declaration of the hon’i (“essential meaning”) of “hut.”
Saigyō continues the idea of a hut being a lonely place, but somewhere he might
find a friend, or perhaps share with a friend, in the following poems.163

水の音はさびしき庵の友なれや峯のあらしのたえまたえまに
mizu no ne ha sabishiki iho no tomo nare ya / mine no arashi no taema-taema ni
The sound of the water is this lonely hut’s friend!
162

The susuki (silver grass) is an autumn grass that, because of its appearance (it looks
like a hand beckoning when moved by the wind), is associated with calling for
companionship.
163

See also:
春のほどは我が住む庵の友になりて古巣な出でそ谷のうぐひす
haru no hodo ha waga sumu iho no tomo ni narite / furusu na ide so tani no uguhisu
When spring comes, become the friend of this hut in which I live—
do not leave your old nest, warbler of the valley!
(Sankashū, Spring, 39) [30]
柴の庵は住み憂きこともあらましをともなふ月のかげなかりせば
shiba no iho ha sumi uki koto mo aramashi wo / tomonafu tsuki no kage nakari seba
I might despise living in this brushwood hut,
were it not for the moon’s light joining me here
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1032) [950]
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in the silences between the rushing of wind from the mountain peak
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1026) [944]

独りすむ庵に月のさし来ずばなにか山べの友にならまし
hitori sumu ihori ni tsuki no sashi kozuba / nani ka yamabe no tomo ni naramashi
If the moonlight did not pierce this hut where I live in solitude,
who would be my friend in these mountains?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1030) [948]

In these poems, Saigyō is sporting with the traditional associations of the thatched hut.
While he recognizes that a hut might be a lonely, or gloomy, place to live, he
nevertheless puts a positive spin on the thatched hut lifestyle by identifying friends that
are a by-product of that lifestyle, such as the moon, the warbler, and the sound of
gurgling water. If not for these friends found in nature, Saigyō implies that a thatched hut
would indeed live up to its reputation as an unpleasant place to live. In the following
poem from the shukke set of poems164 that begin the Miscellaneous section of Sankashū,
Saigyō states unequivocally that the thatched hut is a good place to live.

To hear “brushwood hut,” is indeed an unfortunate name,
but in this world it is an auspicious dwelling
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 788) [725]

164

See chapter eleven for the complete shukke set.
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Saigyō asserts that, though the word, or name, “brushwood hut” might invoke feelings of
disdain or pity, such a dwelling is in fact desirable. It is desirable because the world is a
corrupt and deluded place from which one must escape into reclusion. This poem, like the
renga sequence with Kūnin discussed earlier, is an important indication of how Saigyō
viewed the rustic lifestyle of the religious recluse from even before his own tonsuring,
since this poem and the renga sequence were both composed before Saigyō became a
monk. It is apparent that, in Saigyō’s poetic world at least, and likely in his actual life, the
thatched hut lifestyle of a religious recluse held both poetic and religious allure for
Saigyō. As in the poem above, Saigyō saw the thatched hut lifestyle as the only viable
option in a corrupt world that had entered the latter days of the Dharma (mappō). As we
have seen in many of the hut poems so far, Saigyō also saw in the thatched hut lifestyle a
place in which and a poetic trope with which he could find artistic fulfillment. Evidence
of Saigyō’s aestheticization165 of the thatched hut trope can be found in the following
poems.

伊勢のもりやまと申す所に侍りけるに、いほりに梅のこうばしくにほひけるを

柴のいほにとくとく梅のにほひきてやさしきかたもあるすまひかな
shiba no iho ni toku toku mume no nihohi kite / yasashiki kata mo aru sumahi kana
When I was at a place called Moriyama in Ise, an ume tree near a hut was very fragrant
Waves of fragrance waft into the brushwood hut from the ume tree—
surely the residence of someone very elegant!

While it may be questionable to use such a modern term to describe what Saigyō was
doing in the twelfth century, this term nevertheless is apt. Saigyō was commenting upon
the visual and emotive connotations of the thatched hut trope in his poetry, thereby
making the ideal, or the idea, of thatched huts an object of poetic criticism and
development.
165
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(Sankashū, Spring, 50) [40]

高野にこもりたりけるころ、草の庵に花の散りつみれば

散る花の庵の上をふくなれば風入るまじくめぐりかこはむ
chiru hana no ihori no ue wo fuku nareba / kaze iru majiku meguri kakohamu
When I was in seclusion at Kōya, blossoms scattered and piled up on my grass hut
If the breeze tries to scatter the blossoms that have fallen on my hut,
I’ll enclose my hut to keep the wind out!
(Sankashū, Spring, 149) [138]

In both poems, the thatched hut itself is the topic of discussion. It is not used as an image
to connote sadness, loneliness, or longing. Rather, Saigyō is commenting upon the
inherent artistic value of the thatched hut. In the first poem, Saigyō states that a thatched
hut can also be considered an elegant dwelling (as opposed to its reputation as a rustic
and lonely dwelling). Again, like the “auspicious dwelling” poem above, Saigyō seems to
be arguing for a re-assessment of the hon’i (“essential meaning”) of the thatched hut,
proposing that it also be considered a place of elegance and beauty. In this poem, Saigyō
employs the scent of ume (“plum”), a traditionally very aristocratic and romantic image.
Though it is understood by the reader that Saigyō is a monk in seclusion in this thatched
hut, there is no mention whatsoever of anything to do with religious seclusion, mujō, or
any other Buddhist association with thatched huts. This poem is a straightforward
argument for the re-evaluation of the hut trope.
In the second poem, Saigyō exhibits the suki that he is famous for and which
Mezaki Tokue argues was a guiding force in his choice to take the tonsure and become a
monk/poet. The poet makes his hut an art object by literally re-thatching it with cherry
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blossoms. Such an image was utterly new to the hut topos and indicative of the nearfanatical way in which Saigyō re-invented the topoi of huts and cherry blossoms. He goes
so far as to say he will somehow enclose, or surround, his hut in order to protect it from
the wind so that he might maintain his cherry blossom roofing.
We can see how, in the hands of Saigyō, the “thatched hut” topos in waka poetry
was transformed. At first a symbol of loneliness, the thatched hut also took on Buddhist
symbolism tied to the ephemeral nature of the hut itself, life, and the world. By Saigyō’s
time, actual thatched huts had multiplied in use by religious recluses and poets. In the
poetry of the time, and especially in the poems of Saigyō, the thatched hut came to be a
place of religious solitude and poetic enjoyment. Saigyō takes the thatched hut one step
further, completely aestheticizing the hut while still retaining its traditional associations
with shugyō, tonsei, and loneliness.
Saigyō’s promotion of the thatched hut as a positive religious and poetic/artistic
space paved the way for later generations of recluses and poets who became devoted to
the thatched hut lifestyle in practice and in poetry. The number of appearances of “hut” in
imperial anthologies continued to mount throughout the medieval period, as did the
numbers of people who took up the thatched hut lifestyle and lived in seclusion. The
trope was very important to Jien, who sometimes lived in seclusion himself. He included
no less than 100 “hut” poems in Shūgyokushū (拾玉集 mid-13th c.) Fujiwara Ietaka (藤原
家隆 1158 – 1237), one of the five compilers of Shinkokinshū was a great fan of Saigyō
and often mimicked his poetry. Ietaka’s Minishū (壬二集) contains forty one hut poems.
Retired Emperor Go-Toba himself, sponsor of Shinkokinshū, included thirty hut poems in
his personal poetry collection. The monk Shōtetsu (正徹 1381 – 1459), a great admirer of
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Teika and Saigyō, included nearly 150 hut poems in his personal collection Sōkonshū (草
根集). Waka dairin gushō, a collection of poetry by topos, or dai (和歌題林愚抄 c.1447
– 70) includes at least 130 hut poems. The thatched hut trope was carried through the
medieval period into the Edo period, with Sanjōnishi Sanetaka (三条西実隆 1455 –
1537) and Mushanokōji Sanekage (武者小路実陰 1661 – 1738) as major proponents
within the waka establishment. Of course, the thatched hut image was very popular in
other realms of literary and artistic production. Renga poets such as Sōgi were influenced
by the thatched hut poetics and lifestyle of Saigyō, as were haikai poets such as Bashō
and Buson.
The thatched hut imagery of the waka tradition merged with that of the newly reimported Chinese tradition in the Muromachi period through the medium of ink painting
(suibokuga 水墨画), articulated by imported Chinese examples and new paintings by
such artists as Shūbun (周文 act. 1423 – 58), Sesshū (雪舟 1420 – 1506), and Sesson (雪
村 c. 1504 – 89). Whereas the omnipresent thatched hut in Chinese ink painting carried
connotations of scholarly retreat, the religious connotations that had by the Muromachi
period been cemented in the waka tradition influenced the “reading” of Chinese
monochrome landscape paintings by Japanese connoisseurs (who were mostly Buddhist
monks anyway), yielding associations of religious retreat through the poems inscribed on
such paintings and their use and distribution among the (mostly Zen) Buddhist
establishment. Saigyō’s role in this process of accumulated meaning and associations in
the thatched hut topos that came to fruition in the Muromachi period cannot be
underestimated. Saigyō made hut imagery more complex and multi-leveled, enabling
future poets and painters to ascribe a variety of meanings to the image of the thatched hut
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in waka poetry, renga, haikai, and paintings, images that were religious and secular,
rustic and courtly.

Mountain Villages 山里
Thomas Rohlich, in his instructive essay entitled “Mountain Villages in the Tale
of Genji,” writes that yamazato (山里) “and the images associated with it appear to be a
construct of the Heian era,” citing no evidence of its usage in Manyōshū.166 Rohlich
traces the development of the mountain village motif in Ise monogatari, Kokinshū and
other anthologies, and Genji monogatari, pointing out that “initially it was used to
represent a gloomy place far removed from society, but over time it became an attractive
space representing escape from the travails of the mundane world” (121).
Yamazato’s usage in Ise monogatari shows that “clearly the mountain village is a
place where one does not expect to see anyone, a place to hide, and certainly not a place
of enjoyment” (125), as evidenced by the following episode and poem:

Once a man took it into his head to live in the Eastern Hills. (What can he have
been thinking about the capital? He wrote this poem:
すみわびぬいまはかぎりと山里にみをかくすべき宿もとめてむ
sumi wabinu ima ha kagiri to yamazato ni mi wo kakusu beki / yado motometemu
I shall no longer live here in misery.

166

There is one poem in Hitomaru-shū (人丸集) that uses yamazato. However, the poem
is likely apocryphal, dating from the Heian period.
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Let me seek shelter in some mountain village where I can sink from sight.167

Rohlich goes on to point out that the seven appearances of yamazato in Kokinshū (905)
are distributed fairly evenly through the seasonal sections, indicating that “the word is
closely associated with the phenomena of nature, but at the same time not bound to any
particular season” (126). This continued to be the case throughout the Heian period,
though we will see a shift in usage to the Miscellaneous category in Shinkokinshū.
Rohlich continues, “Images associated with the mountain village, which at this point are
primarily ones of loneliness and wretchedness, are a function of place, not a particular
season” (126). The following two poems (the first two poems in Kokinshū to mention
yamazato) are good examples.

春たてど花もにほはぬ山ざとは物うかるねにうぐひすぞなく
haru tatedo hana mo nihohanu yamazato ha / mono ukaru ne ni uguhisu zo naku
Though spring has come there is no scent of blossoms in the mountain village
and the warbler seems at great pains to sing
(Kokinshū, Spring, 15, Ariwara no Munehashi)

みる人もなき山ざとのさくら花外のちりなん後ぞさかまし
miru hito mo naki yamazato no sakurabana / hoka no chirinan ato zo sakamashi
Cherry blossoms in the mountain village with no one to see them—
if only they would bloom after the others have all scattered
(Kokinshū, Spring, 68, Ise)
167

The English translation is from Helen Craig McCullough, trans. Tales of Ise. Stanford
UP, 1968, as quoted in Prof. Rohlich’s essay. I have altered the format of the poem.
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These poems introduce several of the common associations of mountain village as well as
the way in which Kokinshū poets used those images. The first poem paints a picture of a
sad and lethargic place to which spring seems to arrive late. Spring’s late arrival and
winter’s overlapping with spring in the mountain village were common images from
Kokinshū forward. Warblers, as the heralds of spring, were also often associated with
mountain villages. The second poem introduces a very common phrase associated with
mountain villages: hito mo naki, or “no people.” The desolate, abandoned mountain
village was a common image seen again and again in waka poetry. All of these images
and phrases point to the desolate, solitary, and lonely nature of mountain villages.
These poems are also fine examples of the Kokinshū style—a highly intellectual
game of wordplay with images that often contradict the poet’s expectations. In the first
poem, the poet points out that though spring has arrived, there is no scent of blossoms,
and the warbler seems to not want to sing, all contradictions of the traditional
associations of spring in waka poetry. In the second poem, the poet seems to be
conversing with the cherry blossoms, criticizing them for not blossoming when the poet
would have them. This Kokinshū style continues to be found in yamazato poems from
later anthologies as well, such as the following.

鶯の声なかりせば雪きえぬ山ざといかではるをしらまし
uguhisu no koe nakari seba yuki kienu / yamazato ika de haru wo shiramashi
Without the call of the warbler how will the mountain village,
where the snow does not melt, know it is spring?
(Shūishū, Spring, 10, Tomotada)
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山寺にて正月に雪のふれるをよめる

ゆきふりてみちふみまどふ山ざとにいかにしてかははるのきつらん
yuki furite michi fumi madofu yamazato ni / ika ni shite ka ha haru no ki tsu ran
On snow falling while at a mountain temple at New Year’s
How in the world is spring supposed to come
to this mountain village where I lose my way in the falling snow?
(Go-Shūishū, Spring, 7, Kanemori)

In each of these poems, the poet’s expectations, which are dictated by the traditional
associations of waka diction, are counteracted by the reality of the mountain village. In
the first poem, the warbler, which was traditionally the harbinger of spring, is
contradicted by the presence of unmelted snow. In the second poem, the poet expects
there to be a sign of spring approaching, since the poem is a New Year’s poem, but his
anticipation is belied by the thickly falling snow.
Visiting blossoms, or autumn leaves, in the mountain village became a common
association in later anthologies. For example, we have the following poems.168
春きてぞ人もとひける山ざとは花こそやどのあるじなりけれ
haru kite zo hito mo tohi keru yamazato ha / hana koso yado no aruji nari kere
In spring when the people come to visit the mountain village
the blossoms become the master of this hut
168

See also:
花のみな散りてののちぞ山里のはらはぬ庭は見るべかりける
hana no mina chirite no nochi zo / yamazato no harahanu niwa ha miru bekari keru
After all the blossoms have scattered
is when you should see my unswept garden in this mountain village
(Senzaishū, Spring, 101, Toshizane)
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(Shūishū, Miscellaneous Spring, 1015, Kintō)
さくら花さかばまづみむとおもふまに日数へにけり春の山ざと
sakurabana sakaba mazu mimu to omofu ma ni / hikazu he ni keri haru no yamazato
While thinking “as soon as they bloom I’ll go to see the cherry blossoms,”
many days have passed—spring in this mountain village
(Shinkokinshū, Spring, 80, Takatoki)

In each of these poems, the mountain village is transformed into a tourist destination,
with people (presumably from the capital) coming to visit the cherry blossoms or the
autumn leaves. Commenting on the first Kintō poem above, Rohlich writes, “Far from
being a place of isolation and loneliness, as suggested by earlier Kokinshu poems, it is a
place of attraction for a large group of people who have gathered to look at its flowers.
The poet is able to play against the standard associations of the word with loneliness, to
convey a sense of surprise at so many people coming to the yamazato” (128). However, it
is the lonely, desolate nature of the mountain village that is the main current in its usage
throughout the imperial poetry anthologies. Nevertheless, poets’ assessment of the
mountain village gradually changed, as Rohlich states:
On the one hand, we have the construction of yamazato as space that is
isolated from people, dark, gloomy, and without attraction. This is
exemplified by the Ise monogatari usage and several poems from
Kokinshū. It is unattractive and uninhabited space, the very antithesis of
hana no miyako, “the flowery capital.” But other poems show a different
yamazato. The very characteristics that make it unattractive for some—its
loneliness and distance from the activities of the capital—make it
desirable space for others. (129)
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As Rohlich implies, the characteristics, or traditional associations of yamazato did not
necessarily change. It was still an isolated and often gloomy place throughout Heian
period literature. However, poets’ attitudes toward the mountain village did change. It
became “a place of escape, not of exile, of welcome relief from the troubles and
complications of the capital” (129).
In his seminal essay on nature, religion, and yamazato, Ienaga Saburō (家永三郎)
writes that nature, or natural beauty, held something more absolute than even Buddhist
doctrine, offering pre-modern Japanese a means by which they might alleve their
suffering and achieve salvation.169 This was not possible, however, by simply visiting
remote locales to view the moon or blossoms. Rather, it required the practitioner to
completely immerse herself or himself in the mountain village lifestyle and all it
represented (18-19). Tonsei, or reclusion, was the pattern by which monks and poets such
as Saigyō availed themselves of the environment for religious practice that yamazato
offered. In this way, the yamazato trope was transformed from gloom to salvific glow. I
will trace this development through several poems from Kokinshū to Shinkokinshū before
looking at Saigyō’s own remodeling of yamazato poetics.
The mountain village, though it became a place imbued with both poetic ideals
and spiritual mores, remained in poetry a lonely and separate space even after
Kokinshū.170

169

170

Nihon shisōshi ni okeru shūkyōteki shizenkan no tenkai. Sōgensha, 1944, p. 18.

See also:さびしさに烟をだにもたたじとや柴をりくぶる冬の山ざと
sabishisa ni keburi wo da ni mo tataji to ya / shiba ori kuburu fuyu no yamazato
So lonely that they must be determined atleast to keep the smoke rising—
breaking twigs to burn in this wintry mountain village
(Go-Shūishū, Winter, 390, Izumi Shikibu)
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すむ人もなき山里の秋の夜は月のひかりもさびしかりけり
sumu hito mo naki yamazato no aki no yo ha / tsuki no hikari mo sabishi kari keri
Autumn night in a mountain village where no one resides—
even the moon’s light is lonesome
(Go-Shūishū, Autumn I, 258, Norinaga)

ふる雪にのきばの竹もうづもれて友こそなけれ冬の山ざと
furu yuki ni nokiba no take mo uzumorete / tomo koso nakere fuyu no yamazato
Even the bamboo under the eaves is buried by the falling snow—
I have no friends in this wintry mountain village
(Senzaishū, Winter, 462, Anonymous)

As we can see, traditional diction and associations continued with the mountain village.
Words such as wabishi, “forlorn,” sabishi, “lonesome,” hito mo naki, “no people,” and
tofu hito mo nashi, “no one comes to call,” remained crucial elements in the yamazato
trope. Associated words indicating loneliness, such as “deer,” “moon,” “winter rain,” and
“smoke” also continued to be used. However, there was a slow shift during the first half
of the Heian period in imagery and poem placement that indicated a deepening of the
lonesome nature of yamazato in waka. While yamazato poems are fairly evenly
distributed among the seasons in Kokinshū and Shūishū, by the time of Go-Shūishū, there
秋はててとふ人もなき山里に時雨のみこそ音はともなへ
aki hatete tofu hito mo naki yamazato ni / shigure nomi koso oto ha tomonahe
When autumn ends and no one comes to the mountain village,
only the sound of wintry rains accompany me
(Kinyōshū, Autumn, 62, Monk Kakuga)
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are more mountain village poems in the Autumn, Winter, and Miscellany categories.
Furthermore, the poems included in the Miscellany category of Go-Shūishū are distinctly
autumnal. By the time of Senzaishū, there are only five mountain village poems in Spring
and Summer combined, with six in Autumn, four in Winter, and six in Miscellaneous,
with five of the miscellaneous poems referring either to autumn or winter images.
Shinkokinshū includes only four mountain village poems in Spring and Summer, but six
in Autumn and Winter, two in Sorrow, one in Travel, and eleven in Miscellaneous. Of the
poems not in seasonal books, only one refers to spring—the rest are autumn or winter.
As early as Kokinshū, it seems that the mountain village was destined for the
appropriately lonesome association of fall or winter. By the time of Senzaishū, the
yamazato topos seems to have been intensified with respect to its lonely, desolate
imagery by the forceful nature of its association with both autumn and winter. In a poem
from Senzaishū by Toshiyori (源俊頼 Shunrai 1055 – 1129), the poet seems to call for a
re-evaluation of the yamazato topos.

秋の田にもみぢ散りける山里をこともおろかに思ひけるかな
aki no ta ni momiji chiri keru yamazato wo / koto mo oroka ni omohi keru kana
Fall leaves scatter on the harvested fields of this mountain village—
I had not taken this place seriously before!
(Senzaishū, Autumn II, 378)

This poem was part of the important Horikawa hyakushu (堀河百首 c. 1105 – 06)
hundred-poem sequence carried out by Toshiyori and the most powerful poets of his day.
Horikawa hyakushu was extremely important in the later interpretation and re-
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interpretation of many poetic topoi during the subsequent Senzaishū and Shinkokinshū
eras. Furthermore, it seems to have had great influence on Saigyō’s own poetics.
Toshiyori seems to be saying in this poem that he had not taken the yamazato to be a
serious place, or at least image, in the waka canon. He is asserting that yamazato is a
place of great profundity and solemn beauty and should be considered more seriously as
an uta-kotoba, or poetic word. Toshiyori was instrumental in forging the way for the new
poetic style that took hold in the Shinkokinshū era, one of more direct and intense
personal expression as well as more stark, quiet, and monochromatic imagery. This poem
fits into that rubric and is pivotal in the deepening of the serious and sad image of the
mountain village.
While sabishi or wabishi were common diction associated with yamazato, we can
see how the trend introduced by Toshiyori’s poem of strengthening the more stark and
emotional aspects of yamazato really came to the fore in Shinkokinshū with the following
two poems.

山里にくずはひかかる松がきのひまなく物は秋ぞかなしき
yamazato ni kuzu hahi kakaru matsugaki no / hima naku mono ha aki zo kanashiki
Arrowroot vines creep along the pine fence in this mountain village
autumn is always miserable
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1567, Yoshitada)171

171

I have chosen to include this poem in my discussion of the evolving nature of
mountain village imagery in Shinkokinshū even though the poet is from an earlier era,
roughly the late 10th century. The choice of this poem with its unusual diction, however,
is an indication more of the poetic values of the Shinkokinshū era than the poet’s own.
The second poem, by Fujiwara no Hideyoshi (藤原秀能 1174 – 1240) is situated in the
Shinkokinshū era in both chronology and poetics.
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山里の風すさまじき夕暮にこのは乱れてものぞかなしき
yamazato no kaze susamajiki yufugure ni / ko no ha midarete mono zo kanashiki
At dusk the bone-chilling wind in this mountain village
scatters the leaves and all is miserable
(Shinkokinshū, Winter, 564, Hideyoshi)

In both of these poems, the word kanashiki (miserable) is used, rather than sabishiki
(lonesome) or wabishiki (forlorn), which might be expected of a yamazato poem. These
poems represent an intensification of the lonely and desolate aspects of mountain village
rhetoric. The second poem, especially, presents very dramatic diction, though the
imagery is stark. Hideyoshi’s use of the word susamajiki, translated here as “bonechilling,” is the first usage of this word in any imperial poetry anthology.172 Midarete,
susamajiki, and kanashiki combine to make this a very bold and emotionally potent poem
while at the same time further developing the mountain village as more than simply a
tourist destination or a trope of loneliness. The scene described by this poem seems very
real and is intimately tied to the very personal expression of the poet.
Another way in which the mountain village topos was deepened and intensified
from Kokinshū to Shinkokinshū was through its gradual absorption into the rhetoric of
tonsei, or religious retreat from the world. We have one example of yamazato used in this
way from Kokinshū.

172

The only examples of the use of susamajiki in poetry previous to this that I can locate
are a poem by Murasaki Shikibu and a poem by Anpō hōshi (安法法師), both from the
late tenth to early eleventh centuries. Neither poem uses susamajiki to describe natural
scenery, however, as Hideyoshi does.
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山里は物のわびしき事こそあれ世のうきよりはすみよかりけり
yamazato ha mono no wabishiki koto koso are / yo no uki yori ha sumi yokari keri
Though the mountain village is indeed lonesome,
it is a better place to live than the wretched world
(Kokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 944, Anonymous)

Fujiwara Kintō recalls this poem in a poem included in Senzaishū.

うき世をばみねの霞やへだつらんなほ山里はすみよかりけり
uki yo wo ba mine no kasumi ya hedatsu ran / naho yamazato ha sumi yokari keri
The mist of the mountain peak parts me from the wretched world—
the mountain village is indeed a pleasant place to live
(Senzaishū, Miscellaneous II, 1059)

Both poems represent positive assessments of the mountain village lifestyle in light of
tonsei. The mountain village is a good place to live, but only in comparison to the
wretched world, implying that it is a good place to live in seclusion as a monk or nun, or
at least someone who has renounced the world. As Ienaga states: “[The mountain village],
while sorrowful and, compared to the busy capital to which they were accustomed, a chill
and lonesome world, was a world far better if only for the fact that in it one heard nothing
of the wretched outside world” (20). During the middle Heian period, the mountain
village was becoming more and more favorable as an actual destination for religious
recluses, and the poetics of yamazato adjusted accordingly.
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山里に侍りけるに、人々まうできて、かへり侍りけるによめる

とふ人もくるればかへる山里にもろともにすむ秋の夜の月
tofu hito mo kurureba kaheru yamazato ni / morotomo ni sumu aki no yo no tsuki
When I lived in a mountain village, people came to visit; upon their returning I
composed the following
Visitors depart this mountain village at nightfall
leaving only the clear autumn night moon to accompany me
(Go-Shūishū, Autumn I, 259, Monk Soi)

In this poem by a monk who actually lived in reclusion in a mountain village, the
traditional association of loneliness remains, as visitors leave the poet in solitude once
night falls. However, Buddhist imagery implying a favorable assessment of the mountain
village’s qualities is introduced. Rather than defining the mountain village as somewhere
better than the wretched world, this poem does not even mention the wretched world;
rather, it brings to the fore a positive aspect of tonsei in a mountain village. The moon
here is a symbol of enlightenment. Sumu, which modifies the moon, can mean “to reside”
and “to be clear.” The latter meaning clearly has Buddhist overtones. Soi’s poem is a
skillful conflation of lonely imagery (the autumn night moon) and Buddhist imagery (the
clear moon of enlightenment).
In a poem from Senzaishū another Buddhist element is added to the traditional
associations of yamazato.

さらぬだに心ぼそきを山里の鐘さへ秋のくれをつくなり
saranu da ni kokoro-bosoki wo / yamazato no kane sahe aki no kure wo tsuku nari
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As if I were not lonely enough,
the sound of the temple bell signals the end of autumn in this mountain village
(Senzaishū, Autumn II, 382, Monk Kakuchū)

Besides being one of an increasing number of poems by monks who spent time in
reclusion in mountain villages, this poem, like the preceding poem, retains the traditional
lonesome atmosphere of the mountain village while introducing distinctively Buddhist
imagery and connotations. The temple bell in this poem is a symbol of mujō and a
powerful aural image that relays to the reader a visceral sense of the poet’s experience in
the mountain village.
Finally, we have the yamazato poems of Jien included in Shinkokinshū. Jien was
influenced by Saigyō’s articulation of yamazato and imitated his friend’s use of the term
to a great extent (Jien has over 100 yamazato poems in his personal collection
Shūgyokushū). Following are two of Jien’s poems.

山里にひとりながめて思ふかな世にすむ人の心づよさを
yamazato ni hitori nagamete omofu kana / yo ni sumu hito no kokoro-zuyosa wo
All alone in this mountain village I gaze out and ponder
the stouthearted people who inhabit the world
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1656)

山里にとひくる人のことぐさはこの住ひこそうらやましけれ
yamazato ni tohi kuru hito no kotogusa ha / kono sumahi koso urayamashi kere
People who come to visit this mountain village always say
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how envious they are of this dwelling
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1669)

In the first poem, Jien draws a distinction between the mountain village and the world,
calling those who remain in the world “stouthearted” for their ability to deal with the
corruption and delusions of the world. In Jien’s assessment, the mountain village is
definitely a place apart. But it is more than just a place apart, as it was from the beginning
of yamazato’s usage in waka poetry. In Jien’s poem it is a religious space, clearly
demarcated from the wretched world, where one who has renounced that world can then
gaze with wonderment at those who still live in delusion. In the second poem, Jien claims
that those who do visit his mountain village are jealous of such a dwelling, implying both
the favorable nature of the mountain village itself and the lifestyle of the religious recluse
that had by that time come to be closely associated with yamazato.
Saigyō participated in the tying of yamazato to tonsei. He also advanced
yamazato as an important topos in the waka canon, one that, as Prof. Rohlich correctly
asserts, became “a word capable of carrying the overtones of an utamakura” (146). I will
look at Saigyō’s development of yamazato as a poetic and religious space by tracing
several themes through his yamazato poems.
Saigyō composed approximately seventy yamazato poems, many of which refer
to his own dwelling space, as opposed to mountain villages in general. The first two
yamazato poems in Sankashū, however, seem to be more general statements on yamazato
as it was perceived in the waka tradition, and were an homage to mountain village poetry
from Kokinshū.
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山里に春立つと云事

山里は霞みわたれるけしきにて空にや春の立つをしるらむ
yamazato ha kasumi watareru keshiki nite / sora ni ya haru no tatsu wo shiru ramu
On spring coming to a mountain village
The mountain village cloaked in mist,
perhaps in the sky we will know that spring has arrived
(Sankashū, Spring, 13) [7]

閑中鶯

鶯のこゑぞ霞にもれてくる人めともしき春の山ざと
uguhisu no koe zo kasumi ni morete kuru / hitome tomoshiki haru no yamazato
On warblers during quiet
The voice of the warbler pierces the mist—
spring in this mountain village bereft of people
(Sankashū, Spring, 33) [25]

The first poem is simple in its conventional imagery and the topic of spring arriving in a
mountain village. The second poem, as well, is a straightforward seasonal poem
employing traditional diction to describe a mountain village conjured in the mind of the
poet. Saigyō composed comparatively few such Kokinshū-style yamazato poems.
Nevertheless, he did continue to use certain associations which were part of the
traditional yamazato topos, such as loneliness. Saigyō was innovative in his framing of
loneliness in a mountain village and the way in which he expressed and assessed the
attributes of that lonesome quality. For example, rather than simply commenting upon the
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lack of people in a mountain village using traditional phrases such as tofu hito mo naki
(no one visits), or hito mo nashi (no one around), Saigyō takes the lonely and desolate
atmosphere of the mountain village as a given, then expresses a desire for companionship.
The following poems are examples.173

香をとめむ人にこそ待て山里の垣根の梅の散らぬかぎりは
ka wo tomemu hito ni koso mate / yamazato no kakine no mume no chiranu kagiri ha
I anxiously await those who come for the fragrance—
so long as the ume blossoms by my fence in this mountain village do not scatter
(Sankashū, Spring, 45) [35]

山里を訪へかし人にあはれ見せむ露しく庭にすめる月かげ
yamazato wo tohe kashi hito ni aware misemu / tsuyushiku niha ni sumeru tsuki kage
Come visit this mountain village! And I’ll show you true pathos—
the moon’s clear reflection lives in my dew-drenched garden
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2026) [200]
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See also:
花も枯れ紅葉も散りぬ山里はさびしさをまたとふ人もがな
hana mo kare momiji mo chirinu yamazato ha / sabishisa wo mata tofu hito mo ga na
Flowers have withered, and autumn leaves have scattered in this mountain village—
how I would like someone to come visit this lonesome place
(Sankashū, Winter, 609) [557]
山里にうき世いとはむ人もがなくやしくすぎし昔かたらむ
yamazato ni ukiyo itohamu hito mo ga na / kuyashiku sugishi mukashi kataramu
How I’d like to have someone else in this mountain village who despises the wretched
world!
We’d talk over our lamentable past
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2170) [547]
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In each of these poems, Saigyō expresses a desire to share his mountain village with
someone. Like the “wintry mountain village” poem analyzed earlier,

I wish there were another here who could bear this loneliness;
we’d build our huts side by side in this wintry mountain village
(Sankashū, Winter, 560) [513]

the assumption is that the mountain village, for all its loneliness, is a positive place to
live—it is a place which Saigyō wishes to share with his visitors. Expressing the desire to
have companionship in a mountain village was not unheard of in the waka tradition, but
was rare as an expression before Saigyō. The phrase hito mo ga na (“wish for another”),
and the related phrase hito are na (“wish for someone”), were rarely used in waka before
Saigyō’s time, and almost never used in conjunction with yamazato. The following poem
from Shūishū obliquely expresses the yearning for visitors and is one of only two
examples of poems previous to Saigyō that express such a desire.

とふ人もあらじと思ひし山ざとに花のたよりに人め見るかな
tofu hito mo araji to omohi shi yamazato ni / hana no tayori ni hito me miru kana
I had thought no one would come to visit this mountain village,
but perhaps some will come to see the blossoms!
(Shūishū, Spring, 51, Motosuke)

At the same time that Saigyō expresses his desire to have visitors, or a companion,
he also points to the lonesome nature of the mountain village as its best feature, and the
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reason for living in such a place.174 One of Saigyō’s most famous poems states boldly
that, were it not for the mountain village’s loneliness, he would not want to live there.

とふ人も思ひ絶えたる山里のさびしさなくば住み憂からまし
tofu hito mo omohi tae taru yamazato no / sabishisa nakuba sumi ukaramashi
I’ve given up on anyone visiting this mountain village,
but were it not for this loneliness I would hate to live here
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1019) [937]

In this poem, Saigyō has accepted the mountain village as somewhere lonely, as it is
described in the waka tradition. However, his explicit choice of the mountain village as
his home transforms his perspective on the mountain village. It is this new vantage point
on the traditional imagery of yamazato that allows a re-reading of the topos and an
expression of its desirable qualities. For example, the following poem employs imagery
that traditionally would point to an austere and very lonesome reading of yamazato.

月ならでさし入るかげのなきままに暮るるうれしき秋の山里
tsuki nara de sashi iru kage no naki mama ni / kururu ureshiki aki no yamazato
No glow but the moon’s ever enters here
and so I’m glad to meet dusk in this autumnal mountain village
(Sankashū, Autumn, 350) [319]

As Watabe Tamotsu points out, Saigyō maintains loneliness (さびしさ) as the central
feature of yamazato. See Sankashū zenchūkai, p. 325.
174
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Saigyō turns the tradition on its head in this poem by using ureshiki (“glad”) to describe
aki no yamazato (autumnal mountain village), a juxtaposition previously unheard of in
the waka canon. Just the mention of not only a mountain village in autumn, but dusk in a
mountain village in autumn, would imply loneliness (sabishi). And yet, Saigyō is glad for
dusk to come, since the moon will be his companion through the night. The implication
that Saigyō is lonely during the day is present. However, traditional symbols of loneliness
in a mountain village—the moon, dusk, and autumn—are all made desirable by Saigyō’s
happy anticipation. The jarring combination of ureshiki with kururu and aki no yamazato
forces the reader to re-evaluate in her or his own mind the staid elements of this poem.
Saigyō has contradicted the traditional diction and associations of yamazato, imbuing the
images with a new sense of affirmation.
While Saigyō manages to re-invent the traditionally gloomy view of yamazato, he
nevertheless retains the lonesome imagery of the mountain village. However, by
employing innovative diction and forcing the reader to evaluate yamazato from a fresh
perspective, Saigyō is able to create yamazato poems that simultaneously partake of the
traditional rhetoric of the mountain village topos and impart a highly individual and new
perception of this important poetic place. For example, in the following poems, Saigyō
creates a stance in which he is comparing the traditional topos of yamazato in waka
poetry to the actual experience of living in a mountain village. These poems become a
meta-commentary on the yamazato topos itself.

山里は秋の末にぞ思ひ知るかなしかりけりこがらしの風
yamazato ha aki no sue ni zo omohi shiru / kanashikari keri kogarashi no kaze
I’ve truly come to know the mountain village—
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how depressing! the blustery cold wind
(Sankashū, Winter, 532) [487]

This poem establishes the poet’s stance as an insider—he states that he has actually
experienced the end of autumn in a mountain village, and that this experience enabled
him to “know” or understand what a mountain village is all about. It is thought that
Saigyō is referring to a famous yamazato poem from Kokinshū, cited earlier.

山里は物のわびしき事こそあれ世のうきよりはすみよかりけり
yamazato ha mono no wabishiki koto koso are / yo no uki yori ha sumi yokari keri
Though the mountain village is indeed lonesome,
it is a better place to live than the wretched world
(Kokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 944, Anonymous)

It is likely that Saigyō is commenting on this poem. Indeed, he is commenting on the
whole history of yamazato poetics by definitively stating that the essence of the mountain
village is to be discovered, or “known,” in late fall when cold blustery winds herald the
coming of winter. Saigyō avers that he is qualified to make this judgment by having lived
in a mountain village during late autumn and experienced the cold wintry winds. Saigyō
further asserts the primacy of experience in assessing the sorrowful qualities of the
mountain village in the following poem.

山ざとはあはれなりやと人とはばしかのなくねをきけとこたへむ
yamazato ha aware nari ya to hito tohaba / shika no naku ne wo kike to kotahemu
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If someone asks if the mountain village is moving in its pathos,
I shall answer: “Come hear the sound of the deer’s cry!”
(Kikigakishū 1737) [94]

Here the poet tells whoever asks about the “pathos,” (aware) of yamazato that one must
come and hear the cry of the deer to truly understand. In another poem that plays upon
images traditionally associated with mountain villages, Saigyō seems to sneer at those
who might sing the praises of the mountain village in springtime, but fail to comprehend
the stark beauty of the yamazato in winter.

たまりをる梢の雪の春ならば山里いかにもてなされまし
tamarioru kozue no yuki no haru naraba / yamazato ika ni motenasare mashi
The snow that piles up on the treetops—if it were spring,
how might this mountain village be highly regarded!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1579) [1488]

Finally, in a very nuanced statement of both grief and artistic discrimination, Saigyō toys
with the associations of autumn and sorrow.

たへぬ身にあはれ思ふもくるしきに秋の来ざらむ山里もがな
tahenu mi ni aware omofu mo kurushiki ni / aki no kozaramu yamazato mo ga na
It is far too painful to think of such sorrow, for I cannot bear it—
I wish there were a mountain village to which autumn never came!
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Autumn, 2047) [171]
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The combination of autumn and yamazato seems to be too much for the poet to handle.
The sorrow and loneliness associated with both is simply overwhelming, and so the poet
wishes for a mountain village without autumn. There is no indication in this poem of
anything other than autumn itself and the mountain village itself that causes the poet to be
pained. Aware omofu (think of sorrow) is too vague an expression to point to any specific
sorrow that causes the poet grief. Aware refers to the pathos felt through the vehicles of
autumn and yamazato. The poetic reasoning here is circular, and exposes the poet’s
playful use of these major topoi. Saigyō is teasing the reader, making a subtle joke at the
expense of the waka canon. He knows, of course, that it is impossible to expect autumn to
refrain from coming to his mountain village. The poet here is playing with conventional
waka diction and association to create a small but penetrating commentary on the
historical image of the mountain village. Stating that the mountain village would be
bearable were it not for autumn makes no sense whatsoever unless the reader understands
the conventional associations of both poetic tropes. Though Saigyō seems to be
privileging a personal, experiential perspective on the mountain village, he is
nevertheless engaging in a conversation, through his poems, with the mountain village of
the waka tradition, tweeking it where necessary to fit his own experience and his own
poetic and religious ideals of the yamazato.
For example, while retaining the conventional lonely imagery of the mountain
village, Saigyō intensified the emotive connotations of life in a mountain village and
helped expand the image of the mountain village in waka poetry as a place of religious
reclusion. Saigyō was one of the first poets to use the word aware, meaning “pathos,” or
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“to be moved by pathos” in a yamazato poem.175 I have already cited several poems that
use the term aware. Following is another Saigyō poem that happens to be the first
example of aware and yamazato used together in an imperial anthology.

たれ住みてあはれ知るらん山里の雨降りすさむ夕暮の空
tare sumite aware shiru ran / yamazato no ame furi susamu yufugure no sora
Who lives in this mountain village and now knows pathos?
rain pouring down in torrents in the evening sky
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 1640)

In this poem, Saigyō infers that it is the experience of torrential rain while living in the
mountain village that enables one to understand aware. This is a powerful assertion, part
of Saigyō’s expansion of the connotative possibilities of aware in waka poetry.176 The
following poem is an example of Saigyō’s designating yamazato as a fitting place for one
to realize aware, or a means by which one may understand aware.

あはれ知りて誰かわけ来む山里の雪ふりうづむ庭の夕暮
aware shirite tare ka wake komu / yamazato no yuki furi uzumu niha no yufugure
Who will understand the pathos of this place and make their way here?
dusk in my mountain village garden blanketed in snow

The only poet to precede Saigyō’s use of aware in a yamazato poem was Murasaki
Shikibu in Genji monogatari. Her usage of aware differs from Saigyō’s, as the
connotations of aware in Murasaki’s time were very different and more closely tied to a
courtly sensibility. Saigyō’s aware is more closely tied to a Buddhist realization of the
pathetic nature of things. See Rohlich, pp. 143 – 46.
175

176

For example, see my discussion of Saigyō’s shigi tatsu sawa poem in chapter seven.
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1576) [1485]

Unlike the previous poem, the poet is now the resident of the mountain village, and it is
implied that he (and perhaps only he) understands the pathos (aware) of the snowcovered mountain village. Saigyō seems to privilege winter images of yamazato as the
most profound and conducive to realizations of aware and the essence of yamazato. In the
following poem, Saigyō continues this trend and intensifies it with the use of unusual
diction.

冬枯れのすさまじげなる山里に月のすむこそあわれなりけれ
fuyu-gare no susamajige naru yamazato ni / tsuki no sumu koso aware nari kere
The eerie mountain village all withered in winter—
the clear moon here is so moving!
(Sankashū, Winter, 564) [517]

This is perhaps the first usage of susamaji, meaning “eery,” “creepy,” or “frightening,” in
waka poetry. A rarely used term even after Saigyō’s time, Saigyō’s use of this word
indicates his effort to search out new ways to express what he experienced in his
mountain village, wherever it may have been. Unlike the other prominent usage of
susamaji with yamazato found in Shinkokinshū and cited earlier,

山里の風すさまじき夕暮にこのは乱れてものぞかなしき
yamazato no kaze susamajiki yufugure ni / ko no ha midarete mono zo kanashiki
At dusk the bone-chilling wind in this mountain village
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scatters the leaves and all is miserable
(Shinkokinshū, Winter, 564, Hideyoshi)

in which Hideyoshi uses the word to describe the wind, employing a more traditional
reading of susamaji, meaning “cold,” Saigyō describes the entire scene of the mountain
village as susamajige, meaning “eery.” The emphasis on a stark, monochromatic palette
and a highly subjective assertion of the poet’s own understanding of both the place and
the poetics of the place is perfectly suited to the Shinkokinshū era and its poetry.
Saigyō also participated in the linking of yamazato to tonsei in several of his
poems. It goes without saying that Saigyō’s earliest audiences (and all subsequent readers,
for that matter) would have read any of Saigyō’s mountain village poems with the
understanding that Saigyō was a monk recluse who actually spent time living in the
mountains. Whether individual poems were read as distinct reflections of Saigyō’s
experiences in reclusion is debatable; however, we can assume with nearly all of Saigyō’s
yamazato poems that he is expressing himself from the stance of a tonseisha, or religious
recluse who has rejected the world in favor of the yamazato, which by implication is a
space conducive to the religious aspirations of a tonseisha. I have already cited poem
2170, in which Saigyō wishes for a companion who also despises the world. In the
following poem, Saigyō goes even further, linking the yamazato and its scenery to tonsei,
claiming that the scenery itself expresses a disdain for the world.

遁世の後山家にてよみ侍りける

山里は庭のこずえの音までも世をすさみたるけしきなるかな
yamazato ha niha no kozue no oto made mo / yo wo susami taru keshiki naru kana
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After renouncing the world, I composed the following while in my mountain home
This mountain village, even in the sound of the rustling treetops,
seems to despise the world!
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2084) [433]

Saigyō transformed the yamazato itself into a literal manifestation of the tonsei ideal. Not
only is it a proper place to escape the world and live in solitude, it is a place which by the
nature of its scenic elements expresses the very sentiments that the tonseisha expresses by
leaving the world behind. Such an intimate correlation between the mountain village and
tonsei, in which yamazato becomes not only a symbol of weltschmerz but a natural
manifestation of the very principle, is a bold poetic and religious rendering of the
yamazato topos unseen before Saigyō’s poetry. Furthermore, the poetic rubric of
yamazato, which was so conducive to the ideals of tonsei and shugyō, surely influenced
not only Saigyō’s fondness for and innovative expression of the yamazato topos, but also
his own decision to actually live in seclusion deep in the mountains. The following poem
expresses as much.

何となく住ままほしくぞ思ほゆるしかあはれなる秋の山里
nani to naku suma mahoshiku zo omohoyuru / shika aware naru aki no yamazato
Somehow I’m simply drawn to live here,
this poignant mountain village in fall when I hear the deer’s pathetic cry
(Sankashū, Autumn, 477) [435]
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Conclusion
Ienaga Saburō points out that many Heian-period aristocrats were informed of the
aspects and enjoyments of thatched huts and mountain villages through visual depictions
of these spaces on byōbu (painted screens) and painted fans. Many yamazato poems
throughout the Heian period were composed while viewing a painting rather than an
actual locale (41-43). Rohlich is correct when he points out that yamazato came to
function much like an utamakura—poets looked to depictions of thatched huts and
mountain villages with their poetic associations, rather than the real places, in composing
poems. As Ienaga asserts, this changed in the medieval period, as more poets and monks
retreated from the degenerate and tumultuous society of the capital to mountain settings
in which they could pursue religious and artistic goals in peace and relative solitude (4355). Saigyō was among the first major poets of the late Heian period to thoroughly absorb
the poetics of sōan and yamazato and combine these poetic ideals with actual experience
in these spaces as a religious recluse.
As we have seen in this chapter, Saigyō argued for an experiential version of sōan
and yamazato in his poems. While he employed traditional diction and associations
connected with thatched huts and mountain villages, he also introduced new words and
images borne of actual experience and privileged his own experience when describing the
space he inhabited in the mountains. Thus, the traditional poetics of sōan and yamazato
combined with lived experience to inform Saigyō’s expression of these tropes in his
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poetry.177 This combination of poetics and life became very important to the development
of Saigyō’s legendary image, as I will discuss in part three.
However, Saigyō’s emphasis on the real experience of thatched huts and
mountain villages is more a reflection of his technique than a reflection of his actual life.
By foregrounding the subjective self, Saigyō is able to privilege his own version of these
important poetic and religious spaces. The lifestyle of a tonseisha (religious recluse),
specifically the own poet’s lifestyle, becomes the honka, or the cantus firmus upon which
Saigyō based his melody of life in the mountains. Saigyō’s unique vision of what
thatched hut and mountain village life was like made the world of sōan and yamazato that
he created not simply an extension, or development, of a poetic trope, but something
unique to the poet himself. Thereby, Saigyō created a world of poetics and religious
practice that became inseparable from the poet himself.
Saigyō’s emphasis on the real experience, or the poet’s own unique experience, of
sōan and yamazato, while more a matter of technique than biography, nevertheless
contributed to centuries of biographical readings of his poems. I will illustrate by
referring to some modern scholars’ responses to a few poems from this chapter—
hopefully, the reader will recognize the differences in analytical style when compared to
what I have attempted in this chapter.
山里にうき世いとはむ人もがなくやしくすぎし昔かたらむ
yamazato ni ukiyo itohamu hito mo ga na / kuyashiku sugishi mukashi kataramu
How I’d like to have someone else in this mountain village who despises the wretched
world!
We’d talk over our lamentable past
177

See appendix three for a discussion of Saigyō’s yama fukami poems, in which he reinvents life in the mountains, showing how it is different from the traditional poetics of
yamazato and sōan, and claims experience as superior to poetics.
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(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2170) [547]

The modern scholar Kubota Shōichirō writes of this poem:

In this poem, longing for human companionship while in dire straits—the very
most basic human emotion—is expressed in a direct fashion. . . . It is easy to
imagine that, for someone as ornery and highly sensitive as Saigyō, human friends
were not so easily attained. His saying such things as, “I wish I had a friend,” and
“I wish there were another here,” is not a confession borne of an average, shallow,
co-dependent feeling, and the poet himself surely understood this.178

Kubota ignores Saigyō’s technique in this poem (such as foregrounding of the subjective
self), opting instead for conjecture on the nature of Saigyō’s personality. Ishida
Yoshisada simply states: “He regrets his life in the wretched world. And yet, after all, he
wants to talk to someone about the wretched world. It is very Saigyō-esque when he
states that he wants a friend with which to commiserate.”179 Ishida is not analyzing the
poem and its style—he is describing Saigyō’s feelings. His only judgment is that the
poem is very “Saigyō-esque.” The following poem expresses a similar sentiment to the
above, and has been received in a similar fashion by modern scholars.

さびしさにたへたる人のまたもあれな庵ならべむ冬の山里
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See Saigyō no kenkyū: Saigyō no waka ni tsuite no kenkyū. Tōkyōdō, 1962, pp. 616-

18.
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See Watabe Tamotsu, Sankashū zenchūkai, p. 1088.
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sabishisa ni tahe taru hito no mata mo are na / ihori narabemu fuyu no yamazato

I wish there were another here who could bear this loneliness;
we’d build our huts side by side in this wintry mountain village
(Sankashū, Winter, 560) [513]

Kubota Utsuho writes of this poem: “Along with his dauntless heart of shugyō was his
loneliness as a human being. Buddhist practice for Saigyō was not something natural and
fun—it was a forced, unnatural thing, which eventually caused a crack, and that crack
became loneliness.” Watabe Tamotsu writes that this assessment represents “a deep
human understanding of Saigyō.”180 What about a deep understanding of the poem? What
about a deep understanding of Saigyō’s poetics—not just Saigyō’s personality? While
reading Saigyō’s poems in order to answer the question, “Who was Saigyō the human
being?” is a perfectly legitimate undertaking, too many waka scholars have become
obsessed with this biographical pursuit and have ignored the aspects of the poems
themselves that inform this type of reading. Finally, the following poem has also illicited
biographical readings rather than critical assessments.

山里は秋の末にぞ思ひ知るかなしかりけりこがらしの風
yamazato ha aki no sue ni zo omohi shiru / kanashikari keri kogarashi no kaze
I’ve truly come to know the mountain village—
how depressing! the blustery cold wind
(Sankashū, Autumn, 532) [487]
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See Sankashū zenchūkai, pp. 298-99.
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Kawada Jun writes: “The pause achieved by cutting the poem at ‘kanashikari keri’ in fact
perfectly matches the movement of the poet’s heart at that time.”181 How does Kawada
know if this phrase is a direct reflection of what Saigyō was feeling in his heart “at that
time?” Kawada is reading into the heart of the poet, rather than parsing the poem.
Similarly, Kubota Utsuho writes: “This is an incomparable poem, but also a poem which
touches upon the personality of the human being Saigyō.”182 As I explained earlier, this
poem is a fine example of Saigyō’s method of foregrounding the subject—making the
experience, concerns, and judgements of the poet foremost in the expressive content of
the poem. Saigyō is not simply describing life in a mountain village. He is describing his
experience in a mountain village. Even this, however, is not the foremost thing to
consider in this poem. The foregrounded expressive element is that of the Saigyō’s
judgment of yamazato. He is declaring that the essence of a mountain village is to be
understood by living there and experiencing the place, particularly when cold blustery
winds heralding the beginning of winter blow, causing the poet to be filled with sorrow.
The scholars I have cited above have ignored what this poem tells us about Saigyō’s
poetics.183 They seem more interested in what this poem tells us about Saigyō. They fall
into this trap precisely because of the poetic techniques I have described. This is why I
claim that a new, dispassionate assessment of Saigyō’s poetics is necessary. Not only will
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See Watabe, Sankashū zenchūkai, pp. 281-82.
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Ibid.

Ishida Yoshisada, Kubota Utsuho, Kawada Jun, and Watabe Tamotsu are all Saigyō
scholars from an earlier generation. Contemporary Saigyō scholars, however, remain
obsessed with the image of Saigyō the human being in his poetry. See the introduction
and conclusion to part two for a discussion of one such scholar, Mitsuda Kazunobu.
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my analysis of Saigyō’s poetics illuminate the mechanisms that set in motion the
formation of Saigyō’s legend—it also illustrates the reasons for centuries of biographical
readings of the poems themselves.
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Chapter Six
Saigyō’s Poetic World: Tabiji & Utamakura
Introduction
By the end of the Kamakura period, it was the image of the traveler that was most
closely associated with Saigyō. Many factors contributed to this aspect of his personality
and poetics dominating in legendary materials surrounding Saigyō. Of course, there were
more and more itinerant monks traveling about the country, especially those spreading
Pure Land faith. By the Muromachi period, there were also itinerant poets who traveled
the country—some seeking out the same famous poetic sites as Saigyō did, and many
who were trying to make a living by imparting their poetic knowledge (including secret
transmissions such as the Kokin denju) for a price. People of all classes tended to be more
mobile in general as major thoroughfares, such as the Tōkaidō, became more accessible
and safely traveled. Pilgrimage, as well, increased dramatically. The most popular
pilgrimages of the time were to the thirty-three holy sites of the Kinai area, Kumano, and
Ise, all areas Saigyō traversed more than once.
By the Edo period, Saigyō had become in popular legend and stories the
consummate traveling poet/priest. Local legends of Saigyō’s many travels appear in
nearly every province of pre-modern Japan.184 The word “saigyō” came to denote
wandering about the country, and even turned into a verb, saigyō suru, meaning to travel
about the country, sometimes as a traveling salesman. The famous haikai poet Matsuo
Bashō helped cement Saigyō’s reputation as the poet possessed of wanderlust by
See Kinoshita Motoichi, ed. Saigyō densetsu no setsuwa, denshōgakuteki kenkyū. N.p.,
2001; Kinoshita Motoichi and Uchida Yasuhiro, eds. “Saigyō denshō, Saigyōzō sōran:
dōjidai kara kindai made.” Kokubungaku: Kaishaku to kyōzai no kenkyū 30.4 (1985):
100-110.
184
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retracing Saigyō’s steps in Michinoku and recording his trip in Oku no hosomichi. It
comes as a surprise to some, then, that Saigyō was fairly sedentary for much of his life,
and only made perhaps four or five major trips to far off places. However, he was
nevertheless very mobile (and more mobile than most of his contemporaries), and
traveled extensively around the areas of western Japan. At the end of the Heian period
many in the capital were finally beginning to, of their own accord, venture forth from the
longtime center of government and culture to discover the previously poeticized
countryside, including famous poetic sites, long-established religious sites previously cut
off from all but the most devoted priestly communities, and distant provinces before only
the dwelling of “barbarians.” Saigyō led the way in this “reclaiming” of rural Japan as a
place of actual poetic and religious fulfillment through direct experience, whereas it was
formerly only the province of the imaginative poetic musings of urban aristocrats.

Travel 旅
Saigyō composed relatively few poems that used the word tabi—eleven—
compared to at least thirty sōan (thatched hut) poems and around seventy yamazato
(mountain village) poems. It is somewhat surprising to note, then, that following Saigyō’s
death, it was the image of a traveler that came to the fore in the growth of his legend.
However, Saigyō composed many poems while traveling that did not necessarily mention
the term “travel.” We can determine this from the headnotes, or kotoba-gaki, of many of
his poems. By searching the prefaces of Saigyō’s poems for words typically associated
with travel, then checking the context of the poem, we can determine that many of
Saigyō’s poems, while not mentioning the word “travel” or expressing typical travel
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sentiments, such as loneliness, can in fact be included in a survey of his travel poems.
Appendix six contains three tables which lists words I have searched using Kokka
taikan185 to produce a general sense of the number of Saigyō’s poems that were certainly
composed either on the topic of travel, or while traveling.
Saigyō composed several dozen poems either on the topic of travel (nine of the
fifteen poems that have the word tabi in their prefaces are dai-ei, composed on a set topic
and not necessarily while traveling) or while traveling. Some of the poems composed
while traveling really have little to do with the traditional poetic trope of travel, but
nevertheless have been received as travel poems, or at least expressive of Saigyō’s
penchant for travel. We must look at individual poems to understand how Saigyō
expressed tabi in his poetry. I will begin by briefly outlining the traditional associations
of “travel” in poetry from major anthologies previous to Saigyō’s time, then move on to a
discussion of Saigyō’s reception of this topos and its relationship to both his travel poetry
and his actual travels.
A thorough treatment of travel poetry from Manyōshū to Shinkokinshū is beyond
the scope of this study. However, I will trace some general trends in the development of
the travel topos. Travel as a category did not exist in Manyōshū, making it difficult to
thoroughly assess the subject in this earliest anthology. However, there are several
groupings of poems on the subject of travel, such as those found in the Miscellaneous
sections of fascicle seven and fascicle twelve. There are a plethora of poems employing
the names of famous places (名所 meisho), including utamakura poems (歌枕). While

Shinpen Kokka Taikan Henshū Iinkai, eds. Shinpen kokka taikan. Kadokawa Shoten,
1983.
185
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poems on famous places or utamakura might often imply travel, I will confine this
discussion to poems on the subject of travel.
The travel poems of fascicle seven are entitled kiryo ni shite tsukuru (羈旅にして
作る), meaning “on travel.” These poems follow three sets of poems on Yoshino,
Yamashiro, and Settsu, and are similar in their use of various meisho (famous place) site
names. However, the travel set is somewhat more general in its depiction of travel. In
these ninety poems, marine imagery dominates, indicating that these poems were tied to
travel by boat, or perhaps the departure of fishermen. Bird imagery is prevalent as well,
indicating that fowl, especially migratory fowl, were symbols of travel. Travel in
Manyōshū, as in all later poetry, was tied to loneliness and longing for those left
behind.The first poem of this set is typical.

家離り旅にしあれば秋風の寒き夕に雁鳴き渡る
ihezakari tabi ni shi areba akikaze no / sabuki yufuhe ni kari naki wataru
Away from home, traveling, the autumn wind
is cold this evening as a wild goose cries in the sky
(Manyōshū, Fascicle Seven, Miscellaneous, 1161, Anonymous)186

While the travel poems of fascicle seven are highly descriptive of the landscape of
the countryside, those of fascicle twelve are more expressive of the emotions of travel,
namely, longing for the loved one. This set of fifty three poems is entitled kiryo hasshi
(羈旅発思), meaning “thinking of someone while traveling.” These poems are from the

Manyōshū numbers refer to Aoki Takako, et. al, Eds. Manyōshū. Shincho Nihon Koten
Shūsei. 1978.
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perspective of a man traveling, and precede a set of 31 poems entitled hibetsuka (悲別歌),
or “poems lamenting parting,” which are from the perspective of the wife or lover who is
seeing her husband or lover off on a trip. Both are filled with images of sad departure and
intense longing for home and loved ones. The following poem is typical.

我妹子や夢に見え来と大和道の渡り瀬ごとに手向けぞ我がする
wagimoko ya ime ni mie ko to / Yamatoji no watarize goto ni tamuke zo waga suru
My beloved—come to me in a dream!
at each stream’s crossing on the road to Yamato I press my hands in prayer!
(Manyōshū, Fascicle Twelve, Thoughts of Travel, 3128, Hitomaro)

Besides the emotive content of sad parting, loneliness, and longing for spouses, this set of
poems introduces many of the related imagery of travel that would become part of the
topos in imperial anthologies of the Heian period, such as kusamakura (草枕), “pillow of
grass,” tabine (旅寝), “rest from travel,” marone (丸寝), “sleeping with one’s clothes
on,” longing to return to the capital, and memories of the wife’s clothing, especially the
“cords” (紐), an erotic image indicating the man’s longing for the intimate
companionship of his wife. The following poem is typical.

里離り遠からなくに草枕旅とし思へばなほ恋ひにけり
satosakari tōkaranaku ni kusamakura / tabi to shi omoheba naho kohi ni keri
Leaving home, but not really so far away, I lie on a grass pillow—
and yet, when I think of this travel, I miss her all the more!
(Manyōshū, Fascicle Twelve, Thoughts of Travel, 3134, Anonymous)
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Kiryo, or travel, became a standard section of imperial anthologies beginning with
Kokinshū, though there are only sixteen travel poems included in this first imperial
anthology. Kokinshū continues many of the same images found in travel poems from
Manyōshū, though the intensity of longing is somewhat subdued. Images of boats leaving
are repeated, as in the following poem attributed to Hitomarō.

ほのぼのとあかしのうらのあさぎりにしまがくれゆく舟をしぞ思ふ
honobono to Akashi no ura no asagiri ni / shimagakure yuku fune wo shi zo omofu
So faint in the morning mist of Akashi Bay,
my thoughts go with the boat as it slips behind the islands
(Kokinshū, Travel, 409)187

The capital as the object of longing gains strength in Kokinshū, and images of grass
pillows and slumber continue as well.

山かくすはるのかすみぞうらめしきいづれ宮このさかひなるらん
yama kakusu haru no kasumi zo urameshiki / izure miyako no sakahi naru ran
How I despise the spring mist that hides the mountains—
where might the borders of the capital lie?
(Kokinshū, Travel, 413, Oto)

夜をさむみをくはつしもをはらひつつ草の枕にあまたたびねぬ
Numbers for Kokinshū poems refer to Saeki Umetomo, Ed. Kokinshū. Nihon Koten
Bungaku Taikei, vol 8. 1958.
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yo wo samumi oku hatsu-shimo wo harahi tsutsu / kusa no makura ni amata tabine nu
The night is so cold, I brush the first frost from my pillow of grass—
how many nights I have slept on the road of travel!
(Kokinshū, Travel, 416, Mitsune)

Images of sleeping alone, wild geese, praying for safe return, sadness, and longing
for loved ones and the capital continue through the imperial anthologies of the Heian
period. To these images are added many of tears and tear-soaked sleeves, deepening the
sense of longing and sadness. Following are several examples of the fairly stable,
conservative development of the travel trope in imperial waka anthologies.

四五月ばかり、とほきくにへまかりくだらむとするころ、郭公をききて

ほととぎすきては旅をや鳴渡る我は別のをしき宮こを
hototogisu kite ha tabi wo ya naki wataru / ware ha wakare no oshiki miyako wo
Around the fourth or fifth month, when I was on my way to a far-off province, I
heard the cuckoo
The cuckoo comes and cries—about travel, perhaps?
I cry because I am loathe to leave the capital
(Gosenshū, Summer, 176, Anonymous)

月旅宿友といへることをよめる

くさまくらこのたびねにぞ思ひしる月よりほかのともなかりけり
kusamakura kono tabine ni zo omohi shiru / tsuki yori hoka no tomo nakari keri
On the topic of the moon, travel lodge, and friend
Resting from travel on a pillow of grass, I have come to know
I have no friends but the moon
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(Kinyōshū, Autumn, 176, Chūmyō)

法性寺入道内大臣のときの歌合に、旅宿雁といへる心をよめる

さ夜ふかき雲ゐに雁もおとすなりわれひとりやは旅の空なる
sayo fukaki kumoi ni kari mo oto su nari / ware hitori ya ha tabi no sora naru
At a poetry contest in the time of the Hosshōji Acolyte Minister, on the topic of
travel, lodge, and wild goose
In the deep of night a wild goose calls in the clouds—
I am not the only traveler under this sky!
(Senzaishū, Travel, 508, Masamitsu)

By the time of Senzaishū, the travel topos had begun to expand. Forty seven poems were
included in the travel section of Senzaishū. That number swelled to ninety four in
Shinkokinshū. Tabine (rest from travel) came to the fore as the most popular element of
travel poems, while “pillow of grass” also remained popular. Dreams, night, and the
moon came to be associated with travel as well. The association of thatched huts and
weather (usually shigure) with travel, though precedents existed from Manyōshū, became
more prominent at this time as well.
One important development at the time of Senzaishū was the association of travel
with mujō. The following poem is an example.

高野にまうで侍りけるみちにてよみ侍りける

さだめなきうき世の中としりぬればいづこも旅の心ちこそすれ
sadame naki ukiyo no naka to shiri nureba / izuko mo tabi no kokochi koso sure
Composed while on the road to Kōya
When I understand that all in this wretched world is uncertain,
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I feel I am traveling, no matter where I go
(Senzaishū, Travel, 517, Kakuhō)

Travel had been tied to mujō in Buddhist scripture, but the association was not often
made in waka previous to this time. The status of the thatched hut as a symbol of
impermanence helped strengthen this tie.
The Shinkokinshū era saw further expansion of the travel topos to include an
increasing number of related imagery, such as michi, or michinobe (road/roadside), sode
(sleeves, both soaked by tears and blown by the wind), furusato (hometown), omokage
(visage), tsuki (moon), aki (autumn), and yo (night). Whereas travel poetry in Manyōshū
was highly emotive and direct in its expression of intense longing for one’s spouse, travel
poetry in Shinkokinshū exhibited more aesthetic distance, with the concept of travel
becoming a springboard for the creation of certain natural scenes that conveyed
loneliness or subdued beauty. In this way, travel often became simply one element of a
broader scene and a broader expression of solitude or natural beauty (especially in the
poems of Teika). Following is an example of this trend.

道すがら富士の煙もわかざりき晴るるまもなき空のけしきに
michi sugara Fuji no keburi mo wakazari ki / haruru ma mo naki sora no keshiki ni
Along the road I could not make out Fuji’s smoke,
for the sky would not clear at all
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 975, Yoritomo)
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The dialectic of the capital vs. the countryside continued in Shinkokinshū, and to it was
added the image of the furusato as the object of longing. The replacement of the spouse
with miyako or furusato is indicative of the aesthetic distance created through mimesis in
many Shinkokinshū poems. The following is typical.

都にもいまや衣をうつの山夕霜はらふつたのした道
miyako ni mo ima ya koromo wo utsu no yama / yufushimo harafu tsuta no shita michi
In the capital now perhaps she fulls her robes—
at Mt. Utsu I brush the evening frost from my robes on this vine-choked trail188
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 982, Teika)

The moon, especially the autumn moon, was more often associated with travel in
Shinkokinshū than in previous anthologies. A set of nine moon poems (930 – 938) from
the Travel section are indicative of the expanded use of moon imagery. I will cite the last
of this set, a poem by Saigyō.

月みばと契りおきてし故郷の人もこよひ袖ぬらすらん
tsuki miba to chigiri okite shi furusato no / hito mo koyohi sode nurasu ran
That one at home with whom I promised, “whenever we see the moon. . .”
surely soaks her sleeves this night!
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 938)

188

There is a pun on utsu, to pound out clothing after washing (to full), and the name of
Mt. Utsu. Though, unavoidably, I use “she” to refer to the poet’s wife in translation, there
is no direct reference to the wife in the original, the “capital” being an indirect reference.
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Finally, Shinkokinshū continued the trend of symbolizing mujō with tabi. The
following two poems, both by Buddhist priests, are fine examples.

悟りゆくまことの道に入りぬれば恋しかるべき故郷もなし
satori yuku makoto no michi ni iri nureba / kohishi karu beki furusato mo nashi
Once you enter the true path to enlightenment,
you no longer have a hometown to long for
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 985, Jien)

故郷へ帰らんことはあすか川わたらぬさきに淵瀬たがふな
furusato he kaheran koto ha asukagawa / wataranu saki ni fuchise tagafu na
Perhaps I’ll have to go home tomorrow, for at Asuka River
the depths and the shallows change before I can cross!
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 986, Sokaku)

In Jien’s poem, the road of travel is replaced by the road to enlightenment. Furthermore,
longing for the hometown, a symbol of return, is disparaged as a sign of religious
backsliding. Jien very skillfully uses the traditional associated imagery of travel to craft a
poem that expresses the ideal of shukke. Sokaku’s poem expresses the everchanging
nature of the world, the unpredictable and treacherous depths and shallows of Asuka
River being a symbol of mujō.
Saigyō certainly was a part of this Shinkokinshū-era expansion of the travel trope.
In fact, he likely influenced the poets and compilers of Shinkokinshū in their poetic
rendering of the travel topos. If we look strictly at Saigyō’s poems that include the word
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tabi, we find a number of innovations. Appendix six contains all eleven of Saigyō’s tabi
poems. I will discuss several of them in greater detail in order to demonstrate how Saigyō
re-shaped this topos in his poems.
Poem 268 exemplifies Saigyō’s penchant for discreet scenery, rather than broad
strokes of panoramic description.

旅行草深と云事を

旅人の分くる夏野の草しげみは末に菅のおがさはづれて
tabibito no wakuru natsuno no kusa shigemi / hazue ni suge no ogasa hazurete
On the topic of travel and deep grasses
A traveler makes his way through the summer fields, the grasses so high
that only his sedge hat appears above the leaf tips
(Sankashū, Summer, 268) [237]

In this poem, while “summer fields” are mentioned, Saigyō focuses the second half of the
poem on the traveler’s hat bobbing just barely above the tips of the grasses. “Sedge hat”
is a phrase quite rare in waka. There are five examples from Manyōshū, but the phrase
does not appear in a major anthology again until Horikawa Hyakushu of the 12th century,
where it is used three times. These are the only usages prior to Saigyō’s time. While
travel hats, fields, and grasses were all associated with travel, Saigyō’s poem represents a
fresh and innovative image. Saigyō accomplished this primarily through the use of
hazurete, meaning to bob up and down, or to poke out so as to be barely in sight. There
were no usages of this word in waka previous to Saigyō’s time.
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In poem 458, Saigyō uses another word not previously found in travel poetry—
aware.

旅宿月

あはれ知る人みたらばと思ふかな旅ねのとこにやどる月かげ
aware shiru hito mitaraba to omofu kana / tabine no toko ni yadoru tsuki kage
On the topic of travel lodge and moon
How I wish someone who knows the pathos of things could see
the moon’s reflection in this bed where I rest from my travels
(Sankashū, Autumn, 458) [416]

While loneliness and longing were often associated with travel, aware was not used in
travel poems previous to Saigyō’s time.189 In this poem Saigyō describes the moon as
aware, or moving in its pathos. In the following poem, he makes the point that the moon
is all the more moving when one is traveling, especially compared to the moon while
viewed in the capital.

都にて月をあはれと思ひしはかずにもあらぬすさびなりけり
miyako nite tsuki wo aware to omohi shi ha / kazu ni mo aranu susabi nari keri
In the capital I thought the moon to be so moving,
but that was just trivial amusement
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 937)

189

There is one example in the Travel section of Shinkokinshū (974), by the priest Gaen
(1138 – 1223), that likely post-dates Saigyō’s poem.
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Saigyō again uses aware to describe the moon, implying that it is truly moving in its
sadness, or pathos, if viewed while traveling. The most innovative feature of this poem is
its play upon the traditional comparison of the capital with the countryside. In most travel
poetry in which the capital is mentioned, the capital was the object of longing, or at least
a mimetic symbol of longing for a loved one. The countryside was disparaged as a place
of loneliness and separation when compared to the capital. However, this poem
disparages the capital when compared to the countryside, for it is outside the capital that
the poet finds the moon to be truly aware. “Trivial amusement” is a very strong
denunciation of the courtly sensibility Saigyō seems to be working against in this poem.
Saigyō is arguing, as he does in other poems, for an experiential reassessment of the trope
of travel, or the moon, or any number of poetic subjects.
In Saigyō’s re-examination of travel poetry, he found ways to express the more
upbeat aspects of travel while still recognizing and expressing the long-established
association of solitude and homesickness. In the following poem, any trace of longing for
home or lonesome discontent has vanished.

木のもとに旅ねをすれば吉野やま花のふすまをきする春風
ko no moto ni tabine wo sureba Yoshinoyama / hana no fusuma wo kisuru harukaze
When I rest from my travels under a tree in Yoshino’s mountains,
the spring breeze lays a blanket of blossoms on me
(Sankashū, Spring, 136) [125]

In this poem, the use of fusuma, meaning “bedding,” is unusual, but a completely logical
extension of the tabine (sleep while traveling) image. “Yoshino,” “spring breeze,” and
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“blossoms” are all utterly hackneyed expressions. However, Saigyō has combined these
images in a completely new expression of an image previously not found in waka, let
alone in travel poetry. Furthermore, this poem carries none of the gloomy or lonely
associations of travel. It is an esthetic image that manages to transcend the traditional
parameters of the travel topos.
Saigyō’s travel poetry, of course, is not limited to those poems that mention the
word tabi. Though a thorough assessment of all Saigyō’s travel poems is beyond the
scope of this brief overview, I will analyze three of Saigyō’s travel poems here in order to
emphasize Saigyō’s inventive re-working of this poetic trope.
In the following poem, composed during Saigyō’s first trip to northern Japan,
around 1143 or 1144, the poet employs conventional imagery and diction, yielding a
poem full of the sorrow traditionally associated with travel.

駿河の国久野の山寺にて月を見てよみける

涙のみかきくらさるる旅なれやさやかに見よと月はすめども
namida nomi kaki kurasaruru tabi nare ya / sayaka ni miyo to tsuki ha sumedomo
At a mountain temple at Kuno in Suruga Province, composed while viewing the moon
Nothing but tears darken this dreary travel,
though the bright moon seems to say “View me clearly now!”
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1173) [1087]

The poet’s tears are also rain, meaning that the sky has been clouded over (kaki
kurasaruru) and drizzly during his trip, which heightens the sadness and loneliness of
travel, causing the poet’s eyes to be constantly clouded by tears (kaki kurasaruru).
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Though kaki kurasu appeared in waka previous to Saigyō’s time, it appeared infrequently,
and always appeared in love poems. The phrase also appeared often in prose of the Heian
period. An associated word (engo) of rain, kaki kurasu implies the clouding over and
darkening of the sky. Rain being a symbol of tears, kaki kurasu can also imply the
clouding over of the poet’s teary eyes. It is also used to imply the darkening of the poet’s
heart, almost always an indication of sadness due to lost love. The parallelism of the
poet’s tears and rain was not Saigyō’s innovation. However, the use of kaki kurasu (or
kurasaruru) with tsuki (moon) was unusual.190 I can find only one example previous to
Saigyō, and it is a love poem. Saigyō’s use of kaki kurasaruru in an obvious travel poem,
then, is unique. Though the association of kaki kurasaruru with love poetry would be
strong enough for the simple use of the phrase in a poem to indicate sorrow at love lost,
there seems to be no indication that Saigyō is using the phrase to imply thwarted romance.
Rather, the word is used for its implicit imagery—darkening, or clouding over—and its
parallelism with the actual natural scenery of the sky. As is the case with many of
Saigyō’s innovative uses of diction, kaki kurasu becomes quite popular in poetry of the
medieval period. Thus, though the diction and sentiment found in this poem are not
unusual, the combination of imagery is innovative. Furthermore, Saigyō’s use of diction
normally found in love poetry to express something other than longing or sorrow at love
lost is original, but typical of Saigyō.
In the following poem, Saigyō compares the physical act of traveling with the
figurative journey of life.

See Sankashū 571, 733 (524, 670) for examples of Saigyō’s more conventional use of
kaki kurasu.
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東の方へ、相識りたりける人の許へまかりけるに、小夜の中山見しことの昔になりけるを思
ひ出でられて

年たけてまた越ゆべしと思ひきや命なりけり小夜の中山
toshi takete mata koyu beshi to omohi ki ya / inochi nari keri Saya no Nakayama
When going to the East to visit someone I knew, I recalled seeing Saya no
nakayama long ago
Did I ever imagine I would make this pass again in my old age?
Such is life! Sayanonaka mountain
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 987; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2130) [113]

This poem comes from Saigyō’s second trip to Michinoku, when the poet was sixty nine
years old. Saigyō himself considered this to be one of his most successful poems, and it
remains one of his best-known works. The modern scholar Kubota Shōichirō states that
we should consider this poem to be the very peak of all Saigyō’s works. Another modern
scholar, Kawada Jun, calls it “Saigyō’s masterpiece of all masterpieces.”191 These
scholars and others correctly point out that this poem represents a broad-minded
expansion of the possibilities of waka poetry by enlarging the scope of the poem to
include a statement on the very nature of life itself. While some interpret inochi nari keri
(“such is life”) to mean that Saigyō could not have seen Saya no nakayama again if he
were not alive, this is far too obvious a statement. Of course he would not see Saya no
nakayama again if it were not for the extension of his life. There must be more to the
statement than this simple affirmation.
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See Watabe Tamotsu, Sankashū zenchūkai, p. 1067.
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Kawada Jun takes inochi to mean “fate.” Ozaki Hisami considers the poem to be a
paean of thanksgiving to the Buddha.192 Both may be correct, but are mutually restrictive.
Saigyō’s use of the word inochi in this case seems to indicate a much broader
interpretation of the meaning of “life.” Indeed, this poem is a statement on the meaning
of life itself. Inochi nari keri, comprising the fourth line of the poem, presents an abrupt
break where we would expect the poem to flow from the fourth to the fifth line. The first
three lines, of course, consist of a unified statement, or question. We would expect the
second half of the poem to be a unified answer to the question. However, nari keri
represents a single statement, while Saya no nakayama seems to be another. Nari keri
implies a sense of surprise, or exclamation. Hence I have included an exclamation mark
in my translation. How is the simple repetition of the place name Saya no nakayama
related to this statement, however?
Saigyō could have rendered the transition from fourth to fifth line inochi nari keru
Saya no nakayama, directly modifying Saya no nakayama and making it clear that this
mountain is the symbol of life, or at least the poet’s life. He does not, however, make it
this easy. How does inochi nari keri fit into the structure of the poem, then? Morishige
Satoshi correctly points out that this phrase corresponds to beshi of the first half. He
writes: “In this beshi there is a strong feeling of destiny determined by fate. . . . In other
words, he saw something inevitable, something that surpassed Saigyō’s own individual
volition, and thus said beshi.”193 It is this sense of destiny that resonates with inochi nari
keri. But Saigyō is not simply saying that he was destined to see this mountain again. In
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fact, he never thought that he would see it again, and is expressing his surprise at having
done such a thing. If he were simply to say that he was destined to see Saya no nakayama
again, this would be a crass poem. Rather, the key emotive expression of this poem is
Saigyō’s wonderment at having defied even his own expectations (and certainly the
expectations of a society in which few lived to the age of sixty nine) to see Saya no
nakayama again. His own life, perhaps determined by destiny, has been extended to make
this realization possible. However, life itself, in the broadest sense of the word inochi, is
also the cause of Saigyō’s wonderment. Were this poem simply a private musing upon
the poet’s own luck at living so long, it would not have impressed so many readers over
so many centuries. The reader’s own sense of wonderment at the gift of life, with all its
many roads, mountains to climb, and lonely journeys, is surely solicited by the phrase
inochi nari keri, making this poem a powerful expression of something very difficult to
convey in even a lengthy prose explication—the essence of life.
On the more mundane level of diction, this poem exhibits Saigyō’s penchant for
reworking the traditional associations of both travel and poetic places. We cannot ignore
the possibility of equating inochi with tabi in this poem, though as I have shown above,
the associations are even broader. The poem is framed as a travel poem, and we are free
to consider the intervening forty years between Saigyō’s two Michinoku trips to be a
metaphorical journey. In this way travel becomes a metaphor for life. This seems obvious,
and yet such a metaphor was rarely explicitly employed in travel poetry. The
development of travel as a major trope in poetry, prose, and visual arts coincided with the
development of Saigyō’s legendary image in the early medieval period. It was at this time
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that travel became commonly used as a metaphor for life itself, though the analogy
appears earlier in Buddhist scripture.
Saya no nakayama was an utamakura used infrequently in waka poetry previous
to Saigyō. Most poets punned upon the name, as is common in utamakura poetry,
employing phrases such as naka naka (difficult), sayaka (clearly), and yoake (dawn).194
In all cases, Saya no nakayama was a difficult pass representative of the arduous road of
travel and the poet’s longing for home and for loved ones. Images of darkness, difficulty,
and loneliness prevailed. None of this is present in Saigyō’s poem. Though we get a
sense that the road Saigyō traveled as a young man and now approaches as an old man is
indeed arduous, he is not complaining. Rather, he is making a positive, even joyous
exclamation. Saigyō has ignored the conventional associations of Saya no nakayama in
order to startle the reader into a realization similar to the poet’s own insight. He betrays
the conventional expectations of a Saya no nakayama poem in order to highlight the
poet’s own very personal, original insight into the nature of life. The idiosyncratic use of
Saya no nakayama highlights its role not as a conventional utamakura but as an actual
place where the poet came to the realization he expresses in his poem. Thus Saigyō
leaves Saya no nakayama unmodified, freeing it from simple puns and enabling it to
function as a capacious symbolic entity as well as a discreet location along both his
physical and spiritual journey.
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The following is a fitting example:
東路のさやの中山なかなかにあひ見てのちぞわびしかりける
Azumaji no Saya no nakayama naka-naka ni / ahi mite nochi zo wabishi kari keru
Sayanonaka Mountain on the road to Azuma, so difficult
to meet, and yet it is after meeting that is so miserable!
(Gosenshū, Love, 507 Muneyuki)
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Finally, in the following poem sent to Saigyō’s friend and kemari mentor
Narimichi, we find the development of a new travel ideal.

秋、遠く修行し侍りけるに、ほどへける所より、侍従大納言成通の許へ申送りける

あらし吹く峯の木の葉にともなひていづちうかるる心なるらむ
arashi fuku mine no ko no ha ni tomonahite / izuchi ukaruru kokoro naru ramu
In autumn, while carrying out practices far away, from a place very far from the
capital, I sent the following to Advisory Grand Counselor Narimichi
With the leaves of the peak’s trees blown by the blustery winds,
my heart too wanders aimlessly
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1168) [1082]

Though the image of the heart wandering (ukaruru kokoro, akugaruru kokoro) pre-dates
Saigyō, his use of the expression is iconic, influencing later generations of poets.
Previous to Saigyō, the image almost always implied rapture at the site of cherry
blossoms (an expression employed by Saigyō as well), or growing weary of a place and
wishing to leave. However, the image of one’s heart wandering was not tied to the wish
to travel until this poem. What we might call wanderlust was not a conventional element
of the travel topos in waka. Travel was almost always considered as a lonely, arduous,
and unpleasant undertaking, though certain poetic enjoyments might be derived
therefrom. This poem does not go so far as to cast a cheery glow on the impulse to travel,
as its imagery is stark and chilly. Nevertheless, the wanderlust expressed in this and other
Saigyō poems came to be a popular aspect of Saigyō’s poetic life and lived life as travel
became more and more popular in the medieval period. It was during the medieval period,
and especially during the Muromachi period, that travel became a popular and even
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enjoyable undertaking. Pilgrimage as well as tourism became common aspirations of
aristocrats and peasants alike. Saigyō’s image as a perpetually traveling poet/priest,
possessed of a chronic case of wanderlust, fit into this cultural development and his travel
poetry came to be regarded as reflective of the poet’s love for journeying.
To sum up, Saigyō’s expression of the travails and enjoyments of travel ranged
from the conventional to the utterly individual. Furthermore, many of Saigyō’s travel
poems were indeed direct reflections of his actual experience. Whether these poems, as
some scholars insist,195 are more successful or carry greater impact because of this fact is
debatable. Saigyō’s poems composed simply on the topic of travel are often as moving as
his poems known to have been composed while traveling. In the case of his Saya no
nakayama poem, it is difficult to believe he could have composed such a poem without
having experienced what he did. Nevertheless, it was Saigyō’s use of original diction and
innovative arrangements of common diction to produce fresh and often unusual images
that made his travel poetry stand out during his time and become an important force in
the later development of his image as the perpetual wanderer.

Poetic Places 歌枕
Much of Saigyō’s travel consisted of visits to poetic places made famous through
their appearance in waka poetry. He also composed poems mentioning famous poetic
places that he likely did not visit. While some scholars, such as Usuda Shōgo,196 maintain

See Usuda Shōgo, “Saigyō no tabi to utamakura.” Saigyō, Teika. Ed. Nihon bungaku
kenkyū shiryō hankō kai. Yūseidō, 1984; “Saigyō to Yoshinoyama.” Kokubungaku:
kaishaku to kanshō 65.3 (2000): 106-113.
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that Saigyō’s utamakura or meisho poems are more effective when based upon actual
experience, this is a difficult and treacherous judgement, as poems must be assessed
individually and on the merits of the poem itself, rather than the circumstances of the
composition. Nevertheless, many of Saigyō’s travel poems exhibit a penchant for the
expression of ideas or emotions arrived at through actual experience of a famous place,
such as the Saya no nakayama poem analyzed earlier. Simlarly, as in the Saya no
nakayama poem, Saigyō often privileged his own experience of a place and his own
emotive response to that place over the conventional associations of a famous place
determined by the waka canon. To understand how Saigyō employed utamakura in his
poetry, we must first understand the basic function of utamakura in the waka tradition,
though a complete overview of such would constitute a separate study altogether.
For the purpose of this study, I will briefly outline modern scholar Katagiri
Yōichi’s (片桐洋一) explication of poetic diction in the introduction to his Dictionary of
Poem Pillows and Poem Words.197 Katagiri explains that poem words, kago or utakotoba,
are expressions unique to waka that come about by frequent usage. These include
makurakotoba (pillow words), utamakura (poem pillows), kakekotoba (paronomasia,
pivot words), jokotoba (preface words or phrases), engo (associated words), and so forth.
Makurakotoba are words typically associated with a place name or a natural phenomenon
in poetry, and the use of makurakotoba pre-dates even Manyōshū. Examples include
oshiteru and Naniwa, soramitsu and Yamato, ashihiki and yama, nubatama and yoru. In
such examples, it is often unclear exactly what the pillow word means or why it was
connected with certain places or things. By the time of Kokinshū, “pillow words
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developed to the point that they unified the elements of the entire poem, becoming poem
pillows” (14). A poem pillow (utamakura), then, is a place name complete with its own
associated words (engo) and associated emotive content in which homophony is an
important element. Utamakura developed primarily through repeated textual citation and
phonic association. For example, Akashi, in present day Hyōgo prefecture, is an
utamakura replete with associations, some determined by the nature of the place itself and
some by the the nature of the use of the word in poetry. Related, or associated, images for
Akashi include waves, wind, beach, hut, and salt fires—all phenomena that might be
observed if one were to visit Akashi (atleast in pre-modern times). Another associated
word stems from homophony and the possibility for punning: akashi, meaning bright, or
to dawn, or to spend the night. Emotive connotations of Akashi include loneliness, exile,
parting, and sadness. Such associated imagery and emotive content are the product of
repeated usage of such diction in waka throughout the pre-modern period.
It was around the time of the Tale of Genji, in the 10th and 11th centuries, that
utamakura came to the fore in the consciousness of poets. Collections of utamakura
eventually appeared, such as Nōin Utamakura (能因歌枕) from the early eleventh
century and Fujiwara Norikane’s Godaishū utamakura (藤原範兼, 1107 – 65 五代集歌
枕) from the twelfth century, exactly contemporary with Saigyō. It was Nōin who was
said to have visited far off Northern Japan (Michinoku) in order to see for himself the
sites made famous in utamakura poetry, though it is a matter of debate whether he
actually went to Michinoku or not. Saigyō, too, certainly had the purpose of visiting
famous places on his trips to Michinoku as well as his other travels around western Japan.
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Usuda Shōgo, in his essay “Saigyō’s travels and utamakura,”198 methodically
analyzes Saigyō’s use of famous place names in his poetry and how that usage was
related to Saigyō’s actual travels. Usuda presents many useful statistics that I will outline
below. Saigyō embarked on four major trips during his lifetime: Michinoku I at about the
age of 27, Saikoku (Western Japan) at the age of 35, Shikoku at age 51, and Michinoku II
at the age of 69. However, Saigyō’s use of place names in his poetry does not directly
reflect his travels. For example, Yoshino appears most often, not place names from
Michinoku. In all, there are 197 place names mentioned in Saigyō’s poetry. 396 poems
include a place name. By comparison, 382 of Saigyō’s poems use the word “moon” and
350 poems use the word “blossom.” Thus, Usuda asserts, utamakura are at least as
important, if not more important, to Saigyō’s oeuvre as the moon and cherry blossoms.
Appendix seven contains a chart that lists the place names mentioned in Saigyō’s poetry
and their number of uses.
As we can ascertain from Usuda’s taxology of utamakura in Saigyō’s poetry,
Saigyō’s usage of place names is distributed throughout Japan, rather than concentrated
around the capital, which became a trend with utamakura usage in the latter half of the
Heian period. Furthermore, many of Saigyō’s poems with place names mention places to
which Saigyō traveled or places in which Saigyō lived.
Usuda compares Saigyō to five other poets known for their travel poems. The
following is a list of these poets and the percentage of their poems that include place
names (105):

Usuda Shōgo, “Saigyō no tabi to utamakura.” Saigyō, Teika. Ed. Nihon bungaku
kenkyū shiryō hankō kai. Yūseidō, 1984, pp. 101-120.
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平兼盛 Taira no Kanemori (? – 990)

23.9%

源信明 Minamoto no Saneakira (mid-Heian)

23.7%

源重之 Minamoto no Shigeyuki (? – c. 1000)

27.5%

藤原実方 Fujiwara no Sanekata (? – c. 998)

18.1%

能因法師 Monk Nōin (mid-10th c. – c. 1050)

32%

西行 Saigyō (1118 – 90)

19%

As is evident, Saigyō by no means composed more poems with place names than other
poets—Nōin exceeds Saigyō by thirteen percent. Usuda also lists the percentage of total
poems in the eight major imperial anthologies of the Heian period that include place
names (105).

古今集 Kokinshū

26.5%

金葉集 Kinyōshū

21.8%

後撰集 Gosenshū

21%

詞花集 Shikashū

25.7%

拾遺集 Shūishū

26.6%

千載集 Senzaishū

24.3%

後拾遺集 Go-shūishū

20%

新古今集 Shinkokinshū

25.3%

The ratio of poems mentioning place names in imperial anthologies remained remarkably
stable, ranging only 6.6% throughout the Heian period. Saigyō’s 19% falls just short of
the lowest percentage, found in Go-shūishū.
Quantitatively, Saigyō differs little from other poets in his use of place names and
utamakura, except that he mentions many places far from the capital. The particular
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qualities of Saigyō’s utamakura poems, however, do differ from other poets of his time.
As with other aspects of Saigyō’s poetics, Saigyō’s use of utamakura in many cases
exhibited unique diction and methods. For example, in the Saya no nakayama poem
discussed above, Saigyō ignored the traditional conventions of this utamakura,
reinventing it as an utamakura with new associations and meaning.

Did I ever imagine I would make this pass again in my old age?
Such is life! Sayanonaka mountain
(Shinkokinshū, Travel, 987; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2130) [113]

As Katagiri has pointed out, poems mentioning Saya no nakayama in a straightforward
manner are rare. Most were modified by Azumaji no (“. . .of the Azuma Road”) or similar
prefixes. Puns often appeared as well, such as naka naka (“difficult”) and sayaka
(“clearly”), both puns born of homophony with Saya no nakayama. As with most
utamakura poems, those mentioning Saya no nakayama were often either simply
descriptive of the traditional scenic associations of Saya no nakayama, or were love
poems that used the associative meanings of Saya no nakayama’s scenery to express
sentiments completely unrelated to an actual experience of the place as part of a travel
itinerary.199
Saigyō did not use any of the traditionally associated words (engo), puns, or
images of Saya no nakayama. The only element of this utamakura Saigyō used was the
name of the place itself. Everything else in Saigyō’s poem is simply a description of the
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poet’s own experience. Katagiri points out that, following Saigyō, Saya no nakayama was
used to express the travelers’ deepest thoughts and feelings. With this poem, Saigyō says
nothing at all about the actual place, but uses an utamakura place name in what is really a
jukkai poem, or a poem expressing one’s feelings. Saigyō tends to stretch the possibilities
of utamakura in this way, as in the following Mt. Fuji poem.

東の方へ修行し侍りけるに、富士の山をよめる

風になびく富士の煙の空にきえてゆくへも知らぬわが思ひかな
kaze ni nabiku Fuji no keburi no sora ni kiete / yukuhe mo shiranu waga omohi kana
On Mt. Fuji, composed when carrying out religious practices in the Eastern
Provinces
Trailing in the wind, Fuji’s smoke fades into the sky,
destination unknown, as my own thoughts!
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous, 1613; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Love, 2138) [85]

As with his Saya no nakayama poem, in this poem Saigyō refuses to modify Fuji with
any of the descriptive prefixes or suffixes so popular in utamakura poetry, such as Suruga
naru Fuji (Fuji in Suruga province), Fuji no ne (Fuji’s peak), Fuji no takane (Fuji’s tall
peak), and Fuji no yama (Mt. Fuji). Saigyō simply refers to Mt. Fuji as if he were looking
at it while composing this poem, which may have been the case. Saigyō does use imagery
and puns traditionally associated with Mt. Fuji in waka poetry, such as keburi (smoke),
omohi (thoughts)—the hi of omohi also meaning “fire”—and yukuhe mo shiranu
(destination unknown). However, Saigyō turns the traditional associations of these engo
on their heads to express something more complex than simply desire for a lover, as was
most common in Mt. Fuji poems. Saigyō expanded the connotative possibilities of this
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utamakura while retaining some of the traditional associated diction, a technique Saigyō
often employed when mentioning place names.
The above examples and a few others like them exhibit Saigyō’s innovative
reworking of certain utamakura tropes. Nevertheless, many of the poetic places Saigyō
named were treated in a conventional manner, with little innovative imagery or diction
employed. This fact notwithstanding, many of Saigyō’s utamakura poems have been
perceived over the centuries as particularly effective because of the poet’s having seen
the place for himself, the “direct” description of poetic places thereby taking on a sense
of immediacy.200 As I have already mentioned, such a qualitative assessment of Saigyō’s
utamakura poems is impossible, since it is very difficult for us to determine whether a
poem was actually composed at a certain place, based upon direct observation, or a
product of imagination. Furthermore, how can we say that a poem is more effective for
having been composed on-site? The only clue in the above Mt. Fuji poem that Saigyō
composed the poem on-site comes from the preface to the poem. Therefore, it is our
knowledge of the circumstances of the poem (which is nevertheless allowable as an
factor in interpreting and enjoying a poem) that seems to drive our estimation of the
effective qualities of the poem. In this manner, scholars have tended to look outside the
poem for ways in which to interpret and judge the poem, leading to a skewed assessment
of the actual qualities of the poem itself. This is why it is often necessary to ignore the
image of Saigyō and the circumstances of the composition of a given poem that seem to
be so closely tied to Saigyō’s poems.

Usuda Shōgo states that only a very few of Saigyō’s utamakura poems were not
composed based upon actual experience. See “Saigyō to Yoshinoyama,” p. 106. This,
however, is impossible to prove.
200
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In the following discussion of Saigyō’s Yoshino poems, I show how Saigyō’s use
of utamakura in his poetry was both conventional and unconventional. I also demonstrate
how certain aspects of Saigyō’s utamakura poems have been perceived by later
generations of readers, as well as how Saigyō’s reinvention of Yoshino as a poetic place
influenced later poets.

Yoshino 吉野
From at least Manyōshū times, Yoshino was a popular utamakura. It appeared
many times in Manyōshū, as it was a popular destination for emperors. A detached palace
was even built in the environs of the waterfall Miya no taki. The most common image in
Yoshino poems of the Asuka and Nara periods was the Yoshino River. Puns on yoshi,
meaning “good,” were also prevalent in Manyōshū. By the Heian period, Yoshino
became a typical utamakura, in that it was rarely visited by poets but consisted of a
number of associated images that poets used to construct Yoshino poems. Yoshino River
continued to be a common image, the rapid current of the river becoming a symbol of
intense romantic feelings. Another common image in the Heian period was snow.
Yoshino’s mountains were also known as the location for rigorous religious austerities
and the worship of mountain peaks as divine eminences. Yoshino was increasingly
known as a place of religious retreat in the Heian period. The following poem from
Kokinshū is an early indication of Yoshino’s status as a destination for hermit recluses.

み吉野の山のあなたに宿もがな世のうき時の隠家にせむ
miyoshino no yama no anata ni yado mo ga na / yo no uki toki no kakurega ni semu
I’d like a hut beyond Miyoshino’s mountains—
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to be a hiding place when the world is so miserable
(Kokinshū, Miscellaneous II, 950, Anonymous)

Throughout the early Heian period, represented by the first three imperial poetry
anthologies, Kokinshū, Gosenshū, and Shūishū, snow was the prevalent image in Yoshino
mountain poems, but blossoms would sometimes appear. The following poems are
examples of typical Yoshino poems of this time.

春霞たてるやいづこみよしのの吉野の山に雪はふりつつ
haru kasumi tateru ya izuko miyoshino no / yoshino no yama ni yuki ha furi tsutsu
Where are the spring mists rising in Miyoshino?
Snow keeps falling on Yoshino’s mountains
(Kokinshū, Spring, 3, Anonymous)

白雪のふりしく時はみよしのの山した風に花ぞちりける
shirayuki no furi shiku toki ha / miyoshino no yama shita kaze ni hana zo chiri keru
When the white snow falls on Miyoshino’s mountains
the wind below scatters the cherry blossoms
(Kokinshū, Celebration, 363, Monk Sosei)

In the first Kokinshū poem, the poet expects spring mist, or some such harbinger of
spring, to be seen, but in Yoshino it is still snowing. Yoshino’s betrayal of poets’
expectation of the arrival of spring is a common image in Yoshino poetry, and very
typical of Kokinshū poetics. Sosei’s poem is typical of the contrast between the
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mountains of Yoshino, and the valleys where Yoshino River runs and where most
villages were located. While snow may fall on the tops of the mountains, cherry blossoms
may scatter below. Often, snow was compared to scattering blossoms, and vice versa, as
in the following poem.

吉野山きえせぬ雪と見えつるはみねつづきさくさくらなりけり
Yoshino yama kie senu yuki to mie tsuru ha / mine tsuzuki saku sakura nari keri
The unmelting snow I saw on Yoshino Mountain
was in fact the cherry blossoms in full bloom along its peaks!
(Shūishū, Spring, 41, Anonymous)

While snow remains the most common scenic element of Yoshino for most of the Heian
period, poems mentioning cherry blossoms do appear, though infrequently. Most often,
the cherry blossoms are mentioned as a means of drawing a visual parallel between the
flowers and snow, or clouds, or mist, as evidenced in the above poems, and in the
following poem from Gosenshū.

み吉野の吉野の山のさくら花しら雲とのみ見えまがひつつ
Miyoshino no Yoshino no yama no sakurabana / shirakumo to nomi mie magahi tsutsu
The cherry blossoms on Yoshino’s mountains in Miyoshino
are easily mistaken for white clouds!
(Gosenshū, Spring III, 117, Anonymous)
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Rarely did cherry blossoms appear in Yoshino poems as their own scenic element—
rather, they pointed to something else, such as clouds. There was a gradual shift, however,
at the end of the Heian period, toward cherry blossoms as the most prominent scenic
element in Yoshino poems. Katagiri writes: “After that, we see [cherry blossoms] a little
bit around the time of Horikawa hyakushu, but we must say that the relationship between
Yoshino’s mountains and cherry blossoms becomes solidified . . . in the era of Saigyō
and through the many poems he composed” (436).
Saigyō’s many poems on Yoshino attest to the fact that he considered Yoshino a
place to see cherry blossoms, not snow. Of the sixty poems Saigyō composed on Yoshino,
I can find only three that do not mention blossoms explicitly.

霞まずば何をか春と思はましまだ雪きえぬみ吉野の山
kasumazuba nani wo ka haru to omoha mashi / mada yuki kienu miyoshino no yama
If no mists rise, what will make me think it is spring?
on Miyoshino’s mountains the snow has yet to melt
(Sankashū, Spring, 18) [11]

滝落つる吉野の奥の宮川の昔を見けむあとしたはばや
taki otsuru Yoshino no oku no Miyagawa no / mukashi wo mikemu ato shitahabaya
I’d like to see the past of the Miya River deep in Yoshino,
where the waterfall descends, and revere the vestiges there
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1636) [1545]

深く入るは月ゆゑとしもなきものを憂き世しのばむみ吉野の山
fukaku iru ha tsuki yue to shi mo naki mono wo / ukiyo shinobamu miyoshino no yama
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I did not come so deep into this place just to see the moon,
but now I ponder the past in Miyoshino’s mountains
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1513) [1422]

The first poem varies little from typical Yoshino poems of the early Heian period, in
which the poet comments wrily on the late arrival of spring in Yoshino. The second and
third poems, however, are more typical of Saigyō’s Yoshino poems.
As with many of Saigyō’s Yoshino poems, the second poem above (1636)
expresses a very personal sentiment. It is also an expression of volition, bringing the will
of the poet to the fore. While Saigyō does mention typical Yoshino scenic element, such
as “waterfall” and the Miya River, he is not mentioning them simply to indicate to the
reader his knowledge of Yoshino as an utamakura. Saigyō is instead pointing to the
history behind these scenic elements—specifically, their history in the poetic tradition as
places where Hitomaro, Akahito, and Sosei visited and poeticized. These are the
“vestiges” Saigyō wishes to revere and imitate—the places previous poets visited and the
poems they composed. This poem represents a paradox. While Saigyō is employing
typical diction, or imagery, associated with Yoshino, he is not using engo (associated
words) or scenic elements simply to paint a picture of Yoshino for the receiver or to pun
on some element of Yoshino’s scenery in order to make a witty statement that has little to
do with the actual place. It may seem, then, that this poem would have little to do with
Yoshino as an utamakura. This may be an acceptable assessment. However, the poem in
fact has much more to do with Yoshino than most utamakura poems mentioning Yoshino.
The reason is that Saigyō engages directly with Yoshino as a real space and as an
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utamakura. Saigyō expresses his desire to actually see these places, implying that he will
enter (or perhaps has already entered) the physical landscape of Yoshino. He also wants
to revere and imitate (shitahabaya) the poetic “vestiges” of these places made famous as
makura-kotoba (pillow words) within the utamakura tradition. Saigyō’s direct engaging
of the landscape of famous poetic places, in which he often compares the traditional
scenic elements found in poetry of the Heian period with the landscape he observes, was
a method not often found in the poetics of utamakura. Saigyō’s unique treatment of
Yoshino as an utamakura on two levels—the physical and the poetic—in the second
poem above and many others like it is one aspect of his innovative manipulation of
utamakura poetics.
The third poem above (1513) mentions no scenic elements other than “moon,”
which was rarely found in Yoshino poetry. Fukaku iru, to “go deep into,” was not a
phrase traditionally found in Yoshino poetry.Though there was precedent in Yoshino
poetry for escaping the miserable world by retreating to Yoshino’s mountains, Saigyō’s
poem is in fact far more complex a statement. By using the phrase fukaku iru, Saigyō
indicates that there is not only a physical depth but a spiritual depth that is achieved by
going far into Yoshino’s mountains. Fukaku iru is a phrase also used in Buddhist
parlance, indicating a depth of meditation or concentration. The appearance of the moon
in this poem, then, may indicate to the reader that Saigyō may have entered Yoshino’s
mountains to meditate on the moon, a typical Shingon practice of his time, called
gachirinkan (月輪観). However, Saigyō betrays the reader’s expecations by assigning the
moon less than religious connotations in the second half of the poem, stating that it is the
moon that makes him “ponder,” or “miss” the world of sorrows, meaning the world he
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left behind when he became a monk. It seems as if Yoshino, as an utamakura, has little to
do with this poem. Indeed, Saigyō has chosen to ignore the typical associated imagery
and diction of Yoshino in favor of a highly individualized statement that is nevertheless
placed in Yoshino. Could Saigyō have made the same expression of the struggle between
the sacred and the profane using another locale? Perhaps, but Yoshino is particularly
effective. Saigyō was aware of Yoshino’s fame as a place of religious retreat and rigorous
mountain ascetic practices. Though a minor element of the Yoshino utamakura, these
religious connotations are nevertheless present in the utamakura tradition. Saigyō turns
the religious association on its head when he says that the moon deep in Yoshino actually
caused him to recall the miserable world he had left behind. The tension between
Yoshino’s traditional association (a place of solitary, rigorous Buddhistic practice) and
Saigyō’s own experience of the place (it causes him to recollect and miss the world he
has supposedly renounced in favor of the religious space of Yoshino) is a metaphor for
the tension within Saigyō’s own heart—the struggle between higher aspirations and the
world that, though renounced, still haunts the poet.
Poems such as this are what lead Usuda Shōgo to state that some 58% of Saigyō’s
utamakura poems are poems that “are based upon the actual landscape, using scenic
elements as motifs, but exclaim in a direct and plain fashion the poet’s actual feelings.”201
Usuda sees a progression in Saigyō’s use of place names in his poetry, from his first
Michinoku trip to his Saikoku/Shikoku trip, to his second and final trip to Michinoku at
the age of sixty nine. Usuda writes that early in Saigyō’s career, represented by his first
Michinoku trip, “we can see strongly Saigyō’s interest in the place names themselves.”
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These place names “become the poem’s theme and motif, and are indispensable elements
in the creation of the poem’s expressive structure.”202 Such a method, Usuda argues,
represents an interest in “things” (mono), as many utamakura are constructed of
associated images, often homophonous (puns) or associative (engo), which are in fact
“things,” such as willows at Uji or reeds at Naniwa. This method is typical of utamakura
poetry in general.
Usuda goes on to state that Saigyō’s method changed with his trip to Shikoku and
Saikoku, in which poems that actually mention place names are rare, but poem prefaces
become lengthy, describing in detail the local scenery and customs. In these instances,
Saigyō is not only interested in the accumulated associations and emotions of previous
poets, but is interested in the actual local landscape, both physical and social. In these
utamakura poems, Saigyō focuses on “place” (ba) as the inspiration for his poems. In the
final stage of his utamakura poetics, Saigyō achieves a unity of “things” and “place” as
well as a unity of “nature” and “human.” Usuda states, “Place names’ two characteristics,
“thing” and “place,” become unified, creating one universe that exists as a fused
entity.”203
In a general sense Usuda’s description of Saigyō’s use of utamakura is correct. In
his earlier utamakura poetry, the place name and its associated imagery are crucial
elements of both the outward layers of the poem (or the diction) and the inward
expressive layers of the poems. However, as I mentioned above, the fukaku iru poem
might almost be set in any mountainous location, so long as the location implied religious
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retreat or ascetic practice. In this poem, the utamakura and its associations are but a
springboard for a complex and highly individual expression. This method Saigyō favored
in his later years, and yielded many very effective poems (and not just Yoshino poems).
The above three poems are the only Yoshino poems in which Saigyō does not
mention or imply cherry blossoms. Besides mentioning cherry blossoms almost
exclusively in connection with Yoshino, Saigyō almost always refers to Yoshino’s
mountains, not Yoshino River, or Miya no taki, or other popular scenic elements that
were part of the Yoshino utamakura. It is always Yoshino’s mountains and the cherry
blossoms on those mountains that occupy Saigyō. In a way, Saigyō creates a new, more
narrowly defined utamakura (Yoshino’s mountains = cherry blossoms) while at the same
time seeming to abandon the traditional associations of the Yoshino utamakura complex.
For example, the following poem, while it mentions Yoshino, is not a traditional
utamakura poem at all.

白川の梢を見てぞなぐさむるよしのの山にかよふ心を
Shirakawa no kozue wo mite zo nagusamuru / Yoshino no yama ni kayofu kokoro wo
I’ll assuage my heart by viewing the treetops of Shirakawa—
this heart that longs to be in Yoshino’s mountains
(Sankashū, Spring, 80) [69]

The setting is not even Yoshino in this poem, but Shirakawa, in the capital. The poet
longs, however, to be in Yoshino viewing the cherry blossoms there. None of the
traditional associations of Yoshino as an utamakura are present here, except for the
implied cherry blossoms. It is clear that for Saigyō Yoshino was more than merely an
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utamakura, or a place made famous in poetry. It was a real locale to which Saigyō was
devoted. The following poem indicates Saigyō’s ardor for Yoshino.

吉野山こずゑの花を見し日より心は身にもそはずなりにき
Yoshino yama kozue no hana wo mishi hi yori / kokoro ha mi ni mo sohazu nari ni ki
Since the day I saw the treetop blossoms in Yoshino’s mountains
my heart has not stayed with my body at all
(Sankashū, Spring, 77) [66]

So enamored of Yoshino’s cherry blossoms is Saigyō that his heart seems to want to
leave his body and reside in Yoshino. This is a similar sentiment to the previous poem in
which the poet’s heart longs to be in Yoshino rather than the capital. The following poem
further illustrates this desire to remain in Yoshino.

よしの山やがて出でじと思ふ身を花ちりなばと人や待つらむ
Yoshino yama yagate ideji to omofu mi wo / hana chirinaba to hito ya matsu ramu
Mt. Yoshino, I’d like to stay and never leave,
though some are surely waiting, thinking “once the blossoms have scattered. . .”
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous, 1617; Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1122) [1036]

One of Saigyō’s most famous poems, this poem once again highlights the struggle
between Yoshino and the outside world, which is a metaphor for Saigyō’s spiritual
struggle between attachment and enlightenment, between devotion and worldly pleasure.
In this poem, too, the emphasis is not on Yoshino as a famous poetic place. Though
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Yoshino became synonymous with cherry blossoms in Saigyō’s poetry, that association
was not necessarily dictated by the utamakura tradition. Rather, it was dictated by
Saigyō’s own experience with Yoshino and his unusual passion for the cherry blossoms
there. In the same way that Saigyō often transcended the normative associations of such
poetic tropes as yamazato or sōan, Saigyō transcends the conventional associations of
Yoshino as an utamakura, privileging instead his own experience of the place and
bringing his subjective experience to the fore in his Yoshino poems.
To sum up, Saigyō’s reinvention of Yoshino as an utamakura consisted of his
solidly linking Yoshino’s mountains with the image of cherry blossoms. This association
continued after Saigyō’s time, and in fact became the most common association with
Yoshino’s mountains in utamakura poetry. Many of Saigyō’s Yoshino poems, however,
are difficult to categorize as utamakura poems in the conventional sense of utamakura.
Saigyō not only specialized in cherry blossoms in his Yoshino poetry, he often used
Yoshino and its cherry blossoms simply as means to express complicated personal
sentiments that were not dictated by the imagery or homophony or associative diction of
Yoshino as an utamakura. In the following poem, Saigyō asks “who else would go to
such lengths to see Yoshino’s cherry blossoms?” He also seems to be asking, “who else
has achieved such depth of individual expression through Yoshino and its blossoms?”

誰かまた花をたづねて吉野山こけふみわくる岩つたふらむ
tare ka mata hana wo tazunete Yoshino yama / koke fumi wakuru iwa tsutafu ramu
Who else would visit blossoms in Yoshino’s mountains,
treading through moss and traipsing along cliffs?
(Sankashū, Spring, 68) [57]
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Conclusion
The above poem represents Saigyō’s “owning” Yoshino as an utamakura. By
transforming the normative associations of Yoshino in the utamakura tradition, Saigyō
asserted poetic authority over this important utamakura. Indeed, for centuries Yoshino
became inseparable in the minds of readers and poets from the image of Saigyō. No other
poet is so closely linked to this place than Saigyō. Saigyō does the same thing with Saya
no nakayama and Mt. Fuji, as demonstrated above. Again, no other poet is so closely
linked to these places in the minds of waka poets and audiences than Saigyō. Why is this
so?
Saigyō’s method of foregrounding the subject in his poems helped accomplish
this feat. By foregrounding the poet, his concerns, and his poetic judgments, Saigyō made
himself the arbiter of Yoshino and its poetics. The tools he used to achieve this effect
were unique diction and the introduction of new and unusual imagery associated with
Yoshino (and other utamakura), thereby realizing a new and different view of a poetic
place. This view, then, was Saigyō’s view—unique to the poet and his poems. Saigyō
effectively created his own Yoshino (and Saya no nakayama, and Mt. Fuji). This
achievement represents Saigyō’s poetics in a nutshell. This technique also helped foster
the legendary Saigyō image, since he cornered the market on certain tropes, such as the
association of Yoshino with cherry blossoms, linking a poetic trope to the image of the
poet himself. Thereafter, in literary and visual images of Saigyō, he was depicted viewing
cherry blossoms in Yoshino. Such scenes became standard elements in tales, such as
Saigyō monogatari, and paintings, such as Saigyō monogatari emaki. Saigyō viewing Mt.
Fuji was another image common in legendary depictions of Saigyō. The phenomenon
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even came to have a name—Fujimi Saigyō (“Saigyō viewing Mt. Fuji”)—and appeared
in everything from kabuki plays to woodblock prints to tobacco advertisements.
Thus far, we have seen how Saigyō built a poetic and religious world of imagery
through his poems that consisted of several key elements, or spaces, such as: the poet’s
status as a shukke shugyōsha, or one who practices Buddhism as a tonsured priest; the
thatched hut lifestyle of a religious recluse, carried out in mountainous settings; travel
and the exploration of utamakura (both literally and literarily). The following chapters
describe two more important elements of Saigyō’s poetic world that are not ways of life
or spaces in which the poet lives and poeticizes. They are, rather, elements of nature to
which Saigyō was devoted. Cherry blossoms and the moon were for Saigyō significant
scenic objects as well as powerful symbols. Through his many moon and cherry blossom
poems, Saigyō expressed a wide variety of emotions, religious beliefs, and poetic ideals.
Many of his moon and cherry blossom poems are also excellent examples of Saigyō’s
technique, as discussed in chapter two, and were also absorbed into the Saigyō legend as
a result of being so closely linked to images of the poet himself. Because Saigyō was not
known as a great lover (such as Ariwara no Narihira), his many superb love poems did
not eventually spawn or become absorbed into legend. However, because Saigyō was
well-known as a religious recluse who combined the practice of Buddhism with suki
pursuits such as blossom-viewing and moon-gazing, his many cherry blossom and moon
poems became important parts of his legendary image. The next two chapters will
analyze the main elements of Saigyō’s world of cherry blossoms and the moon.
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Chapter Seven
Saigyō’s Poetic World: Sakura
Introduction
According to Nakanishi Kiyoshi’s calculations, Saigyō composed 257 sakura
(cherry blossom) poems, 12.3% of his total output.204 Cherry blossom poems make up
5.3% of Kokinshū, 8.2% of Senzaishū, and 6% of Shinkokinshū (161). It is apparent that
Saigyō indeed loved cherry blossoms. Saigyō became most well known in popular
culture as a traveling monk/poet, but he is also well known for his near maniacal love of
cherry blossoms. Even today, if a person knows nothing else of Saigyō, that person will
likely be aware of Saigyō’s devotion to cherry blossoms.
Saigyō himself was aware of the major role cherry blossoms played in his poetics.
Along with the moon, cherry blossoms received their own section apart from the four
seasons in Saigyō’s Sanka shinchū shū and his self-selected poetry contests
Mimosusogawa uta-awase and Miyagawa uta-awase. In order to understand in general
what type of sakura poems Saigyō composed, I will borrow from Nakanishi three charts
detailing the location of Saigyō’s cherry blossom poems in poetry collections, the stages
of the blooming of cherry blossoms Saigyō favored, and the particular attitude Saigyō
had toward scattering blossoms. The first chart compares the location of cherry blossom
poems compared to Kokinshū, Senzaishū, and Shinkokinshū.

Usuda Shōgo, however, claims that Saigyō composed 350 cherry blossom poems.
This would make the percentage much higher—16.74%.
204
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Saigyō poems
西行歌
175
68%

Kokinshū
古今集
41
71%

Senzaishū
千載集
70 (1) 67%

Shinkokinshū
新古今集
78 (3) 66%

Summer 夏

1

1

2%

0

2

2%

Felicitation 賀

0

3

5%

2

2

2%

Parting 離別

2

1%

4

7%

0

Grief 哀傷

2

0.5%

3

5%

5

5%

6

5%

Love 恋

5

2%

4

7%

1

1%

3

3%

Miscellany 雑

53

21%

2

3%

22 (3)

21%

24 (2)

20%

Shintō 神祇

2

1%

N/A

0

1

1%

7%

N/A

3

3%

1

1%

2

2%

1

1%

105 (4)

100%

118 (5)

100%

Spring 春

Buddhism 釈教 18
Other その他
Total 計

0.5%

0
257

0
100%

58

100%

2%

0

Figure 1. Saigyō sakura poems compared to imperial anthologies. Nakanishi Kiyoshi,
“Chiru wakare koso kanashi kari kere.” Chūko chūsei waka bungaku ronsō. Kyoto:
Dōmeisha, 1998, p. 162.
Numbers in parentheses represent Saigyō poems included in the total from imperial
anthologies. As Nakanishi points out, Saigyō composed more Buddhist cherry blossom
poems than was common among imperial anthologies, but fewer felicitation, parting, and
grief poems. The distribution of Saigyō’s poems among categories is closer to that of
Senzaishū and Shinkokinshū than Kokinshū, which seems natural, as Senzaishū and
Shinkokinshū were anthologies compiled closer to Saigyō’s time. Nakanishi’s next chart
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details the distribution of Saigyō’s cherry blossoms among the various stages of the
blossoms, from anticipation to wistful yearning.

Saigyō poems
西行歌

Kokinshū
古今集

Waiting for
blossoms
28
0
待花
Budding
blossoms
1
1
咲き初め
Full bloom
68
19
盛花
Falling
blossoms
69
21
落花
Wistful
yearning
9
0
名残り
Other
0
0
その他
Total
175
41
計
Figure 2. Saigyō sakura poems by subject. Ibid., p. 163.

Senzaishū
千載集

Shinkokinshū
新古今集

1

2 (1)

1

3

34 (1)

20 (1)

28

40 (1)

6

11

0

2

70 (1)

78 (3)

It is clear from this table that Saigyō composed far more poems anticipating the
blossoming of cherry trees than was the norm during the Heian period. Another unique
characteristic Nakanishi points out is that among Saigyō’s “full bloom” poems, a large
number speak of “visiting” or “going to visit” the blossoms (たづぬ tazunu), whereas
other “full bloom” poems of the three imperial anthologies cited rarely mention “visiting”
the blossoms in full bloom.
One characteristic that sets Saigyō’s cherry blossom poems apart from those of
his contemporaries, represented by Senzaishū and Shinkokinshū, is his attitude toward
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scattering cherry blossoms. While Kokinshū poets tended to regret, or lament, the
scattering of blossoms (惜しむ oshimu), by the time of Shinkokinshū, the trend was
toward celebrating, or admiring, the scattering blossoms (愛でる mederu). Saigyō
preferred to lament the scattering of blossoms. The following chart highlights the
difference.

Saigyō poems
西行歌

Kokinshū
古今集

Regret/lament
44
14
惜しむ
Admire/celebrate
16
5
愛でる
Other
9
2
その他
Total
69
21
計
Figure 3. Saigyō sakura poems by attitude. Ibid., p. 164.

Senzaishū
千載集

Shinkokinshū
新古今集

12

17 (1)

14

22

2

1

28 (1)

40 (1)

It is clear that Saigyō’s attitude toward scattering blossoms was regretful. This attitude is
best expressed in the following poem, which provided Nakanishi with the title of his
essay.

ながむとて花にもいたく馴れぬれば散る別れこそかなしかりけれ
nagamu to te hana ni mo itaku nare nureba / chiru wakare koso kanashi kari kere
Gazing at the blossoms, I’ve grown so used to them that
parting as they scatter is utterly painful
(Shinkokinshū, Spring II, 126; Sankashū, Spring, 131) [120]
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Saigyō’s attitude toward cherry blossoms, the ways in which he described the
blossoms, and the deeper meanings that he often ascribed to cherry blossoms varied
dramatically throughout his fifty-year-long career as a poet. Though Nakanishi’s analysis
provides us with a general idea of the types of cherry blossom poems Saigyō composed,
it is very difficult to categorize all 257 of these poems. Creating categories, then
attempting to fit all of the poems into some category or another, does injustice to the rich
variety of expression Saigyō achieved in his sakura poems. Nevertheless, in order to
organize this discussion, I will rely upon modern scholar Takagi Kiyoko’s enlightening
arrangement of the expressive trends within Saigyō’s cherry blossom poems.205
Takagi describes three ways in which Saigyō used cherry blossoms in his poems:

1. Objectively employed as scenery
2. While observed objectively, “oneself” is found within the blossoms
3. Cherry blossoms are grasped through one’s own heart/mind

Takagi provides the caveat: “These classifications are no more than for convenience, but
do show the various ways in which Saigyō reacts to cherry blossoms” (366). I will cite a
few examples of each type of sakura poem.

Objective Observation
First, many of Saigyō’s poems in which the cherry blossoms are treated as
straightforward scenic elements are nevertheless poems with often stunning images.
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雪と見えて風に桜のみだるれば花のかさきる春のよの月
yuki to miete kaze ni sakura no midarureba / hana no kasa kiru haru no yo no tsuki
It looks like snow! cherry blossoms scattered by the wind—
the spring night moon wears a hat of flower petals
(Sankashū, Spring, 137) [126]
眺めつるあしたの雨の庭のおもに花のゆきしく春の夕暮
nagame tsuru ashita no ame no niha no omo ni / hana no yuki shiku haru no yufugure
In my garden where I gazed at the morning rain
petals like snow now blanket the ground this spring evening
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1551) [1460]

In the first poem, Saigyō paints a vivid picture of blossoms shrouding the moon. The
image of the moon wearing a hat was sometimes used in waka poetry as a metaphor for
clouds, but never for cherry petals. However, Saigyō is not drawing a comparison, or
using “hat” as a stylish metaphor for clouds. Instead, he uses a bold, straightforward
painterly stroke in saying that the moon is in fact wearing a hat made of cherry blossom
petals. Again, whether Saigyō actually saw such a scene or not, the poem is so vivid in its
description that one naturally assumes the poet is simply describing this unique
phenomenon as he saw it.
In the second poem, Saigyō again achieves a unique and highly effective image.
While gazing at the rain that has been falling in his garden since morning, the ground of
his garden has come to be covered by a blanket of fallen cherry blossom petals, which is
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described as a blanket of snow. The end of the poem indicates that the poet is actually
gazing at his garden in the evening. Thus, Saigyō creates in this poem a temporal as well
as visual transition from morning to evening, and from rain to snow. The poet’s gaze has
transitioned as well, from gazing at the morning rain (i.e. looking upward), to gazing
downward at the floor of his garden now covered in snow/petals. The flawless
construction of image, time, and subjective gaze in this poem makes it one of Saigyō’s
finest cherry blossom poems, even though the comparison of blossoms to snow was an
absolutely hackneyed expression in waka poetry.

Discovering the Self
While the above poems and many like them are generally descriptive in their use
of cherry blossoms, Saigyō in fact composed many sakura poems that employed blossom
imagery in a more meaningful and complex way. Takagi’s second category consists of
poems that seem to be objective descriptions of cherry blossoms that nevertheless provide
a way for the poet to discover himself in the blossoms, or uncover some aspect of his
personality or spirituality through his observation of the blossoms. The following poem is
an example.

吉野山こぞのしをりの道かへてまだ見ぬかたの花をたづねむ
Yoshinoyama kozo no shiori no michi kahete / mada minu kata no hana wo tazunemu
Mt. Yoshino, I’ll take another path from that I marked last year,
and visit some blossoms yet unseen!
(Shinkokinshū, Spring I, 86; Kikigakishū 1883) [240]
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Saigyō’s descriptions of Yoshino often went beyond objective observation to include his
emotional, spiritual, and artistic response to this important poetic space. Saigyō looks
beyond the blossoms themselves to discover how he reacts to the blossoms and perhaps
even what that reaction might tell the poet about himself. In such cases, it seems that the
poet is the student of the blossoms, or even an acolyte guided by a master. We are lead to
ask, “Why change course?” What are the reasons for the poet wishing to find yet unseen
blossoms? Is it simply a desire to discover undiscovered beauty? Or does the poet’s
choice symbolize something more, perhaps?
Yoshino, of course, was a place of religious retreat, and Saigyō’s desire to see
unseen blossoms may symbolize his desire to discover higher truths, or achieve greater
religious enlightenment. Saigyō expresses a similar sentiment in the following poem.

いざ心花をたづぬと言ひなして吉野のおくへ深く入りなむ
iza kokoro hana wo tazunu to ihi nashite / Yoshino no oku he fukaku iri namu
Come, my heart, let’s say we’ve gone to visit the cherry blossoms,
and go deep into Yoshino’s climes
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 791)

In this poem, Saigyō addresses his heart directly, as if it is a traveling companion, and the
two are privy to a secret. The secret is that the poet’s going deep into Yoshino is not, in
fact, to see the cherry blossoms. “Entering deeply” (fukaku iru) is a synonym for religious
practice. In the following poem, Saigyō posits a reason why Yoshino and its cherry
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blossoms are conducive to Buddhist practice, thereby justifying his lifelong obsession
with Yoshino and its cherry trees.

花の色の雪のみ山にかよへばや深きよし野の奥へ入らるる
hana no iro no yuki no miyama ni kayoheba ya / fukaki Yoshino no oku he iraruru
Perhaps because the color of the blossoms is like the snowy mountains—
I am drawn deeply into Yoshino’s climes
(Kikigakishū 1706) [63]

“Snowy mountains” refers to the Himalayas where the historical Buddha Shakyamuni
carried out his religious practices. Saigyō draws a parallel between Yoshino and the
locale of Shakyamuni’s practices, a bold stroke to say the least.
In each of the above poems, Saigyō describes cherry blossoms, but the most
important description is of the poet’s own heart, or spiritual self. These poems represent
Saigyō’s discovery of and expression of the reasons behind his intense longing for
Yoshino and its cherry blossoms. For, in Yoshino, Saigyō is able to combine artistic and
religious pursuits. In these poems, as well, Saigyō is able to present himself and the
reader an image that, while objectively observed, nevertheless reveals the subjective self,
and specifically, the religious yearnings of the poet.
The majority of Saigyō’s cherry blossom poems fall into this second category,
and while not all present similar themes, the way in which Saigyō reflects upon both the
blossoms and his own heart (and often his feelings toward the blossoms) is the same. For
example, the following poems express intense feelings toward the cherry blossoms,
though those feelings are not always clear.
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花見ればそのいはれとはなけれども心のうちぞくるしかりける
hana mireba sono ihare to ha nakere domo / kokoro no uchi zo kurushi kari keru
When I see the blossoms, for no particular reason,
in my heart I feel such pain
(Sankashū, Spring, 79) [68]

春風の花をちらすとみる夢はさめてもむねのさわぐなり
harukaze no hana wo chirasu to miru yume ha / samete mo mune no sawagu nari
When I dream of spring wind scattering the cherry blossoms
my heart pounds even after waking
(Sankashū, Spring, 150) [139]

Why exactly Saigyō feels such pain in his heart is not explained, though the second poem
seems to answer this question. Blossoms scattered by the wind before their time seem to
bother Saigyō. Thus, while describing a scene, Saigyō shifts the focus of the meaning of
the poem from the blossoms themselves to the poet’s reaction to those blosssoms. In
poem 79, we may ask ourselves, “What is it about cherry blossoms that makes Saigyō
pained to see them?” The answer may be “because they scatter.” The real question,
however, and the more important element of this poem is “What is it about Saigyō that
makes him pained to see the cherry blossoms scatter?” This is why Takagi states that
images of cherry blossoms in this second category are but tools for the poet to discover
himself.
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A comparison of poem 150 and its antecedent by Ki no Tsurayuki will illustrate
the difference between the visual focus of Tsurayuki and the emotional focus of Saigyō.

山でらにまうでたりけるによめる

やどりして春の山べにねたる夜は夢のうちにも花ぞちりける
yadori shite haru no yamabe ni netaru yo ha / yume no uchi ni mo hana zo chiri keru
Composed when I visited a mountain temple
That night when I lodged and slept in the spring foothills,
the blossoms scattered even in my dreams
(Kokinshū, Spring II, 117)

While Tsurayuki implies that the beauty of the cherry blossoms was such that he saw
them even in his dreams, there is no direct description of the poet’s emotions. Saigyō’s
poem, however, focuses on the emotion of the poet, his heart pounding even after waking
from such a dream. The very fact that the poet was awakened by the dream implies the
intensity of the subconscious experience. Furthermore, Tsurayuki’s dream seems to be an
extension of the blossoms that he saw while visiting a mountainside temple, as indicated
in the preface of the poem. Saigyō’s poem, however, has no specific temporal or spacial
setting, implying that the poet is speaking of his dreams in general, indicating a
continuing infatuation with scattering blossoms. Tsurayuki’s poem has as its focus the
implied beauty of the blossoms viewed that day and the poet’s subconscious response to
that beauty in his dream that night. Saigyō’s poem has as its focus both the poet’s
subconscious emotional response to scattering blossoms and his conscious response to his
own unusually intense feelings. Samete mo (even after waking) evokes a sense of surprise,
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as if the poet is surprised at the intensity of his own emotional reaction. In both poem 79
and 150, Saigyō enquires into the reasons for his reactions to cherry blossoms, a type of
self-inquiry germane to much of Saigyō’s poetry.

Gazing at the Heart
In Takagi’s third category she describes Saigyō as looking not at the blossoms,
but directly gazing at his own heart, then using the blossoms as a means to express what
it is he sees in his emotional and religious core. In such cases, Saigyō projects himself
into the blossoms, embuing them with meaning that has as its true source not the
blossoms or their associative symbolism, but the poet’s own emotions and concerns. In
poems such as the following, Takagi argues, Saigyō achieves true unity, or non-duality,
with the cherry blossoms he describes. Indeed, poems in this third category are some of
Saigyō’s best and most well known.

花にそむ心のいかで残りけむ捨てはててきと思ふわが身に
hana ni somu kokoro no ika de nokori kemu / sute hateteki to omofu waga mi ni
Why should my heart remain stained by blossoms?
when I thought I had tossed all that away
(Senzaishū, Miscellaneous II, 1066; Sankashū 87) [76]

We know that Saigyō did not in fact “toss away” cherry blossoms altogether following
his shukke, as this poem may lead the reader to believe. The above poems exhibit how
Saigyō continued his pursuit of cherry blossoms in the depths of Yoshino and used this
“poetic” pursuit to represent a more serious religious pursuit. Why, then, is the poet’s
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heart stained by cherry blossoms? Perhaps this is a metaphor for some more serious
matter which the poet has not yet managed to discard. It is a mistake to assume that
Saigyō was really disturbed by his attachment to cherry blossoms, though this may have
been the case in his youth. However, the following poem, found only in Mimosusogawa
uta-awase and thus likely to have been a very late poem, shows that perhaps Saigyō
never meant to “toss away” cherry blossoms, or perhaps had a change of attitude in his
later years. This poem may even be a self-conscious statement upon the previous
poem.206

思ひかへすさとりやけふはなからまし花にそめおく色なかりせば
omohi kahesu satori ya kefu ha nakaramashi / hana ni some oku iro nakari seba
I would not be able to reflect on achieving enlightenment today,
if I were not deeply dyed by the color of the cherry blossoms
(Mimosusogawa uta-awase 9)

What, then, did Saigyō wish to toss away but was unable to fully discard? Perhaps
cherry blossoms, but it is likely that the blossoms are a symbol for something deeper.
Hence, this poem is an exercise in self-reflection that uses as a poetic façade the blossoms
and their relationship to the poet. Perhaps the poet is disturbed by his attachment to the
blossoms, but the real issue for Saigyō is why his heart is still stained by the blossoms.
206

See also:
野べの色も春のにほひもおしなべて心そめけるさとりにぞなる
nobe no iro mo haru no nihohi mo oshinabete / kokoro some keru satori ni zo naru
The colors of the fields and the bright blush of spring all
become enlightenment that dyes my heart
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1633) [1542]
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The question goes deep into the workings of the poet’s emotional and religious self, and
to the foundation of his faith as expressed through his shukke, which is a literal “tossing
away” of the world and the self.
In the next poem, Saigyō expresses a desire to toss himself away because of his
disdain for the world. In this case, however, the cherry blossoms become the poet’s ally.

もろともに我をもぐして散りね花うき世をいとふ心ある身ぞ
morotomo ni ware wo mo gushite chirine hana / ukiyo wo itofu kokoro aru mi zo
Take me with you as you scatter, blossoms!
for I am one who hates this wretched world too
(Sankashū, Spring, 129) [118]

Saigyō implies that the cherry blossoms scatter because they too are disgusted by the
wretched world. Hence, the poet wishes to join the blossoms on their journey, wherever
that may be. Death, of course is implied here. Though the imagery has a certain sense of
fatalistic beauty, the meaning is utterly bleak. Again, Saigyō is expressing his inmost
thoughts and desires through the cherry blossoms. The image of blossoms scattering
becomes a convenient metaphor for the poet’s own wish to disappear from the corrupt
world in which he lives.
In the next poem, however, the poet seems to confirm this world as the most
appropriate place to live. Though the sentiment may differ, Saigyō’s technique of using
cherry blossoms to express his inner feelings and religious ruminations is the same as the
previous poem.
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世の中を思へばなべて散る花のわが身をさてもいづちかもせむ
yo no naka wo omoheba nabete chiru hana no / waga mi wo sate mo izuchi ka mo semu
When I think of this world, all is scattering blossoms,
so where else might I choose to be?
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1470; Saigyō hōshi kashū 1976) [31]

These two poems may seem to contradict one another as to Saigyō’s attitude toward both
blossoms and the world. However, if we understand that Saigyō is simply using the
image of cherry blossoms as metaphor for a deep personal statement, his method
becomes clear. Takagi correctly states: “For Saigyō, his fond inclination toward cherry
blossoms represents a state of mind in which the poet has completely embraced the
blossoms as well as thrown his whole self into the blossoms. We can see the unfolding of
this state of mind in many of his cherry blossom poems” (377). Saigyō’s cherry blossoms
do afford us a view of the unfolding of Saigyō’s heart—his poetic as well as religious
concerns, his personality, and his skill as a poet.
While Saigyō covered the gamut of emotional expression in his sakura poems,
and expressed both secular and religious sentiments, perhaps the best framework for
understanding the general character of his cherry blossom poems is suki. I discussed the
modern scholar Mezaki Tokue’s theory of suki in chapter one, and will paraphrase here.
Suki is a difficult term to translate. A dictionary definition would be “elegant pursuits,”
but suki implies much more. In language obviously reflecting his own admiration of
Saigyō, who for Kamo no Chōmei (1155? – 1216) represented perhaps the ideal
practitioner of suki, Chōmei defines suki in the following manner:
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Not preferring interactions with people; not worrying about losing status;
sorrowing over the scattering of cherry blossoms; contemplating the rising and
setting of the moon, thereby always making one’s heart clear; and not allowing
oneself to be sullied by the filth of the world—these are the important points, and
thus naturally lead one to a realization of the nature of life and death and the
exhausting of attachments to fame and wealth. This is the way to enter the path of
true emancipation.207
Mezaki calls this as perfect a definition of suki as possible (Suki to mujō 94). This is
especially true in the context of suki in which Mezaki places Saigyō. The latter part of
Chōmei’s definition is key. Here he equates suki with Buddhist practice. He sees suki as a
means to enlightenment. Whether Saigyō espoused this view or not, this is how Saigyō
has been interpreted by both Chōmei and Mezaki. We have already seen, however, that
Saigyō indeed saw his seemingly irrational pursuit of cherry blossoms as a means toward
Buddhistic practice and eventually enlightenment.
The word suki is derived from the verb suku (好く), though ideographs were
assigned to the word at some later stage (数寄). At first, as Mezaki and Rajyashree
Pandey point out, suki originally implied a devotion to amorous pursuits. It later became
a more general term for utter commitment to any sort of pursuit, but most often artistic
pursuits such as poetry, painting, and music. To be a sukimono, or “suki person,” came to
denote someone devoted to a particular artistic pursuit, even to the point of fanaticism.
This is the context in which many later poets viewed Saigyō’s cherry blossom poems.
Chōmei’s phrase “sorrowing over the scattering of cherry blossoms” is almost certainly a
reference to Saigyō. I would like to view the following cherry blossom poems in this

See Miki Sumito, ed. Hōjōki, Hosshinshū. Shinchōsha, 1976, p. 278. See also
Rajyashree Pandey, Writing and Renunciation in Medieval Japan: The Works of the
Poet-Priest Kamo no Chōmei. Center for Japanese Studies, The University of Michigan,
1998.
207
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context in order to gain a sense of the extreme poetic and religious devotion that drove
Saigyō to not only spend much of his life viewing cherry blossoms but also compose an
inordinate number of highly emotive and complex sakura poems.

願はくは花のしたにて春死なむそのきさらぎの望月のころ
negahaku ha hana no shita ni te haru shinamu / sono kisaragi no Mochizuki no koro
My wish is to die in spring under the cherry blossoms
on that day in the Second Month when the moon is full
(Sankashū, Spring, 88) [77]

仏には桜の花をたてまつれ我が後の世を人とぶらはば
hotoke ni ha sakura no hana wo tatematsure / waga nochi no yo wo hito toburahaba
Offer up cherry blossoms to the deceased,
if anyone wishes to mourn me after I’m gone
(Sankashū, Spring, 89) [78]

These two poems represent perhaps the pinnacle of Saigyō’s suki. They also
define Saigyō’s suki as an admixture of Buddhist ideals and artistic pursuit. In poem 88
Saigyō wishes to die under a cherry tree in full bloom. He also wishes to die on the same
day as the historical Buddha Shakyamuni. While Sala trees in full bloom accompanied
Shakyamuni’s parinirvana, Saigyō orders cherry blossoms. He also requests cherry
blossoms as offerings after his death. Cherry blossoms were not used as offerings to the
dead. These poems are overt and idiosyncratic expressions of Saigyō’s unusual fervor for
cherry blossoms.
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The following poem highlights the emotional effect even the mention of cherry
blossoms could have on Saigyō.

花ときくは誰もさこそはうれしけれ思ひしづめぬわが心かな
hana to kiku ha tare mo sa koso ha ureshi kere / omohi shizumenu waga kokoro kana
Anyone is glad to hear the words “cherry blossoms,”
but my heart becomes so unquieted!
(Sankashū, Spring, 158) [147]

Though most people are simply glad to hear of blossoms, Saigyō’s emotions seem more
complex. Is his heart unquieted simply because he is more glad than anyone else? Or is it
perhaps because cherry blossoms summon a host of conflicting and complex emotions for
Saigyō? Saigyō expressed his extreme ardor for and complicated attitude toward cherry
blossoms through the image of his heart separating from his body.

吉野山こずゑの花を見し日より心は身にもそはずなりにき
Yoshino yama kozue no hana wo mishi hi yori / kokoro ha mi ni mo sohazu nari ni ki
Since the day I saw the treetop blossoms in Yoshino’s mountains,
my heart has not stayed with my body at all
(Sankashū, Spring, 77) [66]

あくがるる心はさても山ざくら散りなむ後や身にかへるべき
akugaruru kokoro ha sate mo yamazakura / chiri namu nochi ya mi ni kaheru beki
Though I can’t help that my heart wanders,
surely it will return to me once the mountain cherry blossoms have scattered
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(Sankashū, Spring, 78) [67]

It seems that cherry blossoms so “unquiet” Saigyō’s heart that he is unable to control, nor
perhaps understand, his emotions. The separation of one’s heart from one’s self was an
image not unknown in literature of the Heian period, and often indicated that the heart,
because of intense emotions beyond the control of the holder, was no longer subject to
the will of its owner. Saigyō’s description of his “wandering heart” fits this description,
though his attitude seems somewhat lackadaisical. As the following poem indicates, the
poet is willing to leave his heart at the base of the cherry tree in anticipation of some
future reunion.

吉野山花の散りにし木のもとに留めし心はわれを待つらむ
Yoshinoyama hana no chiri ni shi ko no moto ni / tomeshi kokoro ha ware wo matsuramu
Mt. Yoshino, at the base of the cherry tree that has shed its blossoms,
my heart remains, and perhaps it will wait for me there
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1544) [1453]

As Nakanishi points out, Saigyō was uncommonly upset by the scattering of
cherry blossoms.208 This selfish desire to never see the blossoms scatter lead Saigyō to
question, accuse, and attempt to alter nature. In the following poem, Saigyō asks himself
how he would live if there were a year with no blossoms.

208

See “Chiru wakare koso kanashi kari kere: Saigyō no hana ni yoseru kokoro.” Chūko
chūsei waka bungaku ronsō. Ed. Ōtori Kazuma. Dōmeisha, 1998.
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おのづから花なき年の春もあらば何につけてか日をくらすべき
onozukara hana naki toshi no haru mo araba / nani ni tsukete ka hi wo kurasu beki
If, perchance, there were a spring some year with no blossoms,
how would I live from day to day?
(Sankashū, Spring, 103) [92]

In the next poem, Saigyō seems to have accepted the inevitability of the scattering of the
blossoms, but still insists on making the blossoms (as if they were human)209 understand
his grief.

いかでかは散らであれとも思ふべきしばしと慕ふなげき知れ花
ika de ka ha chirade are to mo omofu beki / shibashi to shitafu nageki shire hana
How can I possibly think “cease to scatter!”—
but, cherry blossoms, I want you to know the sorrow I feel as I yearn for a while
(Sankashū, Spring, 134) [123]

In the following two poems, we see the poet as sukimono attempting once again to alter
nature in order to satisfy his poetic ideal.

高野にこもりたりけるころ、草の庵に花の散りつみれば

散る花の庵の上をふくなれば風入るまじくめぐりかこはむ
chiru hana no ihori no ue wo fuku nareba / kaze iru majiku meguri kakohamu
When I was in seclusion at Kōya, blossoms scattered and piled up on my grass hut
If the wind tries to scatter the blossoms that have fallen on my hut,
Saigyō often anthropomorphized cherry blossoms, as well as other inanimate elements
of nature—more so than other poets. See Takagi, Saigyō no shūkyōteki sekai, pp. 376-77.
209
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I’ll enclose my hut to keep the wind out!
(Sankashū, Spring, 149) [138]

Finally, in perhaps his boldest expression of suki, Saigyō sets off on a totally
unreasonable quest to find the “eternal cherry blossom.”

ときはなる花もやあると吉野山奥なく入りてなほたづね見む
tokiha naru hana mo ya aru to Yoshino yama / oku naku irite naho tazune mimu
Perhaps there are blossoms in eternal bloom—
so thinking, I’ll go as deep into Yoshino as I can and search
(Kikigakishū 1829) [186]

A sukimono searches out beauty no matter what the cost and no matter the improbability
of the artistic journey. Though Saigyō saw in cherry blossoms the seed of enlightenment,
he also saw in them the fulfillment of his insatiable desire for beauty. Cherry blossoms,
then, were truly a complicated matter for Saigyō. He spent many decades appreciating
cherry blossoms and using poetry to discover and express his complex emotional
reactions to them.
The following poem, quoted at the beginning of this section, fully expresses
Saigyō’s unique stance toward sakura.

ながむとて花にもいたく馴れぬれば散る別れこそかなしかりけれ
nagamu to te hana ni mo itaku nare nureba / chiru wakare koso kanashi kari kere
Gazing at the blossoms, I’ve grown so used to them that
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parting as they scatter is utterly painful
(Shinkokinshū, Spring II, 126; Sankashū, Spring, 131) [120]

Nagamu to te (“gazing at the blossoms”) implies a length of time during which the poet
has gazed at the blossoms, and can be taken as a very long period, even years. This
phrase also implies that what happened while the poet was viewing the blossoms seemed
to happen without the poet’s awareness. Thus, Saigyō grew “extremely” (itaku)
accustomed to the blossoms without realizing it as he simply gazed. Once again, the
workings of the poet’s heart seem beyond his own volition. The scattering of the
blossoms makes the poet realize just how attached he has become. His sorrow and pain at
parting awaken him to the fact that he had indeed become quite emotionally involved.
This language is more suiting to a love poem than a cherry blossom poem. The blossoms
seem to be Saigyō’s lover. The anthropomorphizing of the cherry blossoms highlights the
poet’s peculiar affection for sakura, adding a depth of emotion rarely found in cherry
blossom poems.210 In the last poem I will cite here, Saigyō states, perhaps toward the end
of his life, that he has expressed everything possible through sakura.

年をへてまつもをしむも山ざくら花に心をつくすなりけり
toshi wo hete matsu mo oshimu mo yamazakura / hana ni kokoro wo tsukusu nari keri
Year after year, both awaiting and bidding bitter farewell to the mountain cherry—

210

At least in cherry blossom poems that are just about the blossoms. Blossoms were
often a metaphor for the poet’s lover. In this case, however, there is no lover beyond the
blossoms themselves. As several scholars have pointed out, Saigyō often treated sakura
in his poems as a lover (koibito).
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my heart has been consumed by the blossoms211
(Sankashū, Spring, 120) [109]

The poet has both been consumed by cherry blossoms and exhaustively expressed his
every emotion through the blossoms. This poem articulates both a personal enthusiasm
for the blossoms and a lifelong devotion to expressing, through poetry, all that the
blossoms evoke in the poet’s heart. No other poet so thoroughly extracted from the
blossoms and from his own heart all the expressive possibilities of waka poetry.

Conclusion
Saigyo’s taking the poetics of cherry blossoms one step further than most poets,
making the blossoms inseparable from the self, and expressions of the self, and forever
linking in the minds of his readers the image of the poet and the blossoms, is really
another example of his technique of foregrounding the subjective self. It is also an
example of the zō technique discussed in chapter two, as Saigyō took a very seasonal
image and complicates it, mixing it up, using it in ways other poets never thought to
before, yielding a plethora of cherry blossom poems that are not really about the
blossoms at all, but about the complex response of the poet to the blossoms.
By taking suki and cherry blossoms to the extreme (demanding blossoms be laid
at his grave), Saigyō added one more element to the Saigyō myth, in which certain poetic
tropes became inseparable from the poet himself, thus spawning legendary imagery.
Some cherry blossom poems, though their diction and prefaces give no indication that

An alternate translation of this line might be “I have exhausted my heart on the
blossoms.”
211
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they were composed in Yoshino, were sometimes considered to be Yoshino poems. This
happened because Saigyō, by sealing his poetic personality to the concern with Yoshino
and its cherry blossoms, created for his audience a convenient link. Yoshino = blossoms.
It goes without saying that the following equations became easy for the reader to assume:
blossoms = Yoshino; Yoshino = Saigyō; Saigyō = blossoms. A similar process occured
with the moon in Saigyō’s poetry, as I will discuss in the next chapter.
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Chapter Eight
Saigyō’s Poetic World: Tsuki
Introduction
The moon, like blossoms, appeared in innumerable waka poems throughout
Japan’s history, and the pair can be said to be the most popular images in all of Japanese
poetry. The same is true of Saigyō’s poetry. He composed nearly 400 moon poems,212 all
of which it is impossible to reproduce here. However, I will once again rely upon Takagi
Kiyoko’s discussion of Saigyō’s poetics and religion to impart to the reader the scope and
variety of Saigyō’s expression in his moon poems.213
Takagi categorizes Saigyō’s moon poems into three main categories, according to
how the moon is expressed. These categories may also apply to moon poems in general,
and are similar to the three types of cherry blossom poems Takagi describes.

1. Descriptive/objective
2. Lyric/expressive
3. Metaphorical

Descriptive
I will discuss Takigi’s first two types of moon poems, as the metaphorical type,
which refers to Buddhist poems based upon sutra passages, is more indicative of subject

382 according to Usuda Shōgo, “Saigyō no tabi to utamakura,” p. 102. This would be
18.3% of Saigyō’s total output.
212

213

Saigyō no shūkyōteki sekai, chapter 15, pp. 343-64.
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matter than poetic style. The following poems are examples of Saigyō’s straightforward
evocations of the moon as an objective element of nature.

雲にまがふ花のしたにて眺むればおぼろに月は見ゆるなりけり
kumo ni magafu hana no shita ni te nagamureba / oboro ni tsuki ha miyuru nari keri
Gazing from beneath the blossoms mistook for clouds,
the moon looks as if shrouded in mist!
(Sankashū, Spring, 101) [90]

In this poem, very much in the Kokinshū style, Saigyō wittily comments upon the moon
appearing “misty” when viewed from beneath the blossoms. As blossoms were often
compared to clouds, Saigyō extended this linked imagery to the moon. The following
poems as well, though composed of beautiful, effecting images, remain largely
descriptive.

木のまもる月のかげとも見ゆるかなはだらに降れるにはの白雪
ko no ma moru tsuki no kage to mo miyuru kana / hadara ni fureru niha no shirayuki
Like the moon’s light winnowing through the tree branches—
white snow dapples down in my garden
(Sankashū, Winter, 574) [526]

月さゆる明石のせとに風ふけばこほりの上にたたむ白波
tsuki sayuru Akashi no seto ni kaze fukeba / kohori no ue ni tatamu shiranami
Wind blows over Akashi Strait where the moon shines cold and clear,
folding white waves over the ice
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(Sankashū, Autumn, 416) [376]

While the above poems seem to be largely desriptive, the poet’s stance being that of an
objective observer, we must nevertheless remember that Saigyō composed many moon
poems and that, like cherry blossoms, the moon meant many things to Saigyō. It is
acceptable to assume that Saigyō’s descriptive poems may in fact be more expressive
than a first look may indicate. The following poem, included in this first “descriptive”
category by Takagi is one such example.

あらし越す峯のこのまをわけきつつ谷の清水にやどる月影
arashi kosu mine no ko no ma wo wake ki tsutsu / tani no shimizu ni yadoru tsukikage
Winnowing through the trees’ branches blown by the pike wind
the moon’s reflection resides in the clear water of this valley
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1028) [946]

Watabe Tamotsu points out that this poem bears the preface “expressing the feelings of
one’s heart” (shuchikai214 no kokoro wo) in Saigyō hōshi kashū, and therefore may be
considered an “expression of mental state” rather than an “expression of nature.”215 As I
discussed in the section on shukke and shugyō, we must always bear in mind that Saigyō
composed poetry not only as a poet but as a Buddhist monk. Buddhist overtones,
especially those related to the struggle between tonsured life and secular life, are latent in
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The modern pronunciation of shuchikai is jukkai.

215

See Sankashū zenchūkai, p. 538.
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nearly all of Saigyō’s poems. Often Saigyō does not even hint at a Buddhist reading for
his poems though such a reading is indeed possible.
For Saigyō, the default connotation of the moon was enlightenment, and it is safe
for us to assume that when the moon is not expressed in other terms, such as romantic
love,216 it may very well have Buddhist overtones. We can take this approach with the
above poem. If we take the preface from Saigyō hōshi kashū to be appropriate, we must
ask what emotion, or psychological state, Saigyō is symbolizing through this description.
The answer is not difficult to discern if we consider the light of the moon reflected in
water to be a symbol for enlightenment, or the light of the Dharma, a standard convention
in Buddhist scripture. Reflecting the moon in water, or a mirror, is analogous to realizing
enlightenment, or achieving a certain level of realization in the context of the journey
toward nirvana. Often, the mirror or the pool of water is a metaphor for one’s heart, or
mind. Therefore, reflecting the moon in the clear water of the valley may in fact point to
the heart of the poet, which is clean and clear enough to receive the moon’s visage. The
violent bluster of wind that blows the branches of trees on the mountain symbolizes the
various detrimental influences that can prevent such an important moment. However, the
moon’s light is strong enough to thrust its way through (wake ki tsutsu) this cacophony of
harsh sound and fierce flailing of branch and limb. The trees, then, blown about by the
wind, may also represent the heart of the poet which is tossed to and fro by the buffetings
of the world. Thus Saigyō creates a penetrating image of the nature of religious struggle
in a poem that, on the surface, seems to be merely a description of nature.

Saigyō does, however, layer meanings in his moon poems, sometimes simultaneously
employing love diction and Buddhist overtones.
216
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Lyric
Takagi’s second category contains what she calls the “core” of Saigyō’s moon
poems, those that are emotionally expressive in content. In such poems, Saigyō uses the
image of the moon to express the inner thoughts and feelings of his heart. First, I would
like to further subdivide Takagi’s second category into three sub-categories based upon
the way in which Saigyō articulates the various moods and images in his moon poems.
Expressive
The first is simply expressive, in which Saigyō extracts an emotional state from
his description of the moon, often assigning the creation of that emotional state to the
moon itself. Aware was an expression Saigyō favored in his poetry and used in
conjunction with a number of scenic elements and situations. Often when Saigyō used the
term aware he used it in a judgmental fashion, claiming that a certain phenomenon was,
in his estimation, aware. The following poem is typical.217

花におくつゆにやどりしかげよりも枯野の月はあはれなりけり
hana ni oku tsuyu ni yadori shi kage yori mo / kareno no tsuki ha aware nari keri
More than its reflection in dewdrops on the flowers,
the moon over a barren field is moving in its pathos!
(Sankashū, Winter, 566) [517]
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See also:
あかずのみみやこにて見しがげよりも旅こそ月はあはれなりけれ
akazu nomi miyako nite mishi kage yori mo / tabi koso tsuki ha aware nari kere
I never grew tired of gazing at its glow in the capital,
and yet the moon while traveling is so much more moving!
(Sankashū, Autumn, 452) [411]
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In this poem, Saigyō simply describes the moon as aware, or moving. He qualifies this
adjectival description, however, by making a comparison between two situations. These
situations are the moon as reflected in dew on flower petals and the clear moon itself over
a barren field. The comparison is seasonal as well, as dew on flowers represents autumn
and barren fields represent winter. In the following poem, Saigyō goes beyond simply
describing the moon as aware, citing it as the source of aware.

あはれなる心のおくをとめゆけば月ぞおもひのねにはなりける
aware naru kokoro no oku wo tome yukeba / tsuki zo omohi no ne ni ha nari keru
If you search the depths of the heart filled with pathos,
you’ll find the root of such thoughts to be the moon
(Kikigakishū 1731) [88]

The moon also causes Saigyō to feel lonely, or heightens the sense of
lonesomeness in many of his poems.218 The following poem is an example.

木のまもる有明の月をながむればさびしさそふるみねの松風
ko no ma moru ariake no tsuki wo nagamureba / sabishisa sofuru mine no matsukaze
Gazing on the moon at daybreak winnowing through the trees,
the pine wind over the mountain peak seems all the more lonesome
(Sankashū, Autumn, 385) [345]

Conversely, the moon can become a friend for Saigyō in his loneliness, as I will
discuss later.
218
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The moon intensifies the lonely character of an already admittedly lonely situation. While
Saigyō is expressing certain emotional states, he is also ascribing those emotions, or the
intensification of those emotions, to the moon. This is not unusual, as the moon
throughout human history has been considered to be the source of certain behaviors or the
catalyst for certain emotions. In the following poems, Saigyō blames his suffering on the
moon and goes so far as to accuse and command the moon, as if it were a sentient entity.

なかなかに心つくすもくるしきにくもらば入りね秋の夜の月
naka naka ni kokoro tsukusu mo kurushiki ni / kumoraba irine aki no yo no tsuki
My heart can’t take the pain, so if you’re going to cloud over,
simply vanish instead! autumn night moon
(Sankashū, Autumn, 340) [309]

ながむればいなや心の苦しきにいたくなすみそ秋の夜の月
nagamureba ina ya kokoro no kurushiki ni / itaku na sumi so aki no yo no tsuki
Just to gaze at you fills my heart with sorrow,
so don’t shine so clear! autumn night moon
(Sankashū, Autumn, 407) [367]

Again, Saigyō accuses the moon of intensifying his already troubling emotions. In both
poems, Saigyō is gazing at the moon, which already fills him with a sense of aware.
However, natural modifications of the moon seem to make the poet’s emotional state
worse. In the first poem, the moon clouding over makes the poet long for a clear moon,
which drives him to command the moon to simply set rather than cloud over. In the
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second poem, the moon’s shining particularly clear and bright causes the poet more pain
and thus drives him to command the moon to tone down its glare. Like cherry blossoms,
Saigyō often addresses the moon as if it were sentient, or another human being. Normally,
it would be other people who cause such intense feelings in the poet, so it is natural that
the poet treats the moon as human.
Reflective
The next lyric mode is of a reflective nature, in that Saigyō views the moon and
speaks of the moon as a means to reflect on his own emotions, psyche, and spiritual state.
In the following poem, Saigyō refers to the past and infers that the moon is integral in
remembering that past.

いにしへを何につけてか思ひ出でむ月さへくもるよならましかば
inishihe wo nani ni tsukete omohi idemu / tsuki sahe kumoru yo naramashikaba
By what means shall I remember the past?
if this evening even the moon is clouded over
(Sankashū, Autumn, 441) [400]

In the following poem, again, the moon is a catalyst for the poet’s remembrance. It also
becomes a symbol of the path of one’s life.

ふけにける我がよのかげを思ふまにはるかに月のかたぶきにける
fuke ni keru waga yo no kage wo omofu ma ni / haruka ni tsuki no katabuki ni keru
As I ponder my waning shadow of life long lived this night
in the distance the moon sets
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(Kikigakishū 1741) [98]

Fuke ni keru (“grow deep,” or “wane”) is generally used two ways: 1. night, or autumn,
growing deep, or drawing out, and 2. one’s life wearing on, or growing old. The second
meaning is strongest here, but does not preclude the first meaning, as Saigyō puns on the
word yo in the second line, which can mean “one’s life” as well as “night.” Kage can
mean shadow or the moon’s light. Kage can also mean one’s physical form (or face). If
we take yo to mean one’s lifetime, then kage would be the accumulation of one’s life
experiences, which is oneself. Ma can imply a moment as well as a period of time. If we
take it to be a moment, then we can picture the poet suddenly noticing the moon as he
thinks of his long life. This becomes a sudden awakening to the reality of old age. If we
take ma to be a period of time, we can imagine the poet pondering over his long life
throughout the course of a night, only to notice that in the meantime the moon has begun
to set and the dawn is about to break. In this sense, the course of a night is compared to
the course of a life. The moon sets in the west, which is a symbol of Amida’s Western
Paradise, and thus associated with death and entering paradise. Thus the moon sets as the
poet’s life too draws to a close. Haruka ni of the fourth line, then, can apply to the
distance between the poet and the setting moon as well as the temporal distance
represented by the poet’s life. Thus, in the ma, or moments that make up the span of the
poem, the night has passed, the moon has coursed through the night sky, and the poet’s
life has ebbed toward its end. Saigyō has imbued every word of this poem with as much
meaning as possible, and yet retained a simplicity of expression and imagery that makes
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the poem instantly vivid. The moon is used as an image as well as a symbol of both the
poet’s life and the poet’s aspirations (rebirth in Amida’s Western Paradise).
This leads us to poems in which Saigyō expressed his need for the moon not only
as a symbol of enlightenment but as a catalyst for the achievement of that enlightenment.
The following poem is an example.

深き山にすみける月を見ざりせばおもひ出もなきわが身ならまし
fukaki yama ni sumi keru tsuki wo mizari seba / omohide mo naki waga mi naramashi
If I had not seen the clear moon residing in these deep mountains,
I would have been one without any memories
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1191) [1104]

Composed while carrying out austerities in the mountains of Ōmine, this poem expresses
Saigyō’s view of the moon as essential to his enlightenment, omohide being analogous to
enlightenment, or the realization of higher awareness. The sentiment expressed in this
poem is identical to that expressed in a cherry blossom poem discussed above.219 In both
poems, “recalling” or “remembering” is analogous to enlightenment and that
enlightenment is said to have been impossible without the cherry blossoms or the moon.
In many moon poems, Saigyō exhibits much the same reaction to the moon as he

思ひかへすさとりやけふはなからまし花にそめおく色なかりせば
omohi kahesu satori ya kefu ha nakaramashi / hana ni some oku iro nakari seba
I would not be able to reflect on achieving enlightenment today,
if I were not deeply dyed by the color of the cherry blossoms
(Mimosusgawa uta-awase 9)
219
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did with cherry blossoms. In the following poem, he is unable to control his heart to the
point that it leaves his body and wanders on its own.220

月を見て心うかれしいにしへの秋にもさらにめぐりあひぬる
tsuki wo mite kokoro ukareshi inishihe no / aki ni mo sara ni meguri ahi nuru
Just as long ago when I saw the moon and my heart wandered off—
I’ve come around to such an autumn once again
(Sankashū, Autumn, 389) [349]

While Saigyō seemed to accept that his heart would wander because of the cherry
blossoms, in the following poem, he seems concerned about the heart wandering off with
the moon.221

ゆくへなく月に心のすみすみてはてはいかにかならむとすらむ
yukuhe naku tsuki ni kokoro no sumi sumite / hate ha ika ni ka naramu to suramu
My heart dwells with the endlessly wandering moon,
so where, in the end, will it go?
220

See also:
かげさえてまことに月のあかき夜は心も空にうかれてぞすむ
kage saete makoto ni tsuki no akaki yo ha / kokoro mo sora ni ukarete zo sumu
Nights when the moon is bright and shines cold and clear
my heart too ascends to dwell in the sky
(Sankashū, Autumn, 405) [365]
221

See also:
ともすれば月すむ空にあくがるる心のはてを知るよしもがな
tomo sureba tsuki sumu sora ni akugaruru / kokoro no hate wo shiru yoshi mo ga na
I wish there were a way to know where my heart,
about to wander into the moonlit sky, will end up
(Sankashū, Love, 710) [647]
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(Sankashū, Autumn, 393) [353]

The heart wandering with the moon is an image appropriate to love poetry, and Saigyō
indeed composed several love poems mentioning the moon.
In love poems employing the moon, the moon often represents the lover. It can
also represent a means by which the separated lovers can recall promises and think about
each other, as both can see the same moon. The following poems express these
sentiments.

思ひ出づることはいつもといひながら月にはたへぬ心なりけり
omohi izuru koto ha itsu mo to ihi nagara / tsuki ni ha tahenu kokoro nari keri
Though I can say I always remember you,
my heart can barely stand the longing when I see the moon
(Sankashū, Love, 689) [626]

月のみや上のそらなる形見にて思ひもいでば心かよはむ
tsuki nomi ya uha no sora naru katami ni te / omohi mo ideba kokoro kayohamu
Only the moon in the sky above a vacant reminder,
should you think of me perhaps it will link your heart to mine
(Shinkokinshū, Love IV, 1267; Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 795) [727]

The following poem uses diction common to love poetry, though now the moon reminds
the poet that he has not lived up to his Buddhist ideals after rejecting the world and
becoming a monk.
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捨つとならばうき世をいとふしるしあらむ我にはくもれ秋の夜の月
sutsu to naraba ukiyo wo itofu shirushi aramu / ware ni ha kumore aki no yo no tsuki
If I’ve forsaken the world of sorrows there must be proof I despise it—
shroud yourself for me, autumn night moon
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1533; Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2024) [59]

As with his cherry blossom poems, Saigyō often borrowed diction from love poems to
express a variety of complex emotions in his moon poems.222 In such cases, the above
poem being an example, while the overt meaning of the poem is Buddhist, there remains
the traces of romantic love too. In the above poem it is easy to imagine that the poet’s
reason for despising the autumn moon as a sign that he has not truly forsaken the world is
that the moon reminds him of a loved one. Attachment to loved ones would be an
impediment to the acolyte’s progress as a true yosutebito, or one who has forsaken the
world.
On the other hand, Saigyō uses the image of the moon to express his longing for
enlightenment and often to represent his attainment of advanced awareness. These poems
are often optimistic, hopeful, and affirmative. The most common phrase he uses in such
poems is sumu tsuki, which can mean “the moon that resides” in one’s heart as well as the
“clear bright moon.” The following poems exhibit this usage of the moon.

Saigyō learned this method from the mid-Heian poet Izumi Shikibu (late 10th – 11th c.).
See Shiba Kayono, “Saigyō to Izumi Shikibu: ‘yukuhe mo shiranu’ o megutte.” Ocha no
mizu joshi daigaku jinbun kagaku kiyō 45 (1998), pp. 21-42.
222
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世の中のうきをもしらですむ月のかげはわが身のここちこそすれ
yo no naka no uki wo mo shirade sumu tsuki no / kage ha waga mi no kokochi koso sure
The bright moon that knows nothing of this world’s sorrows—
I feel as if it really could be me!
(Sankashū, Autumn, 442) [401]

すむといひし心の月しあらはればこの世もやみの晴れざらめやは
sumu to ihishi kokoro no tsuki shi arahareba / kono yo mo yami no harezarame ya ha
If the bright moon that dwells in the heart will appear,
the darkness of this world too will be dispelled
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 801) [733]

In poem 442 Saigyō compares himself directly to the bright clear moon, affirming his
feeling of having truly overcome the world and entered the Buddhist path. In the
following poem, the moon that appears in the sky is compared to the moon that appears
in one’s heart, and the practitioner’s spiritual state is assessed thereby. The moon in this
poem is not only a symbol of the “moon” that appears in the poet’s heart which
represents enlightenment. The moon is also the literal means by which the
poet/practitioner realizes the clear moon (enlightenment) in his heart. The practice of
gachirinkan (月輪観), or “meditation on the moon,” was very popular among Shingon
Buddhists of Saigyō’s time. In this method for achieving enlightened awareness and
oneness with the moon (which is a manifestation of Vairocana, the cosmic Buddha), the
practitioner meditates upon the moon directly or upon a representation of the moon (a
painting or a metallic disk or a mirror, for example). Some, such as Yamada Shōzen,
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assert that Saigyō’s many poems on the moon shining in his heart represent Saigyō’s
practice of gachirinkan. Such poems may in fact be considered tools in or results of the
gachirinkan process.223
While the moon may be a welcome sign of Saigyō’s spiritual progress, at the
same time it can be a sign of his disdain for the world and lingering attachment to the
world. The following poem ties the moon to recollections of the “wretched world.”

深く入るは月ゆゑとしもなきものを憂き世しのばむみ吉野の山
fukaku iru ha tsuki yue to shi mo naki mono wo / ukiyo shinobamu miyoshino no yama
I did not come so deep into this place just to see the moon,
but now I ponder the past in Miyoshino’s mountains
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1513) [1422]

More often, however, Saigyō was able to forget or overcome the wretched world through
viewing the moon. The following poem expresses this sentiment.

うき世とし思はでも身のすぎにける月のかげにもなづさはりつつ
ukiyo to shi omohade mo mi no sugi ni keru / tsuki no kage ni mo nazusahari tsutsu
All this time I did not think of the world as wretched,
for I had grown accustomed to the moon’s light
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1597) [1506]

See Yamada Shōzen, Saigyō no waka to bukkyō, Ch. 1; Shingon mikkyō to bungaku,
Ch. 3.
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Saigyō sometimes enlisted the moon in his efforts to overcome the wretched world, as in
the following poems.

世のうさに一かたならずうかれゆく心さだめよ秋の夜の月
yo no usa ni hitokata narazu ukare yuku / kokoro sadameyo aki no yo no tsuki
This heart that begs to wander in wretched world—
bring it back to me! autumn night moon
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Autumn, 2018) [58]

すてていにしうきよに月のすまであれなさらば心のとまらざらまし
sutete i ni shi ukiyo ni tsuki no sumade are na / saraba kokoro no tomarazara mashi
Do not shine so clear on the wretched world I’ve left behind, moon!
for then perhaps my heart would not remain there
(Sankashū, Autumn, 446) [405]

In these poems, the moon which may be the enemy to Saigyō’s religious pursuits is
enlisted as an ally. Saigyō entices the moon in a number of ways to help him forget the
corrupt world. In each of the above poems, the moon can be either a symbol of delusion
or a helpmate in the clearing of that delusion. In Saigyō’s poetry, the moon was truly a
complex entity with multiple associations and roles. Even contradictory roles may appear
in the same poem, as exhibited above. These poems bring to the fore one of Saigyō’s
preoccupations, which he often expressed through the moon. Saigyō often seemed
preoccupied with delusion and attachment—not only in his moon poems. In yet another
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fluctuation in the connotations of “autumn night moon,” Saigyō states that the moon only
intensifies already complex and sinful thoughts.

さらぬだにうかれてものをおもふ身の心をさそふ秋の夜の月
saranu da ni ukarete mono wo omofu mi no / kokoro wo sasofu aki no yo no tsuki
The autumn night moon entices this heart
that wanders lost in thought even without the moon
(Sankashū, Autumn, 445) [404]

“Thought,” or mono omofu, most often refers to thoughts of love, though the reader is
free to imagine more general thoughts and delusions. The image of the poet’s heart
wandering is particularly effective. This poem seems in direct contradiction to poem
2018 above, in which Saigyō begs the autumn night moon to pin down his wandering
heart. Just what is Saigyō’s attitude toward the moon? It becomes difficult to pin down
Saigyō’s feelings toward the moon just as Saigyō had trouble understanding and pinning
down his own heart. The following poem expresses this sense of indecision—the moon as
a symbol of enlightenment on the one hand and the symbol of attachment and delusion on
the other.

いとふよも月すむ秋になりぬればながらへずばとおもふなるかな
itofu yo mo tsuki sumu aki ni nari nureba / nagarahezuba to omofu naru kana
Though I despise this world, when autumn comes with its clear moon,
I start to think, “had I not lingered in this world. . .”
(Sankashū, Autumn, 444) [403]
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This poem captures the confused state of the poet who despises the world of delusion, but
nevertheless is glad to have lived long enough to see another autumn moon. Such a
complex expression is typical of Saigyō and highlights both his intricate emotional
response to the moon and his consummate skill at expressing in very simple language the
most multifarious thoughts and feelings. This poem is similar in its sentiment to poem
1976 cited above in connection with cherry blossoms.224
Saigyō often expresses similar sentiments or ideas through both cherry blossoms
and the moon. One such idea is that of enlightenment, or satori. The following poems
illustrate Saigyō’s efforts at satori, represented by the clear full moon.

いかで我清く曇らぬ身となりて心の月の影を磨かん
ika de ware kiyoku kumoranu mi to narite / kokoro no tsuki no kage wo migakan
How I wish to become pure and unclouded,
so that I might make clear the moon’s reflection in my heart!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 986) [904]

雲はれて身にうれへなき人のみぞさやかに月のかげは見るべき
kumo harete mi ni urehe naki hito nomi zo / sayaka ni tsuki no kage ha miru beki
Only one whose clouds have cleared and bears no sorrow in his heart
can see clearly the moon’s reflection
世の中を思へばなべて散る花のわが身をさてもいづちかもせむ
yo no naka wo omoheba nabete chiru hana no / waga mi wo sate mo izuchi ka mo semu
When I think of this world, all is scattering blossoms,
so where else might I choose to be?
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous I, 1470; Saigyō hōshi kashū 1976) [31]
224
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1498) [1407]

Again, gachirinkan practices may inform these poems. However, the image of the full
moon as a symbol of enlightenment, along with clouds as symbols of delusion or
attachment, was long a part of the waka tradition as well as the Buddhist scriptural
tradition. In cases where the moon is viewed as a positive influence and even the means
to enlightenment, Saigyō expressed unusual affection for the moon. In many such cases,
the moon became the poet’s friend, and a support. The following poems illustrate this
aspect of Saigyō’s attitude toward the moon.

ながむるになぐさむことはなけれども月を友にてあかす頃かな
nagamuru ni nagusamu koto ha nakeredo mo / tsuki wo tomo ni te akasu koro kana
Though I may not be comforted by gazing at it,
the moon of late has become my friend each night
(Sankashū, Love, 711) [648]

独りすむ庵に月のさし来ずばなにか山べの友にならまし
hitori sumu ihori ni tsuki no sashi kozuba / nani ka yamabe no tomo ni naramashi
If the moonlight did not pierce this hut where I live in solitude,
who would be my friend in these mountains?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1030) [948]

柴の庵は住み憂きこともあらましをともなふ月のかげなかりせば
shiba no iho ha sumi uki koto mo aramashi wo / tomonafu tsuki no kage nakari seba
I might despise living in this brushwood hut,
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were it not for the moon’s light joining me here
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1032) [950]

In the above poems, the moon is more than simply a friend to break the solitude of
Saigyō’s hut. As discussed in the “thatched hut” and “mountain village” sections above,
Saigyō’s solitary life in the mountains was overtly religious in purpose. The moon,
therefore, became not only the poet’s friend, but his master. The moon kept Saigyō
company and also led him toward salvation. The following poem expresses this in clear
but highly nuanced language.

心ざすことありて、安芸の一宮へまゐりけるに、たかとみの浦と申す所に、風に吹きとめら
れて程へにけり。とま葺きたる庵より月のもりくるを見て

なみの音を心にかけてあかすかなとまもる月のかげを友にて
nami no oto wo kokoro ni kakete akasu kana / toma moru tsuki no kage wo tomo ni te
With a certain purpose in mind, I went to Ichinomiya in Aki. Along the way, at a
place called Takatomi Bay, I was stopped for a while by the wind. Upon seeing
moonlight filtering through a rush-thatched hut, I composed the following:
My heart troubled by the sound of the waves I spend the night,
my only friend the moon’s light winnowing through this hut
(Sankashū, Autumn, 456) [414]

The subject of moonlight filtering through the roof or eaves of a thatched hut was a
favorite of Saigyō’s. He goes even further than poetic appreciation, here, and makes the
moonlight his friend and lodging companion, highlighting the loneliness of travel. The
audial quality of the poem is in the sound of the waves, but wind is also suggested. Wind
is mentioned explicitly in the forward to the poem, but is also implicit in the waves and
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the scene itself. The wind causing the waves is the reason Saigyō cannot go further on his
journey, and so he is concerned by the sound of the waves (kokoro ni kakete). As with the
following poem, cited above, a straightforward description of natural phenomena or a
personal situation can mask a more profound statement of spiritual yearning.

Winnowing through the trees branches blown by the pike wind
the moon’s reflection resides in the clear water of this valley
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1028) [946]

The wind whipping up the waves, like the wind blowing branches in the poem above, can
represent the various and sundry delusions and corrupt influences that may damn the poet
in his progress toward enlightenment. The wind literally and figuratively prevents Saigyō
from reaching his destination. However, the moon’s light, representing its all-pervasive
power and influence, makes its way to the clear water of the valley below, and comforts
Saigyō in his time of distress near the billowing sea, assuring him of his eventual
attainment of his deepest spiritual desires.
For fifty years and more, Saigyō gazed at both cherry blossoms and the moon, and
expressed through them a multitude of emotions. The moon and the poet’s life come
together in the following poems as he reflects on the length of time he has considered the
moon his friend.

月を見ていづれの年の秋までかこの世にわれがちぎりあるらむ
tsuki wo mite izure no toshi no aki made ka / kono yo ni ware ga chigiri aru ramu
Until what autumn in what year will I be able to gaze at the moon—
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how long am I fated for this world?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 844) [773]

ながめつつ月に心ぞおいにける今いくたびか世をもすさめむ
nagame tsutsu tsuki ni kokoro zo oi ni keru / ima iku tabi ka yo wo mo susamemu
Gazing so long at the moon, my heart has grown old—
now how many more times will I see it in this world?225
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2035) [61]

In each poem, Saigyō’s enjoyment of the moon is represented as a lifelong pursuit, the
length of which the poet queries.
Projective
Saigyō’s anticipation of his own death in these poems leads us to the next
category, which I call “projective” or “expectant.” In these poems, Saigyō projects his
love of the moon into his next life, and ponders on the state of both the moon and his soul
in the paradise to come. In the next poem, Saigyō expresses his desire to die when the
moon is full, which is a desire to die on the same date as the historical Buddha
Shakyamuni.

願はくは花のしたにて春死なむそのきさらぎの望月のころ
negahaku ha hana no shita nite haru shinamu / sono kisaragi no mochizuki no koro
My wish is to die in spring under the cherry blossoms

225

This translation skirts the issue of how to translate susamemu, which can mean either
“despise and avoid” or “enjoy.” Saigyō may have meant to “despise and avoid” the world,
or “enjoy” the world. As we have seen, the moon can evoke both sentiments for Saigyō.
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on that day in the Second Month when the moon is full
(Sankashū, Spring, 88) [77]

The following poem expresses a more complex emotion evoked by the poet’s eventual
death and the moon.

いつかわれこの世の空をへだたらむあはれあはれと月を思ひて
itsu ka ware kono yo no sora wo hedataramu / aware aware to tsuki wo omohite
Some time I shall surely course through this world’s sky,
thinking “ah, ah, how lovely was the moon!”
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1504) [1413]

After reading so many moon poems, I would not doubt that Saigyō left this world with
praise for the moon on his lips. The element of suki, which was so strong in many of
Saigyō’s cherry blossom poems, is not as prevalent in his moon poems. This poem,
however, seems to be a bold expression of the type of maniacal devotion to the moon that
would qualify Saigyō as a sukimono. The following poems, too, expresses Saigyō’s utter
devotion to the moon and its beauty. They also affirm his view that the moon and the
enlightenment it represents are eternal.

こむ世にもかかる月をし見るべくは命ををしむ人なからまし
komu yo ni mo kakaru tsuki wo shi miru beku ha / inochi wo oshimu hito nakaramashi
If we can gaze at this same moon in the next world,
surely no one would begrudge their life!
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1126) [1040]

こむ世には心のうちにあらはさむあかでやみぬる月の光を
komu yo ni ha kokoro no uchi ni arahasamu / akade yami nuru tsuki no hikari wo
In the next world I’ll cause it to appear in my heart—
the light of the moon I’ve never tired of seeing
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2036) [123]

Though Saigyō earlier expressed the desire to extend his life in order to see the moon
next fall, here he has come to the realization that the same moon will shine in the next life.
Hence there is no need to cling to this life. Such resignation and hope are also expressed
in Saigyō’s moon poems that evoke the Pure Land. Amida’s Pure Land is located in the
west, so the setting moon is a natural symbol for the journey to Amida’s paradise.
Saigyō’s name literally means “to go west,” and is a summation of his desire to journey
toward salvation in Amida’s Pure Land. The following two poems illustrate this desire.

山のはにかくるる月を眺むればわれと心の西にいるかな
yama no ha ni kakururu tsuki wo nagamureba / ware to kokoro no nishi ni iru kana
Gazing at the moon as it is hid behind the mountain rim,
my heart, too, goes into the west
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 942) [870]

闇はれて心のそらにすむ月は西の山べやちかくなるらむ
yami harete kokoro no sora ni sumu tsuki ha / nishi no yamabe ya chikaku naru ramu
Darkness dispels, and the moon shining clear in my heart’s sky
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now seems to near the western hills!
(Shinkokinshū, Buddhism, 1978; Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 948) [876]

Both poems are benedictory in their evocation of the poet’s heart coursing toward the
west, representing Amida’s Western Paradise. The moon here becomes the poet’s guide,
just as it was the poet’s friend and companion in previous poems.
Though I have discussed several dozen poems in this chapter, that number
represents only a fraction of Saigyō’s moon poems. Nevertheless, this analysis has
provided us with an overview of Saigyō’s multi-faceted attitude toward the moon and the
variety of ways which he employs the moon to express his emotions and ideals. The
following poem encapsulates Saigyō’s complex relationship with the moon. While he
understands that his present state as a deluded sentient being is something to be despised,
he somehow finds this existence dear, and pitiable. The reason for this is that this life has
afforded him year after year of artistic and religious fulfillment through gazing at the
moon.

うき身こそいとひながらもあはれなれ月をながめて年のへぬれば
uki mi koso itohi nagara mo aware nare / tsuki wo nagamete toshi no henureba
Though I despise this wretched self, I hold it dear too,
for years now I’ve gazed at the moon
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2016) [57]
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Conclusion
In the conclusion to chapter five, I noted that Saigyō, though he composed many
admirable love poems, was not known as a great lover and therefore his love poems did
not become major elements in the growth of his legend. His poems about travel, thatched
huts, mountain villages, cherry blossoms, and the moon, however, did become part of the
legendary image of Saigyō. Why was this so?
If the poems themselves are the first and major catalyst for the growth of
legendary images of Saigyō, then why would his love poems not spawn the image of a
great lover?226 Conversely, several of Saigyō’s love poems have been appropriated into
the “failed love” theory explaining Saigyō’s sudden shukke.227 It is true that many love
poems in the waka canon express sentiments of lost love or unfulfilled love. Nevertheless,
Ariwara no Narihira is well-known as a prolific, if not always successful, lover. The same
may be said of Ono no Komachi and Izumi Shikibu. Saigyō left many love poems, just as
the aforementioned poets. However, Saigyō’s love poems differ in technique and effect
from most of the poems discussed in part two.
Very few of Saigyō’s love poems, though well-wrought, exhibit the sort of
techniques discussed in chapter two, such as foregrounding of the subject, lifestyle as
honka, unique diction, or striking imagery. Few of his love poems contain the qualities
that made Saigyō’s poems uniquely his own—the same qualities that spurred the growth
of legend later on. For example, the following love poem, though of a quality to be

226

Saigyō’s status as a tonsured monk may instantly negate this possibility. However, the
poems are what concern us here. See Nishiki Hitoshi, “Saigyō no koi no uta: taiken no
uta ka, ina ka o megutte.” Kokubungaku: kaishaku to kanshō 65.3 (2000): 143-150.
227

See chapter eleven for further discussion of this theory.
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chosen for inclusion in Shinkokinshū, exhibits none of the unique aspects of Saigyō’s
poetics that I have discussed in part two.

もの思ひてながむる頃の月の色にいかばかりなるあはれそふらむ
mono omohite nagamuru koro no tsuki no iro ni / ika bakari naru aware sofu ramu
When gazing, filled with thoughts,
how much pathos there is in the color of the moon!
(Shinkokinshū, Love IV, 1269; Sankashū, Love, 712) [649]

A preponderance of love poems in the love section of Sankashū are dai-ei, or poems
composed on set topics, comparatively far more than other sections of Sankashū.228 Many
of these poems lack the sense of immediacy and direct reflection of the poet’s personality
found in other poems discussed in part two. This is not because the reader has difficulty
imagining Saigyō composing love poems borne of his own experience, though we must
admit it is easier to picture Saigyō in a thatched hut than in the boudoir of a lover. The
poems themselves lack the sort of technique, the methods and tools, discussed in part two
which lead the reader to read Saigyō in his poems. The poet simply recedes into the
background in his love poems, rather than appearing in the foreground and forcing the
reader to simultaneously appreciate the poet and the poem.

Itō Hiroyuki also points out that none of the love poems in Sankashū contain prefaces
such as yomite tsukahashi keru (I composed, then sent) or kaheshi (reply), which are
common to love poems in other collections. See Saigyō, Bashō no shigaku. Taishūkan
Shoten, 2000, p. 61-75.
228
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Chapter Nine
Back on the Merry-go-round
In part two, I have discussed both the thematic makeup of Saigyō’s expressive
world and the techniques by which Saigyō constructed his poems. How are these two
connected—the mechanical elements of the poetry and the expressive content of the
poetry? And how are the poems and the poet connected—or, more specifically, how is
the emotional/physical life of the poet connected to the expression of that dual life in his
poetry? The latter question can be answered in a number of ways. The reader is free to
compare the biographical sketch of Saigyō’s life in part one with the analysis of his
poetics in part two and draw her or his own conclusions. I will also try to answer this
question in part three as it pertains to the development of Saigyō’s legendary image.
Preliminary answers to these two questions will form this conclusion to part two.
Saigyō’s method of foregrounding the subjective self is the most important
element of his poetic style, for it is by this method that Saigyō composed uniquely
“Saigyō” poems. It is also due to this method of bringing the poet and his personality to
the fore in his poems that so many Saigyō poems became stories and were absorbed into
and stimulated the burgeoning Saigyō legend of the medieval period.
Several of Saigyō’s poetic tools contributed to the foregrounding of the poet
himself as the subject of his poetry. Saigyō’s use of unorthodox or rare diction, creating
new and unusual sensory images, made his poems seem to exude a personality all their
own. This method also aided in the intensification of the poet’s own personality as it was
related to the reader through his poems. The image we glean from an analysis of Saigyō’s
poetics is a poet who consistently flauted tradition in creating startling and fresh images
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that were nevertheless so skillfully wrought that the poetic establishment could not help
but acknowledge the poet’s genius. Imagery that seems to be based upon actual
observation of nature (whether that innovative imagery is indeed a product of the poet’s
own experience or his skill as a wordsmith) further supported the image of the poet as an
“on-site” artist—like the painter who sets up an easel in a field somewhere and paints
from personal observation. Such a method for painting landscape was not employed in
Japan until well into the Muromachi period. Similarly, composing poetry
extemporaneously from personal observation was not the standard mode of waka poetry,
however impromptu many poems may seem. Saigyō, whether he actually looked at a
certain site and composed a poem (and there is evidence that he often did so) or not,
nevertheless often composed poetry that appeared to be in this mode. His use of unusual
diction that implied the direct observation of nature, along with his penchant for
describing minute processes of nature and highly focused scenes, as well as his reworking of utamakura tropes and associations to fit what seems to have been his own
experience with certain poetic places—all of these techniques lead the reader to assume
that Saigyō composed poetry from life, capturing real scenes and really-felt emotions
much as an impressionist painter captures the fleeting effects of light on a personallyobserved landscape.
Techniques such as those described that lend an experiential tone to Saigyō’s
poems, coupled with Saigyō’s tendency to make strongly subjective statements or
assessments in his poetry, make it very difficult for the reader to critically evaluate or
enjoy Saigyō’s poetry without an appeal to the poet himself. Saigyō composed poetry that
is inextricably linked to the poet himself—his life (and lifestyle), concerns, and
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personality. Nevertheless, I have attempted to demonstrate in part two that an objective
critical analysis of Saigyō’s poetry is possible, even if much of the result of that analysis
is a description of how Saigyō systematically seamed his poetry to the image of the poet.
Even so, we are now able to see the Saigyō merry-go-round and understand how it
works—its parts and its movement. We can get back on the merry-go-round and enjoy
the ride even more for having understood the mechanisms of its movement.
I will now return to the modern scholars Ishida Yoshisada and Mitsuda Kazunobu
of the introduction to part two. Both recognized the difficulty of interpreting Saigyō’s
poetry and both fell short of providing a means for the reader to truly understand
Saigyō’s poems. Ishida, however, offered a framework for approaching a thorough
understanding of Saigyō’s poetics:
The one method left to us—and I think I can say only one—is to leap into the
very interior of Saigyō and his contemporaries, and with minute detail reveal that
“inner life,” making clear just what sort of phenomenon that deep sorrow was. My
little essay has only touched upon one part of that inner life by discussing such
things as mujō and reclusion, but isn’t a thorough-going and broad excavation of
such topics the only method we have for understanding Saigyō’s poems? In order
to accomplish this, we must, while adequately building upon the results of textual
and evidential methodologies, take one step further and broadly incorporate the
methodologies of socio-history, psychology, and aesthetics. When we thus
illuminate Saigyō’s works from the inside-out, we will be able for the first time to
understand the poems as true Saigyō poems. As for the present situation, it
appears that Saigyō research has progressed to the utmost degree, but it goes only
so far as preliminary research and research into the surrounding influences of the
literature—it can be said that when it comes to the all-important poems
themselves, we are simply touching upon them with our common sensibilities as
modern subjects, and nothing more. There is no way that we can fully understand,
using our modern sensibilities, poems that contain such special depths and
shadows as Saigyō’s poems do. We must conclude that it is natural that we can no
longer hear the real sound of his poems.

My goal has been to begin the process Ishida describes. However, I must point out that
Ishida, like Mitsuda, participated in the circular method of interpretation that I have
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compared to a merry-go-round. He, like Mitsuda, however, was aware that he was riding
a merry-go-round and suggested that someone get off and see how it works. But Ishida
fell into the trap of using the poems to discover the “internal life” of Saigyō in order to
understand the poems. He employed the poems to discover the “internal life,” and
understanding the “internal life,” according to Ishida, is supposed to be the way to read
the supposedly “inscrutable” poems.
Mitsuda used the famous Suzuka Mountain poem to show how scholars over the
years have allowed their own and the more generally received images of Saigyō to color
their interpretations of the poem, which all point to apprehension and doubt. Mitsuda
goes on to point out that the diction of the poem supports a very different interpretation,
emphasizing optimism and expectancy. However, when Mitsuda states that “there is
absolutely no sort of unease or fear in Saigyō’s poetry whatsoever,” he reveals that he is
indeed still on the Saigyō merry-go-round, using his interpretation of a Saigyō poem to
infer something about Saigyō’s personality which then informs his understanding of all of
Saigyō’s poetry, since (the assumption is) Saigyō’s poetry is an accurate reflection of his
personality. After the above statement, Mitsuda writes: “I’ve read all of the poet Saigyō,
and I so believe” (8). This seems more a statement of faith than a critical assessment.
Furthermore, Mitsuda does not write that he has read all of Saigyō’s poems. He states that
he has read all of Saigyō—the poet, the person.
Mitsuda’s method is nevertheless indicative of the general trend in Saigyō
reception and analysis. For example, Ishida writes the following: “People of the time as
well, by just thinking of Saigyō somewhere far from the capital deep in thought while
gazing at the moon, regardless of the skill or merit of the poem, surely felt a pathos that
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penetrated their very beings. I think that it is likely that most of the poems chosen for the
Shinkokinshū as well as many in the Sankashū were received and felt in such a manner by
people of the time” (30). Such a method of reception was not limited to “people of the
time.” Readers and scholars to the present day read Saigyō’s poems in such a manner.
Saigyō’s Shinkokinshū-era audience probably understood all the levels of the Suzuka
Mountain poem and many others like it, but were schooled in the levels of meaning by
their understanding of Saigyō as a person—a monk, a poet, a samurai, or whatever aspect
of Saigyō’s personality we might choose—and his overarching thematic concerns and
poetic expression, such as the contradictory impulses of asceticism and human
companionship, higher aspirations and human needs, the sacred and the profane. They
could not (or chose not to) fully appreciate this poem (and neither can we) without
Saigyō—without the image of Saigyō he created through his poetry—and without an
understanding of his experiences and concerns. By making it impossible to fully
understand and appreciate his poems without appealing to the poet himself, Saigyō has
bread loyalty in his readers, forcing them to make him a part of their reading. Such
loyalty naturally lead to both a long tradition of biographical readings of Saigyō’s poetry
and the legend-building process.
That Shinkokinshū-era readers and modern readers alike, in their readings of
Saigyō’s poems, pictured Saigyō in some far-off place gazing at the moon shows that the
reception of Saigyō’s poetry, or the method by which we receive and interpret his poetry,
has changed little over the centuries. Indeed, the reception of Saigyō’s poetry is
surprisingly stable and monotonous from the very beginning. Nevertheless, the
interpretive mode I have described is probably the best sort of way for us to enjoy
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Saigyō’s poetry. On the other hand, it sometimes obscures the fact that Saigyō was a very
skilled poet and a very skilled story-teller. His invention of his poetic persona was a
literary fete without equal, for it became the basis for the development of the secondlargest corpus of legendary imagery in Japan’s history, behind only Kūkai.
We can hop on the Saigyō merry-go-round and thoroughly enjoy the ride, but we
must understand first the features and mechanics of the merry-go-round, and realize and
accept the fact that once we get on, Saigyō is in charge, and the scenery is changing
because we are being manipulated. While much of our enjoyment of Saigyō’s poetry
comes from the sheer beauty of the imagery and touching quality of the expressive
content, as much of our enjoyment comes from the thrill of the ride—the movement
through the emotional life (what Ishida calls the “interior” or “internal life”) of Saigyō
and the physical journey of Saigyō through his life of seclusion and travel. We seem to
ride with him through the cultural, physical, and emotional landscape of sōan and tabiji.
When it comes to a critical assessment of individual poems and Saigyō’s poetics
in general, we must be careful to avoid the trap which has caught Ishida, Mitsuda, and
many other scholars. Whatever we consider Saigyō’s “internal life” to be, or whatever
means we employ to discover it, in the end we are most likely judging this “internal life”
by our reading of his poems, or at least our supposedly objective assessment of Saigyō’s
“inner life” will be influenced by our reading of his poems, whether we admit it or not. It
is inescapable, unless we carry out a study of Saigyō’s “internal life” without having read
a single poem. We are too often snookered by Saigyō, since his poems are not
necessarily equivalent to his “internal life.” They are constructions of a poetic world—a
world of poetic and religious expression—that may or may not, to varying degrees,
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actually reflect what Ishida calls Saigyō’s “internal life” and “emotional content,” or the
life Saigyō actually lived. There is nothing wrong with using the poems to uncover
Saigyō’s “internal life” or “emotional content.” That is part of interpreting and enjoying
Saigyō’s poems. However, when we hop on the merry-go-round of interpretive
methodology, in which we use the poems to discover something about Saigyō that drives
or determines his poetic expression, we often make the mistake of assuming that Saigyō
is a stable element in the poetic equation. He is not. He was a human being who wrote
poems for some five decades or more, spanning an entire life time. The circular merrygo-round method of interpreting Saigyō has been the major interpretive mode of modern
Saigyō scholars as well as pre-modern readers. The problem is that Saigyō himself—the
poet, the legend, the semi-fictional cultural hero—is too much involved. He has
insinuated himself into every parlor discussion of every poem he ever wrote. To
overcome this, we must try to read the poems, not the poet.

.
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PART THREE
LEGEND
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Chapter Ten
From Poem to Story & Poet to Legend
Tales of Saigyō’s life—his religiosity and his poeticizing—appeared very shortly
after his death. Within a century, what came to be known as the Tale of Saigyō (西行物
語 Saigyō monogatari) was written down, illustrated, and circulated. The Tale of Saigyō,
even in its earliest versions, was an attempt to utilize all ninety-four of his poems
included in Shinkokinshū (新古今集 1207), arranging them into a story format such that
the poems and the life of the poet became a seamless narrative. This was not a new
format in Japanese literature—Tales of Ise (伊勢物語 9th – 10th c.) was an effort to tell
the story of Ariwara no Narihira (在原業平 825-880) through story and poem. We can
analyze how the creators of Saigyō monogatari fit the poems into a story, or turned them
into narrative, but the burning question to be asked is: “What was it about Saigyō and his
poems that made later generations want to turn them into stories?” We do not have a
“Tale of Teika” or a “Tale of Jien.” We do have tales of Narihira, Ono no Komachi (小野
小町 9th c.), and Izumi Shikibu (和泉式部 10th – 11th c.), and a comparative study of the
growth of legend surrounding these poets as well as Saigyō, though beyond the scope of
this project, would be fascinating.
In part three, I will address two major questions: What was it about Saigyō’s
poems that made it so easy to jump from poem to story? What was it about Saigyō himself
that made people want to tell and re-tell his story? These two questions go to the heart of
the Saigyō legend—its genesis and its development. Parts one and two have provided a
foundation upon which we can build a framework for understanding the legendary image
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of Saigyō, as we will be able to point to certain elements of both the life of the poet and
his poetics which were crucial in the development of his legend.
The modern scholar Inada Toshinori (稲田利徳), in his “Saigyō no meika
setsuwa no seisei to tenkai,” looks at five of Saigyō’s poems which generated setsuwa, or
folk tales.229 Inada traces the various ways in which these five poems were utilized in
later storytelling, pointing out the characteristics of the Saigyō image that they reinforce.
Inada seems surprised, however, that despite Saigyō’s status as one of the most revered
poets in Japan’s literary history the legends that developed had more to do with Saigyō’s
role as an itinerant Buddhist monk. Inada writes:
If we recall, Saigyō monogatari and Senjūshō exerted the most powerful influence
in the dissemination and firm planting of the Saigyō legend from the medieval
period forward. But the former places its emphasis on Saigyō’s religious
awakening, shugyō, and rebirth into Amida’s paradise, while the latter is a
setsuwa collection that focuses on Saigyō as a model of a holy man who,
embracing a unique sort of faith and devotion, wanders about the country. These
did not necessarily develop with admiration for Saigyō’s waka at their cores.
(137)

While Inada is correct in pointing out that the structure of Saigyō monogatari is dictated
by the main events described—religious awakening, shugyō (which includes travel), and
a miraculous death—to imply that the Tale of Saigyō and Senjūshō have little to do with
Saigyō’s poetry is misguiding. Saigyō is constantly poeticizing in Saigyō monogatari,
whether the poems themselves are the core of the plot line or not.
The type of poems Inada considers are those that form the core of a certain story,
or in other words, are the reason for the development of a story. One example is the
following poem discussed in chapter two.
“Saigyō no meika setsuwa no seisei to tenkai,” Waka, kochūshaku to setsuwa. Eds.
Setsuwa to setsuwa bungaku no kai. Osaka: Seibundō, 1993.
229
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心なき身にもあはれは知られけり鴫立つ沢の秋の夕暮
kokoro naki mi ni mo aware ha shirarekeri / shigi tatsu sawa no aki no yūgure
Even one with no heart could not help but know pathos—
a snipe takes flight in a marsh this autumn evening
(Shinkokinshū, Autumn, 362)

Inada cites a story common to Seiashō (井蛙抄 c. 1364) and Ima monogatari (今物語
1239-41), already mentioned in chapter one. As the story goes, Saigyō, while traveling in
northern Japan, hears that Shunzei is compiling the imperially-sponsored anthology
Senzaishū. Saigyō hurriedly returns to the capital, meeting a friend along the way. He
asks his friend if the “snipe in the marsh” poem was included in the anthology, only to
find out it was excluded. Upon hearing that the poem has been excluded, Saigyō snaps
that “such an anthology isn’t worth my time” and promptly returns to the north. Inada
correctly states that this story was born of an interest in Saigyō’s personality rather than
the qualities of the poem, which leads him to observe the following paradox in Saigyō
legends.
After investigating briefly the setsuwa surrounding Saigyō’s famous poems, one
thing that I feel is that, for such a great poet as this, so-called “virtues of poetry”
setsuwa (kadoku setsuwa 歌徳説話) are extremely rare. “Virtues of poetry” tales
usually involve the poet, through his waka, impressing a god or buddha,
advancing in rank, being forgiven of a crime, fulfilling love, or restoring love, or
other such remarkable events, but these types of tales are extremely rare when it
comes to Saigyō. (176)
Inada points to Saigyō’s status as a Buddhist monk, or shukke shugyōsha, as one
reason for this common type of “poem setsuwa” being rare, as Saigyō did not need to
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advance rank, accomplish love affairs, or the like. And yet, as Inada observes, Saigyō did
compose a poem that moved the gods to quell a storm. While accompanying one of
Taikenmon-in’s former ladies-in-waiting to Fukiage Shrine, a terrible storm erupted, and
the lady was disappointed to have her site-seeing spoiled. Saigyō, recalling Nōin’s poem
summoning rain during a time of drought,230 composed the following poem and wrote it
on the shrine itself.

天降る名を吹上の神ならば雲はれてのきて光あらはせ
ama kudaru na wo Fukiage no kami naraba / kumo harete nokite hikari arahase
Though you might be a god of rain, if you are true to your name,231
blow these clouds away and shine your light!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 816) [748]

According to the preface of the poem following in Sankashū, the clouds dispersed and the
sun began to shine, whereupon Saigyō composed a poem in praise of the kami. This
poem, however, never became a “virtue of poetry” setsuwa collected anywhere—its only
mention is in Sankashū.
Inada has difficulty explaining why the nature of Saigyō legend is to focus on
Saigyō the human being, rather than on Saigyō the poet and his most famous poems (17677). This is because Inada’s focus on “virtues of poetry” setsuwa is far too narrow when
considering a body of legendary material so vast as that surrounding Saigyō. Furthermore,
Inada only considers the outward factors in the birth of setsuwa, such as authors’ or
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groups’ interest in certain aspects of Saigyō’s personality or poetics. While this is useful
for explaining why certain poems or stories came to be part of larger cultural discourses,
such as the waka = dharani discourse mentioned in chapter one, Inada and other scholars
of Saigyō folklore fail to recognize and fully assess the most elemental ingredient in the
development of Saigyō legend—the poems themselves.
As I have shown in part two, Saigyō’s poetic style lent itself to the development
of a receptive mode focused on the personality of the poet. Saigyō’s foregrounding of the
subjective self, his emphasis on complex personal statements (zō), and his penchant for
treating his chosen lifestyle as the cantus firmus for his poetry (lifestyle as honka)
produced poetry that was intimately and inseparably connected to the image of the poet
himself. It is no surprise that not many of Saigyō’s poems, in and of themselves, spawned
setsuwa. The poems are almost always part of a larger portrait of the poet himself, as the
“human being Saigyō,” to borrow Inada’s words, is the main subject matter of Saigyō
legend. The “human being Saigyō” is also, as I have shown, the core subject matter of his
own poems.
Thus, while Saigyō monogatari may include 94 of Saigyō’s poems, the thrust of
the tale may seem not to be the poems themselves, as Inada points out. However, to
portray Saigyō legend as uninterested in the poems is not a correct assessment. It is
always the combination of life and poetry from which Saigyō legend draws its interest.
Hence, Saigyō monogatari was an exercise in unifying the action of Saigyō’s life—his
tonsei, his travel, his shugyō, and his eventual salvation—with his poeticizing.
If this is so, then why do we not have a Tale of Jien? I do not wish to disparage
Jien or his poetry, but the fact remains that later generations were simply not interested in
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this very successful monk and poet. Jien was only two poems behind Saigyō in
Shinkokinshū, with 92 inclusions. He was perhaps the most powerful cleric of his day,
rising to the position of Chief Abbot of the Tendai establishment on Mt. Hiei. His poetry
often recalled Saigyō, and he carried out numerous austerities and travels in the
mountains of Japan. Why, then, did Saigyō become the mythic figure?
The first answer to this question is: poetics. As I have already described, Saigyō’s
poetic style lent itself to the development of story and legend. The second answer
requires us to consider Saigyō’s biography. Saigyō simply led a more varied life than Jien.
This simple answer satisfies the other half of the equation in the development of Saigyō
legend, in which the poems and the poet were always linked. Saigyō was simply a
fascinating figure to later generations for a number of reasons.
First, Saigyō was a successful samurai. His career in the Northern Guard attests to
this fact, as does Minamoto Yoritomo’s interest in Saigyō’s skills as a warrior, some 45
years after Saigyō had left his career, as recounted in Azuma kagami. Second, Saigyō’s
shukke was and remains something of a mystery, inviting speculation and elaboration.
This admittedly dramatic episode became the fount of both Saigyō’s poetics and the
flowering of Saigyō legend, as I will discuss in chapter eleven. Third, Saigyō lived both
the life of a Buddhist recluse and a well-traveled poet. His combination of poetry and
shugyō, the essential theme of most Saigyō legend, was greatly admired by people in his
day and ever since. Fourth, Saigyō died a miraculous death. To die so close to the death
date of the Buddha, and to have “predicted” the manner of his death in a poem clinched
Saigyō’s status as both a remarkable Buddhist and a prescient poet.
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These four main elements of Saigyō’s biography are by any assessment ample
material for dramatization. When we consider that Saigyō composed poetry that
foregrounded the poet, his personality, and his religiosity perhaps more dramatically than
any other poet of his time and lived a life more dramatic and eclectic than most poets or
monks of his time, it is no wonder that the union of poems and poet in later reception
created such a strong and lasting image. The following discussion will illustrate, using
one of Saigyō’s most well-known poems, this critical juncture of poem and poet,
addressing both the pitfalls and pleasures associated with the reception of Saigyō’s poetry
and image through the centuries.

Saigyō’s Willow
I will demonstrate through the analysis of Saigyō’s famous willow poem, 1. the
need for a re-reading of the poetry of Saigyō, and, 2. the need to assess the influence of
Saigyō’s poetry on the development of his legend. I have already outlined in part two
Saigyō’s poetic techniques and poetic world, showing that a rigorous assessment of his
poetry without any appeals to his legendary image is possible. In the following
explication of Saigyō’s famous willow poem, I will both analyze the poem on its own
merits, and, as an introduction to the development of Saigyō’s legend from his poetry,
detail the growth of one aspect of Saigyō’s legend fed by various readings of this poem.

題しらず

道のべに清水流るる柳かげしばしとてこそ立ちどまりつれ
michinobe ni shimizu nagaruru yanagi kage / shibashi tote koso tachi domari tsure
Unknown topic
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In the shade of a roadside willow near a clear flowing stream
I stopped, for just a while I thought
(Shinkokinshū, Summer, 262)

Perhaps the earliest example of this poem’s reception is its inclusion in the Saigyō
shōnin shū. It may be difficult to call this reception, as Saigyō shōnin shū was likely
compiled by Saigyō himself.232 However, being perhaps the first appearance of the poem
in a collection, it is an important clue as to how the poem may have been perceived by its
earliest audiences.
In Saigyō shōnin shū,233 this poem is the ninth of a group of ten “unknown topic”
poems (題不知 dai shirazu) included in the Miscellaneous section. The first poem of the
group is a spring poem on yamazakura (mountain cherry); the next seven are autumn
poems. The final two are summer poems, and this pair is also found in the same order in
the Shinkokinshū. The poem following the willow poem is:

よられつる野もせの草のかげろひて涼しく曇る夕立の空
yorare tsuru nomose no kusa no kagerohite / suzushiku kumoru yūdachi no sora
All the fields’ grasses curled by the heat, now overshadowed—
coolly clouds gather, the evening sky about to burst
See chapter one for a discussion of Saigyō’s poetry collections. Saigyō shōnin shū is
thought to have been added to by a later compiler. This poem, bearing the preface
“unknown topic,” which would seem unnatural if compiled by Saigyō himself, may have
been added by a later hand. This also may indicate that the poem was composed very late
in Saigyō’s life.
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Saigyō’s poetry.
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(Shinkokinshū, Summer, 263)

Both poems are appropriately placed together in the Shinkokinshū. However, neither in
Saigyō shōnin shū nor Shinkokinshū is there any indication that these are necessarily
travel poems. They are placed in the miscellany section of Saigyō shōnin shū, and the
summer section of Shinkokinshū.
In the Shinkokinshū, the pair is surrounded by poems employing similar images of
wetness and cool. Another characteristic of the neighboring poems in the Shinkokinshū is
that they are all dai-ei, or poems composed on set topics—some from uta-awase (poetry
contests) and some from hyakushu (sequences of 100 poems) or byōbu-ei (poems
composed on painted screens). Although one neighboring poem (259) mentions
Kiyomigata, it is a byōbu-uta, and at any rate, none of the poems surrounding Saigyō’s
are related to travel, nor do they indicate or imply travel to remote locations. With the
preface “unknown topic,” and the location of the poem in the Shinkokinshū, we are yet
unable to determine the specific circumstance of the willow poem’s composition, or
whether it is intended as anything other than a straightforward nōryō (納涼), or “beating
the heat,” poem.
However, by the middle to late 13th century, Saigyō monogatari had assigned a
specific setting to the composition of Saigyō’s willow poem. Though the poem is not
found in what remains of the Saigyō monogatari emaki (13th c.), it does appear in the
early version of Saigyō monogatari attributed to Abutsu-ni (?-1283). In this version, the
willow poem was composed as a byōbu-uta, when Saigyō was still a warrior named Satō
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Norikiyo, and summoned to the Toba Palace with several famous poets of the day to
celebrate a new set of painted sliding doors, or shōji-e.
Saigyō monogatari has the tendency to play fast and loose with the circumstances
of Saigyō’s poetry, placing a greater emphasis on dramatic effect than on historical
accuracy. Indeed, the poets young Norikiyo is said to have joined for the celebration—
Minamoto Tsunenobu (源経信 1016-1097), Ōe Masafusa (大江匡房 1041-1111), and
Fujiwara Mototoshi (藤原基俊 ?-1142)—could not have all been in the same place at
once, as two were already dead by Norikiyo’s time. Nevertheless, the byōbu-uta
provenance stuck. The same episode is recounted in the Bunmei-bon (文明本) version of
Saigyō monogatari from the 15th century, and is also included in the Uneme-bon (采女
本) version of the 16th century, well-known through a 17th century copy illustrated by
Tawaraya Sōtatsu (俵屋宗達 act. 1600-1630).
However, at roughly the same time that the Bunmei-bon version of Saigyō
monogatari was being compiled, Kanze Nobumitsu (観世信光 1425-1516) was
producing his nō play Yugyō yanagi (遊行柳), which presents a completely different
circumstance for the composition of Saigyō’s willow poem. In this nō, the spirit of the
willow itself appears to a wandering priest of the Jishū (時宗) sect of Pure Land
Buddhism, founded by Ippen (一遍 1239-89). The willow is said to be near the
Shirakawa barrier, in present-day Fukushima prefecture. Though Saigyō surely traveled
through the Shirakawa barrier at least twice, there is no evidence that his willow poem
was composed there. Furthermore, the poem is never compiled anywhere near groupings
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of his Michinoku poems. It is unclear whether Nobumitsu created this story for his nō, or
drew upon an earlier source. Nevertheless, the story seems to have stuck.
The Muromachi version of the by then semi-legendary Saigyō ballooned into the
larger-than-life Saigyō that so fascinated renga poets such as Sōgi (宗祇 1421-1502),
haikai poets such as Bashō (芭蕉 1644-94) and Buson (蕪村 1716-83), and modern tanka
poets such as Sasaki Nobutsuna (佐々木信綱). The willow poem perfectly fit into the
image of the wandering poet/monk favored by such poets, and hence continued to be
received as a travel poem.
Bashō recalls the poem in Oku no hosomichi (奥の細道) before composing his
own hokku:

田一枚うてたちさる柳かな
ta ichimai uete tachi saru yanagi kana
one field planted, then I go, willow!

Strangely, Bashō gives a different location for Saigyō’s willow—Ashino no sato (芦野の
里), in present-day Tochigi prefecture. Buson visits the same place later, composing:

柳ちり清水かれ石所々
yanagi chiri shimizu kare ishi tokoro dokoro
willow leaves scattered and clear water dried up,
only stones here and there
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It is unclear upon what source Bashō based his knowledge of Saigyō’s supposed willow,
or whether he invented the location himself.
Modern commentators on this poem have consistently taken it to be a travel poem,
though they do not attempt to assign it to a specific trip to Michinoku. They sometimes
insert the caveat that the poem may in fact be a byōbu-uta. Ishida Yoshisada writes that
the poem “appears to be a byōbu-uta” (屏風歌らしい).234 However, Kawada Jun writes
that this poem “. . . overflows with the depths of one moment in Saigyō’s travels.”235
Morishige Satoshi, though otherwise quite thorough in his treatment of Saigyō’s poetry,
oddly does not refer to the issue in his Saigyō hōshi waka kōdoku.236 Rather, he accepts it
from the beginning as a travel poem, then attempts to assign it deeper Buddhist meanings
associated with arching themes within Saigyō’s corpus, such as the struggle between the
sacred and the profane.
As demonstrated, Saigyō’s willow poem underwent a metamorphosis of reception,
from an inconspicuous (though well-wrought) nōryō poem with no topic or preface, to a
byōbu-uta with biographical episode, to a travel poem complete with place and tree, and
even the dancing spirit of the tree. This process reflects general trends in the development
of the Saigyō legend, and the appropriation of all his poetry to support the burgeoning
images of Saigyō. At first, Saigyō was regarded as an accomplished poet and priest.
Following his death, there was much interest in his religiosity, especially the
circumstances surrounding his shukke. By the end of the Kamakura period, the main
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focus of Saigyō material became the traveling poet/monk. It is the traveling poet/monk
who appears in the willow poem—or does he appear? It seems that our image of Saigyō,
influenced by so many years of biographic, even hagiographic, readings of his poems, is
now nearly immovable.
If we peel away the layers of biography, reception, and legend, we are better able
to assess the poem on its own terms, and get a clearer picture of how Saigyō operates
poetically. For example, we can list up the major characteristics of the poem and compare
them to larger trends in Saigyō’s poetics. First, there is no honka, or base poem. Unlike
Shunzei and Teika, who we can say represented the central poetic trends of the day,
Saigyō very rarely employed what has come to be called the honka-dori (allusive
variation) technique. Just as any other waka poet, Saigyō had thoroughly digested the
waka tradition, and was influenced thereby. The second characteristic to consider in this
poem is the absence of an utamakura or any mention of place (i.e. meisho). Though
Saigyō is well known as a poet of meisho and utamakura, he in fact composed no more
famous place poems than any other poet of his day, as Usuda Shōgo (臼田昭吾) has
pointed out.237 That aside, the willow poem seems to beg a location, as we can surmise
from later readers’ assignment of a place to the poem. It would not be unusual for Saigyō
to mention a place in connection with the poem, as he does with all of his Michinoku
poems, and many of his other poems composed while traveling. The conspicuous absence
of a location urged later receivers of this poem to attempt to plug it in to an already
established set of Saigyō travel poems from Michinoku. However, Saigyō and his earliest
audience (namely, the compilers of the Shinkokinshū) did not see the necessity of
“Saigyō no tabi to utamakura,” Saigyō, Teika. Yūseidō, 1984. See also part two,
chapter five of this study.
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assigning a place to the poem. Nor did they feel it necessary to explain it away as a
byobu-uta, as Saigyō monogatari did. There are two explanations for why this is so.
Perhaps they simply saw it as a nōryō poem not unlike its neighbors in the Shinkokinshū.
Or perhaps they understood Saigyō’s method of creating a story in which the main
character (the poet) is perhaps the most key element in understanding and appreciating
the poem.
The third main characteristic of this poem is its flawless diction and construction.
As with many of Saigyō’s poems, this willow poem seems utterly simplistic, and it is,
especially considering its diction. But it is extremely effective for a number of reasons.
The first three lines, though absent of any striking or unique diction, create a rhythm, a
flow, that reflects the sinuous nature of the water being described. As mentioned in
chapter two, Saigyō often echoed sounds repeatedly, as in this poem—the i sounds of
michinobe ni shimizu are followed by a series of a sounds in nagaruru yanagi kage.
Saigyō also ties the first half to the second half by repeating the shi of shimizu in shibashi.
The imagery is highly suggestive, and one can practically hear the gurgle of the stream
and feel the cool breeze in the shade as one reads or recites the flowing syllables. It could
easily be a hokku. Yojō (余情), the difficult to describe lingering sense of elegance, is
achieved through the elliptical koso…tsure construction, which leaves out the logical
conclusion, “but I lingered much longer than planned.” Yojō is also achieved through the
absence of a place name, as discussed above. When there is no mention of location, the
poem is more open, more free, and suggestive. We wonder where the poet is, whether he
drank from the stream, soaked his aching feet, or perhaps took a nap. Another effect of
the koso . . . tsure construction is that Saigyō, as the subject of the poem, is foregrounded.
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Rather than a simple description of scenery, this poem in fact leads the reader to question
why the poet lingered. Saigyō does not tell us, but leaves us to wonder, thereby taking
our focus from the natural scenery to the poet and his reasons for staying longer than
even he expected.
Waka scholars and historians often analyze Saigyō’s poems with the long
accumulation of reception and legend-building as their foundation. Scholars of legend
and folk literature, such as setsuwa, often only treat the poem as a source for the growth
of some legend. What I have tried to do with this poem is clarify Saigyō’s style and
methods without resorting to established preconceptions of Saigyō or the circumstances
surrounding the composition of the willow poem. This part of the analysis often gets lost
or ignored when the story is too overbearing. After analyzing the characteristics of the
poem, I have attempted to clarify what specific effects of the poem have lent it to later
legend-building. This important moment in reception—the jump from poem to story and
from poet to legend—is what modern scholars have failed to thoroughly examine.
The mechanism that most often triggers the building of legend around, or the
piling up of biographical readings of, Saigyō’s poems is not to be found in later reception,
such as Shinkokinshū, Senjūshō, or Saigyō monogatari. The mechanism is planted in the
poetry by Saigyō himself. I mentioned earlier that one of the hallmarks of Saigyō’s
poetry is its seemingly simple diction and construction. This may sound contradictory,
but another hallmark of Saigyō’s poetic style is the complexity of his poems. This
complexity is not, however, a product of the discrete parts of the poems, such as diction,
grammar, or imagery. Rather, the complexity is a more nebulous product of the process
of reading and interpreting the poems’ meaning. The vague complexities involved in
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interpreting Saigyō’s poems very often lead the reader to resort to Saigyō himself (i.e. the
image of Saigyō created by his poems, later legendary materials, and the reader’s
personal image of the poet) in order to satisfactorily grasp the meaning of his poems. In
this way, Saigyō was perhaps the first Japanese poet to make his art and his personality
inseparable in the minds of his audience.
To illustrate, with Saigyō, the poem is often indecipherable unless viewed against
the background of the poet’s own life, much as a byōbu-uta (a poem based upon a screen
painting) is not nearly as vivid to readers as it would be if viewed pasted onto the byōbu
(screen painting) itself. I will draw an analogy between the byōbu-uta process using
meisho-e and what has become the standard process of reading Saigyō’s poems.238
A meisho-e is not necessarily (in fact rarely) a realistic depiction of an actual
place. Instead, it is a generic painting that is then assigned a place either by virtue of its
elements (i.e. mountains with snow would by Yoshino; a river with fall leaves would be
Tatsuta-gawa), or through the creative imagination of a poet composing a poem on the
picture. Hence, meisho-e are given meaning through the already established utamakura
poetics of the waka tradition. The standard associations of utamakura are then carried
directly into the pictorial space and the painting is imbued with new meaning and
significance. This process is accomplished by the poet who views the painting and
I refer the reader to Chino Kaori’s fine article “Meisho-e no seiritsu to tenkai” in
Nihon byōbu-e shūsei (Kōdansha, 1980) for a detailed analysis of meisho-e. This article
has also been translated into English: “The Emergence and Development of Famous
Place Painting as a Genre.” Trans. Chelsea Foxwell and Jack Stoneman. Review of
Japanese Culture and Society15 (2003), 39-61.The following essays are excellent
introductions to the practice of byōbu-uta: Fujioka Tadayoshi, “Byōbu-uta no honshitsu,”
Byōbu-uta to uta-awase, Kazama Shoin, 1995, pp. 29-50; Yoshikawa Eiji, “Kokinshū
izen no byōbu-uta,” Ibid., pp. 51-80; Nishiyama Hidehito, “Gosenshū jidai no byōbuuta,” Ibid., pp. 81-108; Kawamura Yasuko, “Michinaga, Yorimichi jidai no byōbu-uta,”
Ibid., pp. 109-134.
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composes a poem for it. Thus, the reception process is the process by which the paintings
gain greater cultural significance and meaning.
A similar process takes place in the reception of Saigyō’s poetry. Instead of a
body of utamakura, we have the body of Saigyō’s poems as understood by his audience.
Saigyō, like some poets before and after him, cornered the market on certain tropes, or
topoi, such as cherry blossoms, the moon, and travel. Furthermore, certain expressive or
psychological trends that are germane to much of Saigyō’s output can be identified, such
as the struggle between worldly attachment and religious aspiration. Thus, a
conglomerate of both abstract and concrete imagery exists in Saigyō’s oeuvre as received
by his audiences. When we consider a poem against this backdrop of the life and poetry
of Saigyō, much like a non-descript painting of a snowy mountain landscape considered
against the backdrop of the utamakura tradition, it takes on more meaning. The snowy
mountains in the painting become Yoshino. At this point, the painting is nearly
inseparable from the utamakura, and its character as a meisho-e is maintained and
enhanced through later reception. Likewise (and this actually happens in Saigyō
reception), a poem on cherry blossoms, though it may not mention Yoshino, is often
assumed to have been composed in Yoshino, or at least with Yoshino in mind. At this
point, the poem becomes inseparable from Saigyō and his well-known fondness for
Yoshino, and becomes part of a larger group of Yoshino poems, just as the painting
becomes part of a larger group of meisho-e depicting Yoshino.
I have advocated reading the poem, not the poet, and I feel this is essential to
arriving at a fuller understanding of both the poetry and the poet. However, I recognize
the value in the process I have described above. A painting with snowy mountains is far
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more arresting when it becomes Yoshino, and a poem is attached, making it a meisho-e.
A poem on scattering cherry blossoms is far more compelling when we imagine Saigyō
reclining under a cherry tree far into the steep climes of Yoshino, and the poem becomes
more than just a poem, it becomes a Saigyō poem.
This process of reading Saigyō’s poems against the backdrop of his life is not
only the dominant mode of poetic reception over the centuries, it is also the mechanism
by which Saigyō’s life was mythologized, the trigger that set in motion the development
of Saigyō’s legendary image. Again, I will use the analogy of meisho-e to explain this
important trend in Saigyō reception.
The backdrop of a poet’s life, like the painting of a landscape on a screen (byōbu),
is elusive and subjective. Any painter can paint her or his own version of a landscape that
may or may not actually represent the “real” terrain of a given place, such as Yoshino,
then identify that landscape (even arbitrarily) as Yoshino by pasting a Yoshino poem on
the painted screen. Similarly, the reader “paints” in her or his mind, using a variety of
sources (e.g. Saigyō monogatari, paintings of Saigyō, Senjūshō, Saigyō’s poetry,
scholarly treatments of Saigyō and his poetry), their subjective image of Saigyō and his
life. Just as the viewer of the byōbu may then compose a poem about Yoshino and paste it
on the screen, thereby identifying the painting as Yoshino, the reader may read and
interpret a poem based upon what they envision as “Saigyō” in their mind. Thereafter, the
poem and the image of the poet are intimately and inextricably linked for the reader. The
poem confirms for the reader vis-à-vis the biographical reading certain pre-conceived
expectations in the reader, just as a poem mentioning Yoshino’s snowy mountains will
confirm for the viewer the identity of the snow-capped peaks in the painting, thereby
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completing the cycle of pictorial reception and enhancing the viewer’s appreciation of
both the poem and the painting, and in Saigyō’s case, the poem and the poet.
In the meisho-e tradition, paintings of famous places and landscapes gradually
became codified and simplified. From the beginning, artists relied upon associated
imagery from the waka tradition to construct paintings of famous places. Rarely, if ever,
did Heian-period artists actually paint on site or base their paintings of landscape upon
actual (personal) observation. There is evidence that Teika visited actual meisho when
overseeing the production of the Saishō Shitennōji temple screens for Retired Emperor
Go-Toba.239 Later artists of the Muromachi and Edo periods, as well, came to base some
of their landscape paintings on real observation. However, this was not the standard mode
prior to the Muromachi period. Instead, landscape paintings were largely imagined by the
artist, who would construct the painting using certain identifying markers to indicate to
the viewer the location. For example, a painting of Uji might include fish weirs, a bridge,
and willows. A painting of Naniwa would include reeds, or rushes.
Eventually, the most salient aspects of a given terrain (real or imagined) became
simplified and codified, so that just a few elements become identifying markers.
Similarly, a reader may have something very close to Saigyō’s actual life and activities
and concerns in mind when reading his poetry, or they may have in mind something far
from reality against which they read the poems. Either way, the backdrop (the image of
Saigyō in the mind of the reader) becomes inseparable from the poem. Furthermore, in
the same way that certain painted images of famous places take on a life of their own
when codified as part of the meisho-e tradition and separated, for the most part, from the
239
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actual terrain when linked to an utamakura poem, Saigyō’s life and personality, when
molded by the reader’s expectations which are informed by imagined (or very creative)
images of Saigyō, become caricature.
It is the nature of the human mind to search for pattern in literature, art, and life.
The identification of certain patterns, or themes, in both Saigyō’s life and his poetry, and
the linking of those patterns in Saigyō’s life (as perceived by his audience) to the patterns,
or themes, in his poetry is the important moment when poem can become story, and poet
can become legend. This is the interim process that regulated and cultivated the legendary
Saigyō image that found its first full-fledged expression in Saigyō monogatari and
Senjūshō and later developed unimpeded and somewhat unrelated to the actual poetry
itself from the end of the Kamakura period forward. By the Muromachi period, it was the
already fully-developed Saigyō image, developed out of the early interaction between the
perceived life of Saigyō and his poetry, which fed the further development of Saigyō
legend, rather than the poems themselves.
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Chapter Eleven
Why Did Saigyō Become a Monk?

The greatest mystery of the poet Saigyō’s (1118-90) life is his shukke,240 when he
left his career and family to become a Buddhist monk. Scholars, writers, and poets have
pondered its meanings and motivations for centuries. It is certainly a key to
understanding Saigyō, the life he led, and the poetry he composed. However, it is still
impossible to know the exact reasons Saigyō suddenly left his home and family at age 23
to become a monk, since it is unfeasible for us to fully know the heart and mind of any
individual, let alone a man who lived over eight centuries ago. My hunch is that even
Saigyō was unsure of exactly what was going on in his mind and heart at the time. He
indicates as much in the following poem from Sankashū:

世にあらじと思ひたちけるころ東山にて人々寄霞述懐と云事をよめる

そらになる 心は春の 霞にて 世にあらじとも 思ひ立つかな
sora ni naru kokoro wa haru no kasumi nite / yo ni araji to mo omohi tatsu kana
At the time that I decided to abandon the world, some people at
Higashiyama composed on the topic “expressing one’s feelings on mist.”
The empty sky of my heart shrouded in spring mist rises to thoughts
Shukke 出家 literally means to “leave one’s house,” and in Saigyō’s time would have
been pronounced suke, or shuke. The term is a translation of the Pali word pabbajja and
the corresponding Sanskrit word pravrajya, both meaning “to leave one’s house.”
Leaving one’s house, status, and even family in order to become solely devoted to a
religious purpose was a practice pre-dating Buddhism in India. In nearly all cases of
shukke in Asia, including Japan following the introduction of Buddhism in the fifth
century, the devotee sheds his or her family and personal name, taking a Buddhist name.
In Saigyō’s case, this name was En’i (円位). Often, monks were also known by other
names, called gō (号), which might be translated “appellation.” Saigyō (西行) and
Daihōbō (大法房, or Daihonbō 大本房) are both appellations used by Saigyō.
240
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of leaving the world behind241
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 786) [723]242

The key to understanding this poem is the ambiguous connector at the end of the
first half: ni te. When Saigyō uses these two particles to connect lines in his poems, the
meaning is most often “however,” or “although.” In this case, we might render the
translation “although my heart is shrouded in spring mist,” meaning that though the poet
is quite sure his heart is clear and empty, it is nevertheless clouded over. But “rising
thoughts” (a pun on mist rising) of leaving the world behind implicitly overcome that
cloudiness. This is especially appropriate to the imagery of the poem, in which we can
imagine an empty sky obscured by mist, but visible once one rises above the thick
blanket of fog to view the clear blue sky.
What exactly was the mist that clouded Saigyō’s heart? Many have tried to
answer this question over the centuries by appealing both to contemporary events and to
241

Though I feel it is best to avoid using poems to recreate situations or second-guess
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Saigyō’s poems. By studying the various ways in which Saigyō’s shukke has been reconstructed by cultural groups and scholarly communities over the centuries, we can
understand two important processes revealed in the reception of Saigyō and his poetry.
The first process, in which Saigyō’s biography became of utmost importance to later
storytellers because of his remarkable career as a monk and poet as well as the
autobiographical nature of many of his poems, illustrates how the intersection of
biography and poetry can be a powerful catalyst for the development of legend. The
second process, in which Saigyō’s poetry is combed over for glimpses into his emotional
state or religiosity, illustrates the modern tendency to use the text to analyze the author, a
sort of archeology of poetry.
Saigyō researchers have indeed remained busy over the years formulating
scenarios for his shukke. Anybody who has harbored any interest in Saigyō over the last
eight centuries has speculated on his reasons for taking the tonsure. The first record of
such speculation we have is from the diary of the powerful aristocrat and Minister of the
Right Fujiwara Yorinaga (藤原頼長 1120-56). He writes in Taiki (台記 c. 1136-55):
“Now, this Saigyō is the former Imperial Guard Norikiyo. (He is the son of Imperial
Guard of the Right Yasukiyo.) For generations the family has been valiant warriors who
served the priestly retired emperors. From his secular days he put his heart into the
Buddhist Way. His family is wealthy, and he is young, and though he had no sorrows in
his heart, in the end he left the world behind. People were awed by this.” Yorinaga posits
only that Saigyō was interested in Buddhism from before his tonsuring, an observation
hardly worth mentioning. Of course he bore interest in the Buddhist Way, and had even
given his heart to it. It would be difficult to leave a wife and young children as well as a
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position at court to become a monk without a deeply-rooted commitment to the Buddhist
Way.243 Still, Yorinaga seems unconvinced by his own argument, as he goes on to point
out why Norikiyo should not have taken the tonsure: wealth, youth, and contentment.
This contradiction is at the core of nearly all later speculation on Saigyō’s motives.
It appears that there were no outward reasons for his sudden shukke. The very
suddenness of it, however, seemed to call forth speculation. The 14th century genealogical
record Sonpi bunmyaku (尊卑分脈) records: “Due to his heart being committed to the
Way, he was suddenly awakened to the truth, and took the tonsure.”244 In later accounts
of Saigyō’s shukke, such as Saigyō monogatari, this “suddenness” is always emphasized.
According to Taiki and Sonpi bunmyaku, it was in fact a sudden and unexpected shukke,
which called forth surprise from Saigyō’s contemporaries. However, the contradiction
observed by Yorinaga, rather than simply remaining a part of the shukke story, became
the locus of story-building. Legendary material such as Saigyō monogatari was born
from later efforts to explain the reasons for Saigyō’s startling move. Likewise, much
modern Saigyō scholarship is born of a need to explain why he took such a sudden and
drastic step and how that step influenced his poetry.
Saigyō’s mysterious shukke transformed an otherwise forgettable samurai into
one of the most unforgettable figures in Japanese poetic history. Efforts to ferret out
reasons for his sudden shukke are nothing less than efforts to understand the core of
Saigyō’s religious and poetic existence. These efforts in turn illustrate the various
manners in which the image of Saigyō and his poetry have been received, manipulated,
243
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and elaborated over the centuries. The following treatment of eight theories for Saigyō’s
shukke, rather than a summarization of scholarship, is meant to highlight the major trends
in Saigyō reception.

1. World-weariness theory 厭世説
World-weariness, although its motivations and expressions may differ, is a
universal phenomenon, driving human behavior and artistic expression in many periods
and diverse regions. Weltschmerz has become a catchphrase explaining entire movements
in literature, music, and other arts in the West. In Asia, weltschmerz was a crucial
ingredient in the Chinese literati tradition, which from the Heian period (794-1185)
forward held great sway in the arts and letters of Japan. Wenren, or bunjin in Japanese,
were men (often government bureaucrats) who nearly always grew disillusioned with
their government posts, the ruling dynasty, or politics and the city in general. These
accomplished men would abandon their posts or retire in order to devote themselves
more fully to poetry, painting, and connoisseurship. This pattern was emulated and
modified in Japan. The Chinese literati tradition in painting was adopted by Zen monks
and artists in Japan during the Muromachi period (1333-1573). They saw in the upright
morals of the literati and the literati penchant for seclusion in mountains parallels to Zen
discipline and meditation. Later, literati painting and ideals were adopted by generations
of samurai and townspeople (chōnin 町人) of the Edo period (1603-1868), such as Yosa
Buson (与謝蕪村 1716-83), Aoki Mokubei (青木木米 1767-1833), Uragami Gyokudō
(浦上玉堂 1745-1820), and others. The literati tradition, however, is only one example of
social behavior and artistic/literary expression with weltschmerz as its impetus.
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The other major expression of world-weariness in all periods of Chinese, Korean,
and Japanese cultural history since the advent of Buddhism has been shukke. The reasons
behind an individual’s decision to take the tonsure has often been disillusionment, dislike
of social situations, and an acceptance of the Buddhist notion that this world is corrupt
and must be shunned. In Japan, the aforementioned literati pattern sometimes coincided
with the shukke pattern of world-weariness. One reason for this is the freedom afforded
to an individual who has taken the tonsure to pursue literary or artistic aims. In becoming
a nun or a monk, one is more able to poeticize, write, read, study, paint, and collect art. It
has been suggested that part or all of Saigyō’s motivation for taking the tonsure was a
step toward literary freedom—a freedom more sure and broad than had he remained in
his somewhat restricted social position at court. I will discuss this notion further in the
“literary/suki theory” section.
Whether Saigyō took the tonsure to be more devoted to Buddhism or more
devoted to poetry (likely both), it is possible that a sense of world-weariness encouraged
the more complex and deeply-rooted sentiments that ultimately led to his decision.
However, it is not likely that weltschmerz was the trigger that set in action his lifealtering shukke.

2. Failed love affair theory 失恋説
An account recorded in the late-Kamakura period military record Genpei jōsuki
(源平盛衰記) appears to be the origin of the failed love affair theory.
Now, if we inquire as to the cause of Saigyō’s religious awakening, the source
was a love affair, I have been told. He fell in love with a high-ranking court lady
one would fear to even name, but when he was told “Akogi Bay,” he gave up, and
thinking that rank and position are like an unfinished spring night’s dream, and
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pleasure and glory are as the moon setting in the west on an autumn night, he fled
the attachments of the secular world and entered the holy Way. “Akogi” is the
meaning of a poem.
At Akogi Bay in the Ise Sea, if the nets are drawn too many times,
someone will surely know it
The meaning is, that in said Akogi Bay, according to a covenant with the gods,
except for once a year the fish nets are not drawn in, or so they say. Having
received this rebuff, Saigyō said the following.
Would I have ever conceived it?—that sleeping one night on Fuji’s peak,
I would see the moon above the clouds!
Judging from the meaning of this poem, they perhaps had relations for one night.
But she probably said “Akogi” because she had allowed it several times. Such a
pitiful set of circumstances! Genpei jōsuiki, Fascicle 8

If this theory is a fabrication of the author or someone close to him, as it appears to be,
this would explain why the poem cited appears nowhere in Saigyō’s corpus. Nevertheless,
the possibility of his having carried on an affair with a high-ranking aristocratic lady only
to be rejected and in despair leave all behind to take the tonsure is a tantalizing tale.
Accordingly, it has never been completely abandoned as a possibility, and continues to
find proponents. There are two reasons some believe there may be truth to the failed love
affair theory. First is Saigyō’s relationship to the Tokudaiji family. Second is Saigyō’s
many love poems.
Several scholars, including Watabe Osamu (58-60), suggest that Saigyō may have
carried on an affair with some high-ranking lady of the Tokudaiji clan, as he was in the
service of the Tokudaiji family from roughly the age of fifteen to eighteen. He was
certainly of the age to be sexually adventurous, and perhaps of the age to be toyed with
and/or rejected by a woman of higher rank and age. A liaison with Taikenmon-in, the
daughter of Saigyō’s master Tokudaiji Saneyoshi, has been suggested, but was unlikely,
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despite Taikenmon-in’s reputation as a loose woman. Taikenmon-in, an empress to Toba,
was far too high in position to be accessible to a young samurai, and was seventeen years
his elder. In Saigyō legend, however, the young Saigyō is often depicted as a wunderkind,
and it is not surprising that he would be characterized as an ambitious paramour. The
possibility remains that he had an affair with another female member of the Tokudaiji
clan, or a lady-in-waiting in the service of the Tokudaiji.
The second most common evidence cited for a failed love affair is poetic. Watabe
Osamu points to the fact that Saigyō left many love poems, and that these poems have
been a crucial part of the love affair theory (59). He cites the following four poems.

つらくともあはずは何の習ひにか身の程しらず人を怨みむ
tsuraku to mo awazu wa nani no narahi ni ka / mi no hodo shirazu hito wo uramimu
Though painful, what lesson to learn if we had not met?
perhaps I would not resent you, unaware of my own position
(Sankashū, Love, 644) [590]

かずならぬ心の咎になしはてて知らせでこそは身をもうらみめ
kazu naranu kokoro no toga ni nashi hatete / shirasede koso wa mi wo mo uramime
I’ll blame my worthless heart;
for not telling her, I must resent only my self
(Sankashū, Love, 716) [653]

身の憂さの思ひしらるることわりに抑へられぬは涙なりけり
mi no usa no omohi shiraruru kotowari ni / osaherarenu wa namida narikeri
The wretchedness of my position of course will be revealed,
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but still I cannot suppress my tears
(Sankashū, Love, 731) [668]

身を知れば人の咎とは思はぬに恨み顔にもぬるる袖かな
mi wo shireba hito no toga to wa omohanu ni / uramigao ni mo nururu sode kana
I know my position, so I do not think you are to blame,
and yet with a resentful look my sleeves are soaked
(Sankashū, Love, 743) [680]

As Watabe observes, these poems all share a heightened awareness of the poet’s position.
This position, expressed by mi (self) and mi no hodo (status of self), is largely that of
social position, but can also be read as a personal position vis-à-vis the poet’s relationship
to the receiver of the poem. Expressions such as mi no hodo, mi no usa (wretchedness of
self), as well as kazu naranu (unworthy of being counted) are all typical indicators of
self-abasement in the love poetry of the waka tradition. This self-abasement is often part
of an expression of displeasure stemming from the social gap between the poet and his
intended lover. This is a common trope in waka, and not unique to Saigyō’s
circumstances.
These poems point to a failed, or unfulfilled, love affair full of regret. Taken as a
set, these poems do create a sort of narrative. However, these are only a few of Saigyō’s
many love poems, and they are not compiled as a set in the Sankashū. It requires the
imagination of the reader with a preconceived notion of a story to make these poems
cohere as a narrative. Many readers of Saigyō’s poems partake of this very process.
Informed by the semi-legendary material mentioned above, such as Saigyō monogatari
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and Genpei jōsuiki, readers employ the poems as evidence of a pre-existing metanarrative. With a story already in the reader’s mind, poems such as these seem embossed,
since they confirm the suspicions of the reader. Nevertheless, we have no evidence that
Saigyō meant for these poems to be part of a meta-narrative.
This does not preclude the possibility, however, that Saigyō wrote his poems with
a narrative, or story, in mind, whether based upon actual experience or simply
imagination. Certain poetic topoi in the waka canon can be considered narrative clusters
in which an accumulation of images and associations form a paradigmatic story. For
example, reference to sleeves almost always indicates tears, and in the context of a love
poem, often points to a failed affair. In this way, a small pre-existing story that is really
part of the topos of sleeves/tears can be utilized by the poet through the efficient use of
diction in his own poem. The processes by which Saigyō composed his poems must be
considered in order to determine whether it is possible for us to read these poems as part
of a larger biographical story or as simply partaking of the über-story already present in
waka diction and imagery.
In the case of the “failed love affair” theory, we can say with confidence that the
late arrival of the theory in legendary material indicates that this story was not at first
widely circulated. Does this mean that there was no failed love affair? Perhaps. We
simply cannot know for sure, though the archeology of Saigyō’s poems has enabled some
modern scholars to cuddle this provocative possibility.
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3. Sudden death of friend theory 友人急死説
This theory stems from an episode in Saigyō monogatari. Though lengthy, I will
quote the entire episode.
He and an intimate friend, imperial guardsman Satō Noriyasu, who served in the
same imperial guards, obeyed an imperial command to wait on the retired
emperor, and when they were returning together from the Toba Palace that night
they promised each other that they would attend there together the next morning
in particular splendour. (They parted and) Noriyasu remained at Shichijō Ōmiya.
The next morning when Saigyō called in on his way to fetch him, he found a
noisy crowd of people thronging the gateway, and heard from within the sound of
various voices crying and lamenting: “The young master died suddenly last
night.” Upon hearing the unrestrained weeping of the nineteen-year-old wife and
the mother of eighty some years, his heart grew yet darker. He thought of the
flame before the wind, dew on the floating lotus leaf, dream within dream, and
longed to cut off his hair then and there; but he thought he must first visit the
retired emperor one last time and beg leave from his service, and he hastened his
steed (towards the palace), yet tears overflowed his sleeves as he went. Now this
man (Noriyasu) was two years his senior, and in his twenty seventh year.
Norikiyo sorrowed at this proof of how all must die, some proceeding and some
following, and as he went muttered:
At morning pink-cheeked and youthful,
we are proud in the world.
At evening our whitened bones
rot in a field.
He then composed:
Once crossed there is no returning to this world—
how sorrowful the path to the Mountain of Death!
All in the world is a dream, I see, and seeing its transience
yet still my heart does not awake!
Why have the years and months been good to me,
in a world where someone I saw yesterday is today gone?245

English translation from Meredith McKinney, A Study of Saigyō monogatari. Thesis,
The Australian National University, 2002, pp. 107-108. I have corrected the text in places,
and substituted my own translations for the poems.
245
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As Meredith McKinney (Thesis 109-111) and Kuwabara Hiroshi (Saigyō monogatari 5456) have both pointed out, there is no evidence that Satō Noriyasu ever existed. He is
likely a creation of the author(s) of Saigyō monogatari. McKinney, calling also upon
Yamaguchi Makoto’s assertions, posits that Noriyasu is a negative, or “shadow,” figure
to Norikiyo,246 much as Saijū247 is to Saigyō. His presence in the tale is to show the
negative, or opposite, side of Norikiyo’s possibilities, thus providing a stark enough
contrast to the positive step of shukke to propel him into the Buddhist path. As with other
shukke theories, this theory is borne of a need to provide a dramatic setting for an
otherwise bland, or inexplicable, shukke. Storytellers needed a more exciting and
plausible reason for Saigyō’s sudden decision. They seem determined to show an
outward circumstance that initiated the shukke, rather than settling for the inward
circumstance that Yorinaga cites: interest in the Buddhist Way.
The death of a loved one was often the impetus for a person to take the tonsure in
Heian period Japan. The “sudden death of a friend” theory is not an unusual development
in the Saigyō story, but must be dismissed as a fabrication since no evidence outside of
Saigyō monogatari exists. A related issue is the possible death of Saigyō’s father.
Yamaki Kōichi believes that Saigyō’s father Yasukiyo may have died or taken the
tonsure himself while his son was still young.248 This may have influenced the young
Saigyō to seek the Buddhist Way from his youth. However, there is no evidence of such
events, apart from Yasukiyo’s dropping out of the official records when his son was
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Saigyō’s name before he became a monk.

Saijū was a fellow samurai to Norikiyo who also took the tonsure and became a
frequent traveling companion to Saigyō.
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See Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp. 16-17 for a discussion of Yamaki’s theory.
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around two years of age. If Yasukiyo had indeed died or become a monk while his son
was still a baby, such a profound event (and one which would have great impact upon the
upbringing of Saigyō) would likely have made its way into the Saigyō literature.
However, there is no mention of Saigyō’s father in Saigyō monogatari or other semilegendary materials. The death of Saigyō’s daughter, however, does show up in one
setsuwa source, and is the basis of the following “death of daughter” theory.

4. Death of daughter theory 娘病死説
This theory stems from a passage in Jikkinshō 十訓抄(c. 1252). The episode is as
follows:
When Monk Saigyō was still a man [before becoming a monk], his beloved
daughter who was three or four was terribly sick and near death. Just at that time,
when he had been invited to join the retired emperor’s northern guard in archery
and other pastimes, and though against his better wishes, he was joining in the
hubbub, a page came running in and whispered something in his ear, at which
point someone who didn’t know what was going on wouldn’t have thought
anything of it. Monk Saijū, when he was still a man [before becoming a monk]
and an imperial guard of the Genji clan, looked into [Norikiyo’s] eyes,
[whereupon Norikiyo] said “I was prepared for this. . .” He let no one know, but
with nonchalance didn’t change his demeanor even one bit. “Such a fine heart,”
Saijū would say later when he told people this story.
Kubota Jun writes of this passage: “If this story is true, this daughter is a different person
from the daughter who took the tonsure and lived at Amano. However, Jikkinshō is a
setsuwa collection with a preface dated Kenchō 4 (1252). At that time, we can certainly
imagine that the legendizing of Saigyō was well under way. Thus it is premature to
simply accept this story as straightforward fact. And yet, it would be too brash to flatly
dismiss it as a fabrication” (Saigyō 35).
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It is impossible to determine whether this other daughter existed or not. If she did
exist, and did die of illness while Saigyō was still a member of the northern guard, her
father’s grief over her death (contrary to the stoic image presented in Jikkinshō) must be
considered part of Saigyō’s emotional state at the time of his shukke. The story, however,
appears in no other extant historical documents. Furthermore, though a dramatic
development in the life of the young father Norikiyo, this episode nevertheless does not
find its way into any biographical or legendary Saigyō literature. Again, as with the
supposed death of Norikiyo’s friend Noriyasu, the absence of such stories in other
biographical sources is so conspicuous that we are led to assume their presence in only
one source is the result of some creative authors. And yet, the death of a young girl may
not have been deemed worthy of note in historical documents of the day, most of which
do not even list the name of living daughters. Though the death of a young daughter may
seem a dramatic episode to us today, at the end of the Heian period, with infant mortality
rates much higher than the present, such a common event may have been overlooked in
the chronicle of a young and as yet insignificant samurai. It was only much later that
anybody became interested in the life of Saigyō. It is indeed possible that this episode,
used in the Jikkinshō text as an example of Saigyō’s fortitude and devotion to duty, may
have slipped by the Saigyō storytellers.
Jikkinshō was a text used for teaching young men about the aristocratic courtly
ways of yesteryear through the stalwart examples of historical figures. Saigyō monogatari
and other setsuwa texts about Saigyō had a very different purpose. However, the
possibility of a beloved daughter’s death influencing Saigyō’s decision to become a monk
would seem too tantalizing to storymakers of the day to have been excluded from the
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popular tales of Saigyō’s shukke. We must determine that if the death of Saigyō’s
daughter is a true story, it must have been unavailable to the author(s) of Saigyō
monoagatari, or for some reason was deemed an unlikely influence upon Saigyō’s
shukke.

5. Political theory 政治説
Kuwabara Hiroshi (Saigyō monogatari 56-57) and Watabe Osamu (62) both
identify Fujioka Sakutarō (藤岡作太郎 1870-1910) as the source of the political theory.
In his Saigyō-ron (西行論 1906), Fujioka writes that we must not forget the unusually
tense circumstances surrounding the imperial succession at the time of Saigyō’s shukke
(352).249
Shirakawa was senior cloistered emperor during the reigns of three sovereigns,
Horikawa, Toba, and Sutoku, though he exerted minimal influence during Horikawa’s
reign. It was Toba that Saigyō served as a member of the northern guard. Toba had two
consorts, Taikenmon-in and Bifukumon-in. Taikenmon-in, as mentioned previously, was
the daughter of Saigyō’s former employer Tokudaiji Saneyoshi. It was common
knowledge that Taikenmon-in was promiscuous, and that reputation perhaps fueled the
Emperor Go-Sanjō (後三条天皇 1034-73, r. 1068-73) is often thought to be the first
emperor to institute the form of governing by retired emperors known as insei. “In” refers
to a cloister, and “sei” means government. Often, but not always, retired emperors were
also monks, and their palaces were thus referred to as cloisters. It appears, according to
Cameron Hurst’s lucid treatment of this era and its politics, that Go-Sanjō had no
intention of setting up a new form of governance by cloistered emperors. Rather, he
abdicated in order to secure an imperial succession of males not born of Fujiwara mothers,
placing his son on the throne and making his grandson the crown prince, thereby
weakening the ability of the Fujiwara regency to influence the emperor and court politics
(583-95). However, Go-Sanjō’s son Shirakawa took fuller advantage of the position of
retired emperor to wield greater influence at court during the reign of his grandson Toba.
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later speculation of the “failed love affair” theory. It was also common knowledge in
court circles that Taikenmon-in’s son Sutoku was not Toba’s son, but the son of Toba’s
father Shirakawa. Shirakawa forced Toba to abdicate in 1123 in favor of Sutoku,
something which must have wrangled Toba. Thus, when the future emperor Konoe was
born in 1139 to Bifukumon-in, Toba was eager to establish imperial succession through
his own line, rather than that of Sutoku. As Fujioka points out, one year previous to
Saigyō’s shukke the setting was already in place for the imperial succession struggle that
erupted upon the death of Toba in 1156 and became known as the Hōgen Rebellion, or
Hōgen Disturbance (保元の乱). Furthermore, Saigyō was closely aligned with the
Taikenmon-in/Sutoku losing side of the imperial succession dispute vis-à-vis his
relationship with the Tokudaiji family. Perhaps the astute Saigyō saw the writing on the
wall and relinquished both his position at court (such as it was) and his involvement in
what seemed to him a petty and painful power struggle.
However, to ascribe such political savvy to Saigyō may be a stretch. Furthermore,
Saigyō’s shukke, though it roughly coincided with the natal events that led to the Hōgen
Rebellion, was nevertheless more than fifteen years before such events erupted into
armed conflict. Either Saigyō was a political clairvoyant or the most ultra-conservative
political ingénue of his time.

6. Homosexuality theory 男色説
This theory is fairly recent in Saigyō scholarship, and still rarely discussed.
Mezaki Tokue, in Suki to mujō, points out that scholarly discussions of the homosexual
culture of the Insei period (11th-13th centuries) have been met with some resistance, and
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some scholars look upon any implied connection to Saigyō with disdain (12-13). This
reluctance to discuss homosexuality in connection with Saigyō highlights contemporary
views of homosexuality, but does not represent late-Heian period views of bisexuality,
which seem to have been more tolerant than in present-day Japan.
Mezaki writes: “On the unseen side of aristocratic society of the Insei period,
there was a strong and pervasive vogue of male-male sexuality” (12). He cites the
research of Yoshimura Shigeki (吉村茂樹), Higashino Haruyuki (東野治之), and Gomi
Fumihiko (五味文彦) into the homosexual relationships of retired emperors and
aristocrats of the Insei period (11-14). An important document concerning Toba’s court at
the time Saigyō was serving in the northern guard is Fujiwara Yorinaga’s diary Taiki,
already mentioned as a source of information regarding Saigyō’s shukke. In it, Yorinaga
details his relationships with many men, including Fujiwara (or Tokudaiji) Kimiyoshi (公
能) and Fujiwara Ieakira (家明). Kimiyoshi was the son of Saigyō’s master Tokudaiji
Saneyoshi, whom he served from age fifteen to eighteen, the brother of Taikenmon-in,
and a close associate of Saigyō. Ieakira is the same Ieakira who married the sister of
Hamuro Reisen-dono, the step-mother (or foster-mother) of Saigyō’s daughter, as
recounted in Hosshinshū. Thus, men who engaged in sexual activity with other men
while maintaining heterosexual relationships with spouses and other women were
certainly within Saigyō’s social group.
Sonpi bunmyaku lists certain members of the northern guard as the “Retired
Emperor’s Favored Boys” (院の御寵童), an appellation indicative of the intimate
relationship some members of the northern guard shared with their patrons (11-12). This
does not mean that all members of the northern guard participated in homosexual
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relationships with their sovereign or with each other. The point Mezaki wishes to make is
that the “decadence” of this environment could have been a motivating factor in Saigyō’s
shukke (13). Saigyō, who surely would have been aware of the homosexual relationships
around him even if he was not a participant, may have been dismayed by what Mezaki
and others have characterized as a “secret” and “barren” cultural phenomenon. However,
this stance assumes that court circles of the time considered homosexuality to be a
“secret” and “barren” culture. There is no evidence of such a critical stance at the time.
Thus it is too speculative to assume that homosexuality among members of Saigyō’s
social group would have led Saigyō to leave court service. Not only is it impossible to
prove whether Saigyō as an individual was disdainful of homosexuality, but it is clear
that most members of court circles seemed to have condoned, or at least been indifferent
to, bisexuality among male aristocrats and emperors in the late Heian period.
In the end, we cannot know whether Saigyō was an active participant in Toba’s
homosexual clique or a disgusted observer, or whether either position toward the
homosexual culture of the insei court would have led Saigyō to become a monk.
However, homosocial longing seems to have been a factor in Saigyō’s decision to
become a monk. Homosocial longing and homosexual relationships are completely
separate, and so it is with peril that I launch this discussion of Saigyō’s longing for malemale social bonding under the heading of “homosexuality theory.” Nevertheless, monk
culture of the Heian period had already begun to take on a reputation for homosexuality
that by the Muromachi period developed into the chigo craze. Furthermore, it is possible
that the following exchange of poems between Saigyō and another monk recluse,
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expressing homosocial longing, influenced modern scholars in their proposition of
homosexuality being a part of Saigyō’s decision to become a monk.
In this set of renga, or linked verses, from the small collection Zanshū, Saigyō
recounts in unusual detail and in a story-like manner his encounter with a poet/monk
named Kūnin (空仁) who was in reclusion at Hōrinji, a temple of the Shingon sect in the
Arashiyama area of western Kyoto. The preface and Kūnin’s first verse are as follows:

Before I had escaped the world, Saijū and I went to Hōrin temple, where, intending to
learn sutras, Kūnin was in reclusion in a thatched hut. There we spoke [with Kūnin], and,
upon our departure, Kūnin even accompanied us to the boat dock, and, with much regret
at parting, when he saw a raft coming down the river, he composed the following:
はやく筏ここに来にけり250
hayaku ikada koko ni ki ni keri
How quickly the raft has come to this spot!

As one of the few examples of Saigyō’s writing that we know to have been before
his shukke, this passage is very important. Of note is the fact that Saijū accompanied
Saigyō on this excursion. Saijū is known to have taken the tonsure at the same time as
Saigyō and to have traveled often with Saigyō. They seem to have fed each other’s
interest in Buddhism, and highlight the type of homosocial relationship typical of
Buddhist priests of the time. Kūnin as well seems to have encouraged Saigyō’s interest in

For text from the Zanshū, I have chosen to use the most recent version edited by
Kubota Jun and based upon the oldest extant Shigure-tei copy. Kubota Jun, et al. Eds.,
Sankashū, Kikigakishū, Zanshū. Meiji Shoin, 2003. Numbers in parentheses refer to the
Kubota version; numbers in brackets refer to Watabe Tamotsu’s Sankashū zenchūkai.
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the life of a Buddhist monk, and Saigyō certainly admired Kūnin, as we can gather from
his comment after Kūnin’s verse:

薄らかなる柿の衣着て、かく申て立ちたりける、優に覚えけり

He wore a light persimmon-dyed robe, and as he stood and spoke, I found him to be very
elegant.
More than an analysis of Kūnin’s fashion, this statement reveals what it was about Kūnin
that appealed to Saigyō. First, Saigyō comments on Kūnin’s persimmon-dyed robe, a
reference to Kūnin’s status as a religious prelate and the subdued elegance of his attire,
appropriate to one who would take a vow of poverty.251 In the second phrase, Saigyō
describes Kūnin “speaking” as he stood at the dock, a reference to Kūnin’s poeticizing. It
is the image of Kūnin reciting a simple yet entirely appropriate poem while attired as a
monk that Saigyō finds “elegant,” a word usually reserved for descriptions of courtly
elegance rather than descriptions of Buddhist monks. Saigyō’s use of the term “elegant”
indicates his unusual admiration for Kūnin’s deportment. Such a state of elegance in
attire, demeanor, poetic expression, and religiosity is what Saigyō strove to achieve in his
poetry.
Saigyō replies with the following 5-7-5 verse to cap Kūnin’s 7-7:

大井川上に井堰やなかりつる
Ōigawa kami ni iseki ya nakari tsuru

It is unclear whether Kūnin had actually taken the tonsure (which includes a vow of
poverty) at the time Saigyō visited him. It is likely he was preparing to do so. He was
living as a monk, however, and likely studying with and receiving guidance from monks
at the Hōrin temple.
251
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Perhaps there was no dam at the head of the Oi River252
(Zanshū 22) [1929]

When Kūnin comments upon how quickly the raft has arrived from upstream, he
is perhaps commenting upon how quickly he has accepted the Buddhist Way and decided
to become a monk. Saigyō is perhaps wryly commenting upon how there were no
obstacles to Kūnin’s acceptance of the Buddhist Way. This is perhaps a veiled
commentary on Saigyō’s own reticence in leaving the world behind to become a monk.
After reciting this verse, Saigyō and Saijū depart on their raft, as described by
Saigyō:

かくて、さし離れて渡りけるに、ゆゑある声の嗄れたるやうなるにて、大智徳勇健、化度無
量衆と読み出したりける、いと尊くあはれなり

Thus as we parted and began to cross, in an elegant and raspy voice, [Kūnin] intoned
“The Great One of Wisdom and Virtue is strong and robust, and will save the numberless
multitudes,”253 which was noble and moving.
Saigyō then recites a verse which seems a simple statement but is in fact an overt
expression of Saigyō’s intention to follow the Buddhist path:

252

There is a subtext to these poems that reveals their Buddhist meaning. In Buddhist
parlance, the Law, or Dharma, is often referred to as a boat. Amida’s vow to save all
sentient beings who recite his name is also referred to as a boat. This boat carries the
practitioner across the turbulent waters of this world to the higan (彼岸), literally “other
shore,” a term for paradise. To ride a boat, or raft, noru (乗る), is a pun on the word for
the Dharma, nori (法). Kūnin, Saigyō, and Saijū all apply these double meanings.
253

A passage from the Devadatta fascicle of the Lotus Sutra. The Great One of Wisdom
and Virtue refers to Manjusri.
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大井川船に乗り得て渡るかな
Ōigawa fune ni nori ete wataru kana
Having gained passage on this boat I will cross the Ōi River!
(Zanshū 23)

“Nori ete,” meaning to be able to ride, or “gain passage,” as I have translated it,
can also mean “to obtain the Dharma.” By obtaining the Dharma, Saigyō is able to cross
the river, which is a symbol of the turbulent and corrupt world. Saijū adds a very nuanced
verse to this:

流れに棹をさす心地して
nagare ni sao wo sasu kokochi shite
I feel as if I have thrust an oar into this flow

Saijū is making a bolder statement than perhaps Saigyō is willing to venture, indicating
that he is not only riding the boat, but paddling along with the current. This has been read
as an indication of the poet’s decision to renounce the world. Saigyō himself commented
on this verse:

心に思ふことありて、かく付けけるなるべし

[Saijū] had something he was pondering in his heart, and so, I suppose, he added this
verse in this manner.
To end the episode, Saigyō composes two poems with narrative commentary:
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大井川君がなごりの慕はれて井堰の波の袖に懸れる
Ōigawa kimi ga nagori no shitaharete / iseki no nami no sode ni kakareru
Ōi River—longing for you and loathe to leave you,
the waves of the dam lap at my sleeves
(Zanshū 24) [1930]
As I recited this, and as we rowed away, I asked “How long do you intend to be in
seclusion?” To which he answered, “I have not decided—I may move on to some other
[temple].” I found this very moving [and composed the following:]
いつかまた巡りあふべき法の輪のあらしの山をきみ出でなば
itsu ka mata meguri afu beki nori no wa no / arashi no yama wo kimi idenaba
When shall we meet again the Wheel of the Law,
if you leave this Stormy Mountain?
(Zanshū 25) [1931]
He appeared to intend to reply, but we were caught in the current of the dam, and I
thought this very unfortunate.
In the first poem, Saigyō expresses his regret at parting with Kūnin, comparing
the waves of the river to his own tears soaking his sleeve, a common conceit. The
repetitive use of the dam motif suggests that Saigyō feels prevented from pursuing his
true desires. The second poem, full of plays on words and references to both the location
(Hōrinji 法輪寺) and the Wheel of the Dharma (nori no wa 法の輪), expresses Saigyō’s
apprehension at ever seeing Kūnin again as well as his worry that perhaps he will not get
another chance to accept the Dharma. Meguri afu nori no wa refers specifically to the
rare opportunity to meet and accept the Buddhist Law, or become a monk. It is possible
that Saigyō wished to join Kūnin in taking the tonsure and becoming an “elegant”
monk/poet, but was unable to commit at this time, for a number of reasons that
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“dammed” his progress toward the “other shore.” Such is obliquely indicated by the prose
ending of this episode, in which Saigyō and Saijū are regretfully swept by the current
downriver before they can hear Kūnin’s reply to Saigyō’s final poem.
All of Saigyō’s religious yearning is expressed in terms of longing for
companionship with Kūnin, which seems blocked by a number of obstacles. Saigyō is
eventually swept away from the object of his longing, which is both companionship with
Kūnin and the poetic/religious ideal that he represents. This group of poems spells out
what it was about the life of a tonsured monk/poet that drew Saigyō to his own shukke.
While Kūnin’s religiosity is a given, it is his elegance of manner that strikes Saigyō. It is
also the solitary life of seclusion, in a thatched hut, where one is free to study scripture as
well as poeticize, that appealed to Saigyō.
For most of the history of Saigyō reception, the poems of Zanshū were not in
wide circulation. Thus, it is unlikely that this episode was viewed by Saigyō’s premodern audiences as evidence of a homosexual relationship with Kūnin or Saijū.
Furthermore, though Saigyō’s exchange of poems with Kūnin certainly describes a type
of homosocial longing in which artistic and religious companionship is held up as an
ideal, it is not sufficient evidence to indicate a homosexual relationship.

7. Literary theory/suki theory 文学・数寄説
Suki is a difficult term to translate, and so I will continue to use the Japanese
original following a brief explanation. A dictionary definition would be “elegant
pursuits,” but suki implies much more. In language obviously reflecting his own
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admiration of Saigyō, who for Kamo no Chōmei represented perhaps the ideal
practitioner of suki, Chōmei defines suki in the following manner:
Not preferring interactions with people; not worrying about losing status; sorrowing
over the scattering of cherry blossoms; contemplating the rising and setting of the
moon, thereby always making one’s heart clear; and not allowing oneself to be
sullied by the filth of the world—these are the important points, and thus naturally
lead one to a realization of the nature of life and death and the exhausting of
attachments to fame and wealth. This is the way to enter the path of true
emancipation.254
Mezaki calls this as perfect a definition of suki as possible (Suki to mujō 94). This is
especially true in the context of suki in which Mezaki places Saigyō. The latter part of
Chōmei’s definition is key. Here he equates suki with Buddhist practice. He sees suki as
a means to enlightenment. Whether Saigyō espoused this view or not, this is how Saigyō
has been interpreted by both Chōmei and Mezaki.
The word suki is derived from the verb suku (好く), though ideographs were
assigned to the word at some later stage (数寄). At first, as Mezaki and Rajyashree
Pandey point out, suki originally implied a devotion to amorous pursuits. It later became
a more general term for utter commitment to any sort of pursuit, but most often artistic
pursuits such as poetry, painting, and music. Kamo no Chōmei perhaps most thoroughly
detailed the various expressions of suki in ancient and medieval Japan in his works
Mumyōshō (無名抄 c. 1211-16) and Hosshinshū (発心集 c. 1212). Other works that tell
us about suki and its practitioners in Heian and medieval Japan are Senjūshō (撰集抄

See Miki Sumito, ed. Hōjōki, Hosshinshū. Shinchōsha, 1976, p. 278. See also
Rajyashree Pandey, Writing and Renunciation in Medieval Japan: The Works of the
Poet-Priest Kamo no Chōmei. Center for Japanese Studies, The University of Michigan,
1998.
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after 1190), which was long thought to be the work of Saigyō, Shasekishū (沙石集 1218),
and Fukuro zōshi (袋草紙 c. 1158).
One major current in the larger cultural phenomenon of suki is what Mezaki
identifies as suki no tonsei (数寄の遁世), or suki reclusion. He calls Saigyō, Chōmei,
Yoshida Kenkō (吉田兼好 1283? – after 1352) and others suki no tonseisha, or “suki
recluses” (Suki to mujō 91-104; Kenkyū 100-32). These are men who abandon the world
not necessarily for religious reasons, though they may take the tonsure or live as Buddhist
hermits, but for reasons of devotion to the arts and a desire to live in a way that frees one
to completely devote oneself to a given artistic pursuit. These he calls jiyūjin (自由人)
and bunkajin (文化人), “free men” and “men of culture” (Suki to mujō 93). Mezaki sees
three stages in the development of this cultural phenomenon of suki no tonsei.

1. Pre-Engi era 延喜以前
In this era, Mezaki writes, the inherent contradictions and flaws of the nation-state
were not yet apparent, and spiritual unease was not yet a serious matter.
Representatives of this period are the Kokinshū poets Kisen (喜撰) and Sosei (素
性), who lived in the ninth and tenth centuries.
2. Sekkan era 摂関時代
In this era, when the Fujiwara regency (sekkanke 摂関家) was at its height of
power and certain social barriers presented themselves to the aristocracy, there
was a tendency to attempt to escape this stifling social atmosphere. Sukimono
who appeared during this middle Heian period were Dōmyō (道命? - ?), Soi (素
意 ? - ?), and Ryōzen (良暹 ? - ?). The penultimate sukimono of this period, and a
key influence upon Saigyō, was Nōin (能因 988-c. 1050).
3. Insei era 院政時代
In this era, unease and pessimism reached a fevered pitch as Mappō (末法)
doctrine was widely disseminated and society as a whole seemed to be in decline.
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Representatives of this period are Sensai (瞻西 ? - ?), Shun’e (俊恵 1113-c. 1182),
Saigyō, and Chōmei (Suki to mujō 94; Kenkyū 106-130).
While Mezaki’s discussion of suki reclusion is instructive in understanding
Saigyō’s integrative lifestyle of poetic and religious devotion, we simply cannot say
whether or not Saigyō saw the pursuit of this lifestyle as a major motivation for taking the
tonsure. Kubota Shōichirō writes that we should look at Saigyō’s lifestyle and activities
following his shukke rather than factors preceding his shukke in an effort to understand
his motivations and desires (Kenkyū 103). While Mezaki has succeeded in reconstructing
Saigyō’s shukke through a thorough study of his life and activities after his tonsuring, he
is nevertheless too strident in his insistence that Saigyō was indeed a suki no tonseisha
who left his post and family not necessarily for religious reasons, but in order to devote
himself more fully to poetry. Though Mezaki posits that Saigyō underwent a religious
and philosophical transformation in his later years, eventually abandoning suki and
devoting himself fully to the Buddhist path, this argument seems more of a caveat than a
real and accurate model for Saigyō’s life of faith and poetry (Kenkyū 390-409). The
strength and personal fortitude (what Kubota Shōichirō calls personal selfishness, or
devotion to the self 個人的なわがまま) necessary to leave a wife, children, wealth,
position at court, and many other worthy commitments simply cannot be explained by a
desire to become a dilettante, no matter how positive the connotations of suki or suki no
tonsei. A serious and abiding devotion to Buddhism, as indicated by Yorinaga’s diary
entry, must have also been a factor, if not the more important factor, in Saigyō’s decision
to take the tonsure. Thus we must consider Mezaki’s suki, or literary, theory to be a
possible factor, but by no means the sole reason for Saigyō’s shukke.
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8. General theory 総合説
The general theory allows us to assume that many factors, including perhaps some
factors unknown to us, influenced Saigyō’s momentous decision to become a monk. Any
or all of the above theories may be true in part or whole. In the end, we simply do not
know. I, and perhaps all Saigyō scholars, wish that there were some conclusive evidence,
perhaps in the form of a long-lost Saigyō diary, indicating the exact reasons behind
Saigyō’s shukke. My guess, however, is that even Saigyō was not fully aware of all of
the forces that brought him to that threshold. Nevertheless, his silence is nearly deafening.
Not once does he ever mention exactly when or where he took the tonsure. Nor does he
mention who gave him the holy rites. We do not find this information in any extant
source. Saigyō monogatari simply states that he took the rites at the dwelling of a “holy
man” in the Saga area west of the capital. Such vagueness plagues the biography of
Saigyō even beyond his shukke. We are led to ask why Saigyō never said anything about
his shukke. But this is just another un-answerable question.
And so, in the end we are forced to accept the general theory. There is simply not
one story that can eclipse the rest as the one and only explanation for Saigyō’s shukke.
Mezaki Tokue, however, refuses to accept the general theory, as first proposed by
Kawada Jun, claiming that it is “no different than calling the cause [of Saigyō’s shukke]
unclear” (Kenkyū 100-101). In fact, most scholars seem to have built some sort of outline
for Saigyō’s shukke that favors one or another theory. As Mezaki points out, Oyama
Tokujirō claims that Saigyō had to have been more concerned by the infighting of the
Fujiwara and the court as well as the natural disasters of the day than a petty love affair
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(105). Itō Yoshio, on the other hand, claims that Saigyō’s response to the movements of
society could not have been the main cause of his shukke, but that his painful personal
problems and admiration for Buddhist recluses formed the basis for his decision, which
was then spurred on by the death of his daughter (105-106).
Mezaki promotes his own literary/suki theory as the most plausible explanation
for Saigyō’s shukke, as discussed earlier. He cites first Fujioka Sakutarō’s Saigyō-ron,
which is also the source for the political theory. Fujioka obviously held a number of
views, and it is counterproductive to assume that one theory must preclude all others.
Shukke is a complex religious, emotional, and social event. It is perhaps small-minded of
scholars to demand an exclusive elucidation of a very complicated episode in the life of
an individual who left no overt indication of his own reasons for taking the tonsure.
Kubota Shōichirō, perhaps the most reasonable of twentieth-century Saigyō scholars,
writes:

Rather, when contemplating the reasons for his shukke, seeking the answer in his
lifestyle and actions after his shukke would be more appropriate. . . .His family
was wealthy, and as a retainer and a member of the lower northern guard, he was
beloved of the Tokudaiji family as well as Toba-in and Sutoku-in. But, for Saigyō,
it is thought that what he sought for was something more intense. [Saigyō]
recognized that a lifestyle in which he could, as a monk, devote himself to
Buddhist practice and, as a poet, devote himself to composing poetry was more
valuable than continuing to live a secular life, and [that lifestyle] is what made life
worth living for him. (103-104)
Kubota recognizes that Saigyō likely harbored complex motivations, succinctly
characterized by the two major areas of endeavor following his shukke: Buddhist
religious practice and poetic composition. He goes on to write:
At the root [of Saigyō’s shukke] was the pure hope and desire of a human being to
toss away the life he might have led if he remained in his secular existence,
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wanting to live in a better way. Though it is impossible for us to measure or know
from when that sort of wish was conceived in his breast and grew, it would surely
have been over a number of years and months. Also, rather than forcefully
seeking other motivations or reasons, this was something to be sought in
Norikiyo’s humanistic temperaments and nature. Furthermore, the action of
shukke was the seeking of a valuable way of life in making oneself free, setting
oneself free from restraints, fulfilling the self, and setting the self free. (104)
Kubota goes on to explain that such a “setting free” of one’s self was not the reason (原
因) for Saigyō’s shukke, but something that was gained through the lifestyle change of
shukke. This essential point is what Mezaki misses in his analysis, and which many other
scholars fail to grasp. While Kawada Jun categorized the various possible reasons for
Saigyō’s shukke as “distant causes” (遠因; e.g. politics and world weariness) and “close
causes” (近因; e.g. failed love affair) (Saigyō 111-115), the real distinction we must
make is between outer and inner causes. Whatever the outer causes may have been, and
we have discussed several, such as politics, death, and dissatisfaction with the world,
these outer causes are only informative as possible influences on the inner workings of
Saigyō’s heart, which, as Kubota points out, are impossible for us to know. So it is left to
us to try to grasp what Saigyō was thinking and feeling with the available information.
This information includes both the semi-legendary material from which the various
shukke theories derive, such as Saigyō monogatari and Genpei jōsuiki, and the poems of
Saigyō. I hope that this treatment of all facets of Saigyō’s shukke, while not conclusive as
a statement of position vis-à-vis the debate over Saigyō’s reasons for becoming a monk,
has nonetheless given us more comprehensive and clear picture of the historical sources
of the debate as well as the intimate relationship between Saigyō’s own poetry and the
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stories of his shukke. It is left to the reader to digest Saigyō’s poems and determine for
herself or himself what might have been in Saigyō’s heart.
The questions of Saigyō’s shukke, whether answerable or not, have prompted
speculation for centuries. Some of this speculation is fueled by Saigyō’s own poems.
There are, as we have seen, what seem to be clues in Saigyō’s poetry. Beyond the
historical or literary sources, such as Saigyō monogatari, Jikkinshō, Genpei jōsuiki,
which are often unreliable, we are left with nothing but Saigyō’s poetry to discover the
true nature of his emotional or intellectual state at the time of his shukke. When trying to
reconstruct the actual event of Saigyō’s shukke, I believe it is counterproductive to
undertake an analysis of Saigyō’s poetry that will become psycho-paleontology.
Nevertheless I will analyze a set of poems believed to have been composed around the
time of his shukke in order to illustrate how this group of poems seems to support several
of the theories outlined above. My primary purpose is to illustrate how these poems are
susceptible to legend building. The following archeology of the so-called shukke kagun,
or shukke set of poems, will show how Saigyō’s poetry, when read together with certain
narratives already in mind (a method I have already criticized), can form trajectories of
meaning, certain storylines, that over the centuries became full-blown legends.

Shukke poems
The spring mist poem discussed earlier appears toward the beginning of the
miscellaneous (zō 雑) section of the Sankashū.

世にあらじと思ひたちけるころ東山にて人々寄霞述懐と云事をよめる

そらになる心は春の霞にて世にあらじとも思ひ立つかな

383
sora ni naru kokoro wa haru no kasumi nite / yo ni araji to mo omohi tatsu kana
At the time that I decided to abandon the world, some people at Higashiyama
composed on the topic “expressing one’s feelings on mist.”
The empty sky of my heart shrouded by spring mist
rises to thoughts of leaving the world behind
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 786) [723]

Though it is not always true that poems grouped together were necessarily composed
together, in a well-organized anthology there is quite often an editorial reason for
grouping certain poems. If we go backward and forward from the spring mist poem, from
775, which opens the miscellaneous section, to 797, we find some conceptual trajectories
that may give us more insight into the themes Saigyō was concerned with around the time
of his shukke. We will find that many of the poems, when read as insights into Saigyō’s
thoughts, or as narratives of his shukke, seem to support a number of the eight theories
outlined above.
For convenience, I will quote all of the poems in this set, including brief
annotation, before discussing them in the context of Saigyō’s shukke.

つくづくと物を思ふにうちそへて折あはれなる鐘の音かな
tsukuzuku to mono wo omofu ni uchi sohete / aware naru kane no oto kana
Deep in thought, all the more moving now is the sound of the bell255

Though without preface in the Sankashū, this poem bears the preface “on the
sentiment of expressing one’s feelings” (述懐の心を) in the Saigyō hōshi kashū.
Tsukuzuku to, “deeply,” or “intensely,” is an engo (or association word) for bell, as tsuku
means to strike a bell. Uchi, as well, is an engo and also means to strike. Mono wo omofu
255

384
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 775) [712]

なさけありし昔のみなほしのばれてながらへまうき世にもあるかな
nasake arishi mukashi nomi naho shinobarete / nagarahema ukiyo ni mo aru kana
Pondering the past when feeling was foremost,
what a wretched world in which to linger256
(Shinkokinshū, Miscellaneous III, 1842; Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 776) [713]

can mean, literally, thoughts, but most often implies thoughts of love or one’s lover. Here
the thoughts of the poet are made all the more pathetic when he hears the sound of the
temple bell. This is most likely the evening bell tolling, as Nishizawa Yoshihito posits
(Sankashū, Kikigakishū, Zanshū 130.712).
This poem too has no preface in the Sankashū, but bears the same preface as the
preceding poem in the Saigyō hōshi kashū. Nasake can mean feeling, or passion,
implying love. It can also mean elegance, or emotional and artistic sensitivity, such as
would have been foremost in the courtly activities (such as poetry composition) in which
Saigyō participated. Mukashi may mean the immediate past of the poet, or in other words,
pre-shukke. It may also mean the courtly past of the poet. It can also mean the more
distant past of the court—the golden age of the Engi era (901-23) perhaps. The
interpretation of this poem has historically hinged on the commentator’s rendering of the
meaning of nasake and mukashi. Watanabe Tamotsu renders nasake as fūga 風雅, or
courtly elegance. He points out that there are varying interpretations, such as Oyama
Tokujirō’s opinion that Saigyō means the world before the Hōgen (1156) and Heiji
(1159) disturbances; and Kuboto Utsuho’s and Shiboi Ukō’s opinion that Saigyō simply
means his pre-shukke years (404). Nishizawa renders it as the secular past of the poet
(130.713).
It was not unusual for a poet of the late Heian period to lament the vanishing
elegance of the court and its traditions. It was unusual for a tonsured poet to imply that
the world is all the more unbearable for his incessant recollections of the elegant past. It
was even more unusual for a monk to recall his secular, even romantic past, as a
mechanism for expressing disdain for his present existence. It appears, however, that
Saigyō is doing just that. If we allow for the complexity of expression that is a hallmark
of Saigyō’s poetry, then it is not difficult to accept that Saigyō intended all possible
meanings of nasake arishi mukashi. As is so often true, the seemingly simple and
straightforward surface of Saigyō’s poem is only the beginning of a deeper and more
complex expression.
256
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軒近き花たちばなに袖しめて昔をしのぶ涙つつまむ
noki chikaki hanatachibana ni sode shimete / mukashi wo shinobu namida tsutsumamu
With the orange blossoms near the eaves I’ll scent my sleeves
to veil my tears as I ponder the past257
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 777) [714]

何事も昔を聞くはなさけありてゆゑあるさまに思ほゆるかな
nanigoto mo mukashi wo kiku wa nasake arite / yue aru sama ni omohoyuru kana
Whatever I hear of the past, such elegance and refinement
it seems to have exuded!258
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 778) [715]

わが宿は山のあなたにあるものを何にうきよをしらぬ心ぞ
waga yado wa yama no anata ni aru mono wo / nani ni ukiyo wo shiranu kokoro zo
My dwelling is beyond the mountain, so why
will my heart not wake to this wretched world?259

257

Orange blossoms are always associated with thoughts of the past, particularly
someone from one’s past or someone who has already passed on. This poem is prefaced
in the Saigyō hōshi kashū as “expressing thoughts of the past through orange blossoms”
(花橘によする懐旧といふことを). There is some disjointedness between mukashi of
the poem and furuki of the preface. Furuki is a more general indication of the historical
past, while mukashi is a more personal, direct past. Once again, the reader is left to
determine whether Saigyō means his own personal recent past or the more distant and
impersonal cultural past of the court, or perhaps both. The inclusion of orange blossoms
certainly implies a personal past.
258

A decidedly flat poem, this nevertheless plays a crucial role in this sequence of poems,
as I will discuss later. Mukashi in this case seems less ambiguous. Watanabe (405) and
Nishizawa (130.715) both point out that mukashi is an historical past, such as the Engi
(901-23) or Tenryaku (947-57) eras.

386
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 779) [716]

くもりなき鏡の上にゐる塵を目に立てて見る世と思はばや
kumori naki kagami no ue ni iru chiri wo / me ni tatete miru yo to omohabaya
I’d like to think this world with diligence watches for specks of dust
that fall on the unclouded mirror260
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 780) [717]

ながらへむと思ふ心ぞつゆもなき厭ふにだにも堪へぬうき身は
nagarahemu to omofu kokoro zo tsuyu mo naki / itofu ni da ni mo tahenu ukimi ha
No wish to linger on remains in my heart at all,
for I am one too wretched even to despise261

“Not wake” is a liberal rendering of shiranu, and closer perhaps to satoranu, which
Watanabe uses in his modern translation of this poem (405). Nishizawa uses rikai dekinai,
or “cannot comprehend.” “Beyond the mountain” implies the Western Paradise of Amida.
Saigyō is asking himself why, if he knows that his true home is in Amida’s paradise, does
his heart not awake to the fact that this world is wretched and dreary and to be disdained.
Watanabe includes the comment that Saigyō is “lamenting his laziness in Buddhist
practice” (修行の怠りをなげく). This is perhaps true, or perhaps Saigyō is lamenting
his inability to commit to the Buddhist Way, though he knows what he is to do. Taken in
the context of this anthologized shukke, the latter interpretation is more appropriate,
though the poem may have originally been composed as a lament of laziness and later
inserted into this narrative group of poems.
260
This is a puzzling poem, as it is unclear exactly what Saigyō is trying to say, though
the language is clear enough. The unclouded mirror is a symbol of perfect enlightenment,
and dust symbolizes the various preoccupations and passions that cloud our hearts.
259

261

A devastatingly self-disparaging poem, this nonetheless is a complex statement of
conflicting sentiments. The first phrase states simply that the poet has no desire
whatsoever to go on living, nearly suicidal in its blunt declaration of despair. The
implication, however, is that the poet has no wish to live any longer in the world,
meaning the secular world. The second phrase, by contrast, expresses that he is unable to
completely despise that world. Itofu in this case specifically refers to the secular world,
and implies shukke, or abandoning the world. Saigyō is saying that he is too wretched
even to properly leave the world behind and become a monk. If, as many scholars posit,

387
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 781) [718]

思い出づる過ぎにし方をはづかしみあるにものうきこの世なりけり
omoi izuru sugi ni shi kata wo hazukashimi / aru ni mono uki kono yo narikeri
What has passed, as I recall it, is all but shame,
and this world is all the more wretched for it262
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 782) [719]

世に仕うべかりける人の、籠りゐたりける許へ、遣はしける

世の中にすまぬもよしや秋の月にごれる水の湛ふさかりに
yo no naka ni sumanu mo yoshi ya / aki no tsuki nigoreru mizu no tatafu sakari ni
Sent to the dwelling of one who was meant to serve at court, but instead is in seclusion
Perhaps it is good not to live in the world,
just as the autumn moon does not reflect in brimming filthy water263
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 783) [720]
Saigyō contemplated shukke for some time before acting, he very well may have felt
miserable enough to see himself in a catch-22 of sorts—having no desire to continue
living the way he does, but unable to find the courage and fortitude it takes to change his
situation. Again, this poem is reminiscent of suicidal sentiments, though there is
absolutely no indication that the poem has anything to do with a real suicide attempt.
Though this may appear a general statement, it is in fact very personal, as Saigyō is
here accusing himself of having an utterly shameful past. That past makes his present
unbearable, “this world” referring specifically to the poet’s life. Watanabe renders this
poem as an expression of “the weight of sin” (406). Like the poem before it, this poem is
a crystallization of self-deprecating, even despondent, thoughts.
262

This poem was sent so someone who, like Saigyō, was meant to serve in court but
instead chose to retreat from society and perhaps, like Saigyō, took the tonsure. The
world as filthy water is a typical Buddhist symbol. Once again, the moon represents
perfect enlightenment, which is not possible if one remains in the sullied world. This
poem may just as well be a commentary on Saigyō’s own situation as that of his intended
reader.
263
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五日、菖蒲を人のつかはしたりける返事に

世のうきにひかるる人はあやめ草心の根なき心地こそすれ
yo no uki ni hikaruru hito wa ayamegusa / kokoro no ne naki kokochi koso sure
On the fifth (of the fifth month), in response to someone sending me irises
Those lead along by the wretchedness of this world,
I feel, are like irises with rootless hearts264
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 784) [721]

寄花橘述懐

よのうさを昔がたりになしはてて花たちばなに思ひ出でばや
yo no usa wo mukashigatari ni nashi hatete / hanatachibana ni omohi idebaya
Expressing one’s feelings on orange blossoms
I’d like to make this world’s sorrows a tale from the past,
remembering them only with the scent of orange blossoms265
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 785) [722]

世にあらじと思ひたちけるころ東山にて人々寄霞述懐と云事をよめる

そらになる 心は春の 霞にて 世にあらじとも 思ひ立つかな
sora ni naru kokoro wa haru no kasumi ni te / yo ni araji to mo omohi tatsu kana

264

The fifth day of the fifth month is a seasonal festival in which bunches of irises are
used as implements to ward off evil influences. Irises grow in muddy marshes, and so
there is a pun on uki, which can mean wretchedness or a muddy pond. Iris roots are
shallow and hence a symbol of inconstancy and weakness. Uki, hikaruru (lead along, or
pulled), and ne (root) are all association words for iris.
265

Orange blossoms, again, are used to recall the past or a past loved one. The poet wants
to distance himself from his own past, making it but a story vaguely recalled on occasion
when he smells orange blossoms.

389
At the time that I decided to abandon the world, some people at
Higashiyama composed on the topic “expressing one’s feelings on mist.”
The empty sky of my heart shrouded in spring mist rises to thoughts
of leaving the world behind
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 786) [723]

同心を

世をいとふ名をだにもさはとどめおきて数ならぬ身の思ひ出にせむ
yo wo itofu na wo da ni mo sa wa todome okite / kazu naranu mi no omohide ni semu
On the same sentiment
The name of one who hates the world, this at least I shall leave behind
as a memory of one not worthy of mention
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 787) [724]

いにしへころ、東山に阿弥陀房とまをしける上人の庵室にまかりて見けるに、何となくあは
れにおぼえて読める

柴の庵と聞くはくやしき名なれども世にこのもしき住居なりけり
shiba no io to kiku wa kuyashiki na naredomo / yo ni konomoshiki sumai narikeri
In the past, when I went to Higashiyama and saw the thatched hut of a
holy man named Amida-bō, it seemed somehow moving, and I composed
the following.
To hear “brushwood hut,” is indeed an unfortunate name,
but in this world it is an auspicious dwelling266

It is unclear exactly who Amida-bō was. Higashiyama was a favorite area for recluses,
who often built very humble thatched huts. Inishihe koro sounds as if it refers to the
distant past (as Watanabe states), but it likely refers to Saigyō’s secular period before his
shukke (as Nishizawa suggests). It was not unusual for tonsured monks to distance
themselves philosophically from their secular past by using such language. Thus, Saigyō
repeatedly uses words such as inishihe and mukashi to refer to his not-so-distant past in
266

390
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 788) [725]

世をのがれけるをり、ゆかりありける人のもとへいひおくりける

世の中を背きはてぬと言ひおかむ思ひ知るべき人はなくとも
yo no naka wo somuki hatenu to ihi okamu / omohi shiru beki hito wa naku to mo
At the time I fled the world, I sent this to a certain person who used to have ties to myself.
I shall declare I have completely turned my back on the world,
though there be no one to understand it267
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 789) [726]

思をのぶる心五首人々よみけるに

さてもあらじいま見よ心思ひとりてわが身は身かとわれもうかれむ
satemo araji ima miyo kokoro omohi torite / waga mi wa mi ka to ware mo ukaremu
When several others composed five poems on the sentiment of telling one’s thoughts
I’ll not remain like this, so behold now! my heart—
I’ll grasp whether I am who I am, and I shall roam268

order to make it more apparent that he has completely severed himself spiritually from
that secular past. Though Itō Yoshio correctly posits that this poem was written before
Saigyō’s shukke, pointing to its sense of admiration for Amida-bō and his hut, the
inclusion of inishihe koro in the preface tells us that Saigyō must have written the preface
after the fact, perhaps at the time of the poem’s inclusion in this set of so-called “shukke
poems.”
This poem bears the preface “composed after taking the tonsure” (出家の後よみ侍り
ける) in the Saigyō hōshi kashū. Interpretations of this poem differ depending on the
identity of yukari arikeru hito (someone who had ties to myself). Saigyō may be referring
to a friend, a relative, a loved one (such as his wife), or to his social circle in general. We
can rule out the general theory, as the preface seems very pointed toward a certain
individual, with the wording hito no moto he ihi okurikeru, meaning that he sent the
poem to the specific place of a person. However, even if Saigyō sent the poem to a
certain individual, the poem itself may be intended for a broader audience—written for
many but sent to one. It is impossible to determine for sure. I will further discuss the
possible identities of the yukari arikeru hito and the possible meanings of the poem later.
267

391
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 790)

いざ心花をたづぬと言ひなして吉野のおくへ深く入りなむ
iza kokoro hana wo tazunu to ihi nashite / Yoshino no oku he fukaku irinamu
Come, my heart, let’s say we’ve gone to see the blossoms,
but go deep into Yoshino’s climes269

This poem and the four following it are not found in some versions of the Sankashū,
but are found in the Matsuya version 松屋本. One can argue that they do not fit into the
“shukke set” of poems under consideration here. However, I feel that they are crucial
ingredients in the narrative being built by this string of poems, and thus have included
them in my analysis. This poem is unique and difficult to translate. Saigyō often
addresses his heart directly, as if in the third person. Here he is telling his heart to watch
as he attempts to probe his own soul. It is a complex sentiment, as we are not sure
whether Saigyō intends to probe his own heart, or if he intends his heart to be a spectator
to a deeper process of soul-searching. What the poet wishes to determine is again difficult
to precisely explain. Waga mi wa mi ka is a highly nuanced phrase, though the diction
seems mundane enough. Watanabe, relying upon Kubota Shōichirō, posits that the first
“self” (mi) is Saigyō after his shukke, after he has renounced the world and become a
proper Buddhist recluse. The second “self” (mi) is the secular self before the shukke. In
other words, the poet wants to determine whether he has truly changed by becoming a
monk. Is he really who he purports to be? The poem perfectly fits its topic: on the
sentiment of telling one’s thoughts. This was probably a far more revealing poem than the
others composed at the same occasion, as Saigyō goes straight to the heart of the matter,
asking himself: “Am I who I claim to be? Am I who I want to be?” Such a serious and
probing personal query can have devastating results.
The ending of this poem is unusual. After a bold expression of personal scrutiny,
Saigyō, in the last line of the poem, states that he will “roam” or “wander.” Ukaremu,
which literally means to float, also implies the beginning of a journey, and is therefore
very appropriate to the sentiments of the poem. Saigyō is known for his journeys around
Japan as well as his philosophical and religious “journey of discovery” in his poems as he
examined his own beliefs and emotions. The type of journey a Buddhist monk would
embark upon would be both physical and spiritual, as he wandered from holy place to
holy place and temple to temple in order to receive rigorous training and become more
intimately acquainted with the religious landscape of Japan.
268

Like the previous poem, this is addressed to the poet’s heart. The poet wishes to tell
others that he is going to Yoshino to view the cherry blossoms, when in fact his purposes
are far more serious and religious in nature. We may say that the poet has now embarked
on the journey alluded to at the end of the previous poem. He refers to his heart almost as
269
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 791)

苔ふかき谷の庵に住みしより岩のかげふみ人も訪ひ来ず
koke fukaki tani no ihori ni sumishi yori / iha no kage fumi hito mo tohi kozu
Since living in this deeply moss-laden valley hut
no one has trod the cliffs’ shadows to visit me270
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 792)

深き山は人も訪ひ来ぬ住居なるにおびただしきはむら猿の声
fukaki yama wa hito mo tohi konu sumai naru ni / obitadashiki wa murazaru no koe
Living deep in the mountains, no one comes to visit,
and yet there are the clamoring calls of monkeys271
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 793)

a traveling companion, and in light of the previous poem we can assume that Saigyō
wishes to go to the mountains in order to know his heart better.
270

This poem, when taken in the context of the narrative being built in this set of poems,
is the point at which the poet has indeed left the world behind and is living in a secluded
hut far off in the mountains. A steep and inaccessible valley deeply covered in moss is a
typical trope of reclusion, religious or scholarly, as is the image of treacherous mountain
paths shadowed by overhanging cliffs. The monochrome ink painting tradition, including
the literati (文人) and Nanga (南画) traditions, in China and Japan, is full of such
images—most often associated with scholarly retreat. Here Saigyō is conflating the
image of the scholar in retreat with that of his own religious reclusion, a device he
employs many times in his poems.
271

The call of a monkey is usually associated with loneliness and fright. Here, however,
Saigyō uses the cacophonous image of a whole troop of monkeys to draw a contrast
between what a secluded dwelling in the mountains is thought to be and what his
dwelling actually is. Saigyō often points out the contrast between his own ideals or
preconceptions (informed by the poetic tradition and its many topical tropes) and what he
actually experiences. This poem, when read against the near-textbook example of a
mountain reclusion poem preceding it, is almost comical and at the very least satirical.

393

深く入りて住むかひあれと山道を心やすくも埋む苔かな
fukaku irite sumu kahi are to / yamamichi wo kokoroyasuku mo umu koke kana
Going deep into the mountains to live is indeed worthwhile,
the moss so gladly buries the mountain path!272
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 794)

はるかなる所にこもりて、都なる人のもとへ月のころ遣はしける

月のみや上の空なる形見にて思ひも出でば心かよはむ
tsuki nomi ya uwa no sora naru katami nite / omohi mo ideba kokoro kayohamu
When I was in reclusion somewhere far away, I sent the following to
someone in the capital around the time of the moon.
Only the moon in the sky above a vacant reminder,
should you think of me perhaps it will link your heart to mine273

272

This poem admittedly seems disjointed. This is because it is not readily apparent in the
translation that the first line is “spoken” by the moss. The action of the moss burying the
mountain path is interpreted by the poet to be a statement on the inherent value of living
deep in the mountains. In contrast to the poem that precedes it, this poem affirms the
merits of dwelling in the mountains. The moss buries, or completely covers, the path. If
we take the first two lines of the poem to be the utterance of the moss, then this
“statement” of the moss means that the poet need not ever leave the mountains. The
mountain path is no longer necessary, and so the moss gladly, without hesitation, buries
and obscures the pathway leading out. There may still be some hesitation in the poet’s
mind, however.
This poem is included in the love section of the Shinkokinshū. It bears the preface
“while traveling” in the Saigyō hōshi kashū. “The time of the moon” would be autumn.
This is one of Saigyō’s many love poems. Though Saigyō was a monk, it was not unusual
for Buddhist priests to compose love poetry, whether based upon actual experience or
imagined. Saigyō’s love poems are often vague and abstract, indicating that perhaps they
were composed as poems about love rather than poems borne of love. This poem,
however, is thought to have actually been sent to someone in the capital, most likely
Saigyō’s former wife. Its position near the preceding poems on retreat and Yoshino
indicate that, at least within this narrative, it is implied to have been sent from there
sometime after Saigyō left the capital. It is also placed just before the following poem on
273
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 795) [727]

世をのがれて伊勢のかたへまかりけるに鈴鹿山にて

鈴鹿山うき世をよそに振りすてていかになりゆくわが身なるらむ
Suzukayama ukiyo wo yoso ni furisutete / ika ni nariyuku waga mi naruramu
When I abandoned the world and was on my way to Ise, I composed this at
Suzukayama (Bell Deer Mountain).
Suzuka mountain, I’ve tossed aside the world of sorrows as a stranger to myself,
so what note will I now sound, what will become of me?274

Suzuka mountain, and thus may have been sent to the capital while Saigyō was traveling
to the north. This poem at first seems uncomplicated, but is in fact finely crafted. It is a
good example of yojō, and a poem that requires the imagination of both the reader and
the translator. Tsuki nomi implies that it is only the moon that remains as a memento of
their love (they being the poet and whoever was left behind in the capital, which may also
include Saigyō’s children). The ya that ends the first line, however, also connects tsuki
(moon) to the last line, kokoro kayowamu, implying that it is only the moon through
which their hearts might be linked, or commune. Uwa no sora means the sky above. It
also means vacant, restless, absent-minded, or so full of thoughts and longing that one’s
heart has taken flight. Omoi mo ideba applies to the receiver of the poem, and means
“should you remember me.” It is implied that the poet is always thinking of the former
loved one, though that loved one has likely forgotten the poet. The moon acting as a gobetween for lovers is a common image in love poetry. However, the sense of earnest
longing and painful regret common to such love poems is not found here. Rather, the poet
is simply asking the receiver of the poem to remember him once in a while when she sees
the moon. Since he is always thinking of her, and always gazing at the moon, at that time
their hearts will somehow communicate without words what is only hinted at by the
language of this poem.
This poem is also included in the miscellaneous section of the Shinkokinshū. This
poem is full of engo, or associated words, hinted at by the over-translation of the last two
lines. Suzuka means “bell deer,” and so poems on Suzuka mountain employ words such
as naru, nari, and furi, all of which are related to bells. Furisutete means to toss away,
but also implies ringing a bell (furu). Naru and nari imply the sound of a bell being rung,
as well as “becoming.” This is one of Saigyō’s most famous poems, and is thought to
have been composed shortly after his taking the tonsure, though likely three or four years
following his shukke. It calls upon a long history of poetry by imperial princesses chosen
to become the high priestess of the Ise shrines. Suzuka mountain was on the route to the
shrines, as well as a checkpoint along the Eastern Sea Road (Tōkaidō 東海道), and a
popular place to compose a poem expressing apprehension concerning the journey ahead.
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 796) [728]

述懐

何事にとまる心のありければ更にしもまた世のいとはしき
nanigoto ni tomaru kokoro no arikereba / sara ni shi mo mata yo no itohashiki
On expressing one’s feelings
My heart dwells on anything and everything,
and so this world to me is all the more revolting!275
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 797) [729]

The first poem of this shukke sequence seems to belong in the previous section of
love poems. This is not accidental, as it is a continuation of the themes worked out in the
last few poems of the koi (love) section that precedes it. As with many section opening

Nearly all commentators have taken Saigyō’s poem as a straightforward expression of
self-doubt. He first calls out to Suzuka mountain. He then explains that he has willingly
tossed aside the world of sorrows, the strength of his resolve showing in the verb
furisutete, a strong version of sutsu, “to throw away.” But then he asks: “What is to
become of me?” On the surface, then, this poem expresses apprehension. The poet is
concerned about what will become of him now that he has truly broken all ties with the
world. Recent commentators, however, have pointed out that a positive reading is
possible. 274 Bell ringing is not a negative image. Often bells were rung when praying for
the fulfillment of a wish. In this case, Saigyō would be praying for his future. Taken in
this sense, the poem is not negative or apprehensive at all, but rather optimistic. However,
it is likely that the poem contains both sentiments.
This poem is included in the miscellaneous section of the Shinkokinshū. It is also
included in Saigyō’s own Miyagawa uta-awase 宮川歌合. In the Saigyō hōshi kashū, this
poem bears the preface: “When Shun’e and others gathered at Sogaku’s, we expressed
our feelings.” Sogaku 素覚, according to the Waka bungaku dai jiten 和歌文学大辞典,
died in 1136, when Saigyō was 19. Therefore, this poem may have been composed before
Saigyō’s shukke. However, it is almost always taken as an expression of self-disgust at
not being able to give up attachments even after taking the tonsure. Its position in this set
of shukke poems would suggest as much.
275
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poems, it creates a bridge between the themes of the previous section and the new
concerns of the shukke poems. I will cite the last three poems of the love section.

もの思ふ涙ややがて三つ瀬川人を沈むる淵となるらむ
mono omofu namida ya yagate mitsusegawa / hito wo shizumuru fuchi to naruramu
Thinking of you my tears become the River of Three Torrents,
an abyss that will surely swallow me
(Sankashū, Love, 772) [709]

The River of Three Torrents, mitsuse gawa, or sanzu no kawa, is the river one must cross
on the way to the realm of death, or hell. There is a pun on mitsu (three), which can also
mean to be full, implying that the poet’s tears fill the chasm of the river, or overflow to
become the river. Though I have translated this poem as a very personal statement, which
is in accordance with its status as a love poem, some commentators render it a more
general statement of the fate of one engulfed by sinful lusts. Gotō Jūrō’s (後藤重郎)
modern Japanese translation of this poem is as follows.

恋ゆえのもの思いの涙は、みちあふれてそのまま三途の川の流れとなり、
人を地獄・餓鬼・畜生の三悪道に沈める淵となることであろうか。
The tears of longing due to love overflow and become the flow of the River of
Three Torrents, becoming, I suppose, an abyss in which people sink into the
Three Evil Paths of Hell, Hungry Ghosts, and Beasts.276
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Gotō Jūrō, ed. Sankashū. Shinchō Nihon koten shūsei. Shinchōsha, 1982, p. 191.
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This translation, though doctrinally vivid, carries none of the personal torment or weighty
inevitability of the original. The inexorable flow of the river is the unavoidable flow of
emotion that dooms the poet. Such surging kismet becomes the dooming current that
engulfs the poet and leads to the utterly despondent exclamation of the following poem.

あはれあはれこの世はよしやさもあらばあれ来む世もかくや苦しかるべき
ahare ahare kono yo wa yoshi ya samo araba are / komu yo mo kaku ya kurushi karu
beki
Oh, oh, I’ve had enough of this world—whatever will be let it be!
but am I to suffer like this in the next world too?
(Sankashū, Love, 773) [710]

The suffering brought about by love has driven the poet to give up, which, as
Watanabe and others have suggested, is also a form of acceptance, or affirmation of love
in this world (402). Saigyō asks, however, if this same suffering must plague him in the
next world as well. It is a decidedly loaded question, as he most likely already knows the
answer. This makes the poem an even more bold howl. This poem was included by
Saigyō in his Miyagawa uta-awase. Kubota Shōichirō writes: “Including this [poem] in
his own uta-awase in his later years makes this a further

affirmation of the original

affirmation of love at the time of the poem’s composition” (quoted in Watabe 402).
Saigyō seems to have placed great confidence in this poem’s quality, choosing it
for his penultimate collection of poems at the very end of his life. Why? Kubota posits:
“The truth that transcended the enjoyments of literature was likely loved by the poet”
(ibid.). What Kubota means by “truth” is unclear. It may mean the general truth that to
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love is to suffer, and that inordinate desire leads to suffering in the life to come. Or he
may mean that the poem, or the circumstances of the poem, were “true” in the sense that
Saigyō actually experienced the suffering and bore the emotional anguish that is
expressed in the poem. If the latter is the case, then Kubota takes this poem to be
autobiographical. Autobiographical readings of Saigyō’s love poems abound, and
certainly this mode of reception is the standard for the shukke poems that follow. Thus, if
we allow an autobiographical reading of these last three love poems, the stage is set for a
story to develop in the following shukke poems. Indeed, a story already seems to be
forming, one which supports the “failed love affair” theory. The final poem of the love
section shifts tone dramatically.

たのもしな宵あかつきの鐘の音にもの思ふ罪もつきざらめやは
tanomoshi na yoi akatsuki no kane no oto ni / mono omofu tsumi mo tsukizarame yawa
There is hope! With the sounding of the bell each evening and each dawn,
the sins of love’s longing will surely expire
(Sankashū, Love, 774) [711]

This poem is an abrupt about-face from the gloom and uncertainty of the previous poem.
Unfortunately, my translation does not reflect the complexity of the diction used. Yoi
(evening) and akatsuki (dawn), besides being the times when temple bells are rung to call
monks to service, also imply the span of a romantic tryst. Further, tsuki of akatsuki is
homophonous with tsuki, to strike a bell, which is also homophonous with tsuki of the
last phrase, to expire, or run out, or be extinguished. Saigyō has strung together
associated words and puns, filling this poem with phonological and imagistic interest.
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The temple bell and “longing,” or “thinking” of one’s love (mono omofu) are images that
will be carried over to the first poem of the shukke set. In a very obvious sense, Saigyō
has at the end of the love section, created a religious awakening spurred by the pain and
disappointment of love. It is not just the suffering caused by love that leads the poet to the
realization of the possibility of salvation through Buddhistic practice—it is the deep sense
of sinfulness too that makes the poet aware of the need, not just the possibility, of
salvation.
In the first poem of the shukke set and the miscellaneous section, the overtones of
a nighttime tryst in the sound of the bell are gone.

つくづくと物を思ふにうちそへて折あはれなる鐘の音かな
tsukuzuku to mono wo omofu ni uchi sohete / ori aware naru kane no oto kana
Deep in thought, all the more moving now is the sound of the bell
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 775) [712]

The emphasis has shifted in this poem to the bell, which, rather than overlapping with the
image of a rendezvous, intensifies the poignancy of the poet’s thoughts. Rather than
being imbedded in the middle of the poem, “sound of the bell” here is in the natural
position of most emphasis in the last line with the exclamation marker kana. The sound
of the bell is made all the more moving because the poet is thinking of love. It is as if the
poet is being drawn by the sound of the bell from his reverie of love to the temple. A
temple is by definition a sacred place with Buddhist connotations. The combination of
love, continuing the themes of the previous love section, and temple imagery makes this a
perfect opening to the shukke poems.
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So why are the next three poems concerned with the past? All three use the term
mukashi, which can imply the distant or near past. All three treat the past as something
positive, though memories of the past make the present unbearable. The first poem best
expresses this sentiment, even expressing regret at having to linger on in this world of
sorrows. The second poem, 777, expresses grief associated with the past. Here, the past
most likely refers to a past love affair, as hanatachibana, or wild orange blossoms, are
often associated with former (often dead) lovers or friends. Whether this poem refers to
someone specific in Saigyō’s life or refers to no real person at all is unclear. The third
poem, 778, is more general in its treatment of the past as something of elegance and
refinement. It is as if the poet is indulging himself in a reverie which can only bring grief
and pessimism, as the “elegance” or “deep feeling” (nasake/yue) of the past only serves
to heighten the wretchedness of the poet’s present. The reverie deepens in the third poem
when the connotation of a negative present recedes into the background and the poet
simply exclaims that the past must have been wonderful.
It is unclear whether mukashi is the recent personal past of the poet or a more
general cultural past of a distant or not so distant courtly era. Watabe Tamotsu and others
interpret the past of these poems as that of the early Heian period or at least the period
previous to the Hōgen and Heiji Rebellions (403-405). This may be true on the surface of
the poems, but they may also function as more personal statements below the surface. It
seems odd that three very general statements of admiration for a distant courtly past
would be sandwiched between such personal expressions of love, faith, and selfremonstrance. Nishizawa Yoshihito identifies mukashi of the first poem, 776, as that of
the poet’s life before taking the tonsure (Kubota, et al. 130.713), then goes on to identify
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mukashi in the next two poems as referring to the distant courtly past (130.714, 715).
Nishizawa’s annotations are necessarily tailored to the individual poems, and as such are
accurate. However, our concern is still the function of these three poems in the larger set
of shukke poems. Why the emphasis on the past?
It appears that Saigyō the anthologizer is attempting a clean break with the past.
Shukke must include a break with one’s past, and the secular concerns of that past. That
seems to be the thrust of poem 776. Poem 777 is perhaps more emotional and tender in its
treatment of the past. Poem 778 becomes a full-blown sigh. What follows this sigh is an
abrupt return to the very real present of one contemplating shukke, including sharp selfcriticism. In poem 779, the poet expressly states that his place is not in this world, nor in
the elegant and secular past of the previous poems. His place is in the mountains, and by
extension, the Pure Land of Amida. He then goes on to reproach his heart for not
realizing that his present position is not in fact beyond the mountains, but squarely within
the world of sorrows, by definition a negative space and a place from which he must flee.
The six poems that follow are all expressions of the wretched state of the world
and are appropriately grouped to take the poet from his realization that he must shun the
world (779) to his decision to in fact leave the world behind (786). He is convincing
himself of the merits of abandoning the world for the life of a hermit. Thoroughly
persuaded of the world’s faults and the virtues of the eremitic life, Saigyō expresses in
786 that he will “rise above the mists” and leave the world behind. In 787, he says that all
he wishes to leave behind is a reputation for having hated the world.
What follows these two seminal poems is an immediate affirmation of the
thatched hut lifestyle of a recluse (788). Having seen the thatched hut of Amida-bō, the
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poet is convinced that he must adopt the same lifestyle, and thus bids farewell in poem
789. In poem 790, the poet challenges himself, directly addressing his own heart: “Watch
and see if I am indeed the person I now claim to be.” He has taken the tonsure and is now
ready to test himself to see if he is actually a new person and not the same person who so
fondly remembered the past in 776, 777, and 778, then wallowed in the wretchedness of
his present in 779-784. His method for testing his new-found faith is poem 791. Here he
determines to visit Yoshino, not just to see the cherry blossoms, but to go deep into
Yoshino’s climes to carry out ascetic practices. Poems 792-794 all contain the word
“deep,” and these poems are here to show that he has indeed abandoned the world for
something much deeper and more meaningful.
The three poems that end this shukke set are all included in separate sections of
Shinkokinshū and are justly famous as individual poems. They are usually treated
separately in scholarship. However, if we remain committed to the narrative possibilities
of this shukke set, these three poems as a group present an unexpected and virtuosic end
to an otherwise straightforward story.
Poem 795 is included in the love section of Shinkokinshū, and is indeed a love
poem employing the moon as a messenger of the poet’s thoughts and feelings. However,
the feelings are not fresh—they are remnants of the past, and the moon is a memento
(katami) of that past. This poem must function as something more than a love poem,
however, if we judge it as part of this shukke set. The poet has renounced the world and
gone deep into Yoshino to test his new faith and fulfill his role as a Buddhist recluse. The
preface to the poem indicates that it was sent from a “far off place” where the poet was in
reclusion. Why, after the poet has abandoned the world and gone to Yoshino to live as a
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devout recluse, does he then backslide and send a love poem to someone in the capital?
The answer is that the poem is more than an expression of love, or of love now lost. It is
another farewell, much like 789, which is the poet’s farewell before leaving for the
mountains.277 Poem 795, which in the Saigyō hōshi kashū bears the preface “while
traveling,” introduces the following Suzuka-yama poem, which is expressly written while
traveling to Ise sometime after the poet’s shukke. In this poem, Saigyō has left his
mountain retreat and is beginning the first of his two long trips to Michinoku—both
major life events that would also influence his poetry. At this occasion, he expresses what
traditionally has been interpreted as trepidation and perhaps even self-doubt. As I have
discussed, he may also be expressing hope and anticipation. However, if we consider the
tone of the following poem, perhaps it is self-doubt that is meant to come to the fore, at
least in this narrative set. Poem 797 is one of Saigyō’s most famous expressions of selfdeprecation. He implies that even after shukke, his heart still clings to anything and
everything, making this world’s existence all the more miserable.278 Taken in the context

Some versions of Sankashū do not include 790-94, which would mean that both
farewell poems, 789 and 795, would come together. This may have been the intended
structure. However, the inclusion of the five mountain retreat poems makes this set more
coherent as a shukke narrative and makes the two farewell poems function more
independently as introductions. Poem 789 introduces the mountain retreat sequence, and
795 introduces the Suzuka-yama travel narrative.
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The preface to this poem in Saigyō hōshi kashū reads: At the home of Sogaku, Shun’e
and others gathered and composed poems on “expressing one’s feelings.” 素覚がもとに
て俊恵などまかりあひて述懐し侍りしに。As Watabe points out (415), Sogaku died
in 1136, when Norikiyo would have been nineteen years of age, making this poem predate his shukke. This contradicts the nature of this poem in the context of the shukke set.
However, poems from various periods of a poet’s life may be appropriated for editorial
reasons which then change the original meaning of the poem. This may be the case with
this poem. The exclusion of the preface dating this poem to before Norikiyo’s shukke
may have been a conscious effort to distance the poem from its original context as a way
of making it fit into the shukke set narrative.
278
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of this shukke set, this poem adds a sour punch line to an otherwise positive progression
from lost love to new faith, reclusion and travel. Nearly comic in its ochi-like position,
this poem also expresses what for Saigyō is a constant concern—the struggle to maintain
one’s spirituality in the face of worldly concerns and attachments. In this sense, it is a
perfect ending to this story of Saigyō’s beginnings as a man of faith and a poet of
personal expression.
However, this poem is not included in this set in the Matsuya-bon version of the
Sankashū, which does, however, include the five mountain retreat poems. In the Matsuya
version, the story would end with Saigyō heading for Ise, expressing trepidation and
optimism (796).279 Perhaps this is a better story. Either way, this set of shukke poems
does indeed create a narrative flow. The poet has failed in love, but is called to a higher
purpose by the sound of the temple bell. He indulges in a reverie of the past for a while,
but is brought to the stark realization that he must abandon the world, which he does. He
not only takes the tonsure, but leaves everything behind to become a hermit and carry out
Buddhist practice in the mountains. Following his initial period of retreat, he sets out on a
poetic and spiritual journey, which, perhaps, is still plagued with regret and self-doubt.
Though somewhat lengthy, this treatment of the shukke set of poems from the
miscellaneous section of Sankashū has shown that the editor of this anthology (assumed
to be Saigyō himself in his fifties) grouped these poems in such a way that the reader can
indeed extrapolate a storyline, or even multiple storylines. Not only are the poems
personal expressions, but they allow for biographical readings which can become full-

In all versions of Sankashū, the poem following the shukke set is in fact by Fujiwara
Narimichi (Shigemichi), part of a poetic exchange, and it is clear that the shukke set
narrative ends with either 796 or 797.
279
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blown narrative when considered as a set. We are now able to apply the various shukke
theories to this set of poems to see if they actually are supported by these poems as
probable narratives of Saigyō’s shukke. Though this method for determining Saigyō’s
intentions is flawed, it is nonetheless an exercise that will show how Saigyō’s poems can
and have been used as narratives to support one position or another in the long history of
legend making that constitutes Saigyō reception.
The world-weariness theory is self-evident in these poems. Of the twenty three
shukke poems, fourteen express some sort of displeasure with the world or use the term
ukiyo, the “world of sorrows.” The narrative thrust of the shukke set is rejection of the
world of sorrows, brought about, perhaps, by a failed love affair. This seems to confirm
the second shukke theory. The narrative flow of the last three poems of the preceding
love section and the first poem of the shukke set seems to imply a love affair as the cause
of the poet’s brief obsession with the past and the following explosion of disgust with the
world. This disgust then leads to the poet’s rejection of the secular world and its trappings.
The shukke poems seem custom tailored to the first two shukke theories (“world
weariness theory” and “failed love affair theory”).
This does not preclude the possibility of the sudden death of a friend, however,
especially if that friend was part of Saigyō’s circle at court. The references to the past,
specifically a courtly past, in 776, 777, and 778 may be the poet recalling the recent past
when he and his close friend enjoyed the elegant atmosphere of the court. The wild
orange blossoms of poem 777, though absent of any reference to funereal smoke, as we
might expect, may nevertheless refer to this fallen friend’s death.
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Similarly, we may say that the orange blossoms and the past refer to Saigyō’s
deceased daughter. This is even more of a stretch than the deceased friend theory, but can
be borne out by the poetic imagery. This goes to show how far we can indeed tunnel into
the mountain of narrative possibilities in Saigyō’s poems. Though speculating on the
possible intentions and intended readers of Saigyō’s poems as a way of determining a
biographical context can be illuminating and even exciting, we must be careful not to do
violence to the poems themselves, making them simply slaves to a preconceived yarn.
The political theory is easily supported, again by the three mukashi poems.
References to an ideal courtly past, and the implied disappearance of that civil past can be
extrapolated to mean the poet is unhappy with the present state of the court. The stance of
Watabe Tamotsu and others supports this disdainful view of the immediate courtly past
which was abruptly destroyed by the Hōgen and Heiji Rebellions (403-405). Poem 779 in
this scenario would take on an added nuance, expressing that the poet’s rightful place, or
dwelling (yado), is not the court any longer, but the mountains and religious life.
As for the homosexuality theory, I find nothing to support it in this set of poems,
unless we assume that the bitter love poems refer to a failed homosexual love affair. This
is simply impossible to prove, however. Similarly, it is difficult to assert that Saigyō used
this set of poems to justify his shukke on the grounds of wanting to more freely express
himself through poetry or the pursuit of suki ideals. We find no explicit expressions of
the poet’s wish to leave the world behind in order to compose poetry as he pleased.
Nevertheless, the poems themselves are evidence enough of that theory, and the highly
nuanced telling of a shukke narrative through poetry is a more than sufficiently apt
expression of suki.
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Conclusion
When we dig around in Saigyō’s poems looking for evidence of preconceived
biographical details, the poems begin to look like shards of pottery that, when glued
together, will become a fully formed vessel into which we can pour our expectations. In
late Heian-period Japan, however, poetry was not necessarily viewed as a window to the
poet’s soul, nor thought of as a direct expression of the poet’s sense of self. The early
Heian period poet Ki no Tsurayuki wrote in the 10th century that “the seeds of Japanese
poetry lie in the human heart and grow into myriad leaves of speech.”280 However,
according to Tsurayuki, who set the standard for Japanese poetics throughout the Heian
period, it was the poet’s response to outside stimuli that was transformed into poetic
speech. He writes: “Many various things happen to people in this world, and so what they
feel in their hearts is expressed through what they see and what they hear.” Life events
cause people to feel certain emotions, which are then expressed in poetry using images
drawn from nature which seem to echo, or mirror these emotions. Nowhere in
Tsurayuki’s preface to Kokinshū, or in any other poetic treatise of the Heian period, do
we find poets advocating the reading of poetry as a glimpse into the psyche and/or life of
the poet. Rather, Japanese poets stressed the process of composing poetry, in which the
poet’s emotions, though perhaps individual, find expression only through a canonical and
prescribed suite of imagery and diction, thereby becoming somewhat anonymous (or
collective) expressions within a common discourse of human emotion mirrored in nature.
In the twentieth century, scholarly emphasis has been placed on how to read
Saigyō’s poems, and by extension, how to read Saigyō. In other words, the reading of
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Saigyō’s poems has become a way to read, or imagine, Saigyō. How is this different from
the program of pre-modern Saigyō readers—those who created Saigyō monogatari,
Senjūshō, Saigyō-zakura, and countless other representations of Saigyō?
The 20th century reception of Saigyō’s poetry has been informed by Edo-period
Japanese modes of literary criticism as well as 19th and 20th century Western modes of
literary criticism.
As waka developed in the medieval period (12th-16th c.), the poetics of religious reclusion
increased in prominence, with some poets shifting from direct expressions of emotion
employing natural imagery to expressions of poetic and religious ideals and ideas. Saigyō
was a key figure in the early development of this aesthetic adjustment within the waka
canon. Poets such as Saigyō, Jien (1155-1225), and Ton’a (1289-1372) advanced a model
of poetic style in which the poet, his ideals, and his lifestyle (particularly that of the
religious recluse) came to the fore of poetic expression. Nature became more than a
mirror of human emotion, but also a locale in which the poet lived and poeticized and
through which the poet gained spiritual insight. Their poems thereby became glimpses
into their religiosity and their ideas of the functions of poetry.
Medieval reception focused on the exegesis of classical texts, including poetry, as
windows into secret or hidden meanings. These readings of waka led to interpretations
yielding both religious and sexual enigmas opaque to the uninitiated reader.281
Necessarily, the focus of this interpretive effort often became the poet himself, as in the
case of Tales of Ise and its protagonist/author Ariwara no Narihira. Exegetes ascribed
special knowledge and powers of expression to poets such as Narihira, the fruits of which
281
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could be harvested from the creative interpretation of their poems, thereby creating a
mode of reception that kept the poet and the poem intimately connected and assumed that
a poem was more than simply an expression of a particular emotion spurred by a
particular situation. The search for more universal aspects of religious belief or malefemale interaction in poems represented a new approach to Japanese poetry which
broadened the interpretive possibilities of waka to include abstract ideas of self and
salvation and love.
Similarly, the kokugaku (national learning) movement of the late 18th and early
19th century further expanded the possibilities for interpretation of the incentives and
functions of waka. Kamo no Mabuchi (1697-1769) spoke of Japanese poetry in the age
previous to Chinese influence as “simply the expression of a single heart” (Shirane, Early
Modern Japanese Literature 607). The “single heart” was shared by all Japanese of the
ancient period, and Mabuchi proposed a method of reading and composing poetry in
which the contemporary poet strives to recover that “single heart” through waka,
expressing once again that “single heart” in his own poetry. Similarly, Motoori Norinaga
(1730-1801) was “ultimately concerned with intersubjectivity, with grasping the
emotional essence (awaré) of others” (ibid. 611). Peter Flueckiger describes this stance:
“For Norinaga, the objective of emotional self-expression was not only the release of
pent-up emotions but also the process of understanding others, of becoming the object of
emotional empathy” (ibid. 611). Norinaga advocated a mode for reading as well as
composing poetry that emphasized identification not only with the subject matter of the
poem but with the “emotional essence” of the poet. This way of reading a poem shifted
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the focus from the expressive content of the poem to the circumstances, emotions, and
subjectivity of the poet.
Meiji and early Shōwa period literary historians such as Fujioka Sakutarō (18701910), Sasaki Nobutsuna (1872-1963), Umezawa Waken (1871-1931) and Kubota
Utsuho (1877-1967) inherited this approach to poetry in which the poems are read as
glimpses into the life and heart of the poet. In other words, by the twentieth century, the
analysis of waka, especially that of Saigyō, had become centered on the poet, rather than
the poem, and identification with the historical, personal, and psychological
circumstances of the poet—even the personality of the poet. Pre-war scholars such as Itō
Yoshio, Oyama Tokujirō, and Kawada Jun continued the fixation on the poet,
consistently reading Saigyō’s poems as representations, indeed accurate reflections, of
Saigyō the man.
In chapter five I discussed three poems and their reception by modern Japanese
scholars as an illustration of this tendency.
山里にうき世いとはむ人もがなくやしくすぎし昔かたらむ
yamazato ni ukiyo itohamu hito mo ga na / kuyashiku sugishi mukashi kataramu
How I’d like to have someone else in this mountain village who despises the wretched
world!
We’d talk over our lamentable past
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2170) [547]

The modern scholar Kubota Shōichirō writes of this poem: “In this poem, longing for
human companionship while in dire straits—the very most basic human emotion—is
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expressed in a direct fashion. . . . It is easy to imagine that, for someone as ornery and
highly sensitive as Saigyō, human friends were not so easily attained. His saying such
things as, “I wish I had a friend,” and “I wish there were another here,” is not a
confession borne of an average, shallow, co-dependent feeling, and the poet himself
surely understood this” (Saigyō no kenkyū 616-18). Kubota ignores Saigyō’s technique in
this poem (such as foregrounding of the subjective self), opting instead for conjecture on
the nature of Saigyō’s personality. Ishida Yoshisada simply states: “He regrets his life in
the wretched world. And yet, after all, he wants to talk to someone about the wretched
world. It is very Saigyō-esque when he states that he wants a friend with which to
commiserate.”282 Ishida is not analyzing the poem and its style—he is describing
Saigyō’s feelings. His only judgment is that the poem is very “Saigyō-esque.” The
following poem expresses a similar sentiment to the above, and has been received in a
similar fashion by modern scholars.

さびしさにたへたる人のまたもあれな庵ならべむ冬の山里
sabishisa ni tahe taru hito no mata mo are na / ihori narabemu fuyu no yamazato

I wish there were another here who could bear this loneliness;
we’d build our huts side by side in this wintry mountain village
(Sankashū, Winter, 560) [513]

Kubota Utsuho writes of this poem: “Along with his dauntless heart of shugyō came his
loneliness as a human being. Buddhist practice for Saigyō was not something natural and
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fun—it was a forced, unnatural thing, which eventually caused a crack, and that crack
became loneliness.” Watabe Tamotsu writes that this assessment represents “a deep
human understanding of Saigyō.”283 What about a deep understanding of the poem? What
about a deep understanding of Saigyō’s poetics—not just Saigyō’s personality? Finally,
the following poem has also illicited biographical readings rather than critical
assessments.

山里は秋の末にぞ思ひ知るかなしかりけりこがらしの風
yamazato ha aki no sue ni zo omohi shiru / kanashikari keri kogarashi no kaze
I’ve truly come to know the mountain village—
how depressing! the blustery cold wind
(Sankashū, Autumn, 532) [487]

Kawada Jun writes: “The pause achieved by cutting the poem at ‘kanashikari keri’ in fact
perfectly matches the movement of the poet’s heart at that time.”284 How does Kawada
know if this phrase is a direct reflection of what Saigyō was feeling in his heart “at that
time?” Kawada is reading into the heart of the poet, rather than parsing the poem.
Similarly, Kubota Utsuho writes: “This is an incomparable poem, but also a poem which
touches upon the personality of the human being Saigyō.”285 These scholars ignored what
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this poem tells us about Saigyō’s poetics. They seem more interested in what this poem
tells us about Saigyō.
Japanese scholars are not the only receivers of Saigyō’s poetry to tend toward
biographical readings. William LaFleur, the only American who has treated Saigyō’s
poetry extensively in English-language scholarship, partakes of the predominant tendency
toward biographical reading in Japanese scholarship of the twentieth century, imitating
the approaches especially of Ienaga Saburō and Kubota Jun. LaFleur’s method for
parsing Saigyō’s poetry in his 1973 dissertation as well as his more recent publication,
Awesome Nightfall,286 is an archeology of poetry. He carefully digs through Saigyō’s
poems for clues about Saigyō’s Buddhism, claiming that Saigyō’s poetry represents a
record of his beliefs and practices concerning nature as a manifestation of enlightenment
and the indentification with nature as a means toward enlightenment for the poet. While
mining Saigyō’s poetry for evidence of certain doctrinal study (a method shared by
Yamada Shōzen) or actual religious practice can sometimes fall to the level of creative
detective work and do injustice to the poems, which should be allowed to speak for
themselves, LaFleur correctly points out the nature of Saigyō’s poetry in the following
statement: “It is important . . . to point out that Saigyō’s attribution of the power for
enlightenment to natural phenomena in general and plants especially was not without predevelopment in Japanese religious history. His genius lay in fusing this development with

Awesome Nightfall: The Life, Times, and Poetry of Saigyō. Boston: Wisdom
Publications, 2003; “Saigyō the Priest and His Poetry of Reclusion: A Buddhist
Valorization of Nature in Twelfth-century Japan.” Dissertation. U of Chicago, 1973. See
also Mirror for the Moon: A Selection of Poems by Saigyō (1118 – 1190). New York:
New Directions, 1978
286
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the pattern of his own personal experiences and, then, in providing a unique and lyrical
expression of this all in his verse” (Dissertation p. 211).
It is Saigyō’s unique combination of his own experience, religious ideals, and
imagery and diction from the long tradition of waka poetry that makes his poetry so
powerful even today. As I have discussed in part two, it was particularly Saigyō’s method
of foregrounding the poet (or the constructed image of the poet) which made his poems
seem such personal expressions. This made his poems especially susceptible to
storytelling and legend building. When we consider that Saigyō led a unique and even
exciting life of poetic and religious accomplishment, it is no wonder that his image and
poetry became the fodder for centuries of popular reception. The tendency to read the
poet in the poem, discussed in the previous chapter, is nowhere more evident than in the
popular and scholarly reconstructions of Saigyō’s shukke.
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Chapter Twelve
Picturing the Saigyō Legend
As described in part one and reiterated in part three, Saigyō led a long and
productive life filled with a variety of diverse activities. He was a successful samurai, a
respected Buddhist monk, and a beloved poet. There were other famous samurai in
Saigyō’s day. There were other very famous monks, and other famous poets. It was
Saigyō’s combination of Buddhist practice and poeticizing, both endeavors carried out
with astonishing aplomb, that made Saigyō stand out in the view of his later audiences.
Similarly, Saigyō’s poetry was viewed as unique, and uniquely successful, because it
seemed to be in perfect sync with the poet, his religiosity, and his life. I have described in
part two many distinctive characteristics of Saigyō’s poetry that made his poems
successful in his own time and in the centuries since. Many of these same characteristics
of Saigyō’s poetry, as I have shown, contributed to the growth of legendary images of the
poet and made it easy for the poems to become part of larger cultural processes of image
building and legend making.
In chapter ten I portrayed the process of reading Saigyō’s poems against the
backdrop of his life as analogous to the meisho-e tradition of painting. In similar fashion,
I wish to illustrate the process described above by correlating the structure of the Saigyō
monogatari emaki and the overall structure of Saigyō reception which informs both the
legend and the reading of his poems. In a very real way, the Saigyō monogatari emaki
completed the process of bonding the figure of Saigyō to his poems begun by the Tale of
Saigyō.
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The Saigyō monogatari emaki (西行物語絵巻) has been competently addressed
in the last two decades by Chino Kaori (千野香織), Tokugawa Yoshinobu (徳川義宣),
Laura Allen, Penelope Mason, and others.287 Much has been written of its possible
original form, its narrative structure, its message, its religious meaning, and its
relationship to other emaki, or narrative handscrolls. Much remains to be discussed,
however. For instance, Laura Allen briefly addresses the issue of categorizing the emaki,
but reaches no conclusion.288 Indeed, a conclusion is not possible, as present conventional
categories of emaki do not adequately describe the profuse generic influences, both
artistic and literary, that are evident in the Saigyō scroll.
The Saigyō scroll seems to be an amalgam of three types of literary genres, not all
of which coincide with emaki genres.289 The Tokugawa scroll, which depicts Saigyō’s
journey toward shukke and his eventual tonsuring in Saga, is closely related to hosshinden (発心伝), or accounts of religious awakening. The most representative work of this
genre is Kamo no Chōmei’s Hosshin-shū (発心集 1215), which provides some
information about the religious awakening of Saigyō, as well as his wife and daughter.
Chino Kaori, “Saigyō monogatari emaki no fukugen,” Nihon emaki taisei, vol. 26, ed.
Komatsu Shigemi (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1979); Tokugawa Yoshinobu, “Saigyō
monogatari emaki no seiritsu wo megutte,” Nihon emaki taisei, vol. 26, ed. Komatsu
Shigemi (Tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, 1979); Laura Warantz Allen, The Art of Persuasion:
Narrative structure, imagery, and meaning in the “Saigyō monogatari emaki,”
Dissertation (Berkeley: University of California, Berkeley, 1988); Laura W. Allen,
“Images of the Poet Saigyō as Recluse,” The Journal of Japanese Studies, 21:1 (1995),
65-102; Penelope Mason, “The Wilderness Journey: The Soteric Value of Nature in
Japanese Narrative Painting,” Art, the Ape of Nature, eds. Barasch and Sandler (New
York: Abrams, 1981), 67-90.
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Hosshin-den, unlike kōsō-den (高僧伝 accounts of great monks), are limited to the events
surrounding the religious awakening of certain figures, and not limited to famous or
remarkable priests. Similar to setsuwa in their brevity and collected nature, hosshin-den
would lend themselves well to artistic representation, but not to the sort of expanded
format of longer scrolls like kōsō-den, such as the Ippen hijiri-e (一遍聖絵 1299) or
Hōnen shōnin eden (法然上人絵伝 14th c.). Hosshin-den would function well, however,
as one part of a longer biography or narrative such as the Saigyō monogatari emaki.
The Tokugawa scroll is markedly different from the Manno scroll290 in its
presentation of Saigyō and his activities, and necessarily so. It is concerned with the
secular figure of Norikiyo as he journeys toward his spiritual awakening. The Manno
scroll, and the following two or three posited scrolls, are depictions of the itinerant
monk/poet Saigyō, and represent a different set of concerns, which naturally alter the
nature of the artistic presentation. Thus, I would situate the Tokugawa scroll in the genre
of hosshin-den, but summon other genres to typify the Manno scroll and the remaining
scrolls as posited by Chino and Allen, thereby highlighting the complex and diverse
literary and artistic forms that influenced the production of the Saigyō monogatari emaki.
Laura Allen correctly associates the Saigyō scroll with monogatari, or prose
romance, scrolls such as the Genji monogatari emaki.291 I would further narrow the
generic field. The Genji monogatari, though an expansive tale, or romance, is treated
Though the same narrative handscroll, the Saigyō monogatari emaki remains in only
two of perhaps as many as five original fascicles. These two fascicles, or scrolls, are
presently owned by the Tokugawa Reimeikai and the Japanese Ministry of Culture.
Though the Manno scroll was recently acquired by the Ministry of Culture and is now
housed at the Tokyo National Museum, for convenience and to avoid confusion with
Japanese scholarship, I will continue to refer to this scroll as the Manno scroll.
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differently when appropriated as an emaki. Of necessity, the tale is severely abridged. But
it is more than simply abbreviated. The text of the Genji scroll takes on the form of an
utamonogatari (歌物語), or poem-tale, similar to the classic of the genre, Ise monogatari
(伊勢物語 9th – 10th c.). The utamonogatari is characterized by short prose passages—
longer than the kotoba-gaki (詞書), or prefaces, that proceed poems in most poetry
collections, but shorter than the expanded prose of monogatari such as the Genji—
followed by one or more poems that comment upon or interpret the situation described.
This literary form is very conducive to visual adaptation. Practical concerns rule out
unduly long passages of text in emaki, and the punctuation of poems to highlight the
scene depicted by an artist can be very emotively effective.
The importance of the figure of Saigyō in the Saigyō monogatari emaki is not
inherent in the figure himself, but in how that figure functions in his environment. The
compelling meaning of the narrative is invested in the way in which Saigyō behaves in
various situations. Amid the social grace and luxury of courtly palaces in which Norikiyo
serves, he nonetheless recognizes the mutability of all existence. When his loving
daughter comes running out of his well-appointed mansion to greet her father, Norikiyo
nevertheless kicks her off the veranda. Within an idyllic domestic setting, Norikiyo and
his wife talk intimately; but he leaves, cuts his topknot, and heads for Saga. In the Manno
scroll, too, the important meaning is in how Saigyō responds to his environment through
the composition of waka. I will explore how Saigyō is related to his environment within
the handscroll and how that interaction is structured for the audience.
Firstly, the structure of the Tokugawa scroll and the structure of the Manno scroll
differ significantly. Thus I will consider each scroll separately, since there is not an
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overall organizing principle to be found that might unify the structural character of the
entire emaki.292 The first scenes of the Tokugawa scroll, assuming Chino and Allen’s
reconstruction to be correct, involve Satō Norikiyo’s poetic accomplishments at court, the
death of his friend Satō Noriyasu (佐藤節康), and his subsequent decision to take the
tonsure. The scroll would then continue with extant scenes of Norikiyo begging leave of
his duties, kicking his daughter, speaking with his wife, then taking the tonsure at the
dwelling of a holy man in Saga.
These scenes (or at least the extant scenes) follow a standard narrative flow. It is a
biographical narrative which proceeds from one personal event to the next in a
progression toward an important defining event, in this case Saigyō’s shukke. Little is left
out, we must assume, in this biographical depiction of Saigyō’s religious awakening. And
the viewer is invited to watch as if a spectator. Each scene is discrete and linked to the
next scene, though more than one event may be depicted in one scene, such as Saigyō’s
speaking with his wife and cutting his topknot (Fig. 4). We are seeing a story unfold
before us.
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I will not address issues of why there are structural differences here, though the topic
is worthy of discussion. I will simply assume that structural differences are reflective of
the different generic influences upon the production of the scroll. Thus, the nature of a
hosshin-den to a certain extent dictated the nature of the structure of the Tokugawa scroll,
and the nature of utamonogatari and kikō-bun (紀行文 travel accounts) dictated the
structure of the Manno scroll. The issue is more complex than this, but would require
another paper to address fully.
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Figure 4. Saigyō with his wife, and cutting his topknot. Tokugawa scroll, scene 2. Nihon
emaki taisei, vol. 26, pp. 8-9.

In contrast, the structure of the Manno scroll is more like the narrative style of an
utamonogatari. Though there is an overall forward progression in time, each event is not
necessarily linked to the next in a tight narrative procession. Rather, a repetitive structure
is employed which links one scene to the next structurally, but not as a plot. An
utamonogatari can move from one episode to another without concern for chronology or
even thematic continuity. The structure, however, remains much the same with each
section of text. A prose passage describes a setting, a protagonist/poet and secondary
characters, then is followed by a poem or set of poems commenting upon or interpreting
what is presented in the prose passage. The complete work will likely exhibit certain
overarching thematic concerns, and sometimes a certain narrative structure, though not
necessarily strictly chronological. The Manno scroll displays much the same structure.
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The episodes that make up the Manno scroll,

1. Saigyō observing year-end activities
2. Saigyō admiring his neighbor’s ume (梅), or plum tree
3. Saigyō traveling through Yoshino
4. Saigyō at Yagami no Ōji Shrine(八神の王子)
5. Saigyō in Senri (千里)
6. Saigyō traveling along Mt. Kazuraki (葛城山)
7. Saigyō parting from the yamabushi (山伏 mountain ascetics) in Yamato

represent events that, though they occur in a general chronological sequence, are not
necessarily linked together as plot or biography.293 Other events occurred in Saigyō’s life,
but these events have been singled out to be rendered in the emaki. What links these
episodes is the structure of their presentation, which parallels that of utamonogatari. In
both the text and the paintings, a setting is described, with a protagonist (Saigyō) and in
some cases other characters, as well as scenery. Then a set of poems is composed by
Saigyō.
For example, in the second episode of the Manno scroll we see Saigyō’s neighbor,
a rather elaborate setting with monks and chigo (稚児 young acolytes), architecture and
garden. In the garden is an old ume tree, which provides the transition to Saigyō’s own
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The overall progression is geographical, as Saigyō makes his way along pilgrimage
routes through the Kii peninsula. However, we know that there were temporal gaps
between certain events described in the scroll, and that the editor of the scroll has chosen
only certain events to depict, ignoring intervening periods of travel or quiescence.
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garden and hermitage. Again, Saigyō is reclining as he observes the scene laid before him
(Figs. 5, 6).

Figure 5. Saigyō’s neighbor. Manno scroll, scene 2. Nihon emaki taisei, vol. 26, 30-31.
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Figure 6. Saigyō reclining. Manno scroll, scene 2. Nihon emaki taisei, vol. 26, 32-33.

It is as if Saigyō, too, is observing the unfolding of the scene as the viewer unrolls the
scroll. But then he comments on the scene, interpreting it for the viewer, his poems being
interpretations of what has gone before textually and visually. Thus the figure of Saigyō
symbolically acts as interpreter of the visual narrative in the same fashion as his poems
do in the textual narrative.
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The structure of the utamonogatari is echoed in the text and the paintings.
In the text, we read about the scene, then read the poems interpreting the scene. In the
paintings, we see the scene, then see Saigyō observing the same scene. This is an elegant
and ingenious combination of narrative structure in text and image. For example, in the
second scene of the Manno scroll, the text describes the setting, then includes a poem:

そばなりける庵室のかきねにさきたりける
むめのはなかぜにさそはれてなつかしく
ちりきたりけるをみて
ぬしいかにかぜわたるとていとふ覧
nushi ika ni kaze wataru tote itofu ran
梅

よそにうれしきかぜのにほひを
yoso ni ureshiki kaze (ume) no nihohi wo
At the fence of the adjoining thatched hut, I saw an ume in full bloom, the wind coaxing
the blossoms to scatter my way, and composed
How he must hate the wind blowing by—
the scent of the wind that makes others so happy294

The text continues with a short description of friends coming to visit Saigyō’s cherry
tree, then cites his famous poem blaming the cherry tree.
294

花見にと群れつつ人のくるのみぞあたら桜のとがにはありける
hanami ni to mure tsutsu hito no kuru nomi zo / atara sakura no toga ni ha ari keru
When I thought I’d like some peace and quiet, people came to see the cherry blossoms
Wanting to see the blossoms, people come in droves—
this alone, regrettably, is the cherry tree’s fault!
(Sankashū, Spring, 98) [87]
This poem has little to do with the scene, and is out of sync with the plum blossoms
mentioned, since cherry trees bloom several weeks later. This is an example of Saigyō
monogatari forcing popular poems into the narrative without regard for appropriate
context. This cherry blossom poem appears in the Bunmei-bon version of Saigyō
monogatari and the Abutsu-ni version. It does not appear in the text of the Watanabe
version of Saigyō monogatari emaki from the early 17th century.
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Fig. 7. Text, Manno scroll, scene 2. Nihon emaki taisei, vol. 26, 28-29.

The text then flows directly into the pictorial description of the scene (Figs. 5, 6). It is
not necessary that Saigyō appear at the end, or left, of the scene. It is just as logical that
he appear at the right, or beginning, of the scene, just as the text appears before the visual
depiction of the scene. After all, it is the text which describes the scene, and Saigyō’s
poems (and by extension, Saigyō himself) which interpret or comment upon the scene.
But, according to utamonogatari structure, the scene is first set, then interpreted by the
poems. Thus it makes sense that visually, the scene would unfold before our eyes and
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Saigyō’s eyes, with Saigyō’s poetic comment, or interpretation, coming at the end.
Visually, Saigyō’s placement at the left of each scene is symbolic of his role as poetic
commentator.
Saigyō is not placed at the left of every scene in the Manno scroll. In the Yoshino
episode, Saigyō is situated squarely within the landscape, walking toward the left, rather
than gazing toward the right (Fig. 8). Here the structure is more reminiscent of kikō-bun
(紀行文) or travel accounts, in which the reader is invited into the scenery with the
protagonist. Much effort is made to draw the reader into the setting and give the reader a
sense of what it is like to actually visit a certain locale. In the emaki, this is achieved
visually by placing Saigyō within a more vast landscape, giving greater importance to the
landscape, but retaining the figure of Saigyō as the interpreter of that landscape.

Figure 8. Saigyō in Yoshino. Manno scroll, scene 3. Nihon emaki taisei, vol. 26, 36-37.
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Allen has pointed out the Saigyō scroll’s “dependence on the tradition of
depicting famous places, or meisho.”295 Often used as inspiration for the composition of
poetry, meisho-e were an integral part of the artistic culture of the literary elite.296 As
discussed in part three, meisho-e may have actually imitated a certain locale in a
“realistic” sense, most often the meisho-e would incorporate certain generic elements that
“identified in the mind (and writings) of the poet/viewers . . . images of particular
meisho.”297 Famous locales were in a sense codified, with certain visual clues associating
a painting with a place.
The inclusion of elements from the meisho-e tradition reinforces the elements of
kikō-bun in the Saigyō monogatari emaki. They work together to produce a familiar
journey through landscapes beloved of the courtly class who were the audience for the
Saigyō scroll. Meisho-e were a means by which the literary elite could, without traveling
themselves, appreciate and compose poetry about famous places in the Japanese
countryside. Similarly, kikō-bun was a means by which the literary elite could appreciate
meisho and another person’s poetry about those famous places. In the Saigyō scroll, both
traditions have influenced the depiction of Saigyō as he makes his way through the Kii
peninsula. In the text, Saigyō provides poetic commentary, and the viewer of the image is
free to provide his or her own poetic commentary. As Allen has pointed out, Mujū Ichien
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In later versions of the Saigyō monogatari emaki, scenes of Saigyō composing poems
for a sequence of meisho-e at Retired Emperor Toba’s palace are depicted. In a case of
art imitating art, later depictions of Saigyō traveling through some of the famous
landscapes favored in meisho-e imitate the very meisho-e that appeared earlier in the
emaki.
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(無住一円 1226-1312) records in his Shasekishū (沙石集 1283) just such an instance. A
certain Lady Heigo (平五命婦), “on viewing a scroll illustrating the life of priest
Saigyō . . . composed verses expressing the meaning of the pictures.”298 Thus the
“interactive potential”299 of meisho-e was extended to the emaki format.
Whether the structure of the paintings is reminiscent of utamonogatari or kikōbun, the result is much the same. Allen writes: “In this sense, Saigyō functioned as a kind
of tour-leader, and his poetry the medium through which the viewer experiences each
place along the journey.”300 Saigyō and his poetry are indeed the mediators between the
landscape and the viewer, but Saigyō is not always the leader in the sense that he goes
before the viewer. Often, as in the first two scenes of the Manno scroll, we observe the
scene unfold in much the same way Saigyō does as he reclines to the left of the scene. Of
course, here there is a discrepancy between the real time of the viewer as he or she
unrolls the scroll, and the temporal progression of the scroll, in which we could suppose
that Saigyō has already seen and commented upon the scene we are unrolling before we
unroll it (especially if we consider that the text has come before the painting). It is only as
we move our eyes leftward that we realize this. But it is more compelling to conflate the
two temporalities, identifying ourselves with Saigyō as we view the same scene. This
way, we read the text (including the poems) then view the scene, and at the end of the
scene is Saigyō, whom we identify with the poems that came at the end of the text. This
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is a correlation of text and image in which text and image parallel each other and
therefore thematically reinforce each other. Allen diagrammed the pictorial structure in
the following manner:

place
viewer
Saigyō
poems
“On the one side there is the viewer, . . . and on the other, the triangular configuration of
a specific locale, one or more waka poems, and Saigyō.”301 When we consider Saigyō’s
role visually and textually, however, a different dynamic emerges. If the figure of Saigyō
in the paintings functions in much the same fashion as his poems do in the text, then we
have a parallel structure in text and image, in which the relationship of the poems to the
prose portion of the text is similar to the relationship between the scenic elements of the
painting and the figure of Saigyō within the scene. This structure can be expressed with
the following diagram:

poems

text
reader/viewer

Saigyō

301

scene

Allen, Art of Persuasion,187-88.
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The prose portion of the text tells us the setting, describes the scenery and even Saigyō’s
state of mind. Then the poems comment upon or interpret what was described by the
prose. In the paintings, the scene is described visually, then Saigyō’s position in that
scene comments upon or interprets the scene for us. This requires us to associate the
figure of Saigyō in the paintings with his poems in the text. And indeed, in most of the
paintings of the Manno scroll, Saigyō seems to be in the act of composing a poem.
The Saigyō monogatari emaki is a sophisticated alliance of text and image. It is
also, as I have described, a striking visual document of various literary and artistic
influences, including Buddhist texts, poetic texts, meisho-e, and travel accounts. Just as
the Saigyō scroll is a complex fusion of diverse visual formats whose structure changes
according to the variety of activities being described, the Saigyō legend is a complicated
amalgam of images and stories that change according to the aspect of Saigyō’s eclectic
life and personality depicted. The diagram above can be used to describe the dominant
mode of Saigyō reception in both visual and textual sources.

poems

life
reader/viewer

Saigyō

image
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In this slightly altered diagram, it is the life of Saigyō—both that described in part
one, or the historical biography of Saigyō, and the popular versions of his life, such as
Saigyō monogatari—that informs the poems. The poems, in the popular reception of
Saigyō, always seem to flow naturally from the life as his audiences perceived it. The
backward arching arrow represents the reverse influence Saigyō’s poems have had upon
our conceptions of his biography. It goes without saying that, if the poems are understood
by readers as accurate reflections of the life of Saigyō, then the poems may be read as
parts of the life story of Saigyō. This biographical reading of Saigyō’s poetry, as I have
already shown, is dangerous and can lead to both inaccurate versions of his life and
shallow analyses of the poems themselves.
The bottom half of the diagram describes a similar process in Saigyō legend, in
which the image of Saigyō a reader or viewer perceives through the plethora of media
that make up the corpus of Saigyō legend is assumed to point directly to the poet himself.
Most of the stories of Saigyō’s life were not presented as fantastical tales, but were selfconsciously serious and presented as accurate accounts. The perceived equivalency of
Saigyō the man and his poems, represented by the “ = ” symbol, made possible both the
reception of Saigyō imagery as accurate portrayals of Saigyō the person and the reception
of Saigyō’s poems as accurate portrayals of Saigyō’s life. Thus, while the Saigyō
monogatari emaki is one part of the multifarious development of Saigyō legend, its
structure can also be understood as representative of the overall structure of the legendbuilding process. One cog in the machine, in this case, mirrors the function of the entire
legend-making machine.
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CONCLUSION
In part one I provided a brief biographical sketch of the major periods of
Saigyō’s life and the major types of endeavors he undertook, such as shukke (tonsuring),
tonsei (reclusion), tabi (travel), and shugyō (Buddhistic practices). These main endeavors,
as I demonstrated in part two, were also reflected in his poetry, or the poetic world that
Saigyō created. In part three I showed how the perceived parallelism of Saigyō’s life and
his poetic world, or the discreet poetic expressions of this world (the poems), gave rise to
the Saigyō legend and its associated imagery.
Saigyō’s life was certainly diverse and included a number of significant
accomplishments that, were he a minor poet or not a poet at all, would have merited
mention in records of the time. His unusual shukke and his miraculous death alone would
have made him an admired figure. Furthermore, Saigyō interacted with many of the
leading figures of the day in politics, poetry, and the Buddhist establishment. Were it not
for his poetic talents, however, even such a fascinating life as Saigyō’s would not have
lead to the bulk of semi-legendary material that now surrounds this figure.
For example, the mid-Heian period poet/monk Nōin (能因 988-1050?) took the
tonsure at a young age, traveled much, visiting utamakura, and became an accomplished
poet. However, little is known of Nōin other than what we find in poetry collections and a
few mentions in setsuwa sources, such as Kokon chomonjū (古今著聞集 1254), and the
literary treatise Fukuro zōshi (袋草紙 c. 1158). Why did Noin not become more famous,
and inspire a host of legends and admiring audiences through the centuries? We can
answer this in part by observing the inherent contradictions in Saigyō’s life in light of the
fusion of poetic expression and spiritual yearning that was perceived in Saigyō by his
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audiences. Saigyō was a samurai who became a monk, rather than an aristocrat who
became a monk, which was a more common pattern at the time. Saigyō was a former
warrior who became not only a monk but an accomplished and widely admired poet,
even though he seemed to have no formal training. Saigyō was a monk who nevertheless
composed poetry—something deemed by many to be mutually contradictory. Moreover,
Saigyō expressed many spiritual, or doctrinal, truths through his poetry in a way that
exceeded the normal strictures of shakkyōka (釈教歌), poems based upon the teachings
of the Buddha as found in sutras. Saigyō was a sukimono, devoted to artistic pursuits to
an almost fanatical degree, and yet he was also a serious and devoted monk who never
seemed to compromise his faith by his practice of poeticizing. Rather, he consistently
expressed and enriched his faith through poetry. In the final analysis, Saigyō, though his
life was full of contradictions, seemed to his audiences to be a model of unity, or integrity,
in that he overcame the latent contradictions in his life path to create poetry that (in the
minds of his audience) reflected the life and faith of a shukke shugyōsha.
In every phase of Saigyō’s life he composed poetry that reflected his chief
concerns and activities—shukke, tonsei, tabi, shugyō. While his poems were not always
accurate reflections of his life as he lived it from day to day (which is impossible to
determine with accuracy anyway), they came to be viewed as mirror reflections of the
unique and eclectic life Saigyō lived as a monk and a poet. The bonding of poetic and
Buddhistic practice came to be the central feature of the semi-legendary image of Saigyō.
The parallel nature of Saigyō’s activities as a tonsured monk and as a poet, at least as
comprehended by later audiences, became the most admired feature of the Saigyō
personality.
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In part two I analyzed the features of Saigyō’s poetic technique that contributed
to the linking of his life with his poetry. I also fleshed out several important themes that
make up the core of Saigyō’s poetic expression, such as shukke and shugyō, travel and
utamakura, and the world of thatched huts and mountain reclusion. These themes
correspond closely with the way Saigyō lived, making it easy for readers to assume that
the themes Saigyō expressed in his poems were natural extensions of his way of life. This
may be so, but the medium of waka requires that the poet also draw upon standard diction,
associations, and imagery to construct his poems. Thus, it is difficult to determine how
much of a given poetic expression was based upon real, lived experience, and how much
was based upon the traditional tropes of travel and reclusion. I also showed in part two
how Saigyō innovated within the poetic tradition, using unusual words and images to
assemble his poems. Again, it is very difficult to determine whether the unique diction
and imagery Saigyō employed was the result of his personal observation of nature and
situations, or whether he was simply an innovative wordsmith.
One innovative element of Saigyō’s poetic technique that made his poems
successful and also made those poems susceptible to legend-building was his
foregrounding of the subject. Saigyō’s many subjective judgments and overt expressions
of personal concerns made the image of the poet difficult to separate from the poetic
expression. Objective description of nature is quite rarely found in Saigyō’s poetry.
Subjective description of the poet’s spiritual yearnings and artistic principles abounds in
Saigyō’s poetry. Saigyō, by foregrounding the subjective self, making the image of the
poet key to the understanding and appreciation of the poem, paved the way for the linking
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of his poems with his life that became the key element in the development of story and
legend.
Part three gave examples of this important moment in Saigyō reception, when
the poems became stories and the poet became a legend. The introduction to part three
posited two questions: What was it about Saigyō’s poems that made it so easy to jump
from poem to story? What was it about Saigyō himself that made people want to tell and
re-tell his story? These are really the main questions of this study as a whole. The most
important mechanism in the development of the Saigyō legend was the perceived
parallelism of Saigyō the person and Saigyō’s poems in the minds of his audiences from
the earliest Shinkokinshū period to the present. It was not only the turning of Saigyō’s
poems into stories that fueled the Saigyō legend—this was really a subsidiary function in
the process of legend-building—it was the explicit linking of his poetry to his life,
demonstrating for the reader that the poetry was a direct expression of the life, and the
man, that made the expansion of Saigyō’s personality possible after his death. While an
ideal of waka had always been the direct communication of one’s heart (心 kokoro), or
emotions, in the reception of Saigyō’s poetry we see for the first time audiences
considering the poems to be direct communications of much more than simply the poet’s
heart. Saigyō’s audiences saw his poetry as a direct reflection of not only his emotional
state at any given time, but his religiosity, the life of a tonseisha, the life of a traveler—
the life of Saigyō. They also saw in his poetry the justification for the type of life Saigyō
lived—a thoroughly devout monk who also composed waka as a means toward salvation;
a man who abandoned the corrupt trappings of a life encumbered by social restriction and
worldliness to lead a life of freedom and individual expression; a dedicated recluse who
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also mingled among all classes of people and traversed the country finding artistic as well
as spiritual fulfillment along his journey. This was the type of life many were striving to
live in the medieval period and Saigyō’s success therefore became a model. The image of
Saigyō represented a fusion of life, religion, and poetry that was appealing to his
audiences. The man and the poems became mirror reflections of each other in the minds
of his readers, thus realizing a poetic and religious integrity that made Saigyō an ideal
model for those wishing to combine the practices of Buddhism, reclusion, travel, and
poeticizing. Saigyō monogatari represents the earliest manifestation of this fusion of
poetry and life in legendary images of Saigyō.
As described earlier, the Saigyō monogatari emaki completed the unification of
poetry and life, poem and poet. The following diagram illustrates this process.

poems

life
reader/viewer

Saigyō

image

The perceived equality of Saigyō and his poems, in which the poetry was assumed to be a
direct reflection of the poet, made possible the genesis and development of Saigyō legend.
Saigyō’s life activities, including the physical activities of travel and reclusion and the
spiritual/emotional activities of shugyō, appear to have been directly translated into
poetic expression. Similarly, the images, many apocryphal (such as Saigyō kicking his
daughter from the verandah before taking the tonsure), that came to be associated with
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Saigyō were assumed by later generations to be accurate portrayals of the “real” Saigyō,
though the “real” Saigyō is now unrecoverable. Nevertheless, we can see how the
biographical elements of Saigyō influenced the development of semi-legendary imagery.
The arrow that curves back upon “image” represents this influence. Certain aspects of
Saigyō’s life, such as his religiosity or his penchant for travel, became amplified in
legendary sources to the point that Saigyō was said to have traveled to nearly every
province of Japan, and to have died on the exact day of the Buddha’s death, though he
actually died a day later. In a similar process, represented by the arrow that curves back
upon “life,” Saigyō’s poems influenced what we now perceive as his day to day life and
his emotional and spiritual life.
This weaving of poetry and life, poetic expression and spiritual journey, into a
tapestry of varying colors and patterns was begun by the poet himself, as I have
demonstrated. Saigyō provided the overall pattern for the tapestry of his life and his
poetry. Japanese scholars have failed to recognize Saigyō’s hand in the determination of
what the tapestry of his life and poetry would eventually become. Later generations of
poets, monks, painters, and authors filled in the spaces, elaborated the patterns, wove new
and more colorful threads into this tapestry. It was always the intersections of the warp of
the poet and his life, and the weft of the poems themselves, upon which later weavers tied
their colorful threads of story.
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Appendix One
Chronology
(Data collected from Satō Kazuhiko and Higuchi Kunio, Eds., Saigyō no subete. Shin
Jinbutsu Ōraisha, 1999; Mezaki Tokue, Saigyō no shisōshiteki kenkyū, Yoshikawa
Kōbunkan, 1978; Kubota Jun, Saigyō: sōan to tabiji ni utau, Shintensha, 1996; Kubota
Shōichirō, Saigyō no kenkyū: Saigyō no waka ni tsuite no kenkyū, Tōkyōdō, 1962. See
Kubota Shōichirō’s chronology for the most thorough listing of events in Saigyō’s life.)

Pre-shukke Period (1118 – 40)

Reign date

Year

Age

Saigyō’s life

Born Satō Norikiyo. Father Saemon
no jō Yasukiyo; mother Minamoto
Kiyotsune’s daughter. [Taiki; Sonpi
bunmyaku; Hōkanshū]

Gen’ei 1
元永

1118

1

2

1119

2

Hōan 1
保安

1120

3

2

1121

4

Daiji 2
大治

1127

10

4

1129

12

Chōshō 1
長承

1132

15

2

1133

16

Hōen 1
保延

1135

18

On the 20th of the first month,
Norikiyo attempts to gain position
as imperial guard, but fails.
[Jomoku mōshibumishō; Chūyūki]
Immediately following his capping
ceremony, Norikiyo enters the
service of Tokudaiji Saneyoshi.
Shortly following this, Norikiyo
enters the service of Retired
Emperor Toba as lower member of
the northern guard (according to
Kawada Jun).
On the 28th of the seventh month,
Norikiyo is appointed hyōe no jō.
[Chōshūki]

Related events
Emperor Toba takes
Fujiwara Shōshi as
his empress (later
called
Taikenmon’in).
Norikiyo’s father
Yasukiyo becomes
kebiishi, a member of
the imperial police
force.
Shōshi gives birth to
Prince Narihito (later
Emperor Sutoku).
Fujiwara Yorinaga
born.
Emperor Toba cedes
the throne to
Emperor Sutoku.
Taikenmon’in gives
birth to Prince
Masahito (later
Emperor GoShirakawa).
Emperor Shirakawa
dies.

Kōya I
(c. 1148 – 1168)

Michinoku I (c.
1144 – c. 1145)

Post-shukke Period (1140 – c. 1144)
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2

1136

19

3

1137

20

4

1138

21

6

1140

23

Eiji 1
永治

Kōji 1
康治

1141

1142

In the fall of this year, Norikiyo is
said to have composed a poem
attending a celebration of
chrysanthemums in the garden of
the Retired Emperor’s villa. This
would be Saigyō’s earliest extant
poem. [Saigyō monogatari]
Around this time, Saigyō, along
with Tokudaiji Saneyoshi,
accompanies Retired Emperor Toba
on an excursion to Anrakuju-in.
[Sankashū]
By this time, Saigyō perhaps was
married and had at least one son,
later called Gonrisshi Ryūshō.
[Sonpi bunmyaku]
Perhaps decides to enter the
Buddhist priesthood in spring.
[Sankashū] On the 15th of the tenth
month, Norikiyo leaves his home
and takes the tonsure (shukke),
taking on the name Saigyō (also
called En’i, or Daihōbō).
[Hyakurenshō; Taiki]

24

Around this time, Saigyō lives near
the capital, staying in retreat at
temples and/or thatched huts in the
mountains. [Sankashū]

Retired Emperor
Toba takes the
tonsure. Emperor
Sutoku cedes the
throne to Emperor
Konoe.

25

On the 26th day of the second
month, composes 28 poems on the
fascicles of the Lotus Sutra on the
occasion of Taikenmon’in taking
the tonsure. [Kikigakishū] On the
15th of the third month, visits the
residence of Fujiwara Yorinaga in
order to solicit Yorinaga to copy out
a sutra. [Taiki]

Taikenmon’in takes
the tonsure at Ninnaji
Hōkongō-in.

Around this time (perhaps as early
as 1143), travels to Michinoku and
Dewa via Ise.

Retired Emperor
Sutoku commissions
Fujiwara Akisuke to
compile the poetry
anthology Shikashū.

Tenyō 1
天養

1144

27

Kyūan 1
久安

1145

28

2

1146

29

5

1149

32

Taikenmon’in dies.
Corresponds with Horikawa no
tsubone, a former attendant to
Taikenmon’in, sharing memories
and poetry about the former
empress. [Sankashū]
Around this time (perhaps as early
as 1148), begins living in a thatched
hut near Mt. Kōya. Periodically
retreats to Mt. Yoshino. [Sankashū]

Taira no Kiyomori
gains lower fourth
rank and is named
governor of Aki.
Fujiwara Yorinaga
becomes Minister of
the Left.
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Ninpyō 1
仁平

1151

34

3

1153

36

Kyūju 2
久寿

1155

One of Saigyō’s poems included in
Shikashū under the attribution
“anonymous.”
Some time during the Ninpyō
(Ninpei) era (1151-54), visits
Itsukushima Shrine in Aki province.

38

Around this time, one of Saigyō’s
poems is included in Jakuchō’s
anthology Goyō wakashū.

Hōgen 1
保元

1156

39

Seventh month, attends the funeral
of Retired Emperor Toba. Tries to
visit Retired Emperor Sutoku, who
is in hiding at Ninnaji, but without
success. [Sankashū]

2

1157

40

Sends funerary poems to Tokudaiji
Kimiyoshi (Kinyoshi) in memory of
his father Saneyoshi. [Sankashū]

Jien is born. Emperor
Konoe dies, GoShirakawa ascends
the throne.
Retired Emperor
Toba dies. Hōgen
disturbance occurs.
Fujiwara Yorinaga is
killed in the fighting,
and Retired Emperor
Sutoku is banished to
Sanuki province.
Tokudaiji Saneyoshi
dies.
Emperor GoShirakawa cedes the
throne to Emperor
Nijō.
Retired Emperor GoShirakawa’s bureau
rejects petitions by
Satō Nakakiyo
(Saigyō’s brother)
concerning boundary
disputes between the
family estate Tanaka
no shō and the estate
Arakawa no shō
owned by the
Shingon
establishment at Mt.
Kōya.
The Heiji disturbance
occurs, and Taira no
Kiyomori seizes
effective power over
the government.

3

1158

41

Heiji 1
平治

1159

42

Urges Fujiwara Narimichi to take
the tonsure. [Sankashū]

43

In the twelfth month, receives the
remains (bones) of Empress
Bifukumon-in for burial at Mt.
Kōya. [Saigyō hōshi kashū]

Bifukumon-in
(mother of Emperor
Konoe) dies.

Composes funerary poem for
Fujiwara Narimichi. [Sankashū]

Satō Nakakiyo
invades Arakawa no
shō. Fujiwara Teika
born.

Eiryaku 1
永暦

1160

Ōhō 2
応保

1162

45

Chōkan 2
長寛

1164

47

Retired Emperor
Sutoku dies in exile.

Kōya II
(c. 1170 – 1180)

Shikoku/Saikoku (1168 – c.
1170)
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Eiman 1
永万

1165

48

Nin’an 2
仁安

1167

50

3

1168

51

Kaō 1
嘉応

1169

52

Shōan 1
承安

1171

54

2

1172

55

Angen 1
安元

Jishō 1
治承

3

1175

1177

1179

Visits the grave of Emperor Nijō.
[Sankashū]

Travels to Sanuki province to visit
the grave of Emperor Sutoku. Also
visits Zentsūji, associated with
Shingon founder Kūkai, where he
remains for perhaps as long as two
or three years in a thatched hut near
the temple. Appears to have
traveled as far as Kyūshū at this
year’s end. [Sankashū]

62

Taira no Kiyomori
takes the tonsure.
Emperor Rokujō
cedes the throne to
Emperor Takakura.

Retired Emperor GoShirakawa takes the
tonsure.
Retired Emperor Go-Shirakawa
visits Sumiyoshi Shrine on his way
to Kumano on the first day of the
sixth month. Saigyō visits the day
following, paying his respects.
[Sankashū]
Around this time, participates in
Taira no Kiyomori’s gathering of
one thousand monks at Fukuhara.
[Sankashū]

Myōe is born.
Mongaku is exiled to
Iyo.
Princess Shōshi (later
Empress Itsutsuji no
miya) donates a
portion of Minabe no
shō estate in Kii
province to Rengejōin of Mt. Kōya.

58

60

Emperor Nijō, after
ceding the throne to
Emperor Rokujō,
dies.
Taira no Kiyomori
becomes Dajō daijin.

Third month, supervises the transfer
of Rengejō-in temple to the main
precinct of Mt. Kōya, where it
becomes the venue for talks to
resolve disputes among the subtemples of Mt. Kōya. [Kōya shunjū]
In the sixth month, Saigyō is
entrusted with the administration of
Minabe no shō by Kasuga no
tsubone. [Hōkanshū]
Taira no Kiyomori
places Retired
Emperor GoShirakawa under
house arrest.
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1180

63

Yōwa 1
養和

1181

64

Ise
(1180 – 86)

4

Juei 1
寿永

2

1182

1183

65

66

In the sixth month, composes a
poem lamenting the transference of
the capital to Fukuhara. Visits
Kumano, then from Shingū goes to
Ise. Resides in a thatched hut near
Futami Bay in Ise. [Senzaishū;
Saigyō shōnin danshō]

Emperor Takakura
cedes throne to
Emperor Antoku.
Prince Mochihito
commands the
subjugation of the
Taira. Kiyomori
moves the capital to
Fukuhara. In Izu,
Minamoto no
Yoritomo masses an
army. Taira no
Shigehira burns
Tōdaiji and Kōfukuji.
Emperor Takakura
dies. Taira no
Kiyomori dies. Satō
Yoshikiyo
(Nakakiyo’s son)
invades Arakawa no
shō. Chōgen is
entrusted with the
solicitation of
resources to rebuild
Tōdaiji. Empress
Taira no Tokushi
becomes Kenreimonin.

In the second month, Retired
Emperor Go-Shirakawa
commissions Fujiwara Shunzei to
compile the Senzaishū. Saigyō
compiles some of his poems and
sends them to Shunzei for
consideration. [Sankashū] By this
time Jishō sanjūrokunin uta-awase
is completed, in which one of
Saigyō’s poems is included.
Taira no Munemori
flees the capital,
taking Emperor
Antoku with him.
Minamoto no
Yoshinaka enters the
capital. Retired
Emperor GoShirakawa’s bureau
commands an end to
Satō Yoshikiyo’s
invasion of
Kohigashi no shō, an
estate in Yamato
province owned by
Tōdaiji.
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In the first month, hears of
Minamoto no Yoshinaka’s death
and responds with poems.
[Kikigakishū] In the fourth month, a
memorial shrine to Emperor Sutoku
and Fujiwara Yorinaga is dedicated,
and Keien, whom some say was
Saigyō’s son, is made acting
overseer. [Genpei jōsuiki]

Taira clan defeated at
Ichinotani.

In the sixth month, hearing that
Taira no Munemori and his son
Kiyomune were escorted under
guard from Kamakura to the capital,
responds with poems. [Saigyō
shōninshū]

Taira clan destroyed
at Dannoura.
Minamoto no
Yoritomo, in the
name of searching
for his brother
Yoshitsune, is
granted by the
emperor the right to
determine provincial
officials’ position
and placement.

Solicits Fujiwara Sadaie (Teika),
Fujiwara Ietaka, Fujiwara
Takanobu, and Jakuren to
contribute to Futami no ura
hyakushu. [Shūigusō] In early
autumn, departs for Ōshū in order to
solicit donations (specifically gold
dust) for the reconstruction of
Tōdaiji. On the 15th of the eighth
month, meets Minamoto no
Yoritomo at Tsurugaoka
Hachimangū in Kamakura and is
invited by Yoritomo to dine and
discuss warrior skills as well as
poetry. [Azuma kagami] In the 12th
of the tenth month, arrives at
Hiraizumi. [Sankashū]
Resides in a thatched hut in Saga.
[Kikigakishū] Sends an uta-awase of
his own poetry to Fujiwara Shunzei
in order to receive his judgment.
Shunzei quickly attaches his
judgments and returns the uta-awase
which becomes Mimosusogawa utaawase. Also sends an uta-awase to
Fujiwara Teika for judgment, which
later becomes Miyagawa uta-awase.
In the fourth month, Shunzei
completes the compilation of
Senzaishū. Eighteen of Saigyō’s
poems are included. [Meigetsuki;
Senzaishū]
Resides in a thatched hut at
Hirokawadera in Kawachi. [Chōjū
eisō] In the eighth month, Teika

Fujiwara Hidehira
sends donations of
gold for Tōdaiji via
Yoritomo in
Kamakura.

Minamoto no
Yoshitsune escapes
to Ōshū and receives
the protection of
Fujiwara Hidehira.
Hidehira dies.

Myōe takes the
tonsure.
Minamoto
Yoshitsune dies.
Yoritomo destroys
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finishes his judgment of Miyagawa
uta-awase and sends the manuscript
back to Saigyō. Saigyō writes to
thank Teika. [Miyagawa uta-awase;
Sō Teikakyō mon] Around this time,
visits Mudōji on Mt. Hiei as well as
Jingoji at Takao. [Shūgkyokushū;
Myōe shōnin denki]
On the 16th day of the second
month, dies at Hirokawadera.
Fujiwara Shunzei, Teika,
Yoshitsune, and Jien all compose
poems on Saigyō’s passing. [Chōjū
eisō; Shūgyokushū; Shūigusō]

Retired Emperor GoShirakawa dies.
Minamoto no
Yoritomo is named
Seii Taishōgun.

1192

1205

the Ōshū Fujiwara.

In the third month, Fujiwara Teika
and others under the commission
and supervision of Retired Emperor
Go-Toba, complete the compilation
of Shinkokinshū. 94 of Saigyō’s
poems are included.
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Appendix Two
Saigyō’s Family
Satō Norikiyo(佐藤義清)302 was born in 1118 (Gen’ei 元永 1). His father was
Satō Yasukiyo(康清) and his mother was the daughter of Minamoto Kiyotsune 9 源清経
女). Norikiyo’s ancestors were of the powerful northern branch of the Fujiwara clan,
established by Fujiwara Fusasaki (藤原房前 681-737) in the early eighth century.
Beginning with the grandsons of Fusasaki, many members of the family became
provincial officials rather than central governmental leaders. The fourth generation
descendant of Fusasaki was Fujiwara Hidesato (秀郷 late 9th c.-970s), a warrior general
who gained fame by subduing the rebellion of Taira Masakado(平将門 ?-940) in the
northern areas of Honshū. Hidesato went on to establish what was later called the Ōshū
Fujiwara clan (奥州藤原氏), and ruled much of northern Japan semi-autonomously. The
Ōshū Fujiwara were extremely wealthy and powerful throughout the Heian period, and
were instrumental in providing various luxury goods to the capital, including horses and
gold, though their relationship to the capital was not always close or congenial. The
eighth generation descendant of Hidesato’s first son was Hidehira (秀衡 1122-87). The
eighth generation descendant of Hidesato’s fifth son was Norikiyo. Hidehira’s time
represents the zenith of the Ōshū Fujiwara’s wealth and power, as well as its precipitous
decline. The Ōshū Fujiwara were destroyed by the first Kamakura shōgun Minamoto
Yoritomo when, in defiance of the Kamakura shogunate, they harbored the fugitive
brother of Yoritomo, Yoshitsune (義経 1159-89). Hidehira and Norikiyo were
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Sometimes written 憲清・則清・範清.
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contemporaries. In fact, Saigyō may have visited Hidehira during his first trip to northern
Japan sometime in the mid 1140s, and certainly visited Hidehira in 1186 in order to
appeal for funds to rebuild the destroyed Nara temple Tōdaiji.
Norikiyo’s forebears were military generals and imperial guards, and functioned
primarily in the provinces, where they became wealthy landholders and powerful warrior
officials. However, beginning with his great grandfather Kinkiyo (Kimikiyo 公清),
Norikiyo’s family began to function centrally in the capital, while retaining landholdings
in the provinces. This pattern was typical of aristocratic families of the time, and points to
the great wealth of the Satō clan. Their wealth outweighed their actual aristocratic rank,
however, as the hereditary rank bestowed upon Norikiyo and his forebears was not higher
than lower fifth, making it impossible for them to associate directly with the highest
echelons of court society, except as bodyguards and attendants. It is thought that
Norikiyo’s great grandfather took the surname Satō, combining the “sa” of saemon no jō,
one of the hereditary positions of the family, with the “tō” reading of the character “fuji,”
from Fujiwara. Satō remains one of the most common surnames in Japan today, and has
its roots in Norikiyo’s family name.303
Though it is difficult to determine the extent to which heredity effected the
development of young Norikiyo, it is helpful nonetheless to examine the type of people
who bore influence on his upbringing. Hereditary, or familial, occupations and skills
were most definitely treasured and passed from generation to generation during the premodern period. Norikiyo was doubtless trained by his relatives in order to carry on the
family occupation and fame. The Satō clan was firstly a warrior clan. Thus Norikiyo
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would have been trained as a samurai, learning combat techniques as well as more
mundane ceremonial skills and bodyguard duties. For three generations prior to Norikiyo,
the Satō men had served in the capital as imperial police and bodyguards, unlike their
more distant ancestor Hidesato, who lead military campaigns and ruled provincial areas
directly. Specific samurai skills Norikiyo would have learned are: horseback riding,
archery, archery while horseback riding (yabusame), hand-to-hand combat, including
swordplay; ceremonial duties such as accompanying a procession, attending to the needs
of a superior as well as directing inferiors in such activities; police and bodyguard duties
such as nightwatch, personal security, capture and interrogation of criminals, and the
dispatch of punishments. I will undertake a more detailed examination of the ideal
imperial attendant samurai later when discussing the northern guard (hokumen no bushi)
of Retired Emperor Toba (鳥羽院).304
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I have struggled to make references to emperors uniform in title and description. For a
reigning emperor, I have chosen the title Emperor. For a retired emperor, one who is the
center of an insei (院政) government (or bureau), I have chosen the title Retired Emperor.
Thus Toba-in becomes Retired Emperor Toba. For a retired emperor who has taken the
tonsure, and is thus referred to as jōkō (上皇) or hōō (法皇), I have chosen the title
Cloistered Retired Emperor in line with G. Cameron Hurst’s terminology. Though these
titles are lengthy and not perfectly suited to the exact meanings of tennō (天皇), in (院),
and hōō (法皇), they are a due compromise. For naishinnō (内親王), I have chosen
Prince or Princess. For chūgū (中宮), I have chosen Empress. However, retired
empresses, former empresses, and empresses who have taken the tonsure, will be referred
to by their name and title as it is in Japanese, as these women are best known simply by
their name/titles. Thus, Empress Shōshi (璋子中宮) will be referred to as Taikenmon-in
(待賢門院) once she is bestowed that name and title, and even after her tonsuring and
death. After an emperor’s death, he will be referred to as Former Emperor, and in the
case of Sutoku (崇徳) in exile, I will refer to him as Exiled Emperor Sutoku.
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The most likely trainer for Norikiyo was his father. However, as some scholars
have pointed out, he may have had little direct influence on Norikiyo.305 Yasukiyo is
listed in the 14th century genealogical record Sonpi bunmyaku (尊卑分脈) as a member of
the imperial police force (kebiishi 検非違使) belonging to the left palace guard (saemon
no jō 左衛門尉). In 1112, however, Yasukiyo seems to have committed some offense
while accompanying Cloistered Retired Emperor Shirakawa (白河院 1053-1129; r. 107286) on an excursion, and was relieved of his position and duties.306 Yasukiyo was
reinstated in 1118 (the year of Norikiyo’s birth).307 However, from 1120 forward,
Yasukiyo fails to appear in any records. Yamaki Kōichi believes this may indicate that
Yasukiyo was again relieved of his position and duties, perhaps took the tonsure, or
died.308 It is impossible to know. If Yasukiyo did die, or somehow removed himself from
his position in the Satō household and the imperial guard, it is possible that Norikiyo’s
grandfather took over his grandson’s training.
Suekiyo is listed in Sonpi bunmyaku as a member of the imperial police force
belonging to the palace left guard, just as his son and grandson. He served Cloistered
Retired Emperor Shirakawa, and his activities are briefly recorded in a number of
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See Mezaki’s Saigyō no shisōshiteki kenkyū (hereafter referred to as Kenkyū) pp. 15-
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According to Fujiwara Tadazane’s (藤原忠実 1078-1162) diary Denryaku, Ten’ei 3,
12 month, 21st day 殿暦、天永三十二月二十一日条.
th
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According to Fujiwara Munetada’s (宗忠 1062-1141) diary Chūyūki, Gen’ei 1, fourth
month, 18th day 中右記、元永元四月十八日条.
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sources.309 One source in particular makes mention of a record of military arts compiled
by Suekiyo for the benefit of his descendants, called Satō hangan Suekiyo-ki (左藤判官
季清記).310 It appears Suekiyo was a well-known and well-regarded samurai. He was
wealthy, too. Records show that he retired fairly early from imperial service, ceding his
position and duties to his son. Proceeds from the family estate, Tanaka no shō (田仲庄),
in present-day Wakayama prefecture, surely made this possible. Early retirement would
have also made it possible for Suekiyo to eventually take over the full-time training of his
grandson if indeed Yasukiyo died or left imperial service. Whoever took the lead in
training Norikiyo in the samurai arts is irrelevant, however. Suffice it to say Norikiyo
eventually made a name for himself as a skilled warrior before he gained any fame as a
poet.
Among the aristocratic class of Heian period Japan, matrilocal or semi-matrilocal
marriage practices were common. It is likely that Norikiyo’s maternal relatives had as
much influence on his upbringing as his paternal relatives.311 Norikiyo’s maternal
grandfather, Minamoto Kiyotsune, was as a man of talents. He was best known as a
master of imayō (今様), traditional song. Record of Kiyotsune is found in Ryōjin hishō
kudenshū (梁塵秘抄口伝集 ca. 1169), an account of imayō practices and practitioners
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Such as Fujiwara Tametaka’s (為隆, dates unknown) diary Eishōki (永昌記), Chūyūki,
Denryaku. See Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp. 13-14.
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Seikaiganshō (清獬眼抄). See Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp. 14-15 for a discussion of this
source.
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It is still unclear to what extent samurai families participated in the same sort of
marriage practices as the aristocratic elite. Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence that
Norikiyo’s maternal relatives had a significant influence on his development.
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dictated by Cloistered Retired Emperor Go-Shirakawa (後白河法皇 1127-92). This
account relates the following four episodes concerning Kiyotsune:312

1. When Kiyotsune visited Owari (present-day Nagoya environs), he stayed in the
province of Mino (present-day southern Gifu prefecture), where he met the imayō
master Mei (目井). He then brought Mei and her daughter Otomae (乙前) back to
the capital.
2. Kiyotsune lived with Mei as husband and wife until her death.
3. Otomae lived with them as well, and by Kiyotsune’s command, was instructed
in imayō by her mother Mei.
4. Kiyotsune instructed Otomae’s pupils with the utmost strictness.

Otomae later became Go-Shirakawa’s teacher. Yamaki Kōichi has suggested that Otomae
was also Saigyō’s mother. This is unlikely and impossible to prove, however. Yamaki’s
evidence consists mainly of imayō influence seen in Saigyō’s waka, as well as a
reference by Saigyō to himself as “kazu naranu mi,” (数ならぬ身) which Yamaki
interprets to refer to Saigyō’s self-abasement as the son of a female entertainer (10-12).
We can reject this view for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is unlikely that Mei was
Kiyotsune’s principle wife. Thus, any offspring from their relationship would not be
listed in Sonpi bunmyaku, where we find Saigyō’s mother listed as the daughter of
Minamoto Kiyotsune. Secondly, it is unlikely that Satō Yasukiyo, the scion of a wealthy
and respected samurai family, would take the illegitimate daughter of an imayō singer as
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his wife. Though not unheard of, such marriages of strange social circumstances were
rare. Finally, if Saigyō were the son of such a well-known imayō master, the teacher of
Go-Shirakawa, some mention of such would probably be made somewhere in the diaries
of the period, or at least in the legendary material that appeared after Saigyō’s death.
However, there are no known references to Saigyō being the son of Otomae. In the world
of setsuwa literature, such a genealogy would certainly make the figure of Saigyō more
complex. The absence of such genealogical speculation in Saigyō monogatari and other
setsuwa material is conspicuous.
It is certainly possible that Kiyotsune trained his young grandson in imayō, or that
Otomae herself trained Norikiyo. Yamaki Kōichi has put forth an argument for the
influence of imayō in Saigyō’s poetry, and I will address this issue later.313 Another of
Kiyotsune’s talents passed on to his grandson was kemari (蹴鞠), the aristocratic game of
hacky-sack, or sepia. Little was known of Kiyotsune’s or Saigyō’s skills in kemari until
Horibe Seiji’s research into Yorisukekyō kudenshū (頼輔卿口伝集), or Kemari kudenshū
(蹴鞠口伝集), revealed that Saigyō was indeed well-known as a kemari player, just as
his grandfather.314 According to Horibe, Saigyō is mentioned five times in Yorisukekyō
kudenshū (447). In each of the five references, Saigyō is quoted as having commented on
some aspect of the sport, expressing his opinion on moves and techniques, as well as
referring to the technique of predecessors in the game. Each of these references names
Saigyō (not Norikiyo), and three of them use the religious title shōnin, since Yorisukekyō
kudenshū was written after Norikiyo’s shukke (around 1150, according to Horibe). It is of
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See Saigyō no sekai, chapter one.

See “Saigyō to kemari.” Chūko Nihon bungaku no kenkyū. Kyoto: Kyōiku Tosho,
1943.
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note that Saigyō is quoted in this work even after having taken the tonsure. As Horibe has
suggested, he must have been a very skilled and well-respected player to be remembered
and quoted in what would have been the authoritative kemari document of the day.
Horibe writes: “Even though it may not be appropriate to argue on the basis of numbers
alone, in any case, the fact that, besides those people viewed as the elders of the way of
kemari, such as Narimichi, Narihira, and Genku, . . . Saigyō’s opinions appear the most,
tells us that Saigyō’s position as a kemari player was judged quite seriously . . .” (449).
Evidence of Saigyō’s relationship to Fujiwara Narimichi (成道 Shigemichi 10961162), the most accomplished kemari master of the day, appears in various sources. The
modern scholar Kawada Jun even posits that Narimichi was one of Saigyō’s closest
friends, after Jakuzen (寂然 c. 1118-82) and Saijū (西住 ? - ?) (Saigyō, 82). Horibe
points to references Saigyō makes to Narimichi in Saikō danshō (西公談抄 or Saigyō
shōnin danshō 西行上人談抄), a record of Saigyō’s teachings compiled by Ren’a (蓮
阿 ? - ?) in the early 13th century (452). Mezaki points out that Narimichi, like Saigyō,
was a multi-talented aristocrat who tended toward the type of suki ideals that Mezaki
feels Saigyō exemplified. Narimichi also took the tonsure, in 1159 at age 63, perhaps
with Saigyō’s urging (Kenkyū, 193-95). An exchange to that effect is found in Sankashū:
侍従大納言成通のもとへ後の世の事おどろかし申したりける返事

おどろかす君によりてぞながき世の久しき夢は覚むべかりける
odorokasu kimi ni yorite zo nagaki yo no / hisashiki yume wa samu bekarikeru
A reply to my sending [a poem] to startle Assistant Counselor Narimichi into
thinking of the next world
By your startling me from slumber I shall awake
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from this long dream of endless night
Reply
驚かぬ心なりせば世の中を夢ぞとかたるかへなからまし
odorokanu kokoro nariseba yo no naka wo / yume zo to kataru kahi nakaramashi
If your heart were not awakened,
there would have been no use in my telling of this world of dreams
(Sankashū, Miscellnaeous, 798, 799) [730, 731]315

In this exchange, Narimichi credits Saigyō with having awakened him to the need to take
the tonsure and leave the world of dreams behind. Saigyō then expresses his gladness at
having helped, saying in a convoluted way that his advice to Narimichi was worthwhile,
since it lead to his heart being awakened. Saigyō also wrote a poem to Narimichi while
traveling, as well as a poem on the occasion of Narimichi’s death. Mezaki and Horibe
seem to agree that Norikiyo was instructed by Narimichi in kemari, and that they
continued their friendship after Norikiyo’s shukke. Narimichi was also an accomplished

All poems are first referenced with a number in parentheses from Watabe Tamotsu’s
渡部保 Sankashū zenchūkai 山家集全注解 (Kazama Shobō 風間書房, 1979). This
annotated collection is the most comprehensive and inclusive one-volume version of not
only Sankashū, but Kikigakishū, Zanshū, as well as poems gleaned from other sources.
Numbers in brackets refer to the Nihon koten bungaku taikei 日本古典文学大系, vol. 29,
Sankashū (Iwanami Shoten 岩波書店, 1965). These numbers also correspond to the
Shinchō Nihon koten shūsei 新潮日本古典集成 version of Sankashū (Shinchōsha 新潮
社, 1982), as well as the most recently published annotated version of Sankashū, edited
by Nishizawa Yoshihito 西澤美仁, Utsuki Genkō 宇津木言行, and Kubota Jun 久保田
淳(Meiji Shoin 明治書院, 2003).
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poet,316 and it would not be unusual for Saigyō to continue friendly relations with such an
accomplished figure.
I have strayed from the topic of Norikiyo’s forebears in order to outline the
evidence of Kiyotsune’s influence on his grandson. References to Norikiyo’s skills in
kemari surely indicate the likelihood that his maternal relatives, especially his grandfather
Kiyotsune, actively participated in his upbringing. Mezaki addresses another of
Kiyotsune’s talents that some scholars believe may have influenced the young Norikiyo
(Kenkyū, 24-26). According to Minamoto Morotoki’s 源師時 (1077-1136) diary
Chōshūki 長秋記, Kiyotsune was the guide for Morotoki and others when they visited the
areas of Kanzaki and Eguchi (near present-day Osaka), known for pleasure women (yūjo).
Mezaki points to this reference then posits that Kiyotsune instructed his grandson in the
ways of the pleasure quarters as well. His evidence is Saigyō’s famous exchange of
poems with Tae, a pleasure woman of Eguchi. This exchange is found in Sankashū 97879 as well as in Shinkokinshū:

天王寺へまゐりけるに、雨の降りければ、江口と申す所に宿を借りけるに、かさざりければ

世の中を厭ふまでこそかたからめ仮のやどりを惜しむ君かな
yo no naka wo itofu made koso katakarame / kari no yadori wo oshimu kimi kana
On my way to Tennōji temple it rained, so I asked for lodging at a place called
Eguchi; on being refused, I composed:
It may be difficult for you to despise this fleeting world,
but you begrudge me even momentary lodging!
Reply
Narimichi’s poems are included in two imperial anthologies: Kinyōshū 金葉集 and
Shikashū 詞花集.
316
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世をいとふ人とし聞けば仮の宿に心とむなと思ふばかりぞ
yo wo itofu hito to shi kikeba kari no yado ni / kokoro tomu na to omofu bakari zo
Because I heard that you despised the world my only thought was:
do not set your heart on this momentary lodging!
(Sankashū 820, 821) [752, 753]

This exchange became the basis for setsuwa found in Senjūshō as well as Genpei seisuiki.
Mezaki writes: “There’s nothing to prevent us from simply accepting that Saigyō and the
pleasure woman Tae were probably old acquaintances from before his tonsuring”
(Kenkyū, 25-26). Though rich in literary possibilities, this connection is difficult to
adequately prove. As for Kiyotsune’s influence on Norikiyo in the area of pleasure
women, one poetic exchange is insufficient evidence—though the reader, of course, is
free to draw conclusions.

Saigyō’s Brother and the Tanaka Estate
I have thus far outlined the occupations and characters of Norikiyo’s father and
grandfathers, speculating about their influence on the training and upbringing of Norikiyo.
Nothing is known, however, of Norikiyo’s female relatives. Unfortunately, we do not
even know their names. We do know the name of Saigyō’s brother Nakakiyo (仲清).
Judging from their listing in Sonpi bunmyaku, it appears that Nakakiyo was the elder
brother to Norikiyo. However, other sources, such as Zoku Gunsho ruijū (続群書類従
Edo period), Honchō seiki (本朝世紀 late Heian period), and Kamo no Chōmei’s (鴨長
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明 1155?-1216) Hosshinshū (発心集 ca. 1215), have led Mezaki to determine that
Nakakiyo was indeed the younger brother (Kenkyū, 26-27).
If Nakakiyo was the younger brother, then it is likely that he took over the family
estate, family position at court, and perhaps even the care of Norikiyo’s former wife and
children. Kamo no Chōmei indicates as much in his Hosshinshū when he writes: “When
Monk Saigyō took the tonsure, he left everything else to his younger brother.”317 Exactly
what Saigyō left to his brother is debatable. As Mezaki points out, though, Nakakiyo was
appointed to a similar position at court within two years following Norikiyo’s becoming a
monk, and records indicate that he was in charge of affairs for the family estate as well
(27, 42-43). This family estate and Nakakiyo’s handling of it merit further explanation.
Mezaki (Kenkyū, 39-60) and Horiuchi Hiroyasu (Saigyō no subete 27-42) have
both detailed the history of the Satō clan’s involvement with Tanaka no shō (田仲庄). I
have nothing to add to their thorough analyses, and will briefly explain the estate and its
relationship to Saigyō according to their analyses.318 Mezaki (42) duly points out that
even the Minister of the Right Fujiwara Yorinaga in his diary Taiki refers to the Satō
house as being wealthy (家富). Such an observation made from the standpoint of one of
the richest and most powerful families of the day must indicate that the Satō clan had
amassed a significant amount of wealth. This wealth came from countryside estates such
as Tanaka no shō.

西行法師出家シケル時、跡ヲハ弟成ケル男ニ云付タリケル. Quoted in Mezaki,
Kenkyū, p. 27.
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Horiuchi’s essay on the Tanaka estate is clear, approachable, and reliable. Mezaki’s
chapter concerning the estate is reliable as well, and includes copious documentary
citations.
318
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Tanaka no shō was located in what is now Wakayama prefecture, along the right
bank of the Ki River, roughly between Kokawadera Temple and Negorodera Temple.
The area is very fertile, and would have provided more than sufficient volume of rice and
other products for the support of the Satō clan. Furthermore, it is thought that the Ikeda
estate bordering the Tanaka estate on the north was also held by the Satō clan. If so, their
land holdings would have been impressive (Horiuchi, 29; Noguchi(saigyo no subete), 50).
Though we refer to these estates (荘園 shōen) as being “held” by the Satō clan, they are
in fact “owned” by the sekkanke (摂関家), or the most powerful house of the northern
Fujiwara clan from which imperial ministers were always born. It appears, however, that
the Satō managed their lands and received funds from them in a more direct way than the
typical azukarisho (預所), or overseer (Horiuchi, 31-32).
The Tanaka estate is known to have been in the family at least six generations
preceding Norikiyo, roughly since the time of Michinaga (late 10th c.), according to
Mezaki (Kenkyū, 12-13) and Horiuchi (30).319 Norikiyo would have been the heir to this
estate, if we accept that he was the eldest son of the Satō family, as Mezaki has posited. It
appears that when Norikiyo took the tonsure, his younger brother Nakakiyo became the
family heir and hence assumed the duties of overseeing the Tanaka estate. Nowhere in
Saigyō’s writings or poetry, nor in any historical documents, is Norikiyo or Saigyō
mentioned in connection with Tanaka no shō. Saigyō’s relationship to the family estate
must be left to speculation. Nakakiyo’s handling of the estate, however, is welldocumented, and worthy of mention here.

For a detailed explanation of the origins of the Tanaka estate, see Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp.
44-46.
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In 1129, the well-known monk and poet Gyōson (行尊 1057-1135) donated the
neighboring Arakawa estate (荒川庄) to retired emperor Toba (鳥羽院,
1103-56; r. 1107-23).320 Toba promptly ordered a survey of the estate’s borders, a long
and arduous process that lasted until at least 1135. One reason for the difficulty of the
survey was the unhappy reaction of bordering estates, including Tanaka no shō, when the
retired emperor’s envoys consistently attempted to carve out niches of neighboring
estates to be included in the Arakawa estate. The most vocal, even physical, protests
came from Satō Nakakiyo.
Toba died in 1156 and the Arakawa estate was inherited by his widow
Bifukumon’in (美福門院, or Fujiwara Tokushi 得子, 1117-60). According to Horiuchi,
Nakakiyo must have seen his chance to take back some land, as indicated by an 1159
cease and desist order from retired emperor Go-Shirakawa (35). Over the next twenty
five years, the dispute would continue, with imperial rulings always coming down in
favor of Arakawa no shō. In the seventh month of 1159, Bifukumon’in, in order to
accumulate merit in the afterlife for her late husband, donated Arakawa no shō to the
Shingon Buddhist establishment at Kōya-san, not far from the estate. Mt. Kōya was at the
time in the process of fund-raising and rebuilding, and the donation of Arakawa no shō
was seen as a great opportunity to shore up the temple’s finances. Accordingly, Kōya’s
management of the estate and its borders was fierce and unwavering (Horiuchi, 35-6).
Nakakiyo’s own fierce protection of his properties eventually led to unusually violent
border disputes.

This represents a remarkable irony, as Saigyō was very fond of Gyōson and his poetry,
in many ways modeling his own life and poems after Gyōson.
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Nakakiyo led his own military forces in attacking Arakawa estate personnel and
farmers, taking back land he felt was rightfully part of Tanaka no shō. At times, he was
joined by forces from other neighboring estates upset with Kōya-san’s management of
Arakawa no shō, and even assisted by the governor of Kii province, Minamoto Tamenaga.
However, even when Nakakiyo was able to take back lands by force, imperial rulings
continued to favor Kōya-san and orders were given for the return of lands to Arakawa no
shō. It appears that Nakakiyo in the end was unable to fully regain his lands.
However, as Mezaki has shown (Kenkyū, 60-7), Nakakiyo’s son Yoshikiyo (能
清) continued the family dispute (perhaps vendetta), causing even more trouble with Mt.
Kōya and the retired emperor’s court offices. Yoshikiyo, as Mezaki has posited from a
variety of historical sources (60), was like his father an udoneri (内舎人), or guard, with
ties to the sekkanke. He was also, like his uncle Norikiyo, eventually appointed to the
imperial guard of the left (saemon no jō), as well as the northern guard of the retired
emperor (hokumen no bushi).
In 1181, Yoshikiyo led a contingent of warriors who invaded Arakawa no shō,
burning homes, killing settlers, and confiscating crops (Horiuchi, 39). They went so far as
to build an embattlement (城), and claimed authority under Taira Shigehira (平重衡
1157-85) and Koremori (維盛 1158-84). Soon after this attack, Yoshikiyo led his forces
in another attack that extended to the temples at Kōya-san, and even Kongōbuji was
burned to the ground (a strange turn of events, considering Saigyō’s previous close
relationship with the Kōya temple establishment). Even after the end of the Genpei Wars,
in which it is thought that the Satō family had sided with the losing Taira, Yoshikiyo
continued his attacks on Arakawa no shō, falsely claiming authority from the new
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shogunate in Kamakura after an 1186 attack. After protests from Kōya-san, however, the
shogunate ruled against Yoshikiyo and ordered a return to the borders drawn up over fifty
years previous, saying that even a dog would call Yoshikiyo’s actions unjust. At this
point, Horiuchi posits, the Satō family seems to have lost their lands altogether (40).
Indeed, as Mezaki (Kenkyū, 77-78) and Horiuchi (41-42) both show, the Bitō (尾藤) clan,
related to the Satō clan, by 1183 had already managed to purloin the Tanaka and Ikeda
estates through their allied relationship with the Minamoto clan. It was Kiso Yoshinaka
(木曽義仲, 1154-84), according to the Azuma kagami, who issued the order transferring
possession of the estates to the Bitō family. At this point in their analyses, Mezaki and
Horiuchi both introduce one of Saigyō’s more notable poems, conspicuous for its
commentary on contemporary events.
Saigyō almost never referred to contemporary political events, except when they
bore direct influence upon him. Examples include: the movement of the capital to
Fukuhara in 1180, mentioned in passing when Saigyō went to Fukuhara for a Buddhist
ceremony; the Hōgen disturbance of 1156, mentioned by Saigyō in connection with his
close relationship to retired emperor Sutoku, who was defeated in the short uprising.
However, three poems from the Kikigakishū (聞書集) which comment upon the Genpei
Wars seem to have been composed simply out of an interest in the events of the day,321
rather than some personal connection to otherwise distant political happenings. One of
these poems refers to Kiso Yoshinaka:

木曾と申す武者、死にはべりけりな

木曾人は 海のいかりを しづめかねて 死出の山にも 入りにけるかな
321
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Kisohito wa umi no ikari wo shizume kanete / shide no yama ni mo iri ni keru kana
A warrior named Kiso has died
One from Kiso unable to sink an anchor in the sea instead has entered
the mountain of death!
(Kikigakishū 1870) [227]

Saigyō puns here on the words ikari and shizume. Ikari can mean anchor as well as anger.
Shizume can mean sink as well as quiet. So Saigyō is saying that the Kiso-ite
(Yoshinaka), being from the mountains (the Kiso area is known for its rugged mountain
terrain), was unable to calm the anger of the sea (referring to Yoshinaka’s defeat at the
sea battle of Mizushima), and has instead returned to the mountains. Only this time, the
mountain is shide no yama, the mountain of death one passes on the way to hell.
Decidedly contemptuous and cold, this poem leads us to suspect some special motive
behind its composition. Why did Saigyō choose to write such a cutting poem about
Yoshinaka?
Horiuchi (42) and Mezaki (78) both suggest that this poem may have something
to do with Yoshinaka’s having ordered transfer of the Tanaka estate from the Satō to the
Bitō clan. If so, it may offer a rare glimpse into Saigyō’s relationship with his family and
the family estate. Saigyō not even once mentions his family in any poem or preface.
However, if Saigyō was aware of the Yoshinaka order that effectually destroyed his
family’s financial base when he composed this poem, it would indicate that Saigyō had
indeed maintained some level of contact with his family following his shukke. Of course,
this one poem is meager evidence of Saigyō’s having maintained relations with the
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family he abandoned fourty-four years previous to the death of Yoshinaka. Even if
Saigyō was aware of Yoshinaka’s order and the state of the family holdings, it may have
been indirect information he received or one-time communication of the sort one would
expect in a dire family crisis. Nevertheless, the latent subtext of this poem is too full of
possibilities to pass over.
Questions we might ask at this point are: Did Saigyō know about the Yoshinaka
order and the dire situation of the Tanaka estate during the Genpei Wars? If so, was
Saigyō aware of other estate-related events over the years? If so, was Saigyō directly
involved in any estate affairs? and, finally, To what extent was Saigyō’s life as a tonsured
monk separate from or intimate with his family?
For purposes of discussion, I will accept Horiuchi’s and Mezaki’s hypothesis that
Saigyō indeed knew of the Yoshinaka order when he composed his poem. The next
question is far more difficult to answer, and requires that I jump ahead somewhat in my
portrait of Norikiyo to the time when he lived as Saigyō for nearly thirty years very close
to Mt. Kōya. During Saigyō’s years in the area of Mt. Kōya, he was never officially
attached to any temple. In other words, he was not a part of the established personnel
organization of Mt. Kōya and its temples. As many scholars have shown, though, Saigyō
did have close relations with Mt. Kōya’s temples.322 In fact, he acted as a key negotiator
in a bloody dispute between Kongōbuji and one of its subtemples, eventually carrying out
the impressive project of moving a large building (Rengejōin 蓮華乗院) from a
subtemple to the main precincts of Kongōbuji to function as a place of negotiation and

Gorai Shigeru, Koya hijiri. Kadokawa Shoten, 1965; Mezaki Tokue, Saigyō no
shisōshiteki kenkyū, pp. 257-339; Matsui Yoshiaki, Saigyo no subete, pp. 70-93.
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reconciliation.323 In this process, Saigyō acted as go-between for the temples as well as a
fundraiser, effecting the donation of an estate from an imperial personage as well as
gaining tax-exemption through the graces of none other than Taira Kiyomori (平清盛
1118-81). If Saigyō was so closely involved in settling disputes among elements of the
establishment at Mt. Kōya, it seems logical that he might be recruited to act as a
negotiator in the border disputes between his own family and Mt. Kōya. However, we
have no record of Saigyo’s ever having been so involved. Saigyō’s involvement in the
Rengejōin project is chronicled in Mt. Kōya’s own collection of historical documents
Hōkanshū, the same collection from which we glean much of our knowledge of the
Tanaka vs. Arakawa estate feud. If Saigyō was involved in the border disputes, it would
surely have been mentioned in some document. It is possible, of course, that such
documents have been lost. However, even without relying on documentary evidence, we
nevertheless may safely assume that Saigyō’s involvement in the border disputes between
his family and Mt. Kōya would have only complicated the process, as Saigyō surely
would not have been an uninterested third party. Thus we may answer our third question
by determining that it is highly unlikely Saigyō was ever involved directly in the affairs
of the Tanaka estate following his shukke.
Still, we have not answered our second question: Was Saigyō aware of other
estate-related events over the years? This question is unanswerable with any sort of
certainty or documentary evidence. However, considering the Tanaka estate’s proximity
to Mt. Kōya—Saigyō’s residence for nearly thirty years—it is highly likely that Saigyō
was to some extent aware of the goings on in the Tanaka estate and likely the Satō family
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too. If so, then we must consider to what extent Saigyō maintained relationships with his
family members. Again, this is impossible to prove with documentary evidence, and
impossible to speculate upon through Saigyō’s poems, as he never mentioned his family.
At this point in my treatment of Saigyō’s life, I will simply point out that many other
tonsured monks of the time maintained family ties even after supposedly abandoning
their loved ones. Some hijiri, or holy men, in the area of Mt. Kōya were known to have
even kept wives after their shukke.324 The conspicuous absence of Saigyō’s family in his
writings should not lead us to believe that Saigyō in fact thoroughly abandoned them. It is
quite possible that Saigyō maintained familial ties, even if tenuous, and such is suggested
by later setsuwa concerning his wife and daughter, most notably in Kamo no Chōmei’s
Hosshinshū (c. 1214). I will leave this topic for later discussion, returning instead to the
topic of the Satō family estate and the samurai career of Norikiyo.

Norikiyo’s Career
The wealth provided by the Tanaka estate enabled the Satō family to train
Norikiyo, outfit him with the finest implements and horses, and advance his position in
the imperial guard corps. When Norikiyo was fifteen, the family first attempted to gain a
position for him in the imperial guard through the rinji naikyū (臨時内給) process in
which an emperor, or more often retired emperor, would hold “tryouts” for positions in
the imperial guard in order to raise funds for a project such as temple or palace building.
In essence, coveted positions went on sale for those who could afford them. The Satō
family paid a total of 2000 rolls of silk in order for Norikiyo to participate, an enormous
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sum. Unfortunately, his competitor won and was appointed. Three years later, at the age
of eighteen, Norikiyo applied and was appointed a hyōe no jō (兵衛尉) after the Satō
family paid the massive sum of 10000 rolls of silk.
In the meantime, it is thought, Norikiyo was in the service of the Tokudaiji (徳大
寺) family. The Tokudaiji family was an offshoot of the northern branch of the Fujiwara
clan. They took the surname Tokudaiji after founding a temple by that name in Kyoto.
The head of the family at Norikiyo’s time was Saneyoshi (実能), who eventually became
minister of the right. Norikiyo’s relationship to the Tokudaiji family proved important to
him in his advancement as a samurai as well as after his shukke, and friendships built
during his service to the Tokudaiji family lasted a lifetime.
It may have been the political backing of the Tokudaiji family along with the
financial support of the Satō family that clinched Norikiyo’s appointment to the imperial
guard and later the northern guard. Furthermore, as Takagi Kiyoko points out (Saigyō, 6),
three of the most important figures in Saigyō’s life are intimately connected to the
Tokudaiji family: retired emperor Toba (鳥羽院), his empress Taikenmon-in (待賢門院
Fujiwara Shōshi or Tamako 璋子, 1101-45), and emperor Sutoku (崇徳 Akihito 顕仁
1119-64, r. 1123-27). Taikenmon-in was the younger sister of Saneyoshi, and gave birth
to both Sutoku and later emperor Go-Shirakawa (後白河 Masahito 雅仁 1127-92, r.
1155-58).
When Cloistered Emperor Toba died, Saigyō (then age 39) traveled to the capital
from Mt. Kōya to attend the funeral. At that time, he composed the following poem with
lengthy preface:
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一院かくれさせおはしまして、やがての御所へわたりまゐらせける夜、高野よりいであひ参
りあひたりける、いと悲しかりけり。こののちおはしますべき所御覧じはじめけるそのかみ
の御供に、右大臣実能、大納言と申しける候はれけり。忍ばせおはしますことにて、又人さ
ぶらはざりけり。その御供にさぶらひけることの思ひ出でられて、折しも今宵に参りあひた
る、昔今の事思ひつづけられてよみける。

こよひこそ 思ひ知らるれ 浅からぬ 君に契りの ある身なりけり
When the first retired emperor [Toba] passed away, on the night that his funeral
procession was to take place, I left Kōya to join in the procession, and it was
terribly sorrowful. When he first beheld the place at which he will now remain
[Anrakujuin], he was accompanied by Minister of the Right Saneyoshi, when he
was still dainagon. It was a secret visit, and so there were no other [ministerial]
attendants. When I recall attending at that time, and being fortunate to join the
procession this evening, things of the past and the present fill my thoughts
unceasingly, and so I compose the following:
Tonight you shall know I am one whose pledge was not shallow!

Saigyō’s poem is simple and bold. He is asserting that though he left Toba’s service to
become a monk his devotion to Toba is unchanged. Proof of this “pledge” is in his
attending the funeral procession “tonight,” just as he attended Toba many years earlier in
his visit to Anrakujuin (安楽寿院), now his final resting place. This poem does not
suggest any lingering attachment, but rather lasting commitment, as in Buddhist rhetoric
the bonds between a master and his servant lasted three lifetimes.325 This poem shows
that Saigyō maintained, even treasured, the close relationships built while he was serving
the Tokudaiji family and the court of Toba as the samurai Norikiyo. Further proof of
Norikiyo’s (Saigyō’s) relationships with members of Toba’s and Taikenmon-in’s circle
325

More accurately, the ties of a master and servant extend through the pre-existence (前
世), the present (現世), and the next life (後世).
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can be found in several poetic exchanges recorded in Sankashū and Kikigakishū. I will
address such relationships at a later point in Saigyō’s biography, however, and return to
the subject of Norikiyo’s career.
Shortly after being appointed a member of the imperial guard of the left, Norikiyo
was elevated to the elite northern guard of then Retired Emperor Toba. The northern
guard, or hokumen no bushi, was an exclusive appointment of samurai, though not
necessarily high-ranking samurai. Rather, northern guard attendants were chosen much
on the basis of their skills and talents, and their compatibility with the retired emperor (i.e.
the emperor was free to choose those whom he liked). As mentioned earlier, Norikiyo
would have been trained in horseback riding, archery, archery while on horseback
(yabusame), hand-to-hand combat (including swordplay), as well as various ceremonial
duties. Northern guards were required to be well-trained in more genteel skills as well, as
they also functioned as the personal attendants and body guards to the retired emperor. In
such a capacity, skill in conversation was of course necessary, as was skill in poetry and
other literary arts. The ideal northern guard would also be a talented musician, singer, and
dancer. Good looks would have also been a prerequisite, perhaps even the most important
criteria.
As Mezaki suggests, Saigyō’s skills as a poet would have been polished in such
an environment as the northern guard, with such close proximity to the emperor and his
court. He would have become intimate with court procedures, politics, and arts. Evidence
of such can be found in a document called Sangun yōryaku-shō (参軍要略抄),
introduced by Mezaki (92-95) and Noguchi Minoru (51-53). This document details an
incident in 1179 when then Retired Emperor Go-Shirakawa visited Tennōji in present-
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day Osaka. The courtly dance Seikaiha326 was performed, and though all the northern
guard who were providing musical accompaniment did so without carrying swords, one
warrior only kept his sword throughout the performance. According to the account,
Saigyō, then over 60 years of age, told his nephew Yoshikiyo (then a member of the
Northern Guard), that such procedure was correct. Even after nearly forty years, Saigyō
seems to have not lost his expertise in courtly and samurai affairs. Such polished talent
and intensive training was typical of the Northern Guard, and Norikiyo was certainly
representative of that tradition.
For some reason, however, Norikiyo decided to abandon what by all standards
was an already illustrious career full of further promise. In 1140, after he had made his
decision to become a monk, Norikiyo went to Retired Emperor Toba to beg leave of his
position with a poem.

鳥羽院に出家のいとま申し侍るとてよめる

惜しむとて惜しまれぬべきこの世かは身を捨ててこそ身をも助けめ
oshimu tote oshimarenu beki kono yo ka wa / mi wo sutete koso mi wo tasukeme
Composed to beg leave of Retired Emperor Toba in order to take the
tonsure
Though we say we hold it dear, can it really be held so dear, this world?
I’ll save myself by tossing myself aside327
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Some scholars feel this poem is not by Saigyō, as it does not appear in any of his
collections. Rather, it appears in the early fourteenth century collection Gyokuyō wakashū
(玉葉和歌集). This is a very difficult poem to parse. Most commentators take
oshimarenu to mean “capable of being held dear.” Kubota Jun and Mezaki Tokue,
however, take oshimarenu to be in the passive case, meaning that the poet sees himself as
327
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A bold poem with broad implications for its author and its receiver, we nevertheless have
no record of how it was received by Toba. Norikiyo implies that, the world the way it is,
there is no choice but for him to throw away his position (and himself). This poem may
apply to anyone, however, including the emperor himself, and is impressive for its
intrepid statement. Norikiyo did not skirt the issue at hand, nor attempt to hide the
deeply-bound contradictions in the world (and the court, perhaps) that led him to feel he
had to leave everything and everyone behind, including his sovereign. Perhaps taking
leave of Toba was not nearly as difficult as leaving behind his own wife and children,
though.

Norikiyo’s Wife and Children
Much legend surrounds Norikiyo’s wife and children. It is difficult to dismiss the
possibility of his having abandoned a family when he took the tonsure and became a
monk. A samurai of Norikiyo’s status and wealth would surely have taken a wife well
before the age of 23, and would surely have had children by then. The question is how
many.
Sonpi bunmyaku lists one son for Satō Norikiyo. He is listed as Gonrisshi Ryūshō
(権律師隆聖), a Buddhist name and title indicating significant status. He also seems to
have been a successful poet, indicated by the inclusion of one of his poems in
Shinkokinshū:
incapable of being held dear in this world. See Mezaki Tokue, Suki to mujō. Yoshikawa
Kōbunkan, 1988, pp. 6-8.
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朝ごとのあか井の水に年暮れてわが世のほどの汲まれぬるかな
asa goto no akai no mizu ni toshi kurete / waga yo no hodo no kumarenuru kana
Each morning drawing holy water, the year draws to its close;
my life too, it seems, but a scoop left328

As Kubota Jun points out, in the Karasumaru version (烏丸本) of the Shinkokinshū, an
annotation indicates that this Ryūshō is Saigyō’s son (Saigyō 35). Mezaki details the
various other documents in which Ryūshō appears, including Gyokuyō (玉葉),
Meigetsuki (明月記), Aizen-ō shōryūki (愛染王紹隆記), and Shoku dentō kōroku (続伝
燈広録) (Kenkyū, 31-35). While rejecting the possibility of Ryūshō being Saigyō’s
disciple in the Buddhist sense, or having received secret teachings from his father,
Mezaki seems quite sure that Ryūshō was Norikiyo’s son.329 Mezaki’s clinching evidence
is a brief mention of Ryūshō (with a different character for his name: 隆性) in Shoku
dentō kōroku which specifically names him as the son of Norikiyo: 兵衛佐義清子 (34).
Kubota points to yet another source, Denpō kanjō shishi sōshō kechimyaku (伝法灌頂師
資相承血脈), in which Ryūshō is associated with Saigyō (Saigyō 36).

Shinkokinshū, Winter, No. 700. The poet refers to the year coming to a close as each
day he goes about drawing water from a special well (Skt. argha, J. akai) for making
offerings to a Buddhist image. The images of the year ending and the poet’s life ending
are implicitly tied. Also implied is the poet’s being able to sense the short remainder of
his life in scooping the water, kumu meaning both “to scoop” and “to sense,” or “know.”
328
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The evidence given for Ryūshō’s Buddhist relationship to Saigyō is quite compelling,
and though Mezaki rejects the idea, the issue certainly calls for more research and
discussion. See Mezaki, Kenkyū, pp. 33-35.
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Nevertheless, the modern scholar Ishida Yoshisada introduces four reasons why
he has difficulty accepting that Ryūshō was indeed Norikiyo’s son.330

1. Ryūshō was too worldly a monk, and too different from Saigyō to have been
his son.
2. Nowhere in Gyokuyō or Meigetsuki is Ryūshō said to have been Saigyō’s son.
3. When Saigyō died, Teika did not exchange mourning poems with Ryūshō.
4. Though Saigyō’s daughter is mentioned repeatedly in medieval sources,
Ryūshō is never mentioned.

Ishida’s first reason can be easily dismissed, as Mezaki does, by accepting that father and
son can be two very different individuals. Ishida’s other three points are valid, however,
and have yet to be challenged. There is simply no means at hand for us to dispute or
explain away Ishida’s observations, except to point to the evidence of Sonpi bunmyaku
and Shoku dentō kōroku. We can shed some light on Ishida’s last point, however, from
the standpoint of setsuwa literature in the medieval period.
In part three when treating Saigyō legends, a main focus of my inquiry into the
development of stories about Saigyō will be what portions of his life were easily
transformed into setsuwa and why. Another focus of my inquiry, and just as important as
the first, will be what details of Saigyō’s life were not turned into setsuwa, and why.
Saigyō is known to have been an expert kemari player, and yet to my knowledge there
are no setsuwa, legends, folk tales, or even mentions of Saigyō and kemari in later
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sources, aside from the aforementioned Kemari kudenshū. Similarly, there are no setsuwa
or stories about Ryūshō. Why? The elements seem perfectly suited for storytelling and
legend building. The famous monk and poet Saigyō’s son, abandoned before he was even
able to know his father, later becomes a high-ranking and influential cleric. Furthermore,
he becomes a well-known poet, even included in an imperial anthology. If Saigyō had no
religious or poetic successors, as it appears he did not, then the conditions seem perfect
for Ryūshō to become just such a successor, at least in the world of setsuwa. However,
even in Kamo no Chōmei’s Hosshinshū, which includes tales of Saigyō’s wife and
daughter’s tonsuring and lives as nuns, Ryūshō fails to appear. His absence especially in
this set of tales is conspicuous. We are unable to prove, nevertheless, using historical
documents or setsuwa, that Gonrisshi Ryūshō was not Saigyō’s son. In the end, there is
no reason to disbelieve Sonpi bunmyaku, Shoku dentō kōroku, and other documents,
however strange it may seem that Ryūshō does not appear in any number of other sources
in which we would expect to find him.
Though not listed in Sonpi bunmyaku or other such genealogies, it appears
Norikiyo may have had at least one other son. The Engyō version331 of Heike monogatari
(平家物語延慶本) recounts the appointment of Keien (慶縁) in 1184 as gon-bettō (権別
当), or assistant director, of a recently constructed shrine to appease the spirit of the
exiled emperor Sutoku (Sutoku’s angry ghost was thought to be one of the major forces
behind the calamities that befell the capital during the Genpei Wars.). He is listed in the
text as Monk Saigyō’s son: 故西行法師子(Mezaki, Kenkyū 35). The appropriateness of
having the son of Saigyō (who was a close personal friend of Sutoku and made his own
The Engyō version of Tales of the Heike is one of the earliest extant written texts of the
tale, dating from the early fourteenth century, and survives in six fascicles.
331
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efforts to soothe Sutoku’s disturbed soul) oversee efforts to appease the spirit of Sutoku
has been noted by several scholars, Mezaki included. Mezaki also points out that Heike
monogatari as a historical text is often unreliable. It is possible, in fact, that the creator(s)
of this particular episode in Heike was aware of Saigyō’s famous trip to Sutoku’s grave
and his efforts to assuage Sutoku’s grief and anger, and saw the opportunity to draw a
parallel, or create an allusion to the more famous poet by attributing Keien as his son. It
is impossible to determine the veracity of Heike monogatari’s claim, as no other sources
mention Keien.
Numerous sources mention Norikiyo’s daughter, however, and though nameless
she has become an indispensable character in the Saigyō drama that developed in such
works as Saigyō monogatari, Saigyō monogatari emaki, and Chōmei’s Hosshinshū.
Mezaki points out that modern Saigyō researchers of the pre-war period, such as Kawada
Jun (川田順), Oyama Tokujirō (尾山篤二郎), and Kazamaki Keijirō (風巻景次郎)
denied that Norikiyo had a wife or children. As I mentioned earlier, though, it would have
been natural for a samurai of Norikiyo’s standing to have a wife by at least 18 years of
age, and children very soon after. It would have been unthinkable that the Satō family
heir did not marry early and begin producing offspring. Furthermore, as Ishida and
Mezaki posit, the lengthy and detailed accounts of Norikiyo’s daughter in Hosshinshū
lead us to believe that Chōmei based his story upon facts, perhaps even direct knowledge,
as Chōmei’s life (1153-1216) overlaps that of Saigyō (Mezaki, Kenkyū 29-31). There are
six main elements of the daughter’s story in Hosshinshū, as Mezaki (Kenkyū 29-30) and
Kubota (Saigyō 28) have organized them. Though lengthy, I will include pertinent
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passages from Hosshinshū, as they are the only reliable account of the daughter that we
have.

1. When Norikiyo took the tonsure, he left everything to his brother, including his
daughter:
西行法師出家しける時、跡をば弟なりける男に云ひ付けたりけるに、幼き
女子の殊にかなしうしけるを、さすがに見捨てがたく、いかさまにせんと
思へども、うしろやすかるべき人も覚えざりければ、なほこの弟のぬしの
子にして、いとほしむすべきよし、ねんごろに云ひおきける。
When Monk Saigyō took the tonsure, he left everything to his younger brother,
and though he felt sad about his young daughter, and was thus loathe to abandon
her, and though he pondered what to do with her, he could think of no one with
which he felt comfortable to take her, so he made her the adopted daughter of his
younger brother, and very ardently instructed him to take good care of her.
2. Two or three years later, when Saigyō passed by his younger brother’s home,
hoping to see his daughter, who happened to be playing with some other children:
かくて、ここかしこ修行してありく程に、はかなくて二三年になりぬ。事
の便りありて、京の方へめぐり来たりける次に、ありし此の弟が家をすぎ
けるに、きと思ひ出でて、「さても、ありし子は五つばかりにはなりぬら
ん。いかやうにか生ひなりたるらん」とおぼつかなく覚えて、かくとはい
はねど、門のほとりにて見入れける折りふし、此の娘いとあやしげなる帷
姿にて、げすの子どもにまじりて、土にをりて立蔀の際にてあそぶ。髪は
ゆふゆふと肩の程に帯びて、かたちもすぐれ、たのもしき様なるを、此の
子の我が方を見おこせて、「いざなん、聖のある、おそろしきに」とて内
へ入りにけり。
Thus two or three years passed quickly by as he was walking about carrying out
Buddhist practices here and there. On his way to the capital where he had a
certain errand, he passed by his former younger brother’s house, whereupon he
happened to recall: “Well, now, my former daughter must be five years old by
now. I wonder how she’s grown up,” realizing that he would like to see her, and
so, nonchalantly, he went to the gate to see inside, whereupon he saw his
daughter wearing a very coarse one-layer kimono, playing with some low
children in the dirt at the edge of a lattice fence. Her hair hung loosely shoulder
length, and she had superior form, and though she appeared to be a promising
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child, when he saw her, his heart was suddenly broken; while he was thus
watching her with such longing and regret, she noticed that he was staring at her
and saying, “Hey, there’s a holy man, how scary!” she went into the house.

3. Later the daughter entered the service of Reisen-dono (冷泉殿), the daughter of
Kujō Minbukyō (九条民部卿), or Hamuro Akiyori (葉室顕頼), who had some
sort of relation to the daughter’s mother:
九条の民部卿の御女に、冷泉殿と聞こえける人は、母にゆかりありて、
「我が子にして、いとほしみせん」と、ねむごろに云はれければ、「人柄
も賤しからず、いとよき事」とて急ぎわたしてげり。
One of Kujō no Minbukyō’s daughters, by the name of Reisen-dono, who was
related to the mother [of Saigyō’s daughter], said with conviction, “I’ll make her
my own daughter, and fawn over her. Her mother thought, “She is a person not of
base qualities—this is a good thing,” and hurried to give her daughter [to Reisendono].

4. At about age 15 or 16, the daughter was to be put into the service of Reisendono’s younger sister who was soon to be married:
此の子十五六ばかりになりて後、此のとり母の弟のむかへばらの姫君に、
播磨三位家明と聞こえし人を聟に取られけるに、若き女房など尋ね求むる
に（中略）此の子をとり出でて、わらはなむせさせける。
Once this child had turned fifteen or sixteen years of age, a man named Ieakira of
Harima was to be taken as a groom for the girl’s stepmother’s younger sister; as
she was looking for young servant girls, . . . she took this child and made her to be
her maidservant.
5. When Saigyō hears of this, he is upset and arranges through a third party to
meet with his daughter in order to convince her to leave the Hamuro family and
become a nun:
西行、この事を洩れ聞きて、本意ならず覚えけるにや、此の家ちかく行き
て、かたはらなる小家に立ち入りて、人をかたらひて、忍びつつ呼ばせけ
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る。（中略）「尼になりて母がかたはらに居て、仏の宮仕へうちして、心
にくくてあれがしと思ふなり」と云ふ。
Saigyō, having heard of this turn of events, perhaps because he thought it out of
step with his intentions [for his daughter], went and entered a small house nearby
and convinced someone to secretly summon his daughter. . . . “I want you to
become a nun and be by your mother’s side, becoming the maidservant of the
Buddha, and living a meaningful existence,” he said.

6. The daughter agrees to secretly leave the Hamuro household and become a nun,
eventually joining her mother (who has already become a nun) at Amano, near Mt.
Kōya:
さてさて、此の娘、尼になりて、高野のふもとに天野と云ふ所にさいだち
て母が尼になりて居たる所に行きて、同じ心に行ひてなむありける。

So, then, this daughter became a nun and went to a place called Amano at the
base of Mt. Kōya, where her mother had already become a nun, and with one
heart they carried out their Buddhist practice.
Chōmei’s account seems reliable, and Mezaki, Kubota, and other scholars have accepted
its authenticity. Mezaki points out various historical facts concerning persons involved in
the daughter’s story that seem to bear out Chōmei’s version (Kenkyū 30-31). However,
Norikiyo’s daughter is best known for an episode not recounted by Chōmei, but included
in Saigyō monogatari.
According to the tale, when Norikiyo had decided to take the tonsure, he came
home to tell his wife and was met by his young daughter. The passage is as follows:

夕に及び宿所に帰りさし入れば、年頃いとほしく思ふ娘の四つになるが、
振り分け髪も肩過ぎぬほどにて、よにらうたげなる有様に、何心なく縁に
走り出でて、「父のおはしますうれしさよ。などや遅く御帰りありける。
君の御許しなかりけるにや」などいひて、よにいとけなき撫子の姿にて、
狩衣の袂にすがりけるを、類なくいとほしくは思へども、「過ぎにし方、
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出家を思ひとどまりしも、この娘ゆゑなり。されば第六天の魔王は、一切
衆生の仏にならむことを障へむがために、妻子といふ絆を付け置き、出離
の道を妨ぐといへり。これを知りながら、いかで愛着の心をなさむや。こ
れこそ陣の前の敵、煩悩の絆を切る初めなり」と思ひて、この娘を情なく
縁より下へ蹴落としたりければ、小さき手を顔におほひ、なほ父を慕ひ泣
きければ、これにつけても心苦しくは思へども、聞き入れぬさまにて内へ
入りぬ332
When he returned home that evening, his sweet four-year-old daughter came
running innocently to the veranda. She was a delightful sight, her hair barely
reaching her shoulder. “I’m so happy you’ve come home, Papa. Why are you so
late? Wouldn’t His Highness let you leave?” She chattered on, clinging
enchantingly to the sleeve of his courtly robes. He adored her above all things, but
he thought to himself, “It is this daughter who has been the cause of my inability
to leave the world. The evil god Maō indeed said that he provided man with the
bonds of wife and children to prevent his leaving the world, so that all people
could not become Buddhas. How can I remain clinging to these attachments, in
the face of this knowledge? Here is the enemy before my eyes! Now I must begin
severing the ties of earthly passions,” and mercilessly he kicked his daughter from
the veranda. She covered her face with her little hands and only cried for him the
more, but though it pained his heart to do it, he ignored her cries and went
inside.333

This rather unflattering portrait of Norikiyo has become one of the most popular images
of Saigyō, repeated in stories and in visual depictions of Saigyō’s life. In a Buddhist
sense, it is flattering, as it shows the strong, straightforward determination of Norikiyo to
truly abandon the world and all its attachments. Though probably a later fabrication (the
episode is not included in Chōmei’s otherwise detailed account of the daughter), this
story nonetheless indicates how important the image of Norikiyo’s young daughter is to
reconstructing the physical and emotional circumstances of Saigyō’s shukke. She and her
mother are the most important elements to consider in recreating the household
atmosphere of Saigyō’s shukke.

332
333

Saigyō monogatari zenyakuchū, Kuwabara Hiroshi, pp. 63-64.
The Tale of Saigyō, trans. Meredith McKinney, pp. 27-28.
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As Kubota Jun shows (Saigyō 34-35), it is possible that Norikiyo in fact had at
least one other daughter. An episode in Jikkinshō 十訓抄(c. 1252) tells of Saigyō and a
daughter:

西行法師男なりける時、かなしくしけるむすめの三四ばかりなりけるが、
重くわづらひて限りなりける比、院の北面の者ども弓射てあそびあへりけ
るにいざなはれて、心ならずののしりくらしけるに、郎等男の走りきて耳
に物をささやきければ、心しらぬ人は何とも思はれず。西住法師いまだ男
にて源次兵衛尉とて有けるに、目を見合て、「此事こそ既に」と打云て、
人にもしらせず、さりげなくて聊の気色もかはらでゐたりし、有がたき心
なりとぞ、西住後に人に語りける
When Monk Saigyō was still a man [before becoming a monk], his beloved
daughter who was three or four was terribly sick and near death. Just at that time,
when he had been invited to join the retired emperor’s northern guard in archery
and other pastimes, and though against his better wishes, he was joining in the
hubbub, a page came running in and whispered something in his ear, at which
point someone who didn’t know what was going on wouldn’t have thought
anything of it. Monk Saijū, when he was still a man [before becoming a monk]
and an imperial guard of the Genji clan, looked into [Norikiyo’s] eyes,
[whereupon Norikiyo] said “I was prepared for this. . .” He let no one know, but
with nonchalance didn’t change his demeanor even one bit. “Such a fine heart,”
Saijū would say later when he told people this story.
Kubota writes of this passage: “If this story is true, this daughter is a different person
from the daughter who took the tonsure and lived at Amano. However, Jikkinshō is a
setsuwa collection with a preface dated Kenchō 4 (1252). At that time, we can certainly
imagine that the legendizing of Saigyō was well under way. Thus it is premature to
simply accept this story as straightforward fact. And yet, it would be too brash to flatly
dismiss it as a fabrication” (Saigyō 35). It is impossible to determine from any other
historical sources whether this other daughter actually existed or not. If she did exist, and
did die of illness while Norikiyo was still a member of the northern guard, her father’s
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grief over her death (contrary to the stoic image presented in Jikkinshō) must be
considered part of Norikiyo’s emotional state at the time of his shukke.
Norikiyo’s wife, as most women of the time, is unnamed in records. Kamo no
Chōmei refers to her in Hosshinshū, observing that she had some connection to the
Hamuro family and eventually became a nun, living at Amano near Mt. Kōya, where her
daughter eventually joined her after being urged by her father Saigyō to become a nun
herself.334 Other than what Chōmei tells us, we have little reliable information upon
which to base a portrait of Norikiyo’s wife. She appears in numerous setsuwa sources,
however, most notably Saigyō monogatari in its many versions. All of these sources
agree that she became a nun and lived at Amano. One of these sources, Senjūshō, also
mentions that she left her daughter with an aunt, which would explain the “relation” to
the Hamuro household mentioned by Chōmei.335 As these setsuwa sources are unreliable
as reflections of the actual person, I will defer further discussion of Norikiyo’s wife.
She will figure, however, prominently when discussing Norikiyo’s shukke and its
possible motivations. Though nearly impossible to achieve, we nonetheless must attempt
to gain a working knowledge of Norikiyo and his immediate environment, including his
family and friends, at the time of his shukke. The above discussion of Norikiyo’s
forebears, his immediate family, and his career as a warrior in the service of the
Tokudaiji family and Retired Emperor Toba was meant to paint a picture of Norikiyo and
his world preceding his shukke..

334

See the above discussion of Saigyō’s daughter for the Hosshinshū account.

See Senjūshō 9.10. Yasuda Takako et al, eds. Senjūshō. Gendai Shichōsha, 1987, pp.
272-74. This account became the basis for a later Noh play entitled Hatsuse Saigyō (初瀬
西行).
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Appendix Three
Yama fukami poems
入道寂然、大原に住み侍りけるに、高野よりつかはしける

山深みさこそあらめときこえつつ音あはれなる谷川の水
yama fukami sa koso arame to kikoe tsutsu / oto ahare naru tanigawa no mizu
When Monk Jakuzen was living in Ōhara, I sent the following from Kōya
So deep in the mountains, I had heard it might be like this—
but how moving indeed is the sound of the valley river!336
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1286) [1198]

山深みまきの葉わくる月かげははげしきもののすごきなりけり
yama fukami maki no ha wakuru tsuki kage ha / hageshiki mono no sugoki nari keri
So deep in the mountains, the moon’s light winnowing through the
tow’ring trees is both intense and eerie
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1287) [1199]

山深み窓のつれづれとふものは色づきそむるはじの立ち枝
yama fukami mado no tsurezure tofu mono ha / iro-zuki somuru haji no tachi eda
So deep in the mountains, the only one to visit the leisure of my window
is the branch of the sumac now beginning to turn color
(Sanakshū, Miscellaneous, 1288) [1200]

山深み苔の筵の上にゐて何心なく啼く猿かな
yama fukami koke no mushiro no ue ni ite / nani-gokoro naku naku mashira kana
This may be translated “the rush/roar of the valley river” or “the gurgle of the valley
stream.” It is unclear just how much water Saigyō is hearing.
336
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So deep in the mountains, sitting on a mat of moss,
a monkey casually calls out
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1289) [1201]

山深み岩にしたたる水とめむかつかつ落つる橡ひろふほど
yama fukami iwa ni shitataru mizu tomemu / katsu-katsu otsuru tochi hirofu hodo
So deep in the mountains, I’ll store up the water that drip-drops from the rock,
around the time I’m gathering chestnuts that fall plop-plop
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1290) [1202]

山深みけぢかき鳥のおとはせで物おそろしきふくろふのこゑ
yama fukami kejikaki tori no oto ha sede / mono osoroshiki fukurofu no koe
So deep in the mountains, no sound of a bird heard near home,
only the fearsome voice of the owl
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1291) [1203]

山深み木暗き峯の梢よりものものしくもわたるあらしか
yama fukami ko-guraki mine no kozue yori / monomonoshiku mo wataru arashi ka
So deep in the mountains, over the dark treetops of the mountain peak
the awesome tempest rushes
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1292) [1204]

山深み榾切るなりと聞えつつところにぎはふ斧の音かな
yama fukami hoda kiru nari to kikoe tsutsu / tokoro nigihafu ono no oto kana
So deep in the mountains, I hear what seems like cutting firewood—
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this place is a bustle with the sound of axes!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1293) [1205]

山深み入りて見と見るものは皆あはれもよほすけしきなるかな
yama fukami irite mi to miru mono ha mina / ahare moyohosu keshike naru kana
So deep in the mountains, once you arrive everything in sight
seems to exude a solemn pathos
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1294) [1206]

山深み馴るるかせぎのけ近きに世に遠ざかるほどぞ知らるる
yama fukami naruru kasegi no kejikaki ni / yo ni tōzakaru hodo zo shiraruru
So deep in the mountains, the tame deer comes so close to my house,
I realize just how far from the world I’ve become
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1295) [1207]

Diction with no previous usage
(先例なし)

No.

word or phrase

post-Saigyō usage

あはれなる谷川の水 (谷の川
1286

水）

One example from 19th c. poem by

how moving indeed is the sound of Rengetsu (蓮月 1791 – 1825)
the valley river
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窓のつれづれ
1288

Two later examples from 18th and 19th c.
This is a phrase likely taken from Chinese

the leisure of my window

poetry.
There are approximately twenty examples

色づきそむる

of this phrase, none of which pre-date

beginning to turn color

Saigyō. There are four examples of usage

1288

by Jien and Go-Toba

何心なく（なき）
1289
casually

Approximately ten other usages, all postdating Saigyō. This is a phrase most often
used in prose.

岩にしたたる

Only one other example, from Shinsen

drip-drop

waka rokujō (14th c.)

ふくろふ

There are 17 later usages of fukurofu, none

owl

in imperial anthologies.

榾

There are two usages of hoda in the Meiji

firewood

period.

1290

1291

1293

斧の音

There are three later usages of ono no oto,
two by Motoori Norinaga (本居宣長?????)

1293
sound of the axe

and one from the Meiji period.
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見と見る
1294

Only one other usage by Jien.
everything in sight

あはれもよほす

Six other usages, four from the late 12th and

exude pathos

early 13th centuries.

馴るるかせぎ

Only one other usage by Sanjōnishi

tame deer

Sanetaka (三条西実隆 1455 – 1537)

1294

1295

Figure 1. Diction with no previous usage.

Diction with no other usage
(他の用例なし)
No.

word or phrase

1287

月かげはげしき

1289

苔のむしろ＋ましら（猿）

1290

水とめむ

catch (and store) water

かつかつ

plop-plop (one usage of katsu-katsu pre-dates Saigyō, but it is used

1290

mat of moss + monkey

to mean “barely visible.”
橡ひろふ

1290

intense moonlight

gathering chestnuts (tochi appears multiple times in Manyōshū, but

is used as a color, not the actual nut.)
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1291

けぢかき鳥
木暗き

1292

bird near the house

dark trees (koguraki appears many times in waka, but is always 小暗

き, meaning “shadowy” and not referring to the trees themselves as being dark.

1292

木暗き峯

1292

ものものしく

1293

ところにぎはふ

1295

世に遠ざかる

dark trees of the peaks

awesome

noisy place

far from the world

Figure 2. Diction with no other usage.

Diction with rare usage
(用例少なし)
No.

word or phrase

previous and/or later usage

There are only two previous examples of
1287

すごき

eerie

sugoshi or sugoki in waka. This phrase was
more commonly used in prose, but came to
be used in waka after Saigyō’s time.

1288

はじ

sumac tree

There is only one previous usage in
Kinyōshū.
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There are only two poems that mention
monkeys in imperial anthologies prior to
啼くましら

Saigyō’s time—Kokinshū and Shūishū.

crying/calling monkey

There are many usages in Manyōshū and in

1289

Chinese poetry, but very few in waka
following Saigyō.

There are only two previous usages, both
1291

物おそろしき

fearsome

of which describe “evening” (夕暮), and
one post-Saigyō usage from the Edo
period.

Figure 3. Diction with rare usage.
Yama fukami 山深み
I would like to discuss Saigyō’s famous exchange of ten poems with Jakuzen in
conjunction with his poetics of thatched huts and mountain reclusion. In this exchange,
Saigyō sends ten poems from his hut in Mt. Kōya, each starting with the phrase yama
fukami, “deep in the mountains,” to Jakuzen, who was residing in Ōhara, north of the
capital. Jakuzen replied with ten poem of his own, each ending with Ōhara no sato,
“Ōhara Village.” The first and last words of the two sets, of course, combine to become
yamazato. I will focus on Saigyō’s half of the exchange, demonstrating how Saigyō
created through this sequence of poems a new poetic space marked by a deepening of the
already established sōan and yamazato tropes, yielding a previously unarticulated realm
of expression for his rigorous ideal of mountain seclusion.
Previous to Saigyō’s time, yamazato most often referred to rural areas in the
immediate vicinity of the capital, such as Higashiyama, Saga, Uji, or Ōhara. As Rohlich
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points out, the yamazato was often not distant from the capital in real miles, but spaced at
a distance from civilization conceptually (125). Similarly, thatched huts were not
necessarily tied to images of far-flung places. They were most often associated with
villages surrounding the capital.
Thatched huts and mountain villages, as I have already demonstrated, were not
always places connoting religious practice. While they might be the dwelling places of
monks or nuns, they were as often the dwelling places of recluses and those who simply
wanted to escape from the world or hide from somebody. By Saigyō’s time, the thatched
hut trope was very much the province of women writers and poets, such as Taikenmon-in
and her circle. Saigyō’s own articulation of thatched huts and mountain villages
represented both a centrifugal and centripetal force on the traditional imagery of
seclusion, or in other words, an expansion and deepening of the traditional associations of
sōan and yamazato.
Saigyō expanded the traditional territory of thatched huts and mountain villages to
include, as he expresses in his exchange with Jakuzen, “deep mountains.” By deep
mountains Saigyō meant those not easily accessible to the average person, unlike the notso-far-away villages of Uji or Saga. Yoshino and Kōya are the two most oft-mentioned
mountainous areas in Saigyō’s poetry, and were indeed places of reclusion for much of
his tonsured life. The terrain of such areas, as well as Kumano, Ōmine, and the mountains
of Shikoku to which Saigyō traveled were very steep and often treacherous, and were
traditionally associated with rigorous ascetic practices, including shugendō. The
mountain itself being a symbol of sacred space, Saigyō’s expression of “deep into the
mountains” carries strident overtones of Buddhist shugyō and a sense of utter
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disconnectedness from the world. In his yama fukami poems, Saigyō takes tonsei to the
extreme, cutting himself off from any vestige of the world and reveling in the non-human
natural aspects of this newfound religious and artistic space. Saigyō’s depiction of this
“deep mountain” space retains some traditional images of reclusion, but it is the trend
toward naturalistic description of the lived experience that leads to an increased depth of
profundity and intensity in this unique rendering of the trope of mountain seclusion.
In the first poem, Saigyō sets the stage for his panorama of mountain life by
averring that one must experience the deep mountains to understand the aware present
there.337

入道寂然、大原に住み侍りけるに、高野よりつかはしける

山深みさこそあらめときこえつつ音あはれなる谷川の水
yama fukami sa koso arame to kikoe tsutsu / oto aware naru tanigawa no mizu
When Monk Jakuzen was living in Ōhara, I sent the following from Kōya
So deep in the mountains, I had heard it might be like this—
but how moving indeed is the sound of the valley river!338
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1286) [1198]

Sa koso arame to kikoe tsutsu, “I had heard it might be like this, but. . .” refers to the
poet’s experience deep in the mountains exceeding his previous expectations. It is unclear
when Saigyō sent these poems to Jakuzen, but we get the impression that it may have
been very early in his Kōya period. It is as if Saigyō is chronicling his “discovery” of the
337

All ten yama fukami poems can be found in appendix three.

This may be translated “the rush/roar of the valley river” or “the gurgle of the valley
stream.” It is unclear just how much water Saigyō is hearing.
338
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truly solitary mountain life, breaking through preconceptions formed through his
familiarity with the sōan and yamazato topoi of the waka tradition. Indeed, these ten
poems represent some of the most boldly innovative poems of Saigyō’s oeuvre, and the
waka canon for that matter.
In these ten poems, there are eleven words or phrases that have no previous
examples of usage in waka poetry. There are also eleven words or phrases that appear in
no other waka poetry whatsoever. Saigyō seems to be groping for words to describe what
he sees, hears, and feels deep in the mountains, and is forced to look outside the
traditional diction of the waka canon to express the new and intense sensations of his
mountain home. For example, in the first poem (1286), the combination of aware naru
and tanigawa no mizu339 is found in only one other waka poem, by the nun Rengetsu (蓮
月 1791 – 1825). Appendix three contains three tables listing the unique diction to be
found in these yama fukami poems with indications of their rarity and/or usage in the
waka canon. As an example, in the following poem I have underlined words or phrases
with no previous usage or no other usage at all in the waka canon.

山深み榾切るなりと聞えつつところにぎはふ斧の音かな
yama fukami hoda kiru nari to kikoe tsutsu / tokoro nigihafu ono no oto kana
So deep in the mountains, I hear what seems like cutting firewood—
this place is a bustle with the sound of axes!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1293) [1205]

339

Or tani no mizugawa, as some texts have it.
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It is no wonder that Saigyō came to be regarded as a “maverick” poet. These ten
poems alone are sufficient to secure such a reputation. We must ask ourselves why
Saigyō would choose to compose such radical poems to describe life in the mountains,
rather than relying upon the conventional diction and imagery of mountain retreat. Such
unconventional poems would have been considered radical, even heretical. Nevertheless,
Saigyō includes these poems in Sankashū. Furthermore, several of the poems are
included in later anthologies, such as Fuboku wakashō (夫木和歌抄 c. 1310) and
Gyokuyōshū (玉葉集 1312), and diction from the poems, while unique to Saigyō, was
employed by later poet/admirers. The best explanation I can offer for Saigyō’s groundbreaking depiction of life deep in the mountains is that he wished to convey both a
naturalistic, reality-based, portrait of mountain life while at the same time offering an
alternative to the staid imagery of elegant retreat articulated in the sōan and yamazato
topoi. Saigyō aimed to roughen the trope of suburban reclusion, making it something
deeper and more profound and more closely tied to nature. His yama fukami poems are
not elegant, nor do they present highly refined imagery. Where traditional diction is
employed, Saigyō counteracts the more refined or elegant associations of certain words
by adding new and often startling diction.
For example, in poem 1287, the first three lines present imagery that is not
innovative.

山深みまきの葉わくる月かげははげしきもののすごきなりけり
yama fukami maki no ha wakuru tsuki kage ha / hageshiki mono no sugoki nari keri
So deep in the mountains, the moon’s light winnowing through the
tow’ring trees is both intense and eerie
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1287) [1199]

Such a string of images would be considered elegant, but not particularly impressive,
were it not for the unusual diction of the second half of the poem—“both intense and
eerie.” The English translation, unfortunately, does not convey the edgy nature of this
verse. The combination of hageshiki and sugoki was unheard of in waka poetry of
Saigyō’s time, and represented an over-the-top audacious description. The second half of
the poem betrays the reader’s expecations in a way, by hurling unusual and severe
adjectives to describe the very conventional imagery of the first half of the poem.
Similarly, in poem 1290, Saigyō undermines the very elegant tone of the poem by
using non-traditional diction to counteract the imagery of the first three lines.

山深み岩にしたたる水とめむかつかつ落つる橡ひろふほど
yama fukami iwa ni shitataru mizu tomemu / katsu-katsu otsuru tochi hirofu hodo
So deep in the mountains, I’ll store up the water that drip-drops from the rock,
around the time I’m gathering chestnuts that fall plop-plop
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1290) [1202]

While the first half employs very untraditional diction, it nevertheless presents a pleasant,
even elegant image that would easily be accepted by the poetic establishment. The second
half of the poem, however, employs diction that would not likely have been acceptable at
the time, “gathering chestnuts” being too “low” or too closely associated with peasantry.
“Gathering chestnuts” is an image never used before or after Saigyō’s time in waka
poetry. Katsu katsu (“plop-plop”), as well, is a vivid onomatopoeia never used in waka
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poetry. In this and other poems, Saigyō seems to be describing actual life in the
mountains, rather than poetic values represented by life in in the mountains. For instance,
in poem 1293, cited above, Saigyō describes a scene likely to have actually occurred, but
not likely to have made its way into a waka. Again, while gathering and burning firewood
may be an image found in the waka canon, the garish imagery of axes and bustling
peasants cutting (not gathering) firewood is brash in comparison with the genteel image
of wispy smoke rising from a lonesome mountain village.
The aural quality of these poems is in keeping with many of Saigyō’s best poems
which bring sound to the fore. However, the sounds we encounter in this set of poems are
more closely tied to the wild and even fierce mountain forests the poet inhabits. The
clamor of woodcutters’ axes is one example. The “fearsome voice of the owl” is another
example.

山深みけぢかき鳥のおとはせで物おそろしきふくろふのこゑ
yama fukami kejikaki tori no oto ha sede / mono osoroshiki fukurofu no koe
So deep in the mountains, no sound of a bird heard near home,
only the fearsome voice of the owl
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1291) [1203]

We also have the awe-inspiring, even thunderous, rush of wind over the peaks.

山深み木暗き峯の梢よりものものしくもわたるあらしか
yama fukami ko-guraki mine no kozue yori / monomonoshiku mo wataru arashi ka
So deep in the mountains, over the dark treetops of the mountain peak
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the awesome tempest rushes
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1292) [1204]

And, finally, the strange cry of a monkey.

山深み苔の筵の上にゐて何心なく啼く猿かな
yama fukami koke no mushiro no ue ni ite / nani-gokoro naku naku mashira kana
So deep in the mountains, sitting on a mat of moss,
a monkey casually calls out
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1289) [1201]

It is difficult to over-emphasize the unusual imagery Saigyō has employed in these poems.
Monkeys rarely appeared in waka poetry of Saigyō’s time. There is one example from
Kokinshū and one usage in Shūishū, and many in Manyōshū, but very few other examples
from waka poetry. There are many examples from Chinese poetry, however, where the
cry, or holler (叫), of the monkey is most often associated with solitude, mountains, and
the moon. There are 23 usages of “monkey” in Chinese poetry from Wakan rōeishū
(early 11th c.) and Shinsen rōeishū (1122 – 33). As if the image of a monkey were not
rare enough, Saigyō places the monkey on a “mat of moss,” a combination of images
never before nor since found in a waka poem. This is an indication of Saigyō’s innovative
technique of juxtaposing seemingly unrelated words in order to startle the reader and
impart a sense of observed experience.
For example, koke no mushiro is a phrase found some sixty times in waka poetry,
but is most commonly associated with travel. It is also an utamakura word associated
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with Aoneyama, or Aone no mine (青ね山・青ねが峯) in Yoshino. The following
poems, one from Gyokuyōshū (玉葉集) and one from Tsukimōde wakashū (月詣和歌集),
are typical.

草枕こけのむしろにかたしきて都恋しみあかす夜半かな
kusamakura koke no mushiro ni kata shikite / miyako koishi mi akasu yoha kana
I lay my pillow of grass on a mat of moss,
longing for the capital I pass this night!
(Gyokuyōshū, Travel, 1172, Saneyasu)

花ざかりあをねがみねに旅ねしていく夜あかしつ苔のむしろに
hana-zakari aone ga mine ni tabine shite / iku yo akashi tsu koke no mushiro ni
I rest from my travels at blossom-covered Aone Peak—
how many nights have I passed on this mat of moss?
(Tsukimōde wakashū, Travel, 161)

In each poem, it is the traveler who rests on a mat of moss. In later poetry and prose, the
traveler is associated with itinerant monks, and the mat of moss becomes associated with
the monk’s moss-colored robes. However, in Saigyō’s poem, the monkey is not a monk,
nor a traveler. Saigyō detaches the mat of moss from its conventional associations to
create a startling image, one made all the more vivid by the call of the monkey (the image
is further intensified if we imagine many monkeys, which is possible since mashira does
not indicate singularity or plurality). In poem 1287, Saigyō’s word choice is again
unusual, creating an atypical image that jars the reader.
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山深みまきの葉わくる月かげははげしきもののすごきなりけり
yama fukami maki no ha wakuru tsuki kage ha / hageshiki mono no sugoki nari keri
So deep in the mountains, the moon’s light winnowing through the
tow’ring trees is both intense and eerie
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1287) [1199]

Hageshiki and related forms hageshi, hageshiku were almost always used in waka to
modify “wind” (kaze 風), and sometimes “storm” (arashi 嵐). Thus hageshiki was
imbued with an audial quality, as it is the sound of the wind that is “intense,” or
“violent.” By using hageshiki to describe moonlight, Saigyō accomplishes the same thing
as “the color of the wind,” or “the fragrance of green” and other such incongruous
phrases do when they compel the reader, by jarring their senses, to consider exactly what
the poet means to convey by such strange sensory arrangements. Saigyō accomplishes a
similar effect by the placement of the poems themselves.
Poem 1287, full of stark and jarring imagery almost frightening in its implications
for solitary mountain reclusion, is followed by a bucolic, even tender, image of the sumac
branch’s colorful leaves coming to call on the poet. Between this amiable poem and the
tranquil chestnut gathering poem is a somewhat cacophonous monkey poem that
surprises the reader with its eccentric imagery and, if we assume there are several
monkeys, its vociferous audial quality. Following the pleasant chestnut poem is the very
creepy owl poem, which brings back the stark and intimidating traits of the deep
mountains. Poem 1292 amplifies this quality by bringing in the harsh wind rushing down
from the mountain peaks. The noise of the storm is echoed, or perhaps replaced, by the
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racket of axes cutting firewood. Nigihafu does not carry the sinister overtones that were
present in the voice of the owl and the rush of the windstorm. Nevertheless, both are
contained, it seems, in the statement in poem 1294 that “everything in sight” (and hearing,
we should add) causes the poet to feel pathos.
Saigyō finishes his painting of mountain life with a proclamation of the core
aspect of such a life.
山深み馴るるかせぎのけ近きに世に遠ざかるほどぞ知らるる
yama fukami naruru kasegi no kejikaki ni / yo ni tōzakaru hodo zo shiraruru
So deep in the mountains, the tame deer comes so close to my house,
I realize just how far from the world I’ve become
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1295) [1207]

The deer in this poem functions quite differently from the typical deer in autumn. It is not
used to indicate season, though that is a natural by-product of its appearance. Nor is it
used as an explicit symbol of the poet’s loneliness. Its cry is not mentioned, nor any other
association, such as hagi (bush clover). Rather, the deer is modified by naruru, meaning
“tame,” or “accustomed to.” The deer is accustomed to the poet being a part of the deep
mountain landscape, and so is not afraid to approach his dwelling. The suffix mi of yama
fukami can be rendered “because,” indicating that all of the phenomena in these poems,
including the tame deer, are not only elements of the deep mountains but are results of
the genuine solitude of a place so distant from civilization.
Saigyō states that the deer coming near his dwelling cause him to realize just how
far from the world he is. He is suggesting that he has become so much a part of the
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landscape of the deep mountains that the deer no long fear him. By juxtaposing this
image with that of being “far from the world,” Saigyō is implying that he himself is no
long a part of that world (not just far from it). He has shed any vestige of that world, as
evidenced by his acceptance into the menagerie of yama fukami. Such an assimilation
into his surroundings was only hinted at in Saigyō’s sōan and yamazato poetry. Here he
has completed his absorption into the mountain landscape, achieving a “oneness” with
nature that is only symbolized in other reclusion poetry. Whereas the natural elements of
the mountain village were symbols of certain sentiments and religious ideals in traditional
yamazato poems, here the natural elements stand on their own as real aspects of the
poet’s environment. These aspects of the poet’s experience, since most are not
encumbered with the conventional associations of the waka canon, act as messengers
which convey to the reader in a very direct manner the exact nature of truly isolated
mountain seclusion. All of this is framed by the poet’s declaration in the first poem that
his actual experience has led to his understanding of aware and his realization in the last
poem that he has truly left the world behind. Though the imagery and diction of these
poems have little in them to lead to an overtly Buddhist reading, we would be hard
pressed to find a more well-articulated or convincing declaration of absolute renunciation
anywhere in waka poetry.
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Appendix Four
Fisherfolk poems
備前の国に小島と申す島にわたりけるに、あみと申す物とる所は、おのおのわれわれ占めて
長き竿に袋をつけてたてわたすなり。その竿の立てはじめをば一の竿とぞ名づけたる。なか
に年たかきあま人の立てそむるなり。立つると申すなる言葉聞き侍りしこそ、涙こぼれて申
すばかりなく覚えて詠みける

立てそむるあみとる浦の初竿はつみのなかにもすぐれたるらむ
tate somuru ami toru ura no hatsusao ha / tsumi no naka ni mo sugure taru ramu
When I was crossing to an island called Kojima in Bizen province, there was a place
were people were fishing for a shrimp called “ami,” each fisherman with his own spot
cordoned off and using a long pole with a bag on the end to fish. The first dip of the pole
is called “first pole.” An elderly fisherman among them put in the first pole. I was so
impressed by their words as they began that tears dropped from my eyes and I was left
speechless, whereupon I composed the following:
Taking the first pole and fishing for shrimps
is surely a great sin among sins
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1463) [1372]

日比、渋川と申す方へまかりて、四国のかたへわたらむとしけるに、風あしくて程経にけり。
渋川の浦と申す所に、をさなき者どもの数多物を拾ひけるを問ひければ、つみと申す物拾ふ
なりと申しけるを聞きて

おり立ちて浦田に拾ふあまの子はつみよりつみをならふなりけり
ori tachite urata ni hirofu ama no ko ha / tsumi yori tsumi wo narafu nari keri
I went to a place called Hibi and Shibukawa, hoping to cross over to Shikoku, but the
wind was bad and I waited for a while. At a place called Shibukawa bay, there were
many small children gathering something, so I asked what they were gathering,
whereupon they answered that they were gathering “tsumi.” Upon hearing this, I
composed the following:
Coming down to gather in the shore flats, the fisherfolk’s children
are learning from the peccadillo shells how to sin340

“Peccadillo,” meaning sin or transgression, is not really the name of a shellfish.
Unfortunately, it is unclear exactly what the children were gathering on the beach, though
340
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(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1464) [1373]

真鍋と申す島に京より商人どもの下りて、やうやうのつみの物ども商ひて、又しわくの島に
渡り、商はんずる由申しけるをききて

真鍋よりしはくへ通ふあき人はつみをかひにて渡るなりけり
Manabe yori Shihaku he kayofu akibito ha / tsumi wo kahi nite wataru nari keri
At an island called Manabe, merchants had come down from the capital and were selling
a variety of items. When I heard that they were going to cross over to Shiwaku island to
trade, I composed the following:
The merchants going from Manabe to Shiwaku
go to deal in sin, dipping their oars in the sea of sin341
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1465) [1374]

串にさしたる物を商ひけるを、何ぞと問ひければ蛤を乾して侍るなりと申しけるを ききて

同じくはかきをぞさして乾しもすべき蛤よりは名もたよりあり
onajiku ha kaki wo zo sashite hoshi mo su beki / hamaguri yori ha na mo tayori ari
When I asked what they were selling on skewers, they said it was dried clams. Upon
hearing this I composed the following:
If it’s all the same, you should skewer oysters and dry them—
the name would be better than clams342
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1466) [1375]

scholars speculate that it was some sort of spiral shellfish. The name the children gave
Saigyō for the shellfish, tsumi, is homophonous with the word for “sin.” Hence, the pun.
It is considered a sin to kill any living thing according to Buddhist doctrine.
341

This is an over-translation that attempts to bring out the pun on tsumi, which can mean
a merchant’s wares, or sin. There is also a pun on kai, which can mean an oar or to
buy/trade.
342

This poem makes no sense in English because it is impossible to translate all the puns.
Kaki, oyster, is homophonous with persimmon. Hence, if they are going to sin by killing
living things, at least if they called it kaki it would sound like persimmon, which would
not be as sinful.
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牛窓の瀬戸に海人の出で入りて、さだえと申すものをとりて舟に入れ入れしけるを見て

さだえすむ瀬戸の岩つぼ求め出でて急ぎし海人のけしきなるかな
sadae sumu seto no iwa tsubo motome idete / isogi shi ama no keshiki kana
At the straits of Ushimado the fisherfolk go in and out of the water gathering something
called “sadae” and tossing them into the boats. Upon seeing this I composed the
following:
In the turbulent straits where the turban shells live—
the bustle of fisherfolk busily collecting!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1467) [1376]
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Appendix Five
Mujō and Death Poems

越えぬればまたもこの世にかへり来ぬ死出の山こそかなしかりけれ
koe nureba mata mo kono yo ni kaheri konu / shide no yama koso kanashikari kere
How utterly woeful is the Mount of Death,
for once traversed you cannot return to this world!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 831) [763]

はかなしやあだに命の露消えて野辺にわが身やおくりおかれむ
hakanashi ya ada ni inochi no tsuyu kiete / nobe ni waga mi ya okuri okaremu
How hopeless! my life weakly vanishes like the dew
in the field will my body lie at last
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 832) [764]

大賢門院かくれさせおはしましける御あとに、人々またの年の御はてまで候はれけるに、南
表の花散りけるころ、堀川の局のもとへ申しおくりける

たづぬとも風のつてにもきかじかし花と散りにし君が行方を
tazunu to mo kaze no tsute ni mo kikaji kashi / hana to chiri ni shi kimi ga yukuhe wo
After Taikenmon-in passed away, people stayed with her heir until the end of the
mourning period the following year, at which time the blossoms near the south
entrance scattered and I sent the following poem to her lady-in-waiting Horikawa
Though we may inquire, not even in the wind might we hear
of where our lady has gone as the scattering blossoms
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 850) [779]
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無常の歌あまたよみける中に

いづくにか眠り眠りて倒れ伏さむと思ふ悲しき道芝の露
izuku ni ka neburi neburite taore fusamu to / omofu kanashiki michishiba no tsuyu
Among many poems composed on the topic “impermanence”
Where will I sleep night after night and where will I fall down to die?
How sad is the dew on the roadside grass when I think such things!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 916) [844]

なき跡を誰と知らねど鳥辺山おのおのすごき塚の夕ぐれ
naki ato wo tare to shiranedo Toribeyama / ono ono sugoki tsuka no yūgure
Though I do not know whose grave is whose at Toribeyama
each mound makes me shiver this evening
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 920) [848]
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Appendix Six
Travel Poems and Travel Diction
旅行草深と云事を

旅人の分くる夏野の草しげみは末に菅のおがさはづれて
tabibito no wakuru natsuno no kusa no shigemi / hazue ni suge no ogasa hazurete
On the topic of travel and deep grasses
A traveler makes his way through the summer fields, the grasses so high
that only his sedge hat appears above the leaf tips
(Sankashū, Summer, 268) [237]

旅宿月

あはれ知る人みたらばと思ふかな旅ねのとこにやどる月かげ
ahare shiru hito mitaraba to omofu kana / tabine no toko ni yadoru tsuki kage
On the topic of travel lodge and moon
How I wish someone who knows the pathos of things could see
the moon’s reflection in this bed where I rest from my travels
(Sankashū, Autumn, 458) [416]

旅なりけるとまりにて

飽かずのみ都にて見しかげよりも旅こそ月はあはれなりけれ
akazu nomi miyako nite mishi kage yori mo / tabi koso tsuki ha ahare nari kere
At a stop along my way while traveling
I never grew tired of gazing at its glow in the capital,
and yet the moon while traveling is so much more moving!
(Sankashū, Autumn, 452) [411]
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修行して伊勢にまかりけるに、月のころ、都思ひ出でられて

都にも旅なる月のかげをこそ同じくもゐの空にみるらめ
miyako ni mo tabi naru tsuki no kage wo koso / onaji kumoi no sora ni miru rame
When I traveled to Ise, at the time of the moon, I recalled the capital
In the capital as well, the journeying moon I see on my travels
perhaps they see in the same sky above the clouds
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1180) [1094]

寒夜旅宿

旅ねする草の枕に霜さえてありあけの月のかげぞまたるる
tabine suru kusa no makura ni shimo saete / ariake no tsuki no kage zo mataruru
On the topic of cold night and travel lodging
Frost falls coldly on the grass pillow as I rest from my travels—
anxiously I await the glow of the morning moon
(Sankashū, Winter, 563) [516]

西の国の方へ修行してまかり侍りけるにみづのと申すところに具しならひたる同行の侍りけ
るが、親しきものの例ならぬ事侍りとてぐせざれければ

山城のみづのみ草につながれて駒ものうげに見ゆる旅かな
Yamashiro no Mizu no mikusa ni tsunagarete / koma mono uge ni miyuru tabi kana
When we were traveling to the western provinces a friend of my regular traveling
companion was sick, and so he was not able to accompany me
Tugged by the watery grasses of Mizu in Yamashiro,
my horse seems disenchanted with the thought of traveling now
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1190) [1103]

塩湯にまかりたりけるに、具したりける人、九月つごもりにさきにのぼりければ、遣はしけ
る人に代りて
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秋はくれ君は都へかへりなばあはれなるべき旅の空かな
aki ha kure kimi ha miyako he kaheri naba / ahare naru beki tabi no sora kana
When we went to a salt hot spring, the person accompanying us went back to the
capital at the end of the ninth month, and so I composed this in the place of one of
our group who sent something
Autumn comes to a close, and you return to the capital—
and so now the sky under which we travel is sadly moving!
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1209) [1122]

木のもとに旅ねをすれば吉野やま花のふすまをきする春風
ko no moto ni tabine wo sureba Yoshinoyama / hana no fusuma wo kisuru harukaze
When I rest from my travels under a tree in Yoshino’s mountains,
the spring breeze lays a blanket of blossoms on me
(Sankashū, Spring, 136) [125]

旅のこころを

旅ねする峯のあらしにつたひ来てあはれなりける鐘の音かな
tabine suru mine no arashi ni tsutahi kite / ahare nari keru kane no oto kana
On the sentiment of travel
While resting from my journey, in the rushing wind that comes over the
mountain peak I can hear the sadly moving sound of the temple bell
(Saigyō hōshi kashū, Miscellaneous, 2129) [107]

鳴き絶えたりける鶯の住み侍りける谷に声のしければ

思ひ出でて古巣にかへる鶯は旅のねぐらやすみうかるらん
omohi idete furusu ni kaheru uguhisu ha / tabi no negura ya sumi ukaru ran
When I heard the voice of the warbler which had ceased to cry in the valley where I lived
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The warbler that remembered to return to its old nest—
did you grow tired of living in travel roosts?
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1154) [1068]

旅の歌よみける

草枕旅なる袖におく露を都の人や夢に見るらむ
kusamakura tabi naru sode ni oku tsuyu wo / miyako no hito ya yume ni miru ramu
A poem composed on travel
Dew dropped on this traveling sleeve, resting on a pillow of grass—
perhaps that one in the capital sees it in a dream
(Sankashū, Miscellaneous, 1187) [1099]

旅・たび

Diction in poems

Number of usages

(歌語)

(用例数)

travel

3

旅ね・旅寝・たびね・たび寝
旅人

rest/sleep while traveling

traveler

旅の空

1

travel sky

旅のかなしさ

4

1

travel’s sorrow

1

Figure 1. Diction in poems.

旅・たび

Diction in prefaces (travel vocabulary)

Number of usages

(詞書)

(用例数)

travel

15

罷・まかる・まかり

go to

31

参・まゐる・まゐり

go to

26
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巡・めぐる・めぐり

go to/make pilgrimage

3

回・まはる・まはり

come to/travel to

2

修行

carry out Buddhist practices [while traveling]; often used

19

as a synonym for travel
同行

所・ところ
宿・すく

place

36

post town

13

道・路・みち
まうで

5

traveling companion

8

road

go to/make pilgrimage

5

Figure 2. Diction in prefaces (travel vocabulary).

Diction in prefaces (travel destinations)

Number of usages

(詞書)

(用例数)

陸奥・みちのく・みちの国
伊勢・伊せ・いせ
熊野・くまの

Michinoku

5

Ise

14

Kumano

11

吉野・吉の・よしの

Yoshino

大峰・おほみね・大みね

Ōmine

2
3

四国

Shikoku

3

大師

Taishi (meaning Kūkai)

4

白峰・しろみね
東国・東・あづま

Shiromine

1

Azuma

3

Figure 3. Diction in prefaces (travel destinations).

In each example listed above, I have checked the poem and preface to determine if each
usage is indeed indicative of travel poetry or refers to actual travel undertaken by Saigyō.
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Many key words, however, appear in the same preface, such as shugyō and Azuma. We
cannot, therefore, simply tally the references.
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Appendix Seven
Place Names in Saigyō’s Poetry
吉野 Yoshino

60

難波 Naniwa・小倉 Ogura

11

小野 Ono・大井川 Ōigawa

7

三熊野 Mikumano・明石 Akashi・神路山 Kamijiyama・大原 Ōhara

6

志賀 Shiga

5

白川 Shirakawa（山城 Yamashiro）・比良 Hira・白河 Shirakawa（陸奥
Michinoku）・高野 Kōya・住吉 Sumiyoshi・二見 Futami・御裳濯河

4

Mimosusogawa・三津 Mitsu・三笠山 Mikasayama・和歌の浦 Wakanoura
伊良湖崎 Iragosaki・淡路島 Awajishima・音羽 Otowa・尾上 Onoue・衣川
Koromogawa・信太 Shinota・須磨 Suma・菅島 Sugashima・答志島

3

Takeshishama・常盤山 Tokiwayama・鳥辺野 Toribeno・富士山 Fujiyama
春日野 Kasugano・逢坂 Ōsaka・秋篠 Akishino・嵐山 Arashiyama・井出 Ide・
伊勢島 Iseshima・姨捨山 Ubasuteyama（信州 Shinshū）・朧の清水 Oboro no
shimizu・磐余野 Iwareno・葛城 Katsuragi・木曽の懸橋 Kiso no kakehashi・信
楽 Shigaraki・信夫の里 Shinobu no sato・鈴鹿 Suzuka・白浪浜 Shiranami no
hama・末の松山 Sue no matsuyama・越の中山 Koe no nakayama・高砂

2

Takasago・竜田 Tatsuta・鳥辺山 Toribeyama・那智 Nachi・深草 Fukakusa・
二村山 Futamurayama・船岡山 Funaokayama・広沢の池 Hirosawa no ike・松
山 Matsuyama・三島 Mishima・美豆 Mizu・宮城野 Miyagino・最上川
Mogamigawa
朝倉山 Asakurayama・朝日山 Asahiyama・浅間山 Asamayama・足柄山
Ashigarayama・芦屋 Ashiya・東屋 Azumaya・天の川 Amanogawa・有乳山
Arachiyama・有栖川 Arisugawa・青根山 Aoneyama・淡海の海 Ōmi no umi・

1
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生野 Ikuno・糸鹿山 Itokayama・岩田 Iwata・伊吹 Ibuki・色の浜 Iro no
hama・絵島 Ejima・生駒山 Ikomayama・浮島 Ukishima・宇治川 Ujigawa・
小口ヶ原 Oguchi ga hara・音羽の滝 Otowa no taki・大弊原 Ōhei no hara・姨
捨 Obasute（大和 Yamato）・おもはくの橋 Omowaku no hashi・大和田崎
Yamato Tasaki・風越の峯 Kazegoshi no mine・笠取山 Kasatoriyama・勝間田
Katsumata・亀山 Kameyama・亀井 Kamei・鹿島 Kashima・風の宮 Kaze no
miya・辛崎 Karasaki・香良洲崎 Karasuzaki・北野 Kitano・清滝川
Kiyotakigawa・熊山岳 Kumayamadake・雲取山 Kumotoriyama・熊野川
Kumanogawa・小池 Koike・古河 Koga・昆陽 Koyō・衣の浦 Koromo no ura・
衣の関 Koromo no seki・嵯峨野 Sagano・崎志摩 Sakishima・桜井 Sakurai・
笹の宿 Sasa no shuku・佐野 Sano・佐保 Saho・飾磨 Shikama・静原
Shizuhara・篠原 Shinohara・塩飽 Shiwaku・塩崎浦 Shiozaki no ura・白山
Shirayama・小夜の中山 Saya no nakayama・隅田川 Sumidagawa・姿の池
Sugato no ike・諏訪湖 Suwako・桜の宮 Sakura no miya・芹生 Seryō・外の浜
Soto no hama・高師山 Takamoro yama・高間の山 Takama no yama・竹の泊
Take no tomari・武隅 Takesumi・田子 Tago・束稲山 Tabane yama・千種の岳
Chikusa no take・千島 Chijima・千里 Chisato・月読の社 Tsukiyomi no
yashiro・詫間の沼 Takuma no numa・壺の碑 Tsubo no hi・鳥羽 Toba・永谷川
Nagatanigawa・長柄の橋 Nagara no hashi・勿来関 Nakoso no seki・灘 Nada・
名取川 Natorigawa・七越の峯 Nanakoshi no mine・鳴滝川 Narutakigawa・鳴
海 Narumi・鳴尾 Naruo・高石の山 Takaishi no yama・立石崎 Tateishi no
saki・つたの細江 Tsuta no hosoe・錦の島 Nishiki no shima・野路 Noji・野中
の清水 Nonaka no shimizu・藐姑射が峯 Hakoya ga mine・鞍馬山
Kuramayama・花園山 Hanzaonoyama・原野 Harano・播磨潟 Harimagata・飛
騨 Hida・日野 Hino・平野 Hirano・広瀬川 Hirosegawa・箱根山
Hakoneyama・吹上の浜 Fukiage no hama・筆の山 Fude no yama・布留野
Furuno・古屋 Furuya・保津 Hozu・堀兼の井 Tsubokane no i・松尾山
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Matsuoyama・真野 Mano・糺川 Migawa・三重ねの滝 Miene no taki・三栖
Misu・三島江の浦 Mishimae no ura・三瀬川 Mitsusegawa・水無瀬川
Minasegawa・湊川 Minato gawa・三保が崎 Miho ga saki・三上が岳 Mikami
ga take・身延 Minobu・宮川 Miyagawa・宮滝川 Miyatakigawa・武蔵野
Musashino・二上山 Futakamiyama・八上 Yagami・野洲が原 Nosu ga hara・八
橋 Yatsuhashi・勇崎の浦 Yūsaki no ura・夢野 Yumeno・余吾の湖 Yogo no
umi・吉野川 Yoshinogawa・蓮台野 Rendaino・山田 Yamada・和田の泊
Wada no tomari・麻生の浦 Ou no ura
(Province names)
近江 Ōmi・磐代 Iwashiro・出羽 Dewa・伊勢 Ise・蝦夷 Ezo・甲斐 Kai・木曽

1

Kiso・駿河 Suruga・信濃 Shinano・松浦 Matsuura・三河 Mikawa・山城
Yamashiro
Source: Usuda Shōgo, “Saigyō no tabi to utamakura.” Saigyō Teika. Yūseidō, 1984, pp.
102-103.343

343

It is unclear what criteria Usuda uses for a place name. Some of these place names
cannot be considered utamakura at all. For example, Tsukiyomi no yashiro is a shrine
within the Ise Jingū complex. Hakoya ga mine is a sobriquet for the Sentō Imperial
Palace. Hence, Usuda’s numbers should be taken as a general indication of Saigyō’s
utamakura poems, and not a precise accounting.
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Appendix Eight
Saigyō in the Nō
This short paper was presented at the Association for Asian Studies Western
Conference in 2002. It is a basic overview of the various nō plays written about Saigyō,
or incorporating Saigyō’s poetry. Saigyō’s influence was present throughout the medieval
and Edo periods in a variety of artistic forms—waka, renga, haikai, monogatari, setsuwa,
emaki, minyō. One art form that extensively employed Saigyō’s poetry and image was
medieval nō theater. I will first characterize the nō plays that deal with Saigyō and/or his
poetry according to their form, content, sources, and varying use of Saigyō’s image. I will
then begin a discussion of Saigyō’s importance to the nō theater in general, and mugen nō
specifically.
There are, as far as I have been able to ascertain, sixteen nō plays that employ
Saigyō as a character, use his poetry as a main element of the drama, or refer to Saigyō in
a significant manner. Below is a list of those plays:

Ugetsu (雨月), by Komparu Zenchiku(?)
Saigyō, the wandering poet, has a wish to visit Sumiyoshi shrine. En route, he is
caught in the rain and asks for shelter at Eguchi. There he encounters an old couple, and
they compose renga while waiting out the rain. The couple are implied to be the spirits of
Sumiyoshi, and celebrate both the shrine at Sumiyoshi and the waka tradition.
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Ume no hama (梅浜), author unknown
Saigyō wants to see Ume no hama (“Plum Beach”) in Kyūshū. The woman
(spirit) of the plum tree at Ume no hama wants to go up to the capital. The two
meet somewhere near present-day Hyōgō prefecture. In the second act, Saigyō
arrives at Ume no hama and meets the spirit of the plum tree. He composes poetry,
and they celebrate nature and waka.

Eguchi (江口), by Kan’ami, revised by Zeami
Saigyō, caught in the rain, seeks shelter from a yūjo, or harlot/courtesan, in
Eguchi. She refuses, and he rebukes her with a poem. She retorts with a poem of
her own, pointing out that a monk should not be seeking refuge from a harlot.
Later, she turns out to be the bodhisattva Fugen.

Genzai Eguchi (現在江口), author unknown
This is the same content as Eguchi, altered somewhat to be a genzai nō play.

Saigyō Saijū (西行西住), author unknown
This play recounts the famous episode at Tenryū River, when a ferryman hit
Saigyō in the head with his paddle for perceived insolence. Saigyō accepted the
rebuke, but Saijū, his traveling companion, was incensed. Shortly after, Saigyō
and Saijū parted ways. Later, on his way back to the capital, Saigyō happens to
seek lodging at the house where Saijū had previously died. He speaks with the
host of Saijū and the impermanence of all things.
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Saigyō zakura (西行桜), by Zeami
This play, considered by some to be the finest in the repertory, finds Saigyō
disgusted that so many people are coming to view his cherry blossoms. He
composes a poem, blaming the cherry tree for ruining his solitude. Later that night,
the spirit of the cherry tree appears to rebuke Saigyō for blaming an insentient
object, and pointing out Saigyō’s continued attachment to worldly beauties. The
spirit dances to songs and poems about famous cherry trees through the night.

Saigyō zuka (西行塚), author unknown
This play is unusual, in that it is one of only two nō plays in which Saigyō is the
shite, or main character. A shokoku ikken no sō (諸国一見の僧), or itinerant
monk visiting all the provinces, visits Saigyō’s grave, said to be north of Kyoto.
There he meets an old man, who of course turns out to be Saigyō’s spirit. The
spirit tells of two episodes from Saigyō’s life. First, when Saigyō was returning to
the capital upon the compilation of the Senzaishū, he was notified that his “snipe
taking flight” poem was left out. Saying “there’s no reason to return, then,” he left
again for the north. The second episode involves the famous Kegon monk
Mongaku, who despised Saigyō and offered to punch his lights out if they ever
met. Later, they met, and Mongaku was completely won over by Saigyō’s charm,
talent, and Buddhist devotion.
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Sanekata (実方), author unknown
In this play, Saigyō visits the grave of Sanekata, who appears as a spirit, and
recalls his famous dance at the Kamo shrine.

Hatsuse Saigyō A (初瀬西行甲), author unknown
Hatsuse Saigyō B (初瀬西行乙), author unknown
In Hatsuse Saigyō, Saigyō happens to encounter his former wife, who has become
a nun, at the Hasedera. The two speak of old times, discuss their daughter, and
discourse on the impermanence of all things, the bonds of husband and wife, and
the merits of Buddhist devotion.

Hitomaro Saigyō (人丸西行), author unknown
In this play, Saigyō wishes overtly to meet the spirit of the famous Manyōshū poet
Hitomaro. He gets his wish, and the two celebrate waka.

Matsuyama tengu (松山天狗), author unknown
In this play, Saigyō is visiting the grave of exiled Emperor Sutoku, an old friend
who lost the succession dispute that became the Hōgen Disturbance in 1156.
Sutoku has since cursed Japan and become king of the tengu demons. After
Saigyō composes a poem aimed at comforting Sutoku and urging him to abandon
his attachment to this world, his grave shakes violently and his spirit appears.
Sutoku then dances to express his frustration, whereupon several tengu fly in to
comfort his angry spirit.
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Yugyō yanagi (遊行柳), by Kanze Kojirō Nobumitsu
This play is based upon Saigyō’s famous poem about a willow tree near clearflowing water. Two traveling priests of the Ji sect of Pure Land Buddhism (時宗)
encounter the spirit of the willow tree that Saigyō spoke of in his poem. The play
celebrates the sentience of all existence and the pervasive nature of the dharma.

Shiromine (白峯), by Nakagawa Saburō
Shiromine is essentially the same content as Matsuyama Tengu.

Tamagawa (玉川), author unknown
This play recounts a shokoku ikken no sō’s visit to a famous site in the north,
where he finds a hut that he mistakes for that of Saigyō. He also misattributes a
poem to Saigyō, whereupon the spirit of the mid-Heian poet/monk Nōin, the real
author of the poem, appears to set things straight.

Saigyō monogurui, or Ōmine Saigyō (西行物狂 , 大峯西行), author unknown
This is the only other play, besides Saigyō zuka, in which Saigyō is the shite. Here
he is seen going through the extreme hardships of yamabushi practices in the
Ōmine region, under the famous yamabushi Sōnanbō Gyōsō. It is a monogurui
play because Saigyō is said to have lost his senses at one point during the extreme
ascetic practices.
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Of the above plays, five remain in the present repertory (Ugetsu, Eguchi, Saigyō zakura,
Matsuyama tengu, Yugyō yanagi). Of those that have fallen out of the repertory, Sanekata,
Hatsuse Saigyō, and Saigyō Saijū seem to have been quite popular well into the Edo
period, judging from the various manuscripts of these plays that remain, some plays
having appeared under several different titles.344
Though I do not have the space to treat each play in detail, I will organize the
plays according to orthodox standards of nō theater categorization. The first distinction
that must be made is the most general: genzai nō vs. mugen nō. Genzai nō is that which
presents the action of the play as if in the present, with the action (even if the subject
matter and characters are centuries old) proceeding in fairly strict chronological fashion
and generally in one place, as if happening for the first time before the audience’s eyes.
Mugen nō, by contrast, manipulates both time and space, shifting between the present and
the past, moving unnaturally from one place to another, and even implying that the action
of the play (or at least the second act of the play) is taking place within the dream of a
character. Mugen nō most often employs characters from other realms, such as the dead,
gods, or demons, who interact with human beings from this world. Below is a chart
showing which Saigyō plays fall under each of these two categories.

Genzai Nō (現在能)

Mugen Nō (夢幻能)

Ugetsu
Saigyō Saijū
Hatsuse Saigyō
Saigyō monogurui (Ōmine Saigyō)
Genzai Eguchi

Ume no hama
Eguchi
Saigyō zakura
Saigyō zuka
Sanekata

344

See Tanaka Makoto, Ed. Mikan yōkyokushū. Koten Bunko, 1991. See also Kubota Jun,
Ed. Saigyō zenshū. Nihon Koten Bungakukai, 1996, pp. 1073-1120.
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Hitomaro Saigyō
Matsuyama tengu
Yugyō yanagi
Shiromine
Tamagawa

The majority of Saigyō plays belong to the mugen nō category, especially the more
popular of the Saigyō plays in the repertory, namely Eguchi, Saigyō zakura, Matsuyama
tengu, and Yugyō yanagi. Of the genzai nō plays, Ugetsu remains popular today, and
Hatsuse Saigyō seems to have been part of the repertory until well into the Edo period.345
Three of the mugen nō plays (Ume no hama, Saigyō zakura, Yugyō yanagi) fall into a
subcategory of mugen nō identified by Ishihara Kaori 石原香織—plays in which
inanimate objects, or the spirits of flora, appear in dreams in order to converse with the
waki.346 The remainder of the mugen nō plays (with the exception of Eguchi) fall under
another of Ishihara’s subcategories—plays in which the dead or ghosts cross back over
into this world through dream or vision in order to express (and sometimes exorcise)
attachment, regret, or resentment lingering from a previous existence. Eguchi fits into a
different Ishihara subcategory—plays in which dreams convey mysterious and divine
communications or appearances. The Eguchi yūjo’s revealing herself as Fugen bosatsu
would qualify for this category.
I will now consider Saigyō’s role, or function, within each of the plays. Among
the genzai nō plays, Saigyō functions as the waki in Ugetsu, Saigyō Saijū, and Hatsuse
Saigyō. Saigyō is the shite in Saigyō monogurui. Among the mugen nō plays, Saigyō
345

Hatsuse Saigyō appears in Shin yōkyoku hyakuban (新謡曲百番), an early Edo period
collection published in 1912.
Ishihara Kaori. “Mugen nō no honshitsu.” Kokubungaku nenjibetsu ronbunshū: chūsei,
pp. 644-52.
346
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functions as the waki in six plays: Ume no hama, Saigyō zakura, Sanekata, Hitomaro
Saigyō, Matsuyama tengu, and Shiromine. Saigyō is the shite in Saigyō zuka. Eguchi and
Genzai Eguchi refer to the story of Saigyō and the Eguchi yūjo, but the waki is an
unidentified traveling monk. (Of course this monk is reminiscent of the traveling monk
Saigyō.) Yugyō yanagi is based upon one of Saigyō’s most famous poems, which refers
to a willow tree:
道のべに清水流るる柳かげしばしとてこそ立ちどまりつれ
michinobe ni shimizu nagaruru yanagi kage / shibashi tote koso tachi domari tsure
In the shade of a roadside willow near a clear flowing stream
I stopped, for just a while I thought
(Shinkokinshū, Summer, 262)

The spirit of this willow tree then becomes the shite in Yugyō yanagi. Tamagawa is an
unusual case. The waki, a traveling monk, mistakes an old thatched hut for the former
dwelling of Saigyō. He also mistakenly attributes a poem about Noda no Tamagawa (an
utamakura of Michinoku) to Saigyō. The shite corrects the waki, telling him that the hut
and the poem belonged to the mid-Heian period poet/monk Nōin Hōshi (988-?), whom
Saigyō greatly admired and imitated. The nochi-jite, or shite of the second act, then turns
out to be the spirit of Nōin. Thus, Saigyō’s presence in Tamagawa is a device by which
the author introduces the location, as Saigyō’s travels to Michinoku were certainly more
well-known and recounted during the medieval period than the travels and poetry of Nōin.
As for the content of the Saigyō nō plays, there are basically three categories that
I have identified, with some exceptions. The first category contains nō plays that are
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essentially celebrations of waka, its long history, and its association with the native kami
of Japan. Three plays, Ume no hama, Hitomaro Saigyō, and Ugetsu fall into this category.
In each, Saigyō’s status as a great poet of Japan figures prominently. The second category
contains plays that relate supernatural experiences, usually with the dead, and sometimes
with Buddhist deities. These plays are very Buddhist in tone, often reflecting imagery and
belief of the Pure Land sect. Some are examples of chinkon, or pacification of angry
spirits. Matsuyama tengu, Shiromine, and Sanekata are of this type. The remaining plays
of this type (which all fall under the general category of mugen nō) are: Saigyō zakura,
Eguchi, Genzai Eguchi, Tamagawa, and Yugyō yanagi. The third category I identify as
containing plays that are largely narrative in nature, recounting significant episodes, or
emotional moments, from Saigyō’s life. These are: Saigyō Saijū, Saigyō zuka, Hatsuse
Saigyō, and Saigyō monogurui. Saigyō zuka might also be placed in the second category,
as it is a mugen nō play. Though these plays differ in content, one element that is
germane to all but one of the plays is travel. With the exception of Saigyō zakura, all the
plays either depict Saigyō as a traveler, or incorporate a travel poem.
Saigyō’s reputation as a traveling monk/poet is certainly the most important
reason for the unusual number of nō plays concerning this one figure. I cannot find
another individual about which more nō plays were composed than Saigyō. It is because
of Saigyō’s popular image as a traveling monk/poet, a tonseisha unfettered by worldly
concerns, able to devote himself thoroughly to poetry and adventure, that so many
literary and visual works in the medieval and Edo periods employed and expanded his
poetic legacy and by then semi-legendary life story. The nō theater was no exception. In
fact, Saigyō’s popularity as a figure in nō plays facilitated a widening transmission of
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Saigyō’s cultural legacy from the aristocratic elite of the late Heian and Kamakura
periods to the ruling military elite of the Muromachi and Edo periods, as the nō theater
was the cultural province of the shogunate, and later, warrior elite in general.
Following his death in 1190, Saigyō very quickly became in the eyes of the
literary establishment the quintessential traveling monk/poet. Within the first century
following his death, Saigyō monogatari, a tale recounting Saigyō’s many travels around
Japan, appeared in both prose form and as an illustrated emaki, or narrative handscroll.
The author of Izayoi nikki (十六夜日記 c. 1280), Abutsu-ni (阿佛尼 d. 1283), referred to
Saigyō in her poems and diaries, and imitated some of his travels. The author of
Towazugatari (とはずがたり c. 1306), Lady Nijō (二条 b. 1258), wrote of seeing an
emaki in her youth that depicted the travels of Saigyō and his extemporaneous
composition of nature poetry. She cited this experience as a motivating factor in her own
travels and poetic composition. Lady Nijō is even called “the female Saigyō”（女西行）
by many scholars today. Later in the medieval period, the influential renga poet Sōgi (宗
祇 1421-1502) was influenced by Saigyō in both his poetry and his actual travels, as
witnessed in his 1468 composition Shirakawa kikō (白川紀行). Still later, in the Edo
period, the famous haikai poet Matsuo Bashō (松尾芭蕉 1644-96) was greatly influenced
by Saigyō’s poetry and image as a traveling monk/poet. Bashō’s Oku no hosomichi (奥の
細道 c. 1689) is replete with references to Saigyō and his poetry, and the trip that Oku no
hosomichi recounts was largely based upon Saigyō’s own travels to Michinoku. Though
Saigyō’s poetry and image are complex and many-faceted in their reception, it is his
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repute as a traveler, and his poetry composed while on the road, that held the greatest
fascination for later generations of poets and playwrights.
One of the most important sources for images of the traveling monk/poet Saigyō,
besides the Shinkokinshū (新古今集 1207), was the mid-thirteenth century collection of
Buddhist setsuwa Senjūshō (撰集抄), erroneously attributed to Saigyō. Six of the Saigyō
nō plays are based upon material from the Senjūshō: Ugetsu, Eguchi, Genzai Eguchi,
Hatsuse Saigyō A & B, Matsuyama Tengu, Shiromine. All six of these plays depict
Saigyō’s activities while traveling. Another important Saigyō source for nō playwrights
was Saigyō monogatari. Five plays are derived from The Tale of Saigyō: Saigyō Saijū,
Saigyō zakura, Sanekata, Yugyō yanagi, Saigyō monogurui. Of this group, only Saigyō
zakura does not depict Saigyō while traveling. Saigyō zuka was derived from both Ima
monogatari (今物語) and Seiashō (井蛙抄), and does not depict Saigyō traveling, since it
is the spirit of the already dead Saigyō who is the shite. However, the episode recounted
by the spirit of Saigyō is that of Saigyō’s travels between the capital and the north.
Hitomaro Saigyō was derived from Sankoku denki (三国伝記). Again, Saigyō is
described as traveling to Akashi to meet the spirit of Hitomaro. He is traveling again in
Ume no hama, this time to Kyūshū. The source for Ume no hama, however, is unknown.
Thus, the prevailing image of Saigyō we see in nō plays is the itinerant monk/poet.
The image of Saigyō wandering about the country and composing poetry was ubiquitous
in the sources to which nō playwrights looked for inspiration and information—the
Shinkokinshū, Senjūshō, Saigyō monogatari, etc. One reason Saigyō figures so
prominently in the nō theater is precisely because he was a wandering monk who
happened to resemble the figure of the wandering monk waki that came to characterize
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mugen nō. Saigyō’s already widespread popularity in poetry, prose, and visual art by the
Muromachi period, combined with his reputation as a wandering monk that seemed
tailor-made for mugen nō, made him the perfect subject for the variety of nō plays I have
discussed.
The final point I wish to discuss deals with Saigyō’s role as a traveling monk in
nō plays. It is my belief that Saigyō’s fame as a wandering monk/poet influenced the
formation of the tabi no sō（旅の僧）or shokoku ikken no sō（諸国一見の僧）waki
role that became a hallmark of mugen nō. I stated above that Saigyō’s image as a
wandering monk happened to coincide with the set image of the wandering monk popular
in mugen nō. However, I think it is possible that Saigyō’s widespread fame as a traveling
monk, which certainly predated the formation of nō drama, was a prototype for the tabi
no sō, or shokoku ikken no sō. What some scholars believe was the first fully formed
mugen nō play, complete with a tabi no sō, was Eguchi. Though it is impossible to know
what was in the mind of a nō playwright in the fifteenth century, I am confident that
further investigation will show that the popular image of the wandering monk/poet
Saigyō found in a variety of literary and visual forms in the medieval period and
employed in the sixteen plays I have discussed, was in fact influential in the formation of
the shokoku ikken no sō character in mugen nō.

